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  Pref ace   

 Since education in Japan is conducted in Japanese, this is a barrier for non-Japanese 
speakers who are interested to learn about instructional practices and problems that 
exist in the country. Even though there is interest in Japanese geography education, 
there are few opportunities to learn about it owing to this language barriers. 

 Geography education researchers in Japan have not actively published in 
English language journals. Therefore, researchers and teachers in other countries 
only have limited information about the status of Japanese geography education. 
Recently, many scholars have organized international projects, which have 
contributed to developing collaboration across nations. From this perspective, a 
book published in English on geography education in Japan is a timely contribution 
to the fi eld. 

 This book provides a comprehensive description of Japanese geography 
education from diverse viewpoints. The geography education committee of the 
Association of Japanese Geographers (AJG) led the editing work that resulted 
in a volume that is part of the International Perspectives in Geography: AJG 
Library series. 

 This book includes the following broad topics: introduction to geography education 
in Japan, regional geography and fi eld surveys as essential elements of geography 
education, geography education and cooperation with the local community, support 
for teachers from professional geographers and the AJG, international comparative 
studies on geography education, and the future of geography education in Japan. 
The editing team greatly appreciates the hard work of all contributors to this book. 
We also thank Dr. Niem Tu Huynh for carefully reading through each chapter to 
make comments and suggest changes. 
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 We hope this book will contribute to the improvement of geography education 
worldwide.  

  Ibaraki, Japan     Yoshiyasu     Ida   
 Tokyo, Japan     Minori     Yuda   
 Niigata, Japan     Takashi     Shimura   
 Tokyo, Japan     Shunsuke     Ike   
 Toyama, Japan     Koji     Ohnishi   
 Yokohama, Japan     Hideki     Oshima      

Preface
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xix

  Introd uction   

 The nature of geography education in Japan has rarely been communicated to the 
outside world. The goal of this book is to fi ll that gap and publicize Japan’s 
geography education internationally by describing it systematically and in detail. 
In order to describe Japan’s geography education system in detail, this book is 
made up of fi ve different parts. Part I explains the current status of geography 
education within elementary schools, junior high schools, and senior high schools 
in the Japanese school system. Consideration is also given to detailing geography 
textbooks and the offi cial screening system they must pass. In Part II the focus is 
on the learning content of Japanese geography education, and we try to elucidate 
the characteristics of Japanese geography education, arranging them into six 
separate themes: regional descriptive geography lessons, fi eld research, 
maps-globes, and cognitive space, social participation, education for sustainable 
development (ESD), and disaster preparedness. In Part III, we discuss geography 
teacher training and licensure procedures required to teach geography education. 
We continue by explaining the assistance that geography academic associations 
give to geography teachers and the support for teacher adoption of geographic 
information systems (GIS). In Part IV, focus is given to geography education 
research which provides theoretical support for the practical implementations. We 
review current geography education research and their signifi cance in Japan to 
offer an overview of what is known about geography learning and teaching in Asia. 
Based on the contents of Parts I through IV, Part V considers the future of geography 
education in Japan. The Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Disaster in 
March, 2011 delivered a major shock to the Japanese geography education 
community. Thus, we consider the direction of Japan’s geography education after 
having had this experience. Taking the current situation into account, we discuss 
the future of geography education as a part of Social Studies as well as the 
geography curriculum in senior high schools. Finally, we describe the characteristics 
of Japanese geography education with an eye towards the future, and suggest a 
path to promote the spread of geography education. 
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 In this book we use the following terms in the interests of uniformity: The guidelines 
for instructional content that are legally mandated, the  gakushū shidō yōryō , are 
sometimes translated as “the course of study” but in this volume it is translated as 
“the National Curriculum Standards.” Subject names are capitalized. The Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology will be abbreviated as 
“MEXT”. The following names will be abbreviated as: the Association of Japanese 
Geographers (AJG), AJG-Commission of Geographical Education (AJG- CGE), 
the International Geographical Union Commission on Geographical Education 
(IGU-CGE).  

    Yoshiyasu     Ida    

Introduction



   Part I 
   Overview of Geography Education 

in Japan        
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    Chapter 1   
 Outline of Geography Education in Japan 

             Yoshiyasu     Ida      and     Takashi     Shimura   

    Abstract     The aim of this chapter is to present an overview of the current situation of 
geography education in Japanese schools and consider its future in the country. 
Geography is part of the Social Studies curriculum in elementary and junior high 
schools, and it is an elective subject in senior high school. The main content of the geog-
raphy curriculum in elementary school concentrates on the students’ local environment. 
Japanese and world geography is the focus in junior high school, whereas world geog-
raphy comprises the main content in senior high school. As for teacher training, there is 
an in-service training system in Japan. Furthermore, a teacher’s license update system 
was recently implemented requiring compulsory training, which in some universities 
includes fi eldwork training. This chapter also addresses political issues affecting 
geography education and surveys how geography education groups can appeal to the 
government and the public, to highlight the importance of geography in schools.  

  Keywords     Geography education   •   In-service teacher training system   •   Japan   •   New 
National Curriculum Standards  

1.1         Education System and Geography 

1.1.1        Overview of the Education System 
and Geography- Related Subjects 

 The latest version of the National Curriculum Standards in Japan was published in 
2008/2009. While the former curriculum emphasized methods of learning, the 
new curriculum focuses on the importance of acquiring fundamental knowledge. 
This revision is grounded in the philosophy “Bringing Knowledge Back In” 
(Young  2008 ) that is seen in developed countries in the 21st global competitive 
society. Geography education is not an exception to this trend. 

        Y.   Ida      (*) 
  University of Tsukuba ,   1-1-1 Tennodai, Tsukuba ,  Ibaraki   305-8572 ,  Japan   
 e-mail: ida@human.tsukuba.ac.jp   

    T.   Shimura    
  Joetsu University of Education ,   Niigata ,  Japan    
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 We fi rst present an overview of the current situation of geography education in 
Japanese schools and consider future teaching options available, with a focus on 
curricula and in-service teacher training. 

 Since the beginning of modern education in Japan, in the late nineteenth century, 
the school system has been strictly administrated by the Ministry of Education 
(MEXT). 1  The government established a uniform national education system by 
means of the Educational Ordinance in 1872 and Education Order in 1879, which 
included the National Curriculum Standards. This marked the fi rst educational 
reform in Japan. In this curriculum system, Geography was an independent and 
compulsory subject, in addition to History (Japanese history) and Morals ( Shyuushin ) 
in elementary schools. 

 In 1947, just after World War II and under the Allied occupation, there was a 
second educational reform that used the U.S. educational system as its reference. 
The school system adopted a 6-3-3 structure (6 years of elementary school, and 3 
years each of junior high and senior high school). The length of compulsory educa-
tion was increased from 6 to 9 years, extending the school age of students from 6 to 
15 years old. This system has continued to the present day; elementary and junior 
high schools remain compulsory. 2  

 Under this education system, MEXT enacts and revises the National Curriculum 
Standards at approximately 10-year intervals. The fi rst National Curriculum 
Standards reform in 1947 introduced the new subject area of Social Studies bor-
rowed from the U.S. curriculum. As a result, geography and history were integrated 
into Social Studies which emphasized problem-solving skills. However, a system-
atic method of learning was adopted for Social Studies after 1955. This measure 
was taken for various reasons, including the fact that the ability to solve problems 
only provided fragments of knowledge. 

 Learning centered on problem-solving was criticized, and a systematic method 
of learning was feared that this instructional method stressed cramming of informa-
tion or overly emphasized rote learning. This led to careful selection of learning 
content and experiences for the 1989 National Curriculum Standards. In elementary 
schools, Social Studies and Science were abolished in the fi rst and second grades 
and replaced by Life Environmental Studies, which emphasized experience. This 
change marked the beginning of the third educational reform, which is used in the 
present education system. In the 1989 revision, high school level Social Studies was 
separated into two new subjects: Geography and history, and Civics. 

 In recent years, new criticism arose faulting the current school curriculum for 
failing to teach basic knowledge. In response, the revised 2008/2009 National 
Curriculum Standards once again emphazed the acquisition of basic knowledge in 
all subjects. The new curriculum also focuses on social participation, or means of 
personal contribution to society. Table  1.1  outlines the current Japanese school system 
and geography-related subjects.

1   The current offi ce is the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). 
2   All senior high schools have an entrance examination. However, the percentage of students who 
attend high school is currently around 98 %. 
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1.1.2        Geography in the Japanese Education System 

1.1.2.1     Social Studies Curriculum in Elementary Schools 

 In the fi rst National Curriculum Standards (1947), Social Studies was considered 
the most important subject, known as a core subject, because of the signifi cant role 
it played in creating a democratic society in Japan. Therefore, teaching Social 
Studies involved many hours of lessons, comprising 16.5 % of total elementary 
school classroom hours. Since then, however, the number of hours dedicated to 
Social Studies have decreased. 

 The implementation of a new subject area, Life Environmental Studies, replaced 
Social Studies and Science at the fi rst and second grade levels in 1989. By 2002, a 
new subject called Integrated Studies, included in all grade levels, had a huge impact 
on Social Studies education. After 2002, only 6.4 % of classroom hours were dedi-
cated to Social Studies (Tabe  2004 ). Table  1.2  shows unit hours allocated to Social 
Studies per year (MEXT  2008 ). The curriculum regulation defi nes one school year 
as having 35 weeks of instruction, which translates to only 2 or 3 class hours per 
week of Social Studies from third to sixth grade.

   Overall, the aims of elementary Social Studies in the National Curriculum 
Standards are 3 : (1) to develop an understanding of life in society; (2) to develop an 
understanding and love for Japan’s land and history; and (3) to foster foundational 
qualities of citizens who are members of a peaceful and democratic country and 
society. These aims respectively correspond to an understanding of Japanese soci-
ety, geography, history, skills, values, and attitudes. This structure is the same in 
each school grade, while the fi nal goal of Social Studies is to foster students’ under-
standing of basic contributions as a citizen to the nation. 

 Social Studies in elementary schools encompass broad and comprehensive con-
tent. The term “Geography” is not used in textbooks, but many geography-related 
topics are included in all grades although the content and expectations are different 
across each grade level (Table  1.3 ). In this table, columns are divided by strands into 
geography, history, and civics. The instruction emphasis is on geography and civics 
in grades 3 and 4, geography in grade 5, and history and civics in grade 6. However, 

3   There is no English version of the course of study in Social Studies that is authorized by 
MEXT. The text is a translation by the authors. 

   Table 1.2    Unit hours allocated to Social Studies per year (National Curriculum Standards 2008 
edition)   

 Grade 

 Elementary  Junior high school 

 3rd  4th  5th  6th  1st  2nd  3rd 

 Social Studies  70  90  100  105  105  105  140 
 Total unit hours of schooling  945  980  980  980  1,015  1,015  1,015 

  Course length: 1 unit hour is 45 min in elementary school, 50 min in junior high school  

Y. Ida and T. Shimura
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it should be noted that this division is not absolute, students also learn about different 
industries in Japan in grade 5.

   In Table  1.3 , the geography strand is divided into place, theme, and skill. 
The concept of “place” follows a progressive expansion from the student’s local 
community in grade 3, to their prefecture in grade 4, and then to the entire country 
in grades 5 and 6. This is based on the expanding horizon (environment) curriculum 
theory or the widening horizon curriculum theory, which is generally adapted in the 
development of the Japanese Social Studies curriculum. 

 Skills are prescribed in the most detail in grades 3 and 4, however, in these 
grades, it is too late for students to begin learning about maps. When Social Studies 
was included in grades 1 and 2, foundational map skills were taught in these grades. 
But, the abolition of Social Studies in the 1989 National Curriculum Standards 
revision shifted the introduction of mapping skills until grade 3 and the use of a 
globe is not taught until grade 5. These curriculum sequences are inappropriate for 
students’ development stages. 

 In Japan, school textbooks and atlases authorized by MEXT must be used in 
classrooms. The textbooks are written and edited by private-sector publishers, and 
later approved by MEXT in accord with the National Curriculum Standards. 
Textbooks and atlases are distributed to all elementary school students free of 
charge. Students receive an atlas in grade 4, a year after Social Studies instruction 
begins, and use it throughout elementary school. Some geography educators and 
researchers suggest that atlases should be distributed to students prior to grade 4 to 
develop their curiosity about the world. Also, students should not use the same atlas 
for 3 years but instead receive updated copies every year.  

1.1.2.2     Geography Curriculum in Junior High Schools 

 In junior high schools, Social Studies includes the subjects Geography, History, and 
Civics. Geography and History are usually taught as independent courses within a 
school timetable, each with a different school textbook. 

 Traditionally, the conventional geography curriculum in Japan was based on 
regional geography. However, in 1998, a signifi cant National Curriculum Standards 
reform adopted a “sample studies” approach. This approach is similar to what is 
called “case studies” in the British geographical education, which involves choos-
ing situations or places from around the world to illustrate geographical theories or 
themes, as opposed to focusing on regional characteristics (Shimura  2009a ). This 
reform meant abandoning the traditional regional geography framework, but it was 
unpopular and disliked by schoolteachers, educational researchers, and society. 

 The most recent 2008/2009 curriculum edition returns to a focus on regional 
geography, with many teachers welcoming this reform. The overall aim of junior 
high school Social Studies is similar to that of elementary schools. The objectives 
of geography are to develop an understanding of: (1) the land of Japan and regions 
of the world; (2) the regional characteristics and issues seen through geographical 
perspectives and thinking; (3) the interdependence of regions, the differences and 
similarities of regional characteristics, and the different regions; and (4) to foster 

Y. Ida and T. Shimura
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the skills and attitudes that enable students to consider, resolve, and represent 
geographical matters through various activities including fi eldwork. 

 The 2008/2009 version of the National Curriculum Standards consist of two 
main parts (Fig.  1.1 ), namely world regions and Japanese regions, with both parts 

  Fig. 1.1    Geography curriculum (2008 edition) for Japanese junior high schools.  Source : Shimura 
( 2009b )       
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requiring regional coverage. This reform requires an innovative strategy for teaching 
regional geography, by focusing on a theme for each region. Exhaustive teaching of 
the subject is cautioned against. This strategy is challenging and contrasts sharply 
with the previous version (Shimura  2009b ). Since 2012, junior high geography 
lessons cover the entire world through six continent or state divisions, and the whole 
of Japan through the traditional seven regional divisions.

1.1.2.3        Geography Curriculum in Senior High Schools 

 In 1978, a new subject entitled “Contemporary Society” was introduced to the 
Social Studies section of the National Curriculum Standards, and this subject was 
compulsory from the fi rst grade of senior high school. As a result, the number of 
students enrolled in Geography decreased signifi cantly, because they could choose 
Contemporary Society as an alternative subject. 

 Since the 1989 curriculum revision in the third educational reform, geography has 
been a subject in the Geography and history area, as stated above. This subject 
area consists of six different divisions: Geography A (two credits/two unit hours 
per week), Geography B (four credits/four unit hours per week), Japanese History 
A (two credits), Japanese History B (four credits), World History A (two credits), and 
World History B (four credits). World History is compulsory, whereas Japanese 
History and Geography are elective; students are required to obtain at least four cred-
its total in the subject area. Because of this requirement, only an estimated 50 % of 
all senior high school students are taught Geography. 

 In March 2009, MEXT revised and enacted a new senior high school curriculum 
to be implemented in 2013. The overall goals of Geography and history area are to 
develop an understanding of: (1) the historical course in Japan and the world; (2) 
the regional characteristics of people and cultures in Japan and the world; (3) to 
foster awareness and the qualities necessary for living independently in a demo-
cratic and peaceful state or society internationally. The fi rst and second aims dem-
onstrate the historical and geographical goals, respectively, with major emphasis 
given to developing understanding and knowledge. The third aim, however, sug-
gests the ultimate goal of studying geography and history, with the main emphasis on 
values and attitudes. This fi nal aspect has been included as the primary objective of 
Social Studies. 

 We observe that the signifi cance of values and attitudes is less emphasized in 
current Geography and History courses compared with past Social Studies subjects 
in senior high schools. This suggests that Geography and History curricula have 
become more oriented toward developing understanding and knowledge. 

 Tables  1.4  and  1.5  below illustrate the contents of Geography A/B in the 2009 
curriculum. The previous Geography A curriculum was based on issues and skills. 
Although the new curriculum develops these ideas, it focuses more on local areas, 
as in part (2) of Table  1.4 . A prime example is the inclusion of disaster prevention, 
a topic emphasized in the geography curriculum. Geography A has an independent 
unit entitled “Natural environment and disaster prevention,” and this theme is also 

Y. Ida and T. Shimura
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taught in Geography B and in the junior high school curriculum. As a result, 
school-level geography is expected to make a critical contribution to disaster pre-
vention education.

    The Geography B curriculum has changed dramatically (Table  1.5 ) from the 
previous version (1999). The last version emphasized skills and geographical ways 
of thinking. Students thus learnt how to survey regions on different scales, but did not 
focus on understanding regional characteristics. Students were required to study only 
two or three regions at each scale, i.e., community, national, and continental (Shimura 
 2010 ). This differed from the traditional regional geography curriculum approach 
that focused on regional characteristics. However, like the junior high school reform, 
this innovative curriculum was not welcomed in the educational fi eld. 

 The revised 2009 Geography B curriculum consists of three main parts, with a 
theory of development differing from the 1999 version. The three parts comprise 
skills, a systematic, and a regional geographical approach. The third element 
includes subsection B, “Regions in the current world,” in which students learn about 
the various regions without spatial bias while applying various regional geography 
learning strategies. These strategies include static, dynamic, or topical, and com-
parative regional geography. Instruction in regional geography differs from tradi-
tional regional geography strategies.    

   Table 1.4    G   eography A 
curriculum (2009) in 
Japanese senior high schools  

 (1) Geographical considerations of current global 
characteristics and issues 
 A. Representation of the modern world through globes 

and maps 
 B. Diversity of lives and cultures in the world 
 C. Geographical considerations of global issues 

 (2) Geographical considerations of local issues 
 A. Maps in everyday life 
 B. Natural environment and disaster prevention 
 C. Geographical issues in the local area and fi eldwork 

   Table 1.5    Geography B 
curriculum (2009) in 
Japanese high schools  

 (1) Maps and geographical skills 
 A. Geographical information and skills 
 B. Applications of maps and fi eldwork 

 (2) Systematic geography considerations in the current world 
 A. Natural environment 
 B. Resources and industries 
 C. Population and settlements 
 D. Cultures and people/religion 

 (3) Regional geography considerations in the current world 
 A. Regional divisions in the current world 
 B. Regions in the current world 
 C. Japan in the current world 

1 Outline of Geography Education in Japan
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1.2     In-service Training Programs for Geography Teachers 

1.2.1     In-service Training Programs 

 There is a wide variety of in-service training programs for teachers in Japan. 
All teachers, regardless of the subject matter, must undergo an initial inservice 
training program after successful recruitment. Over a one-year period, teachers are 
required to undertake both in-school (10 or more hours per week, 300 h per year) 
and out-of- school (25 days per year) training, in addition to the regular teaching 
load at their school. 

 After completing the initial in-service training, teachers continue their professional 
development throughout their career. According to Murata and Yamaguchi ( 2010 ), 
in-service training for teachers is essentially divided into three types: self- training, 
in-school, and in-service training provided by various organizations. The latter is 
training provided by educational administrative bodies and in-service training 
provided by universities. Since this chapter concerns professional development for 
geography teachers, we discuss the in-service training programs furnished by geog-
raphy-related academic societies, as well as those that form part of the teacher’s 
license renewal system. Since the implementation of the system in 2009, a teaching 
license is renewable every 10 years.  

1.2.2     In-service Training Programs Provided by 
the Association of Japanese Geographers 

 The largest professional geographical society in Japan is the Association of Japanese 
Geographers (AJG), with approximately 3,000 members. The Commission of 
Geographical Education (CGE) is an AJG committee tasked with the mission to 
disseminate geography education. The AJG-CGE provides in-service teacher train-
ing support to promote geography in the educational system which targets elemen-
tary and junior high school teachers, who in general are not especially well versed 
in geography. These workshops are intended to improve teachers’ general knowl-
edge of geography. Similar professional development opportunities are offered by 
other geographic societies, such as the Human Geographical Society of Japan and 
universities via citizen seminars. 

 In Japan, research associations exist for educators of different subjects, which 
are supported by prefectural and municipal boards of education (government) and 
national-level research associations for geography teachers. Each association con-
ducts activities centered on their own programs. Currently, there is a gap between 
academic societies that primarily serve researchers and educational organizations 
whose members are practitioners from elementary, junior high, and senior high 
schools. The inherent differences in the purposes of these two groups set them apart. 
Despite these differences, there have been efforts to work together, with examples 
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of academic societies proposing plans for professional associations to partner 
teacher in-service training projects. 

 However, in Japan, there is talk about a “crisis of geography” in school education. 
Since the offi cial announcement of the National Curriculum Standards in 1989, 
Geography has been excluded as a compulsory subject at many senior high schools. 
As a consequence, the need has arisen for geography researchers and educational 
practitioners to establish a cooperative structure aimed at promoting the subject. 
This is one reason why the CGE was established by the AJG in 1998, and why some 
in-service training programs provided by the AJG-CGE are incorporated into training 
workshops conducted at the prefectural or municipal level. 

 The AJG-CGE provides several types of training programs. Table  1.6  provides 
examples of the most frequent training programs.

   An elementary school teacher who participated in a training workshop pointed 
out that the course entitled “Interpretation of topographical maps and work using a 
literary work” improved her reading comprehension, but that it could also be used 
as teaching material in Japanese. In Japanese schools, the study of topographical 
maps often does not extend beyond memorizing map symbols and reading con-
tours. This approach is thought to effect a child’s interest in the subject, leading 
them to be “allergic” or averse to maps. The in-service training aims to revive chil-
dren’s  interest and is directed at supporting a wider use of topographical maps, for 
example, when reading various literary works. This form of training is effective in 
the sense of familiarizing trainees with those maps. 

 The course “Use of maps with a computer” includes content that may be consid-
ered introductory to Geographic Information System (GIS). Geography teachers in 
elementary and junior high schools seldom have an opportunity to collect statistical 
information on the Internet and create maps on computers; therefore, this type of 
training helps them promote the use of computers in geography. In other words, the 
course will lead to the diffusion of GIS. 

   Table 1.6    Content of in-service training for teachers provided by the AJG-CGE   

 Subject  Content 

 Interpretation of 
topographical maps 
and work using a 
literary work (1.5 h) 

 • Trainees focus on the route used by the main character in a literary 
work to commute to work by bicycle; trainees read the text and verify 
it against a topographical map. 

 • Trainees realize that the roads mentioned are not found on the 
topographical map. As they used a modern topographical map, they 
recheck the roads using a topographical map from the time of 
publication (1920s). They therefore learn the usefulness of old maps 
and their comparison with up-to-date maps. 

 • Trainees imagine the landscape of the area from symbols on the 
topographical map, and compare the landscape in the fi lm version of 
the literary work with the imagined landscape. 

 Use of maps with a 
computer (2.0 h) 

 • Overview of map analysis methodology 
 • Trainees collect statistics on the Internet, and prepare a statistical map 

using the statistical information collected. 

1 Outline of Geography Education in Japan
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 The exemplary training workshops introduced described above require about 4 h 
although the duration can be adjusted depending on the situation. Elementary and 
junior high school teachers are not the only targets for training, but also high school 
teachers of geography and history.  

1.2.3     Renewal System for Teacher’s Licenses 

 In the elementary school system, a variety of subjects are taught by one teacher, 
however, they may not be fully prepared or trained to teach all the subjects. Even if 
the content or learning methods in Social Studies or geography are excellent, some 
teachers may need help to use them effectively for instruction. This is not only 
applicable to Social Studies, but to all subjects. In response to this situation, MEXT 
introduced a renewal system for teacher’s licenses in 2009 so that they keep up to 
date on the latest educational developments. The system requires elementary, junior 
high, and senior high school teachers to receive training every 10 years and to pass 
examinations in order to have their teacher’s license renewed. Teachers who are 
around the ages of 32, 42, and 52 years are required to participate in in-service training 
for their license renewal. The training takes place at universities and similar institu-
tions, led by university lecturers. 

 As established by the government, in-service training in the license renewal 
system requires at least 12 h to learn about the latest educational developments, and 
at least 18 h for course instruction and student guidance. At Tsukuba University, one 
of the universities that most actively conducts in-service training for the license 
renewal system, lecturers who specialize in pedagogy primarily teach the latest 
educational developments as a compulsory subject. Lecturers who are experts in 
course instruction and student guidance offer a variety of lectures as elective sub-
jects. During the in-service training program conducted in 2010 for the teacher’s 
license renewal system, Tsukuba University offered a total of 77 elective subjects, 
including a geography-related subject entitled “Lesson structure in Social Studies 
(Geography and history) with fi eld research” (6 h). The background of this subject 
is as follows. 

 In Japanese elementary and junior high schools, Social Studies focuses on learn-
ing about the local area of the students. For this reason, fi eld research is an impor-
tant learning outcome in Social Studies. In 2006, 81 students from Tsukuba 
University took a survey that asked whether they undertook fi eld research in Social 
Studies-related lessons. The responses showed that 74 % of students conducted 
fi eldwork in elementary school, 12 % in junior high school, and 4 % in senior high 
school. Although the rate of fi eldwork experience in elementary school was rela-
tively high, the overall rate, including high schools, was rather low. One of the most 
important factors infl uencing fi eldwork is that teachers, including those in elemen-
tary schools, do not really understand how to plan and conduct fi eld research and 
what outcomes to expect. For this reason, it was considered necessary to offer 
lectures for teachers to learn about the signifi cance and methods of fi eldwork and 
how to verify its effects. 
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 The fi eldwork professional development program accepted 40 trainees. Elementary, 
junior high, and senior high school teachers each accounted for approximately one-
third of participants attending this lecture. Table  1.7  shows the content of the lesson

   After completing this workshop, a few of the trainees who normally incorporated 
fi eld research into their lessons reported increased confi dence, while those who 
rarely conducted fi eld research or did not know how to use it in their lessons real-
ized the importance of actually visiting a site. They also learned methods necessary 
to produce teaching materials based on the area surrounding their schools. Teaching 
fi eld research methods as part of the in-service teacher training for license renewal 
is extremely effective for the dissemination of geography as a subject. However, 
decisions about the content of such training programs are left to each university. 
Although some universities provide in-service training workshops to promote the 
understanding of geography, these are in the minority. 

 As seen above, although there are in-service training programs that provide high- 
level skills and advanced knowledge to geography teachers, the recent trend in 
geography education involves measures to raise the teaching skill of geography 
teachers, especially in elementary and junior high schools.   

1.3     Problems and Future Directions in Geography Education 

1.3.1     Current Problems in Geography Education 

 The Japanese educational system emphasized “learning how to learn” during the 
1980s and 1990s. However, in the 2000s, education content shifted to a thorough 
acquisition of “basic and fundamental” knowledge. This trend was also visible in 

   Table 1.7    Lecture content of “Lesson structure in Social Studies (geography and history) with 
fi eld research”   

 Schedule  Outline 

 1. Overview  Lecture on the defi nition, usage, signifi cance, and necessity 
of fi eld research. 

 2. Reading topographical maps 
of the university area 

 Identify areas around the university that are considered 
geographically characteristic by reading a topographical map 
(the class is divided into groups for discussion). 

 3. Creation of a route map  Create a route to follow by incorporating walking spots that 
are considered to be geographically representative. 

 4. Field observation (about 2 h)  Follow the route map on foot (the lecturer leads the trainees 
and explains the geographic events as needed). 

 5. Summary after observation  Return to the classroom. Compare observations with the 
literature and an old version of the map, give appropriate 
explanations, and respond to any questions. 

 6. Visit to the Geographical 
Survey Institute 

 Visit the Geographical Survey Institute, which has a vast 
stock of maps, attend a lecture on the creation of maps, and 
tour the facilities. 

1 Outline of Geography Education in Japan
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geography education. In addition, increasing numbers of students are electing not to 
take geography courses in senior high school. As a result, there are many students 
who are unable to identify countries on a world atlas, as shown in Fig.  1.2 .

   In light of the lack of geographic knowledge, three problems have been identifi ed 
in Japan’s geography education. The fi rst concerns learning content, which is based 
on the systematization of geography, including topography and physical geography. 
Instruction in geography content based on themes is possible, and it is necessary to 
include appropriate content for learners to develop into responsible citizens. The 
second problem is the development of skills. The National Curriculum Standards 
set forth by MEXT states that skills such as map reading and geographical thinking 
should be emphasized. However, the National Curriculum Standards does not refer 
to the progressive development of skills, as highlighted by Ida ( 2008a ,  2008b , 
 2008c ). An important issue for the future of geography education in Japan is there-
fore to determine which skills must be taught and how they should be developed, as 
students’ progress through their schooling. 

 The third problem is the exclusion of geography from compulsory subjects in 
senior high school. As mentioned above, Geography, World history, and Japanese 
history constitute the single elective subject area of Geography and history, but only 
World history is compulsory. Although some prefectures require senior high schools 
to teach Japanese history, only an estimated 50 % of high school students take a 
geography course. It is thus vital for groups involved in geography education to 
appeal to the national government and society at large to highlight its importance, 
such that the current National Curriculum Standards will be revised to ensure geog-
raphy is compulsory for all senior high school students.  

  Fig. 1.2    Percentage of Japanese students who correctly located countries on a world map. (Based 
on AJG-CGE  2008 ).  Note : The survey was conducted by the AJG-CGE between December 2007 
and February 2008 on 6,159 students from 51 high schools throughout Japan       
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1.3.2     Future Directions in Geography Education 

 Geography an indispensable subject in education that contributes to the formation of 
character, but since it is not compulsory in schools, its usefulness is no longer clearly 
recognized. If enough people recognize the importance of geography education, its 
future will be guaranteed. To this end, groups that are actively engaged in geography 
research and education must continue to stress the importance of the subject to the 
national government and society at large. These groups should also present specifi c 
models for learning content and methods for skill development. If these groups fail 
to do so, geography education in schools will decline, which will have an adverse 
impact on the character development of school-age children. A bright future for 
geography entails a similar future for children. Today, geography education in Japan 
stands at a critical juncture.      
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    Chapter 2   
 Problems and Perspectives of Geography 
Education in Japanese Elementary Schools 

             Kazuyoshi     Yoshida    

    Abstract     This paper illustrates geography education in Japanese elementary 
school and investigates the current problems and perspectives at these grade levels. 
The problems are summarized as follows: (1) Students have few map skills and only 
basic knowledge of various place names in Japan and in the world and (2) students learn 
little about world geography through the elementary school curriculum. As a result, 
elementary school students have few opportunities to study physical geographic 
phenomena and to learn about features of the natural environment.  

  Keywords     Elementary school   •   Geography curriculum   •   Map skills  

2.1         Introduction 

 This paper investigates current problems in and perspectives on elementary school 
geography education in Japan. Geography is mainly taught in the form of two inte-
grated subjects at elementary schools: Life Environmental Studies and Social 
Studies. The former is devised for students in the fi rst and second grades while the 
latter is design for the third to sixth grades. Instruction is provided in accordance with 
the so-called expanding environments curriculum, which is based on a concentric 
circle type of study theory. Neighboring areas are taught fi rst, and then towns and 
cities all over Japan (Fig.  2.1 ). Areas near the school are studied in lower grades, and 
more distant areas in higher grades. In the sixth grade, students start to learn about 
the geography of foreign countries. In this curriculum, greater signifi cance is given 
to developing desired citizenship abilities for the discussion of contemporary issues, 
rather than to acquiring geographical skill and knowledge. Moreover, physical 
geography is nearly absent from the curriculum.

   Geographers have commented on problems in Japan’s elementary school level 
geography education (Nakayama et al.  1990 ). Therefore, it became necessary to 
reform the curriculum to solve the following problems:
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    (1)    Students have few map skills and only basic knowledge of various place names 
in Japan and in the world.   

   (2)    Students learn little about world geography through the elementary school 
curriculum.    

2.2       Geography Education in Elementary School Across 
Grades 

 The curriculum for elementary schools was recently changed. A new National 
Curriculum Standards for Social Studies was presented in 2008 by MEXT; the aims 
and content, including for geography education, were partly revised. 

 In the new curriculum, the practical use of a map and globe was recommended, 
as was the learning of basic knowledge (Table  2.1 ). Students from the third to sixth 

  Fig. 2.1    The expanding environments curriculum       
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grades now learn the names and positions of all 47 Japanese prefectures. Additionally, 
in fi fth grade they learn the names and locations of six continents using world 
maps: Eurasia, Africa, North America, South America, Australia, and Antarctica. 
They also learn about major oceans, namely the Pacifi c, Atlantic, and Indian. Thus, 
accurate map skills and rich locational knowledge help students develop their geo-
graphic understanding.

2.2.1       The First (6–7 Years Old) and Second (7–8 Years Old) 
Grades 

 During the fi rst 2 years of elementary schooling, instruction on Life Environmental 
Studies is provided three times a week. A single period lasts 45 min. Attention is 
paid to personally observing geographical matters in neighboring areas. 

 Students learn about the location and use of playgrounds in parks near their 
schools. Sometimes, they observe fl owers and trees during individual seasons and 
note changes in the atmospheric temperature and physical environment. Students 
learn about the location and function of stores, police stations, and play parks, 
through fi eldwork and observation around the school. They sometimes use illus-
trated maps marking neighborhood locations such as stores, stations, bus stops, and 
post offi ces.  

   Table 2.1    Main syllabus for Social Studies   

 Grade  Name and content of unit 
 Periods per 
year 

 3  Unit 1—Town where we live: neighborhood map making  70 
 Unit 2—People at work in our town: supermarket, farming, factory 
 Unit 3—Old life in our town: traditional ways of life, old buildings 

 4  Unit 4—Safety: police offi ce, fi re station  90 
 Unit 5—Health: garbage disposal, recycling 
 Unit 6—Local development: irrigation waterway 
 Unit 7—Prefecture where we live: landform, land use 

 5  Unit 1—Japan in the world: continents, oceans  100 
 Unit 2—Food production: rice crops, fi shery 
 Unit 3—Heavy industry and industrial areas: car manufacturing, import 
and export 
 Unit 4—Information industry: broad casting station, computers and the 
Internet 
 Unit 5—Land use and Japan’s environment: protecting the environment, 
natural hazards 

 6  Unit 1—Japanese history  105 
 Unit 2—Japan’s political system: the Diet, the Constitution 
 Unit 3—Countries of the world: U.S., China, Korea, etc. 

2 Problems and Perspectives of Geography Education in Japanese Elementary Schools
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2.2.2     The Third Grade (8–9 Years Old) 

 Students usually learn to read and draw maps of the neighboring area at the beginning 
of third grade, that is, during the spring term. They begin by laying out pictures of 
buildings, trees, shops, and other objects on large sheets of paper spread out on their 
desks (Fig.  2.2 ). These activities allow them to consolidate their knowledge of their 
own neighborhoods. They learn about the spatial arrangement of places in their sur-
rounding environment by making illustrated maps. Thus, students can develop their 
environmental perception and cognitive abilities (Yoshida  2008 ).

   Eventually, study areas are extended to the town where the students live. They study 
landforms, land use, road and railroad patterns, shopping street, and factory locations. 
They compare land use and landscapes to other parts of town with a different physical 
environment. They read not only illustrated maps but also other general maps. Vertical 
aerial photographs can be used to help students read maps. 1   

2.2.3     The Fourth Grade (9–10 Years Old) 

 Students conduct fi eldwork to observe fi rsthand the location and function of a fi re 
station or police offi ce. Before leaving their classrooms, they verify on a map the 
route from the school to their destination. 

1   The National Curriculum Standards’ objectives for the third and fourth grades are combined. 
However, a separate syllabus is planned for each grade. 

  Fig. 2.2    Neighborhood map made by students       
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 Study areas are extended to the prefecture to which the students’ town belongs. 
For example, in Tokyo schools, students usually study landforms and land use, expan-
sion of dormitory towns, and changes of land use in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area. 
They learn how farmland on plateaus in the western part of Tokyo was cultivated after 
construction of an irrigation waterway in the seventeenth century. Also studied are 
typical ways of life in towns, such as those in the mountains or on islands that depend 
on unique physical environments. Students are also expected to have the ability to 
read and use maps with scales and contour lines.  

2.2.4     The Fifth Grade (10–11 Years Old) 

 Students learn about Japan’s physical geography and its location in the world. They 
are introduced to economic geography while learning about agriculture, including 
rice cultivation, fi sheries, land use, climate, and the distribution of factories in terms 
of food, machinery, metals, fi ber, and chemical industries. Lessons also focus on car 
manufacturers that use various types of robots to make high quality goods. In addi-
tion, they learn that many Japanese companies build new factories in countries over-
seas, such as in the United States, United Kingdom, and Asian countries. 

 In these lessons and activities, students engage in reading and using various 
kinds of distribution and land use maps. They also learn the concepts of longitude 
and latitude using globes (Fig.  2.3 ).

  Fig. 2.3    Globe activities       
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2.2.5        The Sixth Grade (11–12 Years Old) 

 History forms a major part of the Social Studies curriculum in the sixth grade. 
In geography, the role of Japan in the world and the ties between Japan and other 
foreign countries are emphasized. Students learn about ways of life in countries that 
have economic or historical relations with Japan, such as the United States, China 
and Korea.   

2.3     Perspectives on Geography Education 

 The subject of Social Studies in Japan is rooted in curriculum that begins at large 
and extends to small scale. This poses the problem that educators cannot begin to 
teach world geography until the sixth grade. Even though students may have a lively 
interest in learning about the cultures of foreign countries, the current curriculum 
provides little opportunity for this. 

 Although geography is not considered an independent subject, but a branch of Social 
Studies in Japan, human geography plays a more important role in the curriculum 
than physical geography. Therefore, elementary school students rarely have the 
opportunity to learn about physical geographical phenomena and the natural envi-
ronment, such as landform, climate, vegetation and others. 

 Reform efforts at the elementary school level have produced new trends in geogra-
phy education. Educators can contribute to the development of geography curricula 
that are grounded in contemporary approaches by continuing to test new teaching 
strategies and developing geographical skills and knowledge.     
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    Chapter 3   
 Current Status and Issues in Junior 
High School Geography Education 

             Kaoru     Hirasawa    

    Abstract     The National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools in Japan were 
made public in 2008, and fully implemented in April, 2012. The key areas that were 
revised include the strengthening of regional geography, where students learn about the 
geographical characteristics of world regions and of Japan. This is combined with fos-
tering student recognition of Japan’s geographic regions and its national land, an area 
that has been emphasized in the geography component of junior high school Social 
Studies. In regards to the nation’s land, the revisions call for dynamic learning in order 
to avoid an over-emphasis of learning facts in regional geography education. 
Investigative learning is another area emphasized in the new curriculum, where a 
survey of the local area conducted at the end of the geography fi eld incorporates a 
social participation element. In order to respond to the new learning activities that come 
along with these revisions, the active promotion of well-planned training for educa-
tional administrative bodies, schools, and for Social Studies teachers will be needed.  

  Keywords     Geographic skills   •   Social participation   •   The National Curriculum 
Standards   •   World recognition  

3.1         Introduction 

 The National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools in Japan were announced 
in 2008 and fully implemented in April 2012, after a 2-year transition period that began 
in 2010. The new National Curriculum Standards retain the basic principles embraced 
by that of the 1998 version (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1999 ). 
These included fi rmly instilling the basic fundamentals of geography, and in the 
process foster the ‘Zest for life’ that includes studying and thinking independently. 

 Changes made between the two versions are in the lesson content of the 
 geography component within Social Studies. Until now, the usual practice at the 
beginning of the school year in April has been to distribute textbooks to fi rst year 
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students, including one each for the geography and history fi elds as well as an atlas, 
while the civics textbook is given to third year students. With the new curriculum, 
a new geography textbook is now distributed to second year students. 1  This new 
measure ensures that the newly revised geography content will be covered, replac-
ing old textbooks that were distributed in earlier grades which would not have been 
suffi cient for second year students. 

 The writing of the 2008 National Curriculum Standards was infl uenced by a 
report authored by the Central Council for Education ( 2008 ). Among the report’s 
‘specifi c items for revision’ in the Social Studies area, those related to the content 
of the geography fi eld can be summarized in the following four points:

    1.    To deepen students’ geographical recognition of the world, units will be added 
to introduce the relationship between people in various parts of the world and the 
environment, as well as about the diversity of the world’s various regions.   

   2.    To deepen students’ further understanding of Japan’s national land, content will 
be improved to highlight geographical characteristics that relate characteristic of 
regional phenomena to other phenomena across various regions.   

   3.    To support students’ geographical skills, such as reading and creating maps, these 
will be further emphasized throughout all of the content.   

   4.    To foster students’ competence and attitudes in solving various issues and devel-
oping the region, they are introduced to a survey of the local area.    

  The new school geography curriculum was based directly on these ‘specifi c 
items for revision.’ The following six points can be cited as key to the 2008 National 
Curriculum Standards (MEXT  2008 ):

    A.    Re-examination of the geography fi eld’s goals   
   B.    Re-examination of the composition of learning content   
   C.    Emphasis on geographical recognition of the world   
   D.    Strengthening recognition of the nation’s land through learning in dynamic 

regional geography   
   E.    A greater emphasis on fostering geographical skills   
   F.    Study on the local area that incorporates the viewpoint of social participation    

  The schools accept that every 10 years a revised National Curriculum Standards 
will be implemented. This recent introduction of standards makes big changes that 
affect the Social Studies and Geography courses much more than the History and 
Civics curriculum. Nevertheless, education groups and teachers within the Social 
Studies area are enthusiastically adjusting and making use of the accumulated teach-
ing materials, developing instruction resources that align with the new content. 

 Educators are responding with different solutions during the transition period 
until the complete implementation of the 2008 National Curriculum Standards. 
The classes that will be taught with the fully integrated curriculum are just beginning 
in 2014. Keeping this point in mind, while describing the important points in the 

1   In 1969, free distribution in the elementary and junior high schools for the entire year was completed 
and continues up to the present. 
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revisions of the 2008 National Curriculum Standards, the author describes how les-
sons are actually being put into practice in the junior high schools in the geography 
fi eld of Social Studies.  

3.2     Current Status of Junior High School Geography 
Education 

3.2.1     The Objectives and Content Structure of the Geography 
Curriculum 

 There are four objectives in the geography fi eld:

    1.    About geographical recognition,   
   2.    About grasping geographical phenomenon and regional characteristics/issues,   
   3.    About thinking and understanding geographically, and   
   4.    About geographical skills and attitudes.     

 The fi rst objective indicates the basic goal of the geography curriculum, which 
under the current revisions is to cultivate students with a geographical recognition 
of the world’s various regions (MEXT  2008 ). 

 Since the 1977 National Curriculum Standards (Ministry of Education, Science 
and Culture  1978 ), the geography instruction in junior high school has two goals: 
(1) to cultivate a foundation for geographical ways of looking and thinking, and (2) 
to foster a recognition of Japan’s national land based on a broad perspective. In the 
2008 version of the National Curriculum Standards, to these, ‘a geographical recog-
nition of the world’s various regions’ was newly added. Up until now, within the 
mandate of ‘geographical recognition,’ the ‘knowledge content’ of geography learn-
ing has been, in principle, to emphasize ‘local area recognition’ in elementary 
school, ‘national land recognition’ in junior high school, and ‘world recognition’ in 
high school. However, under the current revisions, students will learn both ‘national 
land recognition’ and ‘world recognition’ in junior high school geography. 

 Although the second objective was related to viewpoints and methods for investi-
gating geographical characteristics in the 1998 version of the National Curriculum 
Standards (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1999 ), this part in the revised 
curriculum has been changed to emphasize geographical characteristics and regional 
problems. The reasoning is that the current revisions have taken into account learning 
on the world’s geographical characteristics and Japan’s regions, highlighting regional 
problems in the survey of the local area. This point can be seen as a lessening of 
the relative emphasis on ‘strengthening lessons on methods of study’ that were meant 
to instill viewpoints and methods for grasping geographical  characteristics, one of the 
basic principles of the revisions in the 1998 National Curriculum Standards. 

 The third objective is indicating ways of thinking about the peculiarities and nature 
of geographical characteristics, followed by objective four, which is indicating the 
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desirable skills and attitudes that should be instilled in students through geography 
learning. The intent of these two goals has carried forward to the revised curriculum 
and their descriptions have not been changed. 

 By accepting these changes in the geography fi eld’s objectives, the three content 
heading areas in the 1998 National Curriculum Standards (Table  3.1 ) [(1) regional 
composition of the world and Japan, (2) Surveys appropriate to a region’s scale, and 
(3) Japan as compared to the world], have been reworked under the 2008 National 
Curriculum Standards into two major headings, (1) The various regions of the 
world, and (2) Japan’s many different regions (Table  3.2 ).

    Under the major heading (1), the topics are to form an axis for understanding the 
world’s regions, world’s regional make-up, diversity of different people’s livelihood 
in various parts of the world, characteristics of the various regions of the world, and 
fi nally, descriptive geographical knowledge, perspective, and methods obtained 
through understanding world regions. The latter is learned through a process of 
exploration, and surveying the world’s many various regions. 

 The major heading (2) is composed of the topics in the major heading (1), as 
listed above, as a strategy to develop and to deepen the lesson content and learning 
activities in progressive steps, based on the model of ‘learning–utilizing–exploring’ 
(Central Council for Education  2008 ). Through this pedagogy, students learn the 
fundamental vocabulary, knowledge, concepts and skills related to societal phenomena, 
and they are able to apply them to explore issues. 

 Along with the re-examination of the goals and content make-up of the geography 
fi eld, changes were also seen in the number of classroom hours. Over the course of 

   Table 3.1    Content as indicated under the 1998 National Curriculum Standards   

 (1) Regional composition of the world and Japan 
 A. Regional composition of the world 

 (a) Locational relationships on the earth and distribution of land and water bodies 
 (b) Make-up of countries and regional divisions 

 B. Regional composition of Japan 
 (a) Japan’s location and territory 
 (b) Make-up of prefectures and regional divisions 

 (2) Surveys appropriate to a region’s scale 
 A. Local area 
 B. Prefectures in Japan 
 C. Countries of the world 

 (3) Japan as compared to the world 
 A. Japan examined from many different aspects 

 (a) Japan’s geographical characteristics seen from the natural environment 
 (b) Japan’s geographical characteristics seen from population 
 (c) Japan’s geographical characteristics seen from resources and industries 
 (d) Japan’s geographical characteristics seen from livelihood and culture 
 (e) Japan’s geographical characteristics seen from linkages between regions 

 B. Japan as seen from the interrelationship of all these characteristics 

  Ministry of Education, Science and Culture ( 1999 )  
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3 years, junior high school students have 350 classroom hours in Social Studies. 
The geography fi eld’s share of these under the 1998 National Curriculum Standards was 
105 h, but under the 2008 version of the National Curriculum Standards this was 
increased by 15–120 h. However, the basic structure of Social Studies as a discipline 
has not changed. Geography and History remain compulsory for fi rst and second 
year students, with an additional Geography course required in the third year, and 
students must study civics after their fi rst History course.  

3.2.2     Study About the World’s Various Regions 

 In the School Education Law that was partially revised in 2007, among the goals of 
compulsory education, it is explicitly stated that, “Through an understanding of 
foreign cultures, to cultivate an attitude that respects other nations and contributes 

   Table 3.2    Content indicated by the 2008 National Curriculum Standards   

 (1) The various regions of the world 
 A. The world’s regional make-up 
 B. People’s livelihood and the environment in various parts of the world 
 C. The world’s regions 

 (a) Asia 
 (b) Europe 
 (c) Africa 
 (d) North America 
 (e) South America 
 (f) Oceania 

 D. Surveys of the world’s many different regions 
 (2) Japan’s many different regions 

 A. Japan’s regional make-up 
 B. Japan’s geographical characteristics compared to the world 

 (a) Natural environment 
 (b) Population 
 (c) Resources and energy and industry 
 (d) Linkages between regions 

 C. Focus on Japan’s regions: 
 (a) Consideration centered on the natural environment 
 (b) Consideration centered on historical background 
 (c) Consideration centered on industries 
 (d) Consideration centered on environmental problems and environmental protection 
 (e) Consideration centered on population and urban and rural settlement 
 (f) Consideration centered on livelihood and culture 
 (g) Consideration centered on linkages with other regions 

 D. Survey of the local area 

  MEXT ( 2008 )  
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to the peace and development of international society”. It is especially critical at the 
present time, with the spread of globalization, that it is extremely important to instill 
in students the basic and fundamental knowledge related to the world’s regional 
diversity and to foster a geographical recognition of the whole world. Given this 
situation, the units focused on geographical characteristics of the world’s regions 
have been restored in the 2008 National Curriculum Standards. 

 Major heading number (1) which deals with a geographical understanding of the 
world is divided into four sub-headings, of which three consist of newly established 
content. The fi rst of these is ‘(B) People’s livelihood and the environment in various 
parts of the world’. This can be seen as responding to the ‘emphasis on learning 
about many different traditions, cultures, and religions’ that was spelled out as one 
of the basic principles in the revision of junior high school Social Studies, by more 
or less restoring the content of ‘people’s livelihood and the environment’ from the 
1989 version of the National Curriculum Standards (Ministry of Education, Science 
and Culture  1989 ). 

 The second is ‘(C) The world’s regions’. In this heading, geographical phenomena 
provides a context through which one can solidly grasp the pattern of the livelihood 
of people living in the six major regions of Asia, Europe, Africa, North America, 
South America, and Oceania. The learning is positioned as regional geography 
education that will support students’ understanding of the geographical characteris-
tics of these regions. In the interpretation of the 2008 National Curriculum Standards, 
‘topics’ are themes to be decided by the teacher while considering other factors, 
such as the geographical phenomena being dealt with, the content previously covered, 
the ease or diffi culty of the topic, the student’s life experience, the projected learn-
ing activities, and the classroom time involved. Teachers will need to consider 
whether there is suffi cient time to cover the proposed topics as well as teach an 
overview of each region’s geographical characteristics from many different aspects. 
For that reason, one should focus on only one or two topics for each major region. 
Also, when setting out the topics, it is necessary to decide whether they lend them-
selves to drawing comparisons or relationships with Japan, and whether the pattern 
of human life in the world’s regions are seen from the many aspects. Topical study is 
excellent in that one can pick and choose from among the immensity of geographical 
phenomena. However, the main emphasis should be on making geographical themes 
clear, so if a mistake is made in the choice of topics then the regional nature will be 
unclear (Kobayashi  2009 ). 

 The third sub-heading with new content is ‘(D) Surveys of the world’s many 
different regions’. Although only partially, the content of ‘instilling the perspectives 
and methods for grasping geographical characteristics,’ which is emphasized in 
both the 1989 and the 2008 National Curriculum Standards. 

 As far as the topics for the six major regions are concerned, many examples from 
the National Curriculum Standards’ interpretation have been incorporated in the 
textbooks, so lesson plans are created in alignment with these. However, the order 
in which they are taught differs across teachers. For example, at the 2010 National 
Junior High School Social Studies Education Research Association conference in 
Sendai-Miyagi, a lesson plan proposed to begin the course with North America fi rst. 
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The rational takes into consideration the students’ developmental level and asserts 
that learning about Asia, which is so broad, complex, and diverse as the fi rst of the 
‘regions of the world’ would be diffi cult for them. In contrast, North America was 
seen as a coherent region and an easy one to compare industrial models. The lesson 
proposed to then move to Asia, Europe, Oceania, and then to Africa. The author 
planned Africa to be taught last because it was reasoned that it would be diffi cult for 
students to learn about African monoculture so early on in the fi rst year of junior 
high school. 

 Then again, at the 2011 National Junior High School Social Studies Education 
Research Association’s Tokyo conference, in focusing on whether or not it would be 
easy for students to construct an image of the world, a lesson plan was proposed that 
began with the Oceania region (Tokyo Metropolitan Junior High School Social 
Studies Education Research Association  2011 ). The interest level and concern for 
Australia, which is a core region of Oceania, would be high among the students mak-
ing it easy to show the relationship between people’s livelihood and the natural envi-
ronment. For this reason, the author thought it appropriate to deal with Oceania at the 
beginning of the ‘world’s various regions,’ and focus on immigration as a topic. 
The lesson moves on to Europe, North America, South America, and then to Africa. 
After learning about Africa, students would study the Asian region and the range of 
different climates, ethnicities, cultures under the topic of ‘population problems.’ 
Having outlined the geographical characteristics of the world’s various regions, the 
lesson focuses on Japan and its local regions.  

3.2.3     Study on the Various Local Regions of Japan 

 In geography, the study of Japanese regions has tended to fall into an encyclopedic 
treatment of each heading, and moreover there has been a tendency for students to 
memorize facts about the regions being studied. In the 1998 National Curriculum 
Standards, it aimed to strengthen the ways of studying such as by investigating top-
ics in classes in order to move away from memorization, rather towards nurturing 
students’ abilities to respond to the changes in society. In contrast, the 2008 National 
Curriculum Standards emphasize the acquisition of basic and fundamental knowl-
edge and skills as a means of cultivating a base in geographical ways of thinking. 
This will be achieved through students pursuing and explaining the relationships 
between phenomena. From this perspective, study on the various local regions have 
been revived. What is needed, after dividing Japan into regions, is the development 
of dynamic regional geography learning that help students grasp the geographical 
characteristics by focusing on key characteristic phenomena in each of the regions 
and relating them to other phenomena. 

 Under the major heading that deals with the geographical recognition of Japan, 
(2) ‘Japan’s many different regions,’ a new sub-heading has been established, (C) 
‘Japan’s regions.’ The content of this is to divide Japan into a number of regions, and 
to help students grasp their geographical characteristics based on seven different 
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means of considerations or avenues of approach to each of the regions: (a) the natural 
environment, (b) the historical background, (c) industries, (d) environmental problems 
and environmental protection, (e) population and urban and rural settlement, (f) 
livelihood and culture, and (g) linkages with other regions. 

 Each of the seven consideration or approaches should be chosen for each of the 
regions studies, which means that at a minimum Japan should be divided into seven 
regions. Moreover, taking into account the instructional perspective and geographic 
location of the school, educators could conceivably divide the country into more than 
seven regions, but in whichever case, teachers are directed to be able to deal with 
all seven of the approaches (a) through (g) in the course of covering all the regions 
of Japan. 

 In studying Japan’s local regions, it is necessary to fi rst think about the regional 
divisions and the order in which the regions should be taught. General textbooks 
and other materials often begin with the Kyushu region (including Okinawa) and 
proceed northward, in order. However, the National Junior High School Social 
Studies Education Research Association ( 2010 ), at their 2010 Sendai-Miyagi con-
ference, proposed a lesson plan in which the order of instruction begins with the 
Tohoku region, and proceeds through the regions of Kyushu, followed by Chugoku, 
Shikoku, Kinki region, Chubu region, Hokkaido, and Kanto, before fi nishing with a 
survey of the local area. The order in which regions are taught follows past tradition 
where the study of the local area came before the study of the other regions of Japan. 
From that period on, with the perspective of creating a linkage between regions, the 
instruction of the various regions commenced with the Tohoku region. The study of 
Japan’s regions ends with Kanto since it is where Tokyo, the destination for most 
school study-trip excursions, is located. This order was proposed giving consider-
ation to that historical background and regional circumstances. 

 Next, in order to clarify the characteristics of the individual regions, it is impor-
tant which geographical phenomena are chosen as the core topic. At present, there 
are four companies that publish geography textbooks. 2  Table  3.3  shows the combi-
nations of each of the seven approaches along with the regions in which they are 
associated with in the various textbooks. The Tokyo Metropolitan Junior High 
School Social Studies Education Research Association ( 2011 ), proposed the combi-
nation that matches example 1 in Table  3.3 .The purpose is to heighten students’ 
interest and enthusiasm while guiding their grasp of geographical characteristics. 
To begin with, the Kyushu region would be studied through an approach centered 
on (a) the natural environment, which is the basis of the geographical way of 
looking and thinking. Finally, the Kanto region, where one third of Japan’s population 
is concentrated is dealt with under (e) population and urban and rural settlement. 
The rational for putting the Kanto region last among the ‘various regions of Japan’ 
is that by studying about a region with a large settled area last, the geographical 
characteristics and issues that were highlighted there could be organically tied to 

2   The four publishers of junior high school Social Studies (with geography content) textbook 
passed the 2011 textbook approval process are: Tokyo Book Publishing, Inc.; Educational 
Publishing, Inc.; Teikoku Shoin, Inc.; and Nihon Bunkyo Publishing, Inc. 
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the ‘survey of the local area’ to create a close continuity between ‘Japan’s various 
local regions’ and the ‘survey of the local area.’ Also, having piqued students’ inter-
est and increased understanding in the learning content, it was thought that it would 
be possible to carry out a ‘survey of the local area’ and that this would be effective 
as well in ‘nurturing a consciousness of social participation among the students,’ 
simultaneously reaching the aims of ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ 
(ESD) in creating a sustainable society.

   Ushigome ( 2009 ) proposed three methods to teach the core phenomena of 
geography topics: (1) to focus on all core phenomena, 2(2) to focus on select core 
phenomena, and (3) to use “window” method by studying phenomena of human and 
physical geography topics across different regions.  

3.2.4     Study of the Local Area 

 The Basic Act on Education and the School Education Law, partially revised in 2007, 
clearly states that ‘an attitude will be cultivated by participating as an actor in the 
formation of society and contributing to its development, based on public spirited-
ness.’ The nurturing of a social participation attitude also means to cultivate a foun-
dation of civic qualities, a goal of Social Studies. Learning geography also deepens 
an understanding and interest to participate in the development of the local area 
where students live. This objective is under the content subheading (2)–(D) ‘survey of 
the local area’ in the 2008 version of the National Curriculum Standards. It emphasizes 
investigative learning that incorporates social participation on local regional issues 
in students’ communities giving them opportunities to participate in local commu-
nity formation and to cultivate an attitude of students’ desire to work for their 
region’s development. ‘Local regional issues’ are defi ned as geographic phenomena 
with a location or an areal extent. It is necessary to distinguish these from local 
regional issues such as regional fi scal budgets, etc. that are related to content taught 
in civics classes. 

    Table 3.3    Combinations of geographical approaches and regions to be addressed in textbooks   

 Geographical approach perspective  Example 1  Example 2 

 (a) Natural environment  Kyushu  Hokkaido 
 (b) Historical background  Hokkaido  Kinki 
 (c) Industries  Chubu  Chubu 
 (d) Environmental problems and environmental 

protection 
 Kinki  Kyushu 

 (e) Population and urban and rural settlement  Kanto  Chugoku & Shikoku 
 (f) Livelihood and culture  Tohoku  Tohoku 
 (g) Linkages to other regions  Chugoku & Shikoku  Kanto 

  Based on the textbooks of four publishers (see footnote 2)  
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 Classes, not limited to geography, emphasize the incorporation of surveys and 
observation, study trips, and experience. However, according to the survey results 3  
of Research on Specifi c Issues (Social Studies), only 20.8 % of schools confi rmed 
that fi eld work and questionnaire surveys were included in the topic ‘survey of the 
local area’ (National Institute for Educational Policy Research – Curriculum 
Research Center  2008 ). The reasons that local area surveys are not carried out very 
much, as seen from the standpoint of the schools, is that teachers are overburdened 
with work in addition to their instructional duties. Moreover, in the high school 
admissions exams, it is diffi cult in reality to pose questions related to the ‘survey of 
the local area,’ so questions related to geography are usually limited to those testing 
the ability to read topographic maps. 4  Because of this testing format, many teachers 
focus on teaching map reading in the classroom, another reason that local area sur-
veys are not often carried out. 

 As a way of promoting the ‘survey of the local area,’ Matsuoka ( 2010 ) leads a 
program called ‘One-Point Geographical Excursions.’ It is a geography education 
excursion focusing on select phenomena in the vicinity of the school, equivalent to 
a one credit hour. Through this implementation, the exercise leads to an increase of 
students’ observation skills and fosters their interest to be aware of local phenom-
ena. The goal is that students will independently explore similar phenomena outside 
of school. 

 From the perspective of strengthening language-related activities, Harigaya et al. 
( 2008 ) conducted a survey of the local area using maps and in the process devised 
activities where students could collect and communicate their fi ndings from the 
exercise. In this case, when presenting the results of the survey, they create a ‘guide 
map to introduce the area’ where students make an outline map, with catch phrases 
that are explained, of the administrative divisions at the scale of city, town, and vil-
lage. In order to make active use of geographical and communication skills, a series 
of presentations titled ‘Rediscovery of the local area through presentations’ provide 
a summary of the fi eld survey. 

 The Saitama Prefecture Social Studies Education Research Association ( 2009 ) 
have proposed putting into practice activities that incorporate social participa-
tion. One example asks students to imagine their local community 30 years in the 
future and what they want it to be. Students present the results of their imagined 
local area survey, based on projections of the issues, illustrated on a map. 
Through this project, students learn to take notice of the positive features and 
issues of the local area, and it is an attempt to heighten their awareness through 
participation in the society. As an example to bring about awareness of societal 
participation, the annual teaching plan of the Tokyo Metropolitan Junior High 
School Social Studies Education Research Association ( 2011 ) are trying to 

3   Made public in June, 2010; survey conducted on January 24, 2009; 9,394 third-year junior high 
school students at 301 schools participated. 
4   According to the  Analysis of National High School Entrance Exam Questions for 2013 Exam 
Takers—Social Studies , published by Obunsha Press, 27 out of 47 prefectures had questions related 
to topographic maps on the 2012 high school entrance exams. 
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understand the thinking of forebears who created a better community and heightened 
interest in the local area through studying the boundary adjustments that were 
made in the past.  

3.2.5     The Nurturing of Geographical Skills 

 In the geography fi eld, the importance of utilizing large scale maps and atlases has 
constantly been pointed out. Simply, maps as tools, map reading, and map making 
are indispensable skills for understanding geographical phenomena and for advancing 
the fundamental geographic ways of looking at and thinking about the world. 
By using maps effectively to explain phenomena, in the meanwhile adding one’s 
own interpretations and making arguments, and exchanging ideas, are all elements 
to fostering skills (e.g., abilities to think, make judgments, and to express oneself) 
unique to map learning. From this standpoint, along with Social Studies courses in 
elementary school and Geography and History in high school, to classes in the 
geography fi eld of junior high school Social Studies, much emphasis is put on 
nurturing geographical skills that are focused on the utilization of maps. 

 Geographical skills, including the geographic way of looking and thinking, are not 
something that can be instilled through one class or a single experience, but rather 
developed through the process of repeated learning in which the level of familiarity 
gradually increases. Towards that end, as teaching materials intended to foster geo-
graphical skills, the Saitama Social Studies Education Research Association ( 2009 ) 
proposed the creation of study cards. First, they created a list of the basic knowledge, 
concepts, and skills related to the geographical expectations outlined. Then, as teaching 
materials that would foster the geographical skills on this list, they created study cards 
in color that explained, for example, the reading and interpretation of rank-division 
maps, or the methods for creating a population graph. 

 Harigaya et al. ( 2008 ) attempted to systematically arrange learning about maps 
and topographic maps in elementary, junior high and high schools by focusing on 
three points: ‘learning content and aims,’ ‘how to read maps and express things in maps,’ 
and ‘suggestions for the use of maps and topographic maps.’ However, while the 
importance of similar mapping skills have been pointed out (e.g., Ida ( 2008 )), the 
curriculum for learning these skills at four different levels, from elementary through 
high school, has yet to be implemented. The learning of skills in incremental stages 
is something that should be implemented in the future. 

 Given the advancement of globalization, increasing geographical recognition, 
and the enhancement of geographical skills, it is now more important to cultivate 
the basic resources and skills so students can appropriately make use of available 
information and information technology. From this standpoint, it is desirable to 
actively devise ways of utilizing computers and information and communications 
networks. The Fujisawa City Education and Culture Center ( 2007 ) leads training 
with mapping information acquired from geographic information systems (GIS) for 
the creation of maps and graphs. They are assisting in the implementation of classes 
at each of the elementary and junior high schools in the city.   
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3.3     Future Issues 

 This chapter described the important points of the current revisions in geography 
as well as the current status of geography education. A number of issues remain. 
To begin with, due to the newly added content in the current revisions, the increase in 
learning content is greater than the increase in the number of hours that are allotted for. 
In order to prevent a shortage of hours from creating the impression that ‘geography 
is a memorization subject,’ it is necessary to further advance the development of 
teaching materials and the improvement of teaching methods and strategies. For this 
reason, it is particularly important to promote active learning and to strengthen 
learning that deals with relevant issues to student interest in order to further cultivate 
their abilities in problem solving. Promoting such learning enhances their thinking, 
judgment, and expressive abilities which are necessary to confront issues of the 
twenty-fi rst century and beyond. 

 A pressing taskis creating ways to promote teacher training. Based on teachers’ 
geographic learning from the courses they have taken, those in their 30s and 
younger did not study about world regions when they were in junior high school. 
To mediate teacher knowledge, models of professional training exist. For example, 
Saitama Prefecture provides newly hired teachers 30 h of training but among those, 
no more than 3 h are dedicated to fi eld work (Saitama Prefecture General Education 
Center  2012 ). Moreover, the total number of teachers in Social Studies who majored 
in geography is small, relative to history, politics or economy. One can easily see how 
these factors contribute to low implementation of map use, outdoor observation, and 
local area surveys. The current issues are compounded by limited teacher initiatives 
such as asking other teachers at the workplace for instructional materials or 
voluntarily participating in the study training courses offered by research groups or 
academic associations. 

 Given the demands on teachers, it is necessary for the educational administrative 
bodies to actively promote the development of teaching materials and systematic 
training on the knowledge and skills important to geography fi eld instruction (e.g., map 
reading and local area surveys) as well as to further increase the number of teachers 
who enjoy teaching geography. At the school level, it is important to build a collegial 
environment that facilitates the sharing of the latest research through courses, to include 
external support and resources, to create and introduce new teaching materials. In the 
future, teachers should actively participate in in-service training to learn new 
geographic skills and teaching content as well as develop confi dence to reconstruct 
new and existing materials that conform to the National Curriculum Standards.     
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    Chapter 4   
 Current Status and Issues in Senior 
High School Geography Education 

             Toshio     Asakawa    

    Abstract     Patterns of enrollment and learning content in senior high school geography 
education have changed since the new postwar system was launched. Not all senior 
high school students are necessarily currently studying geography. In the new elective 
subject entitled Geography A, they study geographic characteristics, problems 
of the contemporary world, and geographic issues in the living environment. In 
Geography B, students study a variety of maps and learn geographic skills, system-
atic geographic topics, and descriptive geography in the contemporary world.  

  Keywords     Geography education   •   Learning content   •   Pattern of enrollment   •   Senior 
high school  

4.1         Changes in the Pattern of Enrollment 
and Learning Content 

 Unlike at the elementary and junior high school levels, not all senior high school 
students are necessarily studying geography. The pattern of geography-related sub-
ject enrollment within the senior high school curriculum has changed three times 
since the post-war education system was launched in April, 1948. During the fi rst 
15-year period, “Human Geography” was established as a geography-related subject; 
it was an elective subject together with History- and Civics-related courses. For a 
20-year period beginning in 1963, Human Geography was divided into two subjects, 
entitled Geography A and Geography B, and it was compulsory for students to 
enroll in one or the other. In the early implementation of these two courses, they 
were different insofar as the number of instruction hours. However, from 1973 
onward, as described below, the learning content also differed. From 1982 to the 
present, having unifi ed systematic geography and descriptive geography into a 
single subject simply called “Geography,” the existing courses Geography A and 
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and Geography B, whose organizing principles vary regarding learning methods 
and learning content, have become elective subjects. In particular, since the cate-
gory of Social Studies, which had continued since the beginning of the new senior 
high school system, was divided in 1992 into Geography and History and the Civics 
categories. Within the Geography and History category, only World History-related 
subjects have been mandatory; Geography-related subjects have become optional, 
students choosing between Geography and Japanese-history related subjects. 

 More or less in parallel with alterations in the pattern of enrollment, course learning 
content has also changed. A brief outline of these changes is described in Table  4.1 , 
following up on the work of Nishiwaki ( 2009 ).

   Learning content of the fi rst geography-related subject introduced under the new 
post-war senior high school system, Human Geography, focused on answering 
the question, “How do human beings live on the earth’s surface and build cities and 
villages?” (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1951 ). Learning systematic 
geography was emphasized, which revolved around productive activities. Efforts 
were made to clarify the systematic geography learning content by arranging it into 
topics such as “farming and herding” and “settlements”. Content related to maps 
and outdoor fi eld surveys was added to this Human Geography subject, and geo-
graphic skills were also emphasized. In the next stage, the learning content of 
Geography A and Geography B also focused on Human Geography, protection of 
the natural environment, and Japan’s land area. There was little difference between 
teaching content of the two subjects; they only differed in the number of instruction 
hours, with Geography A being three credit units and Geography B four credit units. 
In the 1973 version of the educational curriculum, however, the teaching content in 
Geography A and Geography B classes differed. The content of Geography A 
focused on the existing systematic geography, that of Geography B centered around 
world regional descriptive geography, studying world regions through such topics 
as “characteristics of the natural environment,” “inhabitants and population,” and 
“the current state and trends in industry and the economy” (Ministry of Education, 
Science and Culture  1970 ). 

   Table 4.1    Changes in enrollment and learning content patterns   

 Year  Pattern of enrollment  Subjects  Learning content 

 1948  Elective subject  Human geography  Systematic geography 
 1963  Elective subject  Geography A  Systematic geography (four units) 

 Geography B  Systematic geography (three units) 
 1973  Compulsory subject  Geography A  Systematic geography 

 Geography B  Regional geography 
 1982  Elective subject  Geography  Systematic geography 
 1992  Elective subject  Geography A  Topical methods 

 Geography B  Systematic geography 
 2003  Elective subject  Geography A  Methodological abilities 

 Geography B  Case studies 
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 The new subject entitled Geography, launched in 1982, was established in 
response to the shift in enrollment pattern caused by changing geography from a 
compulsory to elective subject. The learning content, which united systematic geog-
raphy and world regional descriptive geography while maintaining a largely sys-
tematic geography structure, also incorporated local regional methods and topical 
learning methodology. From 1992 onward, along with establishment of the 
Geography and History discipline category, new versions of Geography A and 
Geography B were established. Not only did these two subjects differ according to 
hours of instruction, with A having two credit units and B four, the learning content 
and the organizing principles varied substantially. In Geography A, learning based 
on topical methods was emphasized, and the content was about understanding other 
cultures and considering local issues in a regional way. Conversely, in Geography B, 
both methods and content were carried over from the existing systematic geography 
content. Despite content differences, both subjects emphasized instruction based on 
case studies and concrete examples, rather than current factual knowledge that 
would soon become obsolete in a rapidly changing society. Emphasis was placed on 
student development of methodological abilities, pushed forward even more 
strongly by Geography A and Geography B from 2003 onward. The new Geography 
A, although emphasizing the development of methodological abilities, essentially 
repackaged the learning content of the old Geography A. In contrast, through use of 
case studies to acquire knowledge of systematic geography and regional descriptive 
geography, the content of Geography B took on the core of systematic geography 
and descriptive geography, which included issues of the contemporary world. 
While adopting the educational curriculum that has been gradually implemented each 
succeeding school year beginning in 2003, students study systematic geography 
and regional descriptive geography until these subjects are replaced by the new 
Geography A and Geography B described below.  

4.2     Enrollment Trends of Recent Years and Expected 
Changes 

 Nearly 30 years have passed since geography-related subjects were compulsory. 
During that time, the National Curriculum Standards have been revised four times. 
The education curriculum has been restructured, and each time there has been a 
movement by many in geography education asking for a reexamination of subjects 
in which students enroll. The new education curriculum, put into effect in April, 
2013, is based on the National Curriculum Standards that were revised in March, 
2009. Despite these efforts, there have been no changes in the enrollment status of 
Geography and History courses. For the near future, we can expect the situation to 
continue as is, with World History-related subjects as required classes and 
Geography-related and Japanese History-related subjects as elective. 

 Geography-related subjects became optional in 1982. From the number of geography 
textbooks supplied and number of students taking geography exams at the National 
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Center preliminary university entrance examinations, geography-related subjects 
occupy a uniform position in the education curriculum, and it has played a consistent 
role in senior high school education (Asakawa  2006 ). 

 This trend has not changed in recent years. For example, the textbook supply rate 
(number of textbooks supplied divided by total number of students times 100) in 2012 
is almost unchanged compared to 1997 (when the education curriculum initiated in 
1992 was completed) or from 2006 (when the education curriculum initiated in 2003 
was completed). Using the textbook supply ratio as a comparison to World History-
related subjects that are required for all senior high school students and interpolating 
enrollment levels in Geography-related subjects in recent years, the fi gure comes to 
about one-half that of World History subjects. So, even considering that some students 
elect to take both Geography A and B, one can assume that roughly half of senior 
high school students are enrolled in any geography classes. The situation is even 
dire when we consider that among Geography-related subjects, the proportion of 
students taking Geography B (four credit units) has fallen. The number taking 
Geography A (two credit units), which is easier to combine into the overall education 
curriculum, has increased. Thus, one can conclude that the number of hours in 
which students are enrolled in geography subjects is declining (Table  4.2 ).

   In thinking about the future of senior high school education, we foresee two changes 
in enrollment trends. One scenario is a potential decline in the number of students taking 
geography, compared with an increase of students taking Japanese history-related 
subjects. In turn, this will reduce the number of geography teachers needed. 

 As Niihori ( 2006 ) points out, we are in a period when large numbers of teachers 
responsible for senior high school geography education are retiring. Moreover, the 
number of newly hired teachers who have a specialization in geography is extremely 
small, and there is a serious shortage of geography subject teachers. Tables  4.3  
and  4.4  show the decline in student enrolment in geography subjects and a small 
number of geography teachers hired, in Saitama Prefecture.

    The other scenario is the potential increase in Geography-related course enrollment 
due to students choosing Geography and History, and Civics subjects in the National 
Center preliminary university entrance examinations (hereafter referred to as 
“National Center exams”). 

   Table 4.2    Textbook supply ratios for subjects in Geography and History   

 Year 

 World History subjects  Japanese History subjects  Geography subjects 

 World 
History A (%) 

 World 
History B (%) 

 Japanese 
History A (%) 

 Japanese 
History B (%) 

 Geography 
A (%) 

 Geography 
B (%) 

 2012  26.7  14.5  12.6  16.3  12.6  8.1 
 41.2  28.9  20.7 

 2010  26.0  15.1  12.1  16.2  13.1  7.5 
 41.1  28.3  20.6 

 2006  –  –  –  –  12.3  8.1 
 39.6  27.1  20.4 

 1997  –  –  –  –  11.5  9.4 
 37.6  26.2  20.9 
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 Students could choose to take one subject exam from each of two categories, 
Geography and History, and Civics. From 2012 onward, however, these two subject 
areas have been combined into one group. This new Geography–History–Civics 
subject gives students ten subjects from which to select two for the exam. Because 
of this change, top national and public universities limit students from taking exams 
for “A” subjects with two credits in Geography and History, and the subjects 
Contemporary Society, Politics and Economy, and Ethics in the Civics category. As a 
result, the choice ratios for Geography and History and Civics (number of students 
taking each subject exam divided by the total number taking the general exam times 
100) showed a large decline in the Civics subjects in the 2012 National Center exams, 
compared with 2011 data. By contrast, the choice ratios showed a conspicuous 
increase in Geography B within the Geography and History category (Table  4.5 ). 

   Table 4.3    Status of subject offerings and enrollment in Japanese History and Geography in Saitama 
Prefecture   

 Year 

 Japanese History subjects  Geography subjects 

 Schools offering (%) 
 Student 
enrollment (%)  Schools offering (%) 

 Student 
enrollment (%) 

 2006  92.2 (177 schools)  75.1  83.4 (160 schools)  52.6 
 2009  95.0 (171 schools)  78.6  76.6 (138 schools)  49.7 

   Table 4.4    Number of Geography and History teachers hired in Saitama Prefecture   

 Hiring Year  Total for 
the period  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010 

 World History  1  0  2  3  2  8 
 Japanese History  1  3  0  2  8  14 
 Geography  0  0  0  1  2  3 
 Yearly Total  2  3  2  6  12  25 

  Excludes those hired by special assistance schools  

   Table 4.5    Number of students taking exams in Geography and History and Civics in the National 
Center exams for University Admissions and choice ratios   

 Subject 

 2011  2012 

 Exam 
takers 

 Choice 
ratio (%) 

 Exam 
takers 

 Choice 
ratio (%) 

 World History B   88,303  16.7  91,139  17.3 
 Japanese History B  152,970  29.0  157,372  29.9 
 Geography B  113,769  21.6  132,528  25.2 
 Contemporary Society  177,843  33.7  105,570  20.1 
 Ethics   58,274  11.0  35,537   6.8 
 Politics and Economy   88,758  16.8  57,224  10.9 
 Ethics and Politics and Economy  –  –  49,601   9.4 
 Number of Main Exam Takers  527,405  526,311 

  Choice ratio = exam takers per subject/main exam takers × 100  
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Creating a curriculum that responds to students’ desire to take Geography B instead of 
Contemporary Society or Politics and Economy is being considered. This is especially 
true for students at senior high school level who are applying to science- related 
universities, but who until now have been choosing to take exams in Contemporary 
Society or Politics and Economy within the National Center exams.

4.3        Learning Content of the New Geography A 
and Geography B 

 High school administrators are uncertain which of the two described scenarios may 
occur. They are required to respond to the new learning content stipulated in the 
offi cially published revised national curriculum of March 2009. 

 In the 2009 national curriculum (MEXT  2009 ), two new geography subjects 
were established, the new Geography A (two credits) and Geography B (four cred-
its). With respect to learning content, the new Geography A is composed mainly of 
thematic subject methods, and the new Geography B primarily of systematic geog-
raphy and descriptive regional geography methods. In the basic framework of their 
organizational content, there are no differences between the new and existing 
Geography A and B. However, some new characteristics and a number of differ-
ences are evident in specifi c learning content (Table  4.6 ). One of these, common to 
both the new Geography A and Geography B, is the goal of advancing student learn-
ing with maps. Particularly in Geography B, learning content related to maps and 
geographic skills is established from the very beginning under a separate heading 
“All kinds of maps and geographic skills,” which is positioned as the basis for sub-
sequent content. Another characteristic shared by Geography A and B is an emphasis 
on learning that explores geographic issues. At the end of the new Geography A 
course, students investigate geographic issues in the living environment using 
learning accumulated to that point, in the module called “Geographical issues of the 
living environment and fi eld surveys.” In “The contemporary world and Japan” at 
the end of the new Geography B, students investigate Japan’s various geographic 
problems by applying knowledge learned.

   In addition to these, new characteristics and differences are seen in each subject. 
In the new Geography A, the aim is to strengthen learning content that relates to 
everyday life and emphasizes the utility of geography. Specifi cally, together with 
existing content related to the contemporary world, content that deals with issues of 
the living environment as considered from a geographic perspective was newly 
added under a separate major heading, “Geographical consideration of various 
issues in the living environment”. Within this initiative, learning about maps of the 
immediate surroundings (“Maps that are tied together with everyday life”), about 
disaster prevention in response to the wave of earthquake disasters (“The natural 
environment and disaster prevention”), and similar topics have been added. In the new 
Geography B, the goal is to provide learning content that emphasizes the contem-
porary world, in which regional descriptive geography is strengthened. Current 
descriptive geography learning focuses on two or three exemplary regions, depending 
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on their scale, from among the regions of the world. The new Geography B approach 
diverges where content has been added to treat global regions of various scales, in 
a standardized way (“Various regions of the contemporary world”). Further, along 
with more robust learning content, there is signifi cant change in the position of 
descriptive regional geography in the new Geography B. That is, until now, descrip-
tive geography learning together with systematic geography learning has been posi-
tioned as a tool or method for considering issues of the contemporary world. The 
new Geography B—based on maps and geographic skills, systematic geographic 
method learning, and descriptive geography considering regional characteristics or 
problems of regions—has now been positioned as a learning “goal” or a “summing 
up” of student learning. Accompanying this change in positioning of descriptive 
geography learning, the treatment of learning content related to issues of the con-
temporary world is also changing in Geography B. 

 Until the latest curriculum revisions, learning contents were categorized separately. 
However, they are now grouped into categories of topics studied using systematic 
geography methods (“Systematic geographic consideration of the contemporary 
world”) and those studied with descriptive geographic methods (“Descriptive consid-
eration of the contemporary world”). In the systematic geography units, students learn 
about phenomena from a global perspective, so as to suffi ciently understand regional 
characteristics and issues to think independently about problem solutions.  

   Table 4.6    Learning content stipulated by the National Curriculum Standards of 2009   

  Content of Geography A  
 1. Geographical consideration of characteristics and various problems of the contemporary world 

 a. The contemporary world seen in globes and maps 
 b. Diversity of the world’s living patterns and cultures 
 c. Geographical consideration of global problems 

 2. Geographical consideration of various issues in the living environment 
 a. Maps linked to everyday life 
 b. Natural environment and disaster prevention 
 c. Problems in the living environment and local region survey 

  Content of Geography B  
 1. All kinds of maps and geographic skills 

 a. Geographic information and maps 
 b. Map use and fi eld survey 

 2. Systematic geographic consideration of the contemporary world 
 a. Natural environment 
 b. Resources and industries 
 c. Populations, cities, rural settlements 
 d. Living pattern, cultures, ethnicity, and religions 

 3. Descriptive geography of the contemporary world 
 a. Regional divisions of the contemporary world 
 b. Various regions of the contemporary world 
 c. The contemporary World and Japan 

  Based on MEXT ( 2009 )  
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4.4     Issues for the Future 

 Three issues are highlighted from the examination of the current status of senior 
high school geography education. 

 The fi rst is the response to learning that explores various geographic problems, 
which are emphasized in both the new Geography A and Geography B. Although it 
is diffi cult to maintain that learning incorporates local regional surveys or that 
exploratory activities have been adequately carried out through the present (National 
Education Policy Research Institute  2007 ), many teachers have been confused over 
how to embody and implement the new learning content. Several urgent needs 
remain: (1) To examine outcomes and problems in cases where the new learning 
content has already been tackled; (2) to share examples of practice through publica-
tions and the Internet; and (3) to develop and provide relevant teaching materials 
created through collaboration between researchers and educators in the schools. 

 The second issue is the development of teaching materials that continue to dem-
onstrate to students the usefulness of geography. Students have reported the usefulness 
of geography subjects in comparison with other subjects within the Geography and 
History categories (National Education Policy Research Institute  2007 ). Students 
become aware of geography’s value by learning about relevant topics such as disaster 
prevention; hence, these have been added to the content in the 2009 National 
Curriculum Standards. Another tactic has been to foster exploratory learning, bring-
ing together disaster prevention researchers as an example, to collaborate with 
teachers in developing specifi c teaching materials in conformity with the content. 
These resources are available to the larger education community and create a strong 
argument for the utility of geography, in the hopes of increasing student enrollment. 
Foreseeable obstacles include a continuing decline in the number of teachers special-
izing in geography, coupled with fi nding teachers who can teach geography subjects. 
The number of qualifi ed teachers with geography skills (e.g., map use, the natural 
environment, and conducting surveys) needs to increase in order to halt the decline 
in geography classes being offered. One challenge is that good training opportunities 
are not provided for teachers of Geography and History, so they tend to shy away 
from teaching geography subjects. Thus, geography teachers are a critical element of 
the solution to increase geography enrollment numbers in the future.     
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    Chapter 5   
 Textbook Approval System and Geography 
Textbooks in Japan 

             Minori     Yuda    

    Abstract     In this chapter, the author describes procedures of the textbook approval 
system and geography textbooks used in Japan’s schools. Geography content within 
textbooks and skills required at each grade level are further explained to provide a 
picture of geography education in the country.  

  Keywords     Geography education   •   Geography textbooks in school education   • 
  Japanese education   •   Textbook approval system  

5.1         Introduction 

 To understand education in a country, textbooks can be an indicator and a data 
source for research. In Japan, most textbooks are written in Japanese. This language 
barrier may deter foreign scholars interested in the country’s geography education. 
The author argues that it is worthwhile to implement a textbook system and text-
books in Japan that are in English. 

 The aim of this chapter is to provide information about the textbook approval 
system in Japan and to summarize textbook content to show the landscape of geog-
raphy education in schools. First, the author explains the textbook approval system 
for school education and then introduce contents and skills required at each school 
level that meet the National Curriculum Standards. 

 In Japan, geography education starts from Social Studies in third grade and 
continues to the senior high school level. Here, the describes textbooks used from 
third to sixth grades in elementary schools and in junior and senior high schools.  
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5.2     Textbook Approval System in Japan 

5.2.1     History and Procedure 

 All textbooks used in Japanese schools are published by private publishers after 
passing a textbook examination set by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science, and Technology (MEXT). This is the textbook approval system established 
by the School Education Law in 1947 (MOFA  2005 ). 

 The process of textbook development and approval involves the following steps: 
writing and editing, screening, approval, publishing, and distribution. First, a pub-
lisher gathers together academics and school teachers. They read the Japanese national 
curriculum and standards for textbook examination before beginning to write a text-
book. Following this, teachers discuss content with other members and editors during 
the writing process. The publisher submits a sample to MEXT. The Textbook Approval 
Research Council examines the text according to the Textbook Examination Standards. 
At the same time, textbook research offi cers from MEXT cross-reference samples 
with published standards. If the textbook does not meet a standard, MEXT requests 
revisions. The publisher resubmits a revised version, at which time the Textbook 
Approval and Research Council decides whether to recommend the textbook as 
appropriate learning material. The fi nal decision rests with MEXT, who issues the 
approval. The entire textbook approval process is lengthy; most textbook projects take 
at least 3 years from the formation of the writing committee to actual use of the book 
in classrooms (MOFA  2005 ). 

 Textbooks are printed and distributed by many publishers, but the fi nal decision 
on which books to use depends on local boards of education for public schools. 
For private schools, this decision is made independently. The local education boards 
and private schools notify MEXT of their textbook choices and the number of 
students who will use them. Publishers are ordered by the Minister to print enough 
copies to fulfi ll the total orders from all parts of the country. Figure  5.1  illustrates 
the process and actors involved.

   Textbooks are provided to all students at compulsory school levels (elementary 
and junior high schools) for free, but students at the senior high level buy their own 
textbooks.  

5.2.2     National Curriculum Standards and Textbook 
Approval System 

 The education content in Japan is defi ned in the  Gakushu Shido Yoryo  (National 
Curriculum Standards). The National Curriculum Standards are the education 
standards defi ned by the government. General rules in the National Curicculum 
Standards at each school level state that teachers must organize the education 
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curriculum in accord with the National Curriculum Standards. The latest national 
curriculum was introduced in elementary schools in 2011, in junior high schools in 
2012, and in senior high schools in 2013. 

 The National Curriculum Standards are issued 3 or 4 years before introduction into 
schools. Soon after these curricula are published, publishers produce new textbooks 
that align with the examination before the new curriculum is implemented. 

 After publishing an approved textbook, the publisher begins work on the next 
edition of the textbook and publishes it 4 years later. This cycle of publication is also 
set by law.   

5.3     Geography Textbooks in Japan’s School Education 

 This section examines elementary school geography textbooks from Tokyo Shoseki, 
a publisher with the largest market share in Social Studies textbooks. Another pub-
lisher targeting secondary schools is Teikoku Shoin, with a market share exceeding 
90 % in atlases and the largest share in secondary level geography textbooks 
(Watanabe  2011 ). 
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Screening by
MEXTPass
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Suggestion
for change

Publishers
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Education/
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Sending samples
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textbooks and number
of students

Ordering the number of
copies of each textbook

Print according to order by MEXT
Distribute textbooks to schools

  Fig. 5.1    Textbook approval system in Japan       
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5.3.1     Textbook Formats 

 At the elementary school level, geography is part of Social Studies. One set of Social 
Studies textbooks (two volumes) are used in the third and fourth grades. In the fi fth 
and sixth grades, one set of textbooks (two volumes) are provided for each year. 
Social Studies (geography area) in junior high schools and Geography A and 
Geography B in senior high schools require one textbook each. Book size in elemen-
tary schools is A4-size wide (210 mm) and B5-size long (257 mm). Since B5 size is 
common in Japanese schools, there are many textbooks and handouts of this size. 
Geography textbooks for secondary schools are also B5 size (182 × 257 mm). 

 The Volume One Social Studies textbook for the third and fourth grades is 108 
pages in length and Volume Two is 162 pages. The fi fth grade Volume One is 100 
pages, and Volume Two has 116 pages. The sixth grade textbooks are 152 pages for 
Volume One and only 80 pages for Volume Two. The textbook in junior high school 
is 280 pages, and those of Geography A and B are 214 and 342 pages, respectively 
(Table  5.1 ). These textbooks are neither too large nor too heavy for students to carry 
back and forth between school and home.

   Figure  5.2  shows the covers of these textbooks. All books are printed in color 
and include numerous maps, fi gures, and pictures. In addition to Social Studies 

   Table 5.1    Textbook formats at each school level   

 School 
level  Elementary school 

 Junior 
high school  Senior high school 

 Grade 
(Age) 

 3 (9)  4 (10)  5 (11)  6 (12)  1–3 (13–15)  1–3 (16–18) 

 Subject  Social Studies  Social 
Studies 
(geography) 

 Geography 
A 

 Geography 
B  Vol. 1  Vol. 2  Vol. 1  Vol. 2  Vol. 1  Vol. 2 

 Size  210 × 257 mm  182 × 257 mm 
 Page  108  162  100  116  152  80  280  214  342 

  Fig. 5.2    Textbooks for geography in primary and secondary education (from left: Kita et al. 
 2012c ; Nakamura et al.  2012 ;    Arai et al.  2013  and    Katahira et al.  2013 )       
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textbooks, supplementary reading material dedicated to local municipality and 
prefecture issues is provided to third and fourth grade students by the local govern-
ment. All students receive an atlas at every school level.

5.3.2        Textbooks for Primary Education 

 Geography is included in Social Studies at the primary education level. Students 
study Geography-related units mainly in the third, fourth, and fi fth grades. Some 
geographic elements, such as comparative studies between Japan and another 
country or leaning about global issues, also appear in sixth grade. 

 The National Curriculum Standards for elementary school sets common 
 objectives for grades 3 through 6, including the use of maps, globes, and statistics, 
and development of skills for thinking about social phenomena, their characteris-
tics and interactions, and for expression of student ideas and research results 
(MEXT  2008b ). 

 The National Curriculum Standards explain learning outcomes at each grade 
level. All textbooks are designed to achieve these objectives and include learning 
elements in the curriculum standard. 

 In the third and fourth grades, students conduct research in their community and 
begin to have deeper interests in their local area and prefecture. The term “local 
area” in this chapter refers to city and township levels. Fifth grade students will have 
a wider view of the entire nation, and students begin to learn and think about the 
entire world in sixth grade. 

 Students in the third and fourth grades conduct fi eld surveys to learn more about 
the area surrounding their school and the town or city that they inhabit. They also 
become familiar with businesses and industries in their community by speaking to 
workers. Elementary students acquire basic knowledge of disasters, disaster preven-
tion, and various systems (urban, water, and waste disposal). Students also learn 
about their prefecture through research and data collection. Table  5.2  summarizes 
content covered at the third and fourth grade levels.

   Most teachers cannot use the third and fourth grade social studies textbooks for 
local studies, because these books use examples taken from select cities and prefec-
tures. Since teachers use their own local community in class, they must develop 
similar content for their own areas. Teachers use textbook examples as a model for 
student activities and expected outcomes. 

 In the third and fourth grades, the teaching method is for students to learn from 
experiences such as fi eld surveys. Therefore, skills in these grades emphasize survey-
ing methods, including interviews. Many types of map-reading skills and graphicacy 
are included in a section called Interpretation Skills. These skills include how to read 
maps, graphs, and tables. Map reading includes reading contour lines, topographic 
relief, and land use. More generally, use of an atlas is also taught. Therefore, text-
books are designed to include appropriate examples for local studies as well as some 
important geographic skills for students to acquire and use (Fig.  5.3 ).
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   In the fi fth grade, students learn about Japan including its natural environment 
(e.g., landforms and climates), industries (e.g., agriculture, fi shery, and manufacturing), 
and acquire information about society’s role in environmental conservation (Table  5.3 ). 
The most common teaching method is for students to read maps, graphs, and fi gures.

   Table 5.2    Contents of Social Studies textbook used in third and fourth grades of elementary 
school   

 Chapter  Section  Points 

 My town, town 
for everybody 

 Around school  Field research 
 Condition of the city 

 Workers and 
our lives 

 Staff in a store  Characteristics of our community 
and people’s lives  Farmers’ life 

 Changing life  Antique tools and old life  Change of people’s lives 
 Tradition to posterity  Learn history in local community 

 Protection of 
our life 

 Protection from fi re  Disaster prevention education 
 Protection from accidents and incidents 

 To our better 
life 

 Where does water come from?  Urban system knowledge 
 Disposal and reuse of waste 

 Development of 
country 

 Irrigation network(s) in the mountains  Local history 

 Our prefecture  Location of prefecture  Characteristics of the prefecture 
 Regional characteristics and people’s lives 
 Prefecture connecting to the world 

  Kita et al. ( 2012a ,  b )  

  Fig. 5.3    Pages from Social Studies textbook for third and fourth grade (section entitled “Around 
school”) (Kita et al.  2012b )       
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   Many basic map-related skills are presented in the textbook for fi fth grade students. 
Furthermore, use of the globe and interpretation of aerial photos are skills that 
students must acquire. These map reading skills underpin the next stage, in which 
students extract information from maps. Textbook content explains geographic 
facts, using photos and fi gures (Fig.  5.4 ).

   Table 5.3    Contents of Social Studies textbook used in fi fth grade of elementary school   

 Chapter  Section  Points 

 Our national land  Japan in the world  Understanding of natural 
environment in Japan  Features of landscape and people’s lives 

 Characteristics of climate and people’s lives 
 Our lives and food  Rice: Shonai plain  Agriculture and fi sheries 

 Fishery: Shizuoka 
 Food industry and our future 

 Our lives and 
manufacturing 
industry 

 Automotive manufacture  Industry in Japan 
 Manufacturing industry and industrial area 
 Manufacturing industry and trade 

 Information society 
and our lives 

 Information industry and our lives  Information society 
 Information changing society  Information literacy 
 How to utilize information 

 Our lives and 
environment 

 Our lives and forests  Environment conservation 
and disaster prevention  We save the environment 

 Obviate natural disasters 

  Kita et al. ( 2012c ,  d )  

  Fig. 5.4    Pages from Social Studies textbook for fi fth grade (section entitled “Characteristics of 
climate and people’s lives in Japan”) (Kita et al.  2012d )       
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   As students advance in grade level, required skills change from simply  reading  
maps, graphs, and fi gures to  interpreting  maps or other fi gures and using them to 
inform their research or study. Equally important from the third through fi fth grades 
are students’ communication skills for arguing why their fi ndings are important. 

 In the sixth grade, textbooks treat history from past to present and politics in Japan. 
The last section includes cultural geography of countries around the world (Table  5.4 ). 
This chapter includes peace education, since it is very important for students to think 
about how they can contribute to global society. This geographic content is very similar 
to what junior high school students study. This part may be good practice for sixth 
grade students to discover what they will learn in the next stage of education.

5.3.3        Geography Textbooks in Secondary School Education 

5.3.3.1     Objectives of Geography Education and Textbooks in Junior 
High Schools 

 At the junior high school level, Geography is still a part of Social Studies. The main 
objective of Social Studies in the National Curriculum Standards is to help students 
“look wider and raise awareness of society, think from various perspectives using 
various data, understand and love our own nation and history, establish a basis for 
citizens to live in a global society, and make a peaceful and democratic nation and 
society” (MEXT  2008a , p. 31). 

 Table  5.5  shows the content of a textbook for junior high students. This book is 
normally used for 2 years. The geography curriculum in junior high school is designed 
for students to think about geographic phenomena from multiple perspectives. Students 
learn about and compare the world with Japan through their own research.

   Geography in junior high school is focused on regional geography, so the cur-
riculum emphasizes the understanding of differences and similarities in the world, 

   Table 5.4    Contents of Social Studies textbook used in sixth grade of elementary school   

 Chapter  Section 

 1. History in Japan (History)  Jomon period to tumulus period/Building emperor-centered 
country/Generation of warriors/Muromachi culture/Warring 
states period to Edo period/Culture and new education in 
Edo/Meiji restoration/Japan toward the world/Protracted war 
and people’s lives/To new Japan, peaceful Japan 

 2. Our lives and politics 
(Politics) 

 Politics make our wish come true 
 Constitution of Japan and our lives 

 3. Japan in the world (Peace 
education and Geography) 

 Countries with ties to Japan 
 U.S., Korea, China and Saudi Arabia 
 Our future and role of Japan in the world 

  Kita et al. ( 2012e ,  f )  
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as well as knowledge of and fi nding the uniqueness of Japan through learning 
about the natural environment, population, energy and relationships among regions. 
The National Curriculum Standards includes learning about the natural environment, 
history, industry, environmental protection, population and cities, life and culture, 
and relations between seven Japanese regions. The textbook focuses on one topic 
for each region. 

 The content of geography in junior high school mainly includes the explanation 
of locations and characteristics in the world and Japan. Therefore, teachers tend to 
give passive lessons focusing on rote memorization. This is the image of geography 
education in the country, which has often been criticized for this pedagogy. In 
response to these criticisms, many questions have been inserted into textbooks. These 
questions mainly ask students why a phenomenon is observed or occurs, revealing 
the most important way of thinking in geography education. For these reasons, most 
textbook pages are designed to include a substantial number of questions, maps, and 
graphs to support the development of student geographical thinking (Fig.  5.5 ).

   Table 5.5    Contents of a textbook of Social Studies (Geography area)   

 Chapter and sections 

 1. World Geography 
 – The appearance of the Earth 

  Continents ,  oceans ,  regional classifi cation ,  major countries ,  longitude and latitude , 
 globe and map ,  brief map  

 – Life in the world 
  Pacifi c Ocean islands ,  Siberia ,  Arabian Peninsula ,  Andes :  houses ,  clothes ,  food and religion  

 – Natural environment, history and cultural background, industry 
  Asia ,  Europe ,  Africa ,  North America ,  South America ,  Oceania  

 – Research on another country 
  Decide on a country or region and a theme ,  collect source material ,  analyze data and 
make a presentation  

 2. Geography of Japan 
 – Appearance of Japan 

  Location ,  territory ,  prefectures ,  regions  
 – Comparison between Japan and the world: characteristics of natural environment 

  Mountains ,  plains ,  seashore and ocean current ,  natural disaster and prevention , 
 population ,  natural resources and industry  

 – Geography in each region of Japan 
  Natural environment and energy in Kyushu ,  transportation in Chugoku / Shikoku , 
 environmental issues and preservation in Kinki ,  industry in Chubu ,  cities and population 
in Kanto ,  life and culture in Tohoku ,  history in Hokkaido  

 – Research on an area 
  Set up a hypothesis ,  conduct fi eldwork using topographic maps ,  summarize results and 
make a presentation  

  Nakamura et al. ( 2012 )  
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5.3.3.2        Geography and Textbooks in Senior High School 

 In senior high education, geography belongs to the Geography and History subject 
category, and there are two subjects, Geography A and Geography B. Geography A 
is two credits, consisting of 70 lesson hours (two lesson hours per week). Geography 
B is four credits and 140 lesson hours (four lesson hours per week). 

 The common goals of these subjects are to consider various geographical issues 
in the world, to cultivate geographic points of view and ways of thinking, and to 
develop awareness for living responsibly in global society. The difference between 
these subjects is the approach to teaching. In Geography A, teachers impart charac-
teristics of world regions, whereas Geography B teachers explain geographic phe-
nomena using theories of systematic geography or by using regional geographic 
points of view. 

 The difference in these approaches is refl ected in the content of each textbook. 
In the textbook of Geography A, many types of lifestyles across the world are 
explained from the viewpoint of landscape, climate, industry, and cultural differ-
ences. Many topics overlap with content in junior high school geography (Table  5.6 ).

   The big difference between these two geography subjects is how phenomena 
observed in the world are explained. In the Geography A textbook, many pictures of 

  Fig. 5.5    Pages from Social Studies (geography area) textbook for junior high school (section 
entitled “Characteristics of natural resources and industry: Energy production and consumption in 
Japan”) (Nakamura et al.  2012 )       
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landscapes and people are used for additional explanation, with brief text. In contrast, 
the Geography B textbook explains the phenomena and theories in depth, illustrated 
with pictures, maps, graphs and fl owcharts (Fig.  5.6 ).

   The Geography B lessons are designed for students to obtain a geographical way 
of thinking and to consider why different phenomena are seen. This departs from 
the traditional image of geography as a rote-learning subject. Students and teachers 
must adapt to the subject to develop geographical thinking and related skills. 

 The Geography B textbook begins with concepts of geographic information, GIS 
mapping software, longitude and latitude, and time zone difference (Table  5.7 ). 

   Table 5.6    Contents of Geography A textbook in senior high education   

 Part  Chapter  Section  Points 

 1. Appearance 
of the world 
and global 
issues 

 1. Contemporary 
society seen 
from globe 
and maps 

 Locations on the Earth and 
countries 

 Latitude and longitude, 
time zone, territory 

 Globalized world  Relationship between 
Japan and other 
countries 

 2. Environments 
around 
people’s lives 

 Environmental factors to 
affect people’s lives 

 In various regions in 
the world and Japan 

 People’s lives and landscape, 
climate, industry and culture 

 3. Lives and 
cultures in the 
world 

 China, Korea, Southeast Asia, 
India, Central Asia/West Asia/
North Africa, Sub-Sahara 
Africa, Europe, Russia, U.S., 
Latin America, Australia 

 Explaining dominant 
landscapes, climate, 
culture and industries 
in each region 

 4. Global issues 
with us 

 Complicated global issues  Learning from 
examples from the 
world 

 Environmental issues, resource 
and energy problem, population 
problem, food issues, urban 
problem 

 2. Issues 
in local area 

 1. Various maps 
close to our 
lives 

 Maps and characteristics  Knowing maps and 
GIS  GIS and technology for GIS 

 Utilization of GIS technology 
and maps 
 Creating different maps for 
different purposes 

 2. Natural 
environment 
and disaster 
prevention in 
Japan 

 Natural environment in Japan  Thinking of disasters 
and what we can do for 
disaster prevention 

 Volcanos, earthquake, wind and 
fl ood damage and disaster 
prevention 
 Considering disaster prevention 
in the local area 

 3. Finding issues 
and area 
research 

 Deciding a topic, conducting 
research in local area and 
making a presentation 

 Nourishing research 
and communication 
skills 

  Arai et al. ( 2013 )  
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  Fig. 5.6    Pages from textbooks for Geography A and Geography B (section entitled “Landscape in 
Japan”): Geography B uses two pages to explain the same topic explained on one page in 
Geography A (Arai et al.  2013  and Katahira et al.  2013 )       

   Table 5.7    Contents of Geography B textbook in senior high education   

 Part  Chapter  Section 

 1. Various maps 
and geographic 
skills 

 1. Geographic 
information and 
maps 

 Maps in contemporary world 
 Types and usage of maps 
 Mapping geographic data 

 2. Utilization of maps and regional research 
 2. Seeing 

contemporary 
issues from the 
viewpoint of 
systematic 
geography 

 1. Natural 
environment 

 Landforms in the world 
 Climate in the world 
 Characteristics of nature and lives in Japan 
 Environmental issues 

 2. Resource and 
industry 

 Development and change of industry 
 Agriculture, fi shery and forestry in the world 
 Food problem 
 World energy and mineral resources 
 Resource and energy problems 
 Industries in the world 
 Tertiary industry 
 Transportation and communication connecting 
to the world 
 Trade and economic zone in contemporary society 

 3. Population, rural 
and urban areas 

 World population 
 Population issues 
 Rural and urban areas 
 Urban and settlement problems 

 4. Lives, cultures, 
ethnic groups and 
religions 

 Life and cultures 
 Ethnic groups and religions 
 Nations in the contemporary world 
 Ethnic and territorial problems 

(continued)
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Topics on systematic geography, phenomena and theories of landforms, climate, 
industries, population, rural and urban areas, culture, and religion are explained 
using fi gures and graphs. The section on regional geography begins by defi ning a 
theme, followed by explanation of characteristics using a regional geographic per-
spective for each classifi ed region.

   The National Curriculum Standards for senior high school, issued by MEXT in 
 2009 , mentions the use of information and telecommunications networks. Specifi cally, 
GIS is mentioned as a tool to collect and analyze data using maps and spatial statistics. 
To comply with the curriculum standard, teachers must use GIS in geography classes. 
Hence, textbooks in both Geography A and B devote a couple of pages to GIS.    

5.4     Conclusion 

 This chapter briefl y introduces the textbook approval system in Japan, as well as 
content and skills in the latest geography textbooks from primary to senior high 
school education levels. 

 In Japan, all textbooks are developed by private publishers. MEXT screens text-
books to ensure that they are written in accordance with the National Curriculum 
Standards. After screening, only approved textbooks can be published and distrib-
uted free of charge to all students in elementary through junior high schools, and for 
sale to senior high school students. 

 In primary schools, geography education begins with a focus on the local com-
munity around the school. Textbooks deal with a range of topics, from gradually 
widening scales of city, prefecture, Japan, and the world. In secondary education, 
textbooks guide student thinking about Japan within the world, to interest them in 
various issues in the country and worldwide. These textbooks are aesthetically 
attractive and colorful, displaying fundamental skills of geography. The ideal of 
geography education can be found in these textbooks. Although their quality is not 
always matched by that in classroom teaching, good textbooks certainly contribute 
to effective class instruction.     

 Part  Chapter  Section 

 3. Geography in 
regions of the 
contemporary 
world 

 1. Regional 
classifi cation in the 
contemporary world 

 Classifi ation of regions 
 Regional classifi cation in different scales 

 2. Regions in the 
contemporary world 

 Thinking from a regional geographical point of 
view 
 East Asia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, West and 
Central Asia, North and Sub-Sahara Africa, 
Europe, Russia, Anglo-America, Latin America, 
Oceania 

 3. Japan and the contemporary world 

  Katahira et al. ( 2013 )  
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    Chapter 6   
 Reconsidering Regional Geography 
Education in Japan 

             Hiroaki     Akimoto    

    Abstract     The author reviewed regional geography education programs in Japan, 
with a focus on the National Curriculum Standards. The current curriculum has been 
constructed with the goal of helping students acquire knowledge about actual condi-
tions in different regions in Japan and the world as a whole. The previous National 
Curriculum Standards, which was announced in 1998, was designed to center on ways 
of elucidating regional characteristics only. This change was criticized but the two 
approaches are essentially complementary. Regional geography education in Japan 
has some unique aspects compared to that in Europe and the United States, but shares 
the same objectives. Although the challenges of regional geography education lie in 
classroom instructional practices, issues within the education system itself, including 
the educational environment, also pose issues for geography education.  

  Keywords     National Curriculum Standards   •   Regional and world knowledge   • 
  Regional geography education   •   Understanding regional characteristics  

6.1         Introduction 

 The greatest change in recent revisions to the National Curriculum Standards for junior 
high schools and senior high schools in Japan is in regional geography education. 

 Regional geography education has played the role of providing school children with 
information about Japan and world regions, in addition to fostering an understanding 
of the world (Araki  2006 ). Since today’s world is becoming rapidly globalized, knowl-
edge about maps, locations, and places is important and thus raises the value of regional 
geography courses. 

 People now have access to large amounts of information about Japan and world 
regions through mass media and the Internet. Further, in the very volatile modern 
world, the situation in Japan and in the world is liable to change. This being the case, the 
meaning of geography as a subject will be called into question if its objective is merely 
to supply information about Japan and other world regions (Nishiwaki  1993 ). 

        H.   Akimoto      (*) 
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 So, how should regional geography education be organized? The recent changes can 
be seen as a response to globalization. This paper outlines recent revisions in regional 
geography education in Japan based on the National Curriculum Standards and sugges-
tions on how regional geography education should be conducted in the future.  

6.2     Topography, Regional Geography, and Regional 
Geography Education 

 Topography and regional geography are sometimes used synonymously, but a close 
examination reveals differences. 

 The oldest geographical record in Japan is said to be the  Fudoki , records of geog-
raphy and culture of Japan’s provinces published in the eighth century. These were a 
set of comprehensive manuscripts detailing the situation in each region, created to 
help the rulers govern the land. In a democratic society, it is necessary to provide such 
information to the general public. Local government bodies produce prefectural direc-
tories, modern-day versions of  Fudoki . Topography is a branch of regional geography, 
as discussed below, and refers to records made with the purpose of providing people 
with basic information about physical conditions in different regions. 

 The study of regional geography established in Japan in the nineteenth century. 
This is a branch of geography that aims to comprehensively study characteristics of 
a specifi c region. For successful study of such regional characteristics, activities 
such as observations, measurements, and interviews are carried out with regard to 
various phenomena in the region. Researchers examine the collected data to learn 
how phenomena are related and to make comparisons with other regions. Regional 
characteristics are clarifi ed through analyses of this type. 

 Regional geography education is based on both regional geography and topography. 
However, differences between these two subfi elds are naturally refl ected by different 
learning methods. Topography learning methods focus on providing information and 
understanding content. In contrast, regional geography places more importance on 
process, that is, perspectives, information gathering, and analysis. Shirai ( 2000 ) dis-
tinguished the two by calling the former “regional geography education” and the latter 
“regional geographic education”. In this paper, however, the former is referred to as 
knowledge-focused regional geography education and the latter as methods-focused 
regional geography education. Needless to say, regional geography education has 
traditionally involved both topography and regional geography.  

6.3     Role of Regional Geography Education 

 “Sixty percent of senior high school students cannot locate Miyazaki Prefecture”. 
This was reported by Japanese newspapers in March 2008. This headline refl ects the 
results of a survey conducted by the Commission of Geographical Education of the 
Association of Japanese Geographers (AJG-CGE  2008 ). Senior high school and 
university students took the survey. According to Sogo Shoto Kyoiku Kenkyujo 
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(Synthetic Research Institute of Elementary Education  2008 ), similar results were 
seen among elementary school students. Many regarded this as a serious problem, 
and their concerns were refl ected in the 2008 Central Council for Education Report 
(Central Council for Education  2008 ). This report indicates the basic role that 
regional geography education is expected to play. It supports the view that students 
should acquire basic geographic knowledge about Japan and the world, both of 
which are necessary in today’s society. Such basic geographic knowledge is certainly 
needed in daily life, but the meaning of geography in education goes beyond this. 
According to Gould and White ( 1974 ), humans create a kind of mental map and then 
use it as a basis for their decision-making processes. Thus, to develop in young 
people the capability to make decisions as members of a democratic society, it is 
essential to help students create mental maps that refl ect an accurate understanding 
of regions and the world. This is the true role of regional geography education. 

 If instruction examines the local area, then students should be able to acquire 
geographic knowledge through direct experiences in their surrounding and it should 
be possible for them to develop regional understanding based on this underpinning 
knowledge. However, an understanding of Japan, other regions, and the world can 
only be built upon indirect information. Today, with the development of mass media 
and the Internet, it is very easy to access information about Japan and other places 
to help students form the basis of this understanding. However, information received 
through these channels is biased or incomplete. It is therefore essential that regional 
geography education in schools provide students with balanced information on the 
country and the rest of the world to helps them form an accurate understanding. 

 The understanding of regional geography education refl ected above has also been 
advocated by Saito ( 2003 ), who asserts that regional geography education in schools 
has an important role in expanding student interest from the local “world” with which 
they are familiar, to the entire globe, which they cannot experience directly. Regional 
geography education also has a role in driving forward a change in perspective, from 
the animistic worldview of a young child to one governed by science. 

 In contrast, a position that places more importance on the formation of views and 
opinions than on acquiring knowledge has been around for some time. Yajima ( 1977 ) 
states that the aims of regional geography education are for students to correctly 
identify various geographic phenomena that develop on the earth’s surface, and then 
to consider interactions between those phenomena and connections between humans 
and the environment. These experiences are to foster students’ views and ways of 
thinking based on a regional perspective, and to cultivate a broad view of Japan and 
the rest of the world. In short, greater weight is placed on methods of forming views 
and ways of thinking, rather than on factual knowledge alone.  

6.4     Problems and Solutions of Knowledge-Focused Regional 
Geography Education 

 Regional geography education in Japanese schools, especially elementary and 
junior high schools, has been carried out with the goal of providing information 
about Japan and other world regions, thereby fostering an understanding of the 
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world. This is developed on the basis of knowledge-focused regional geography 
education. The approach involves dividing the world and Japan into regions and 
then imparting to students the conditions of each region. Japan is generally divided 
into seven regions (Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, Kinki, Chugoku-Shikoku, 
and Kyushu-Okinawa), and the world into Europe, Asia, North America, South 
America, Africa, and Oceania. The characteristics of each region are explained; 
however, there are a number of issues with this knowledge-focused regional geog-
raphy educational approach. 

 To furnish students with a balanced knowledge-base of Japan and the world, teach-
ing should deal with as many regions as possible (Shirai  2000 ). However, there is only 
limited available class time and, therefore, itemized, exhaustive rote learning rather 
than synthetic, deep learning is encouraged. This means that students often do not 
acquire an adequate understanding of the world. Such understanding does not only 
involve specifi c geographic knowledge, it also requires integrated and systematized 
knowledge. Thus, there is a need for geography instruction to be organized on the 
basis of concepts or methods representative of geographic characteristics in the region. 
Knowledge content has been developed based on the curriculum in Japan’s regional 
geography courses, whereas methods content has had a supplemental role. 

 There are a number of highly regarded concepts in geography education, including 
general commonality and regional distinctiveness. In 1953, an article by Schaefer 
entitled “Exceptionalism in Geography: A Methodological Examination” criticized 
geographical work based on traditional empiricist descriptions. Schaefer argued 
that geography should seek to elucidate spatial laws and that regional research 
should be the testing ground (Tezuka  1988 ). Two years after Schaefer’s article was 
published, the terms “general commonality” and “regional distinctiveness” appeared 
in the 1955 edition of the National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools in 
Japan (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1956 ). This was a pivotal move that 
quickly introduced contemporary trends of geographic thinking, already present in 
Europe and the U.S., to Japanese public education. 

 In regional geography education, the fi rst method adopted to receive acceptance 
is called static geography. This method looks into as many of the geographic 
 phenomena involved in a region as possible and provides explanations for them. 
Phenomena are then compared and contrasted across regions, and characteristics of 
each region are thereby ascertained. This is a reasonably effective method when 
considering traditional topographic descriptions and regional statistics, but it tends to 
promote itemized and exhaustive factual learning. Further, with limited time available 
for in-depth learning, it may not always be possible to extract the distinctiveness of 
a region. 

 The next method is dynamic geography. This method focuses on the phenomenon 
considered to be the most important in a region, then seeks to explain and link it 
with other phenomena. Individual phenomena can be discovered in any region, no 
matter how many or few. It is believed, however, that characteristics of the region 
are not seen predominantly through the phenomena themselves but rather in the 
ways that they are related; the way a region appears will be different depending on 
the phenomena studied. The consideration of which phenomenon to examine and 
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how it relates to others is connected to deeper questions of how the structure of a 
region is perceived. This helps to cultivate a regional image. 

 A third method adopted under this topic is cluster sampling, also known as 
“learning by case study” or “sample study”. During the study of a certain region, 
students focus on one part of it, analyze it in detail and are thus able to relate it to 
an overall understanding of the entire region. This is based on the idea that the 
local distinctiveness of a region extends across its various parts. The advantage of 
the cluster sampling method is that learning about relatively large-scale regions 
(e.g., nation states) makes it easier to grasp details of small-scale regions. 

 These methods were included in the discussion of ways to handle content in the 
1969 National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools (Ministry of Education, 
Science and Culture  1969 ).  

6.5     The Meaning of Methods-Focused Regional Geography 
Education and Related Issues 

 In the 1998 edition of the National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools 
(Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1998 ), the focus on exhaustive regional 
geography education vanished and geography education was reorganized with 
importance placed on different scales, from communities and prefectures to coun-
tries and continents. 

 The 1998 National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools was based 
around methods-focused regional geography education. Criticism of this so-called 
cramming education and a rise in public demand for a more relaxed educational 
environment led to cutbacks in teaching hours and content. Regional geography 
education was required to follow suit. 

 Knowledge-focused regional geography education is based on the premise that 
every region has a unique existence. When a particular region is studied, the 
 knowledge gained is isolated and not directly applicable to a generalizeable applica-
tion across other regions. Under content-focused regional geography education, it 
becomes essential to deal directly with all regions. Reduced instruction hours in a 
knowledge-focused regional geography education system means a reduction in 
either the number of regions taught or the amount of learning content taught for 
each region. However, enlarging a regional unit would also increase the discrepancy 
between units within a course. Further, a reduction in content for each region would 
make multifaceted examination of regions very diffi cult, and instruction would be at 
a superfi cial level. 

 Methods-focused regional geography education has been adopted into modern 
topographic or area studies. According to Yagasaki ( 2003 ), researchers in area stud-
ies aim to understand regions by fi rst setting out topics of study through exchanges 
and inquiries with people in the studied regions, before conducting fi eldwork and 
related research. Yagasaki ( 2003 ) also argues that students who understand a region 
in this fashion will form a framework to comprehend the world. In other words, 
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detailed study of a specifi c region is only the starting point to perceive the world in 
general. If this study method is introduced in regional geography education, schools 
would need to select regions of interest to students, then support their learning by 
simulating the experience of conducting original research in those regions. 
Understanding the world thus becomes a subject of lifelong learning. Because this 
method establishes students’ interest as a starting point and leads to an individual 
understanding of the world developed through research and experience, it is well 
aligned with the constructivist approach to learning. This approach is also consistent 
with the recent trend in education of “learning how to learn”. However, if this method 
is adopted, it will be essential to formulate an approach to regional geography educa-
tion that is achievable through lifelong learning. Currently, the importance of such 
learning is not substantiated in detail within educational policy, although it is 
mentioned. 

 Methods-focused regional geography education revolves around activities wherein 
students conduct research and analysis to uncover the distinctiveness of a region. 
Teaching in line with these activities is more diffi cult than providing explanation 
about a region’s distinctiveness. Every student has different interests in various 
regions. Therefore, teaching to students has limitations and detailed, attentive guid-
ance is needed. Although digitization has provided students with tremendous access 
to materials via the Internet, there is a paucity of materials for student research and 
study. Thus, in methods-focused regional geography education, it is extremely impor-
tant for the learning environment to be rich in such materials. 

 At a glance, methods-focused regional geography education is not truly effective at 
every stage of schooling. According to Shinohara ( 1984 ), there are four steps to culti-
vating an understanding of the world: (1) interest; (2) quiz-based knowledge; (3) 
scientifi c understanding and knowledge; and (4) subjective understanding founded on 
objective and scientifi c understanding (including understanding of oneself). Students 
at elementary and junor high school levels have little experience or knowledge of 
Japan and the world, so it is important that learning provokes their interest. There is 
also a simultaneous need to encourage practice and mastery of map reading at elemen-
tary and junior high school levels. Although knowledge-focused regional geography 
education is common in lower grades, it is absolutely essential to adopt methods-
focused regional geography education techniques, such as surveys, analysis, and dis-
cussion, at the senior high school level. 

 Incidentally, Yamaguchi ( 1994 ) pointed out that although the recollection of 
place names, such as those of major countries, develops from elementary school 
until junior high school, knowledge of these locations are more developed in senior 
high school. The reasoning is that the knowledge of locations involves semantic and 
logical processing rather than mechanical rote learning, and therefore requires a 
higher stage of cognitive development. Some argue that from the perspective of 
establishing knowledge, regional geography instruction should use different methods 
in senior high schools from those in elementary and junior high schools. 

 In senior high school, both systematic and regional geography have an important 
role. From 1970 until the present, senior high school instruction about regional 
geography processes is more important than simply the knowledge of geography. 
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 In junior high school, regional geography has been part of the curriculum for a 
long time. In 1998, the focus on regional geography processes was introduced into 
the National Curriculum Standards. 

 The 2008 edition of the National Curriculum Standards for junior high schools 
received criticism for its emphasis on methods-focused regional geography educa-
tion, and the main focus reverted again to knowledge-focused regional geography 
(MEXT  2008 ). Knowledge-focused and methods-focused regional geography 
education are complementary, so it is important that both approaches are taught.  

6.6     The Future of Regional Geography Education: Trends 
of Geography Education in Europe and the United States 

 Japanese regional geography education has considerable differences compared with 
that in Europe and the U.S. In particular, there is learning that fosters understanding 
of the physical world, including systematic geography, which occurs through the 
entire geography curriculum, beginning at the elementary school stage (Tabe et al. 
 2009 ). Regional geography education is positioned as a teaching unit that deals 
comprehensively with a specifi c region. In other words, regional geography educa-
tion places importance on uncovering issues in a region and learning how we could 
respond to those issues. 

 This differs from the current position that regional geography occupies in the 
curriculum. In Japan, the main focus of geography education has been on the forma-
tion of a nation state and on conveying information about the country to its citizens. 
In contrast to Europe and the U.S., where geography developed as an academic 
discipline in which the natural and social sciences were combined for the purpose 
of developing, controlling, and administrating colonies. Therefore, geography edu-
cation is not only concerned with citizen education but also with national territory. 
It is therefore recognized as an important academic fi eld for the future of the state 
and its regions, laying the groundwork for national land-use planning, regional 
development, and environmental policy (Ikuta  2003 ). 

 Another difference is that spatial thinking continues to be a highly regarded con-
cept within geography education in Europe and the U.S. According to the Geography 
Committee of the U.S. National Research Council, spatial thinking is applicable at 
three levels: daily life, reality, and intellectual (National Research Council  2006 ). 

 The daily life level is the most basic; spatial information at this level is gained 
through lived experiences. In geography education, learning one’s way around the 
immediate community occurs at this level. The reality level is deeply connected to our 
daily lives but, at this spatial level, knowledge cannot be gained by direct experience. 
Instead, knowledge acquisition occurs through scientifi c methods. In geography 
education, study of a region that is not close to the learner takes place at this level. 
Learning at this level is a traditional function of geography as a subject (regional 
geography education). Finally, the intellectual level is a perspective from which to 
consider the future. At this level, cultural landscapes across the earth are considered 
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projections of what humans of the past thought about, i.e., their intellectual space. 
According to this view, regions and the world as they will exist tomorrow must be 
conceived in the intellectual space of human beings living today. The argument is 
that the signifi cance of geography education will increase with the implementation 
of teaching that goes beyond merely analyzing and understanding present conditions 
in regions, but that extends to the consideration of how oneself and one’s world can 
and should be in the future. The background to this activity lies in the development 
of Geographic Information System (GIS) technology and information sharing. 

 It is from here that we begin to see the challenges of Japanese regional geography 
education. The fi rst obstacle is how geography education should be imparted at the 
elementary school level. Geography lessons since the 1977 National Curriculum 
Standards (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1977 ) rarely included 
countries outside of Japan. A modest revival has been attempted since 1989, but the 
situation is still very different from that of Europe and the U.S., where children, 
right from the start of geography education, are encouraged to understand the world 
by comparing it with their home region and country. 

 The second issue concerns secondary school geography education. In Japan, 
the role of regional geography education in junior high school is to foster an under-
standing of the world. Regional geography education has been criticized for being 
too focused on rote learning. In response, a variety of schemes have been attempted 
that have accumulated a large amount of teaching experience. It would be pragmatic to 
make use of the accumulated lessons and to consider new approaches to effectively 
teach regional geography. Conversely, in senior high schools, while systematic 
geography education has a certain role, it is different from that of regional geogra-
phy education in junior high schools. Japan should look to the manner in which 
regional geography education is conducted in Europe and the U.S., where impor-
tance is placed on uncovering challenges faced by a region and learning how they 
could be resolved. 

 The third issue concerns the practice of regional geography education and the 
direction in which it is moving. In Europe and the U.S., rather than keeping to a 
simple understanding of present conditions, regional geography education is clearly 
oriented toward the question of how future society should be constructed. This 
instills an active attitude for involvement in constructing regional and global civil 
societies. The importance of taking such a direction has also been indicated in Japan 
(e.g., Izumi  2009 ), and the National Curriculum Standards for junior high school 
(MEXT  2008 ) has clearly suggested this with its reference to investigating the chal-
lenges in a region. However, this statement does not appear to apply to specifi c 
educational activities that use materials such as data and maps. This is because of a 
lack of data and materials for student use, as well as little regard for the importance 
of these skills. Thus, teachers turn to case studies to illustrate regional phenomena. 
The more specifi c case studies become, the more students and teachers are likely to 
make value judgments and political appraisals of the regions studied. In the Japanese 
educational system, where political neutrality is considered important, education 
tends to go no further than teaching general concepts. 
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 The central challenges of regional geography education in Japan lie in the design 
of curricula and onsite teaching methods. It seems this is not an issue of concern for 
educators in schools. For this reason, there is a real need to examine the education 
system, given the challenges of structuring geography education from elementary to 
senior high school and of preparing an effective educational environment.     
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    Chapter 7   
 The Current State and Issues of Field 
Research in Japanese Geographic Education 

             Shunsuke     Ike    

    Abstract     The National Curriculum Standards emphasizes fi eld research outside 
the classroom. Yet the number of teachers who actually engage their students in this 
activity has declined considerably because it takes too much time to prepare and plan. 
The author argues that two actions are needed to raise the implementation rate of fi eld 
research in classrooms. The fi rst approach is to be clear about the value of that research 
to learning, which cannot be replaced by classroom teaching. Second, prior to taking 
on a teaching job, teachers need to experience and learn the best practices to introduce, 
and to strengthen the link between fi eld research and geography content.  

  Keywords     Field research   •   Geographic characteristics   •   Geographical skills   • 
  Local area  

7.1         Introduction 

 “Geography is a study of the outdoors,” a statement espoused by my former teacher 
and written on a blackboard in my fi rst geography class at senior high school. 
Geography is based on outdoor activities and fi eld research, although research topics 
are diverse. 1  Geography is a fi eld science that values outdoor research activities as a 
form of investigation. Therefore, undergraduate and graduate education has invested 
substantial time and energy in the cultivation of skills necessary for conducting fi eld 
research outside the classroom. The Association of Japanese Geographers estab-
lished the accreditation system of “Field Researcher” and “Field Research Specialist,” 
endeavoring to train specialists who engage in fi eld research. 

1   Inquiry survey often occupies an important place in human geography, whereas observation is 
highly valued in physical geography. There are many levels of inquiry survey, ranging from simple 
research in which investigator collect data according to the fi xed questions to advance research 
with a task of comparative culture, requiring researchers to view themselves objectively as repre-
sented in Ohno’s study ( 1974 ). 
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 The importance of fi eld research is demonstrated by its inclusion in the National 
Curriculum Standards, which stipulates its implementation in geographical educa-
tion from elementary to senior high school. The curriculum emphasizes fi eld 
research, with mastery of conducting fi eld investigation. Despite its inclusion in the 
national guidelines, Shinohara ( 2001 ) pointed out that fi eld research is not popular 
in schools. Teachers of Geography and History, and Social Studies fail to fully 
understand the importance of fi eld research. In this paper, the author presents the 
current landscape of fi eld research from elementary to junior high and high school 
levels. In the process, tasks for outdoor fi eld research are examined, its signifi cance 
in schools explained, and suggestions are made to revitalize its favor in schools. 

 Although fi eld research involves a variety of indoor activities such as literature 
research, statistical analysis, and the collection and analysis of maps, the core of this 
research is fi eldwork, characterized by observations that include all sensory input. 
Thus, the term “fi eld research” tends to be used synonymously with fi eldwork. 
Distinguishing the two, however, the author focuses here on fi eld research, espe-
cially on fi eldwork. In the world of geography education, fi eldwork tends to include 
activities such as fi eld trips and excursions, 2  in which a director or guide plays a key 
role (Inui  2009 ). Therefore, this paper also groups these activities as fi eldwork.  

7.2     The Reality of Field Research in Elementary, Junior 
High, and Senior High Schools 

7.2.1     Elementary School 

 Among the Social Studies classes taught in elementary school, fi eld research was 
ranked the most important within community study for third and fourth grade 
students. The new National Curriculum Standards ask students to “observe and 
investigate social events through the study of a local area, a municipality and a 
prefecture, to cultivate the ability to use maps and a variety of concrete materials 
effectively”. This includes thinking about the characteristics of social events within 
a community and their associations, and communicating the results of students’ 
independent investigations (MEXT  2008 a). Together, these indicate that implemen-
tation of fi eld research is strongly called for in community study. 

 A relatively large number of elementary schools conduct fi eld research in the 
third and fourth grades. For instance, a 1992 questionnaire survey of third and fourth 
grade teachers across 152 elementary schools in Kagawa Prefecture found that fi eld 
research, on average, took place more than 3.5 times annually, and only four schools 
(3 %) failed to conduct any fi eld research (Shinohara  2001 ).  Machi - tanken  (town 
expedition), which studies a community or municipality, was the most popular type 

2   Excursion refers to an activity in which participants visit a local place with a tour guide to observe 
its geographic phenomena. 
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of fi eld research. Students observe and investigate topography and land use in their 
local areas, and there are opportunities for them to note local differences in the state 
of a district (geographic characteristics). In another study, a survey showed that 
95.9 % of third-grade teachers in the city of Yokohama conducted fi eld research in 
social studies (Matsumura  2011 ). The rate of fi eld research implementation tends to 
be higher in elementary schools than at higher levels, because teachers in the former 
schools have more discretion to change the curriculum. Given this fl exibility, they 
can decide to allot many uninterrupted hours to Social Studies. 

 Nevertheless, according to Shinohara ( 2000 ), many teachers believe that they fail 
to meet children’s’ demands for and keen interest in outdoor activities, owing to 
their own lack of skills. Many teachers are at a loss at how to teach geographic char-
acteristics through fi eld research. Thus, they often rely on Social Studies supple-
mentary reading material prepared for the  Machi - tanken  class by each municipality. 
These reading materials, which put emphasis on learning development, have been 
popular recently. The demand comes from teachers who have insuffi cient content 
and pedagogical knowledge about a local area, especially for instruction in fi eld 
research (Ike  2008 ). These teachers often lead outdoor activities with unclear goals 
and teach only superfi cial skills, such as how to take a compass bearing and recog-
nize map symbols. Some teachers appear to shun the fi eld research needed to under-
stand the state of a district. This causes concern that fi eld research, although included 
in the National Curriculum Standards, is not followed in the classroom.  

7.2.2     Junior High School 

 Social Studies in junior high school consistently stress the implementation of fi eld 
research, at the least the study of a local area. The latest National Curriculum Standards 
also set a goal to “enhance students’ interest in geographical phenomena through 
concrete activities such as fi eld research and to develop abilities and attitudes that 
enable them to think from various perspectives, judge fairly geographical phenomena 
by selecting and making use of various materials and express them properly” (MEXT 
 2008b , p. 29). In particular, the “investigation of a local area” primarily aims to deepen 
student understanding and interest in a local area through observation and investiga-
tion, and to help them master the perspective and method for investigating an area on 
the scale of municipalities (MEXT  2008b , pp. 66–67). 

 There are few teachers, however, who actually conduct fi eld research even 
though it is expected that students actively implement it during their investigation of 
a local area. Empirical support comes from a questionnaire that surveyed 67 public 
junior high schools (128 teachers) in Miyagi Prefecture. Approximately 75 % of 
teachers answered that they only teach students how to read a map without going 
outdoors, and only about one-third of teachers lead students in conducting fi eld 
research (Miyamoto  2009 ). This survey revealed that the major reason teachers 
failed to undertake fi eld research was that they did not have enough time to prepare 
for and implement that research. This fi nding highlights the reality of teaching in 
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junior high school. Teachers simply do not have enough time to improve the quality of 
course instruction because they spend their time instructing extracurricular activi-
ties, addressing students’ behavior outside school, and executing other school 
responsibilities. 3  In examination papers, it is unlikely that senior high school stu-
dents are tested on investigations of a local area; instead, they answer questions 
about reading a topographic map. As a result, most Social Studies teachers assume 
that students would not have trouble answering questions about local area investiga-
tion if they master map reading. This assumption is incorrect and contributes to the 
low implementation rate of fi eld research.  

7.2.3     Senior High School 

 The National Curriculum Standards emphasize the implementation of outside fi eld-
work, not only in elementary and junior high schools but also in senior high schools. 
The curriculum also expects that “students discover geographical phenomena by 
themselves, set an agenda, and carry out an investigation by adjusting research 
methods,” using “geographical tasks as outlined in Geography A (MEXT  2010 ). For 
Geography B, it also states in “various maps and geographical skills” that students 
“must master geographical skills that conduct research on areas in which they can 
investigate directly, using maps from various perspectives and capturing geographi-
cal characteristics of living space” (MEXT  2010 , p. 101). 

 Nonetheless, the implementation rate of fi eld research is unexpectedly low even 
in senior high schools, despite the expectation that students at this level actively 
engage in fi eld research. Low student participation was recorded in a 1990 survey, 
with responses from 66 geography teachers at public senior high schools in Ehime 
Prefecture. The fi ndings indicate that fi eld research was minimally implemented, if 
at all. However, 29 teachers (44 %) said that they introduced fi eld research in their 
classes (Shinohara  2001 ). Field research in the prefecture was conducted in schools 
from 1963 to 1981, when geography was a compulsory or compulsory elective 
subject. Since then, however, many geography teachers have stopped conducting 
fi eld research because they became very busy with a heavy schedule of school events, 
and student guidance and career counseling (Shinohara  2001 ). The most important 
factor causing the decline of fi eld research was the diffi culty teachers have had incor-
porating it into the school curriculum since geography became an elective subject. 
Therefore, the overall rate of fi eld research implementation (including excursions) 
is low, although some geography teachers are dedicated to continue fi eld research, 
as they believe that it reaps clear benefi ts.  

3   According to a questionnaire survey of 67 junior high schools in Kagawa Prefecture in 1992, only 
15 schools carried out fi eld research, and many merely asked students to read topographic maps 
(Shinohara  2001 ). 
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7.2.4     Causes for the Unpopularity of Field Research 

 Inui ( 1990 ) pointed out seven factors why the fi eld research implementation rate 
was low: (1) Schools were increasingly concerned with accident prevention; (2) 
there were obstacles from specifi c environment factors around the school; (3) a lack 
of time for research implementation, because of an overcrowded curriculum and 
time allocated to university entrance examination preparation; (4) geography 
became an elective subject; (5) the length of time required to prepare for fi eld 
research; (6) lack of a budget for travel expenses; and (7) a lack of teacher leader-
ship. These factors vary by school. However, the fact that elementary school teach-
ers are not suffi ciently acquainted with the knowledge and methods of fi eld research, 
and that junior high and senior high school teachers are too busy to arrange suffi -
cient time for preparation and implementation of such research, are considered key 
reasons for a paucity of research in schools. 

 A number of factors explain teachers’ failure to conduct fi eld research. There is 
low teacher motivation for its implementation, although other factors such as insti-
tutional problems and lack of a supportive environment for fi eld research play a 
role. Therefore, the fi rst thing we must do to enhance the implementation rate is to 
help teachers understand the signifi cance of fi eld research. That is, we must answer 
basic questions such as “why is it necessary to introduce fi eld research in the geog-
raphy class?” and “what are the educational effects of fi eld research that cannot be 
acquired in an in-class lecture?” To this end, the author discusses the signifi cance of 
fi eld research in the study of geography in the next section.   

7.3     Signifi cance of Field Research 

 Many researchers have pointed out the signifi cance of fi eld research in geography 
education (e.g., Shinohara  2000 ; Takeuchi  2002 ; Akimoto  2003 ; Inui  2009 ). Based 
on these studies, here the author advocates fi ve factors that represent the value of 
fi eld research. 

 First, students are likely to learn new characteristics of a local area through fi eld 
research, which may enhance their motivation to learn geography. In such research, 
the subject of investigation is a “local area,” i.e., the students’ daily living space. 
Students often recognize this area as an ordinary, familiar, and mundane place. This 
attitude is likely to diminish their drive to learn (Shimura  2009 ). However, many 
discoveries and tasks that may be missed in their daily lives are often hidden in their 
living areas. As Ida ( 2000 ) points out, children are really impressed to learn that 
occurrences in a distant country can also be found in their local region. Such an unex-
pected fi nding, uncovered through fi eld survey, motivates students to learn more 
about geography. Thus, fi eld research is usually required at the start of a geography 
course so that students discover via experiential learning. 
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 Second, it is easy for students to master the ability to discern geographic 
 characteristics through fi eld research. As Ukita ( 1970 ) indicates, a micro region 
such as a local area has different geographic characteristics that are interconnected. 
Therefore, it is generally easy to determine connections between various phenomena 
in a micro region. For instance, children have diffi culty understanding the process 
by which agricultural products are delivered from producers to consumers when 
they only learn about Japan’s distribution system on a macro level. At a micro level 
such as a village, it is comparatively easy to investigate the overall fl ow of a farmer’s 
distribution of agricultural products to a greengrocer through a wholesaler. In this 
way, it is easy to recognize connections between phenomena in a micro region. 
To reveal geographic characteristics, we must focus on connections between differ-
ent elements in a region. On this point, it is easier for students to identify such 
connections, through fi eld research, between regional elements in a micro region 
than in a macro region. This can also be a fruitful training ground for the observa-
tion of characteristics in a macro region. 

 The third signifi cance of fi eld research is that it can be a yardstick for comparing 
regions. The learning as well as the experience from fi eld research and direct observa-
tions provide a benchmark for studying regions inside and outside Japan. For example, 
if students can picture the size of a 1-hectare farmland through fi eld research, they 
can accurately imagine the size of farmlands in a foreign country. Knowledge and a 
comparative ability acquired from fi eld research can also function effectively as a 
standard of comparison when students try to understand the culture and social structure 
of another region. In addition, these experiences contribute to students rethinking the 
value of a local area through observation from a larger perspective. 

 The fourth factor is that fi eld research provides a means for students in a geogra-
phy class to learn geographical skills. Field research gives students the opportunity 
to observe scenery, learn fundamental research skills (e.g., reading and drawing a 
map, interviewing skills), which are diffi cult to learn in the classroom. In the class-
room, a typical lesson on topographic maps takes place on a desk. Generally, stu-
dents read contour lines and decipher the meaning of symbols. Route fi nding, 
however, a practical skill in real life, is diffi cult to acquire in the classroom. Thus, 
fi eld research offers an authentic environment for students to master practical these 
geography skills. 

 The fi fth benefi t of fi eld research is that it compensates poor childhood experience. 
As Takeuchi ( 2002 ) reports, children’s perceptions of the social world have become 
distorted because many do not have natural and social experiences across a variety of 
settings. 4  The mass media also highlights children’s underdeveloped space perception, 
self-centered thinking patterns, and a narrow-minded sense of value. These patterns 
are infl uenced by the changing environment in which children live, such as the trend 
toward the nuclear family, popularization of computer games, and the collapse of 
regional society. Students have an opportunity to learn about diverse values and life 
experiences outside these indoor situations through fi eld research where students are 

4   As Teramoto ( 2002 ) pointed out, children today draw maps much more poorly than children in the 
1980s, showing that their lack of experience of the real world greatly affects their development of 
space perception. 
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compelled to communicate with people of a different generation and with adults in the 
local community. These experiences support their building of lifelong skills such as 
creating social and professional networks (Takeuchi  2010 ).  

7.4     Future Challenges of Field Research 

7.4.1     Issues on Field Research Content 

 As noted above, fi eld research can provide students with a variety of learning oppor-
tunities not possible through classroom teaching. The author believes, however, that 
we must examine the following tasks carefully to effectively conduct fi eld research 
in geography classes. 

 The fi rst task is to examine the content and methods of fi eld research and align 
them with the developmental stages of children. Empirical research on the develop-
ment of individual abilities has been accumulated, 5  but aside from Inui ( 2009 ) there 
has been no study aimed at designing fi eld research materials appropriate for 
students’ developmental stages at elementary, junior high, and senior high school 
levels. Therefore, it is necessary to examine how best to engage fi eld research that 
is appropriate to each developmental stage. 

 The second task is to identify ways to nurture students’ abilities to research 
geographical issues. As mentioned above, an unexpected discovery about their local 
area enhances their enthusiasm for learning. However, most students lack suffi cient 
knowledge and experience to investigate important local geographic phenomena. 
Therefore, we need to teach them a basic perspective for observing a region of inter-
est carefully beforehand, so they can select a theme and discover geographic char-
acteristics and tasks. In reality, however, most teachers fail to teach students research 
skills to capture geographic phenomena, contributing to thee failure to initiate fi eld 
research. 

 It is important to help students develop a perspective and sense of the local area 
under study, by fi rst examining pictures of the region (Shibusawa  1985 ). Excursions 
are also effective in developing students’ geographic perspectives. These activities, 
which are generally conducted in university-level geography courses, are expected to 
have a positive learning effect on students when conducted before implementation 
of fi eld research (Miyamoto  2009 ). It is urgent to introduce excursions in geography 
education at elementary, junior high, and senior high school levels, to help students 
foster perspectives in evaluating geographic phenomena. 

 The third task is to investigate the association between fi eld research and other 
learning content. Shibusawa ( 1998 ) explains that geography can be learned by 

5   For instance, Toriumi ( 1990 ) revealed that fi rst and second grade students could see geographic 
phenomena only fragmentally in their observation from a school roof, whereas third and fourth 
grade students could make comparisons between geographic phenomena and explain their spatial 
relationships. Fifth and sixth grade students begin to recognize and explain geographic characteristics 
by viewing the entire scene. 
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direct and indirect experiences. Given this, the author suggests that it is necessary to 
apply learning outcomes and experiences acquired from direct fi eld research to 
other learning content (e.g., the study of various regions). For instance, local fi eld 
research is a useful method for students to discover geographic characteristics of a 
region, which is considered a key goal of regional geography education. The basic 
skill of identifying regional characteristics can be used to study regions of Japan and 
the world. Thus, the learned skill of observing geographic characteristics through 
fi eld research contributes to another performance outcome. It is hoped that fi eld 
research will become a more important part of the regional geography curriculum 
and general education in Japan and worldwide. 

 It is also possible to apply the skills and knowledge developed from fi eld research to 
the study of systematic geography in senior high school. For example, in the 1970s, 
students studying Geography A (fi rst year of high school) in Tama Senior High School 
in Kanagawa Prefecture conducted fi eld research every Sunday for 7 weeks. Weekday 
classes on outdoor fi eld research were also given. The content of these classes included: 
Uenohara-shi (river terrace) and Kofu Basin (alluvial fan) in Yamanashi Prefecture 
during the fi rst trimester (unit dedicated to the study of the natural environment); 
Miura Peninsula (suburban agriculture and fi shery), Hadano Basin (inland industry) 
and Yokohama Waterfront District (industry) in the second trimester (unit dedicated to 
the study of agriculture and industry); central Tokyo (urban function); and the 
Musashino Upland (location of settlements) in the third trimester (unit dedicated to the 
study of city and rural settlement). 6  With so many topics covered, this is simply an 
illustration that fi eld research is useful not only for regional geography but also for 
systematic geography and the knowledge and experiences gained from fi eld research 
can be associated with other learning content (Ike  2012 ). 

 The study of field research tends to be based on a unit of learning (e.g., 
“The investigation of the local area” in junior high school or “Geographical prob-
lems in the living area and fi eld research” in senior high school), which fails to 
provide suffi ciently in-depth investigation into a topic. The casual and occasional 
implementation of fi eld research is insuffi cient for students to benefi t from its value. 
Therefore, it is desirable that fi eld research be introduced at each stage of geo-
graphic learning as necessary.  

7.4.2     Institutional Issues to Implement Field Research 
in Education 

 It is important to improve not only the fi eld research content but also institutional 
support to reinvigorate fi eld research. The main reason that fi eld research is less 
often introduced is that many teachers are unsure how best to teach it, because they 

6   Every fi rst-year student was obliged to participate in a 1-day fi eld research event at least once a 
year. This excursion experience offered valuable information in the “Annual Report of Geography,” 
which compiles fi ndings of outdoor fi eld research. See Ike ( 2012 ) for the contents of Tama Senior 
High School’s Geography A class, which used fi eld research. 
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did not learn proper methods during their teacher training. For instance, elementary 
school teachers usually graduate from teaching training college or school, but these 
programs do not offer a class that focuses on the signifi cance and methods of fi eld 
research for non-geography majors. A survey of every student enrolled in the ele-
mentary school teaching license course at teacher training colleges and schools 
indicated that that only 11 of 49 universities (approximately 22 %) included fi eld 
research in their curriculum (Shinohara  2001 ). As Ida et al. ( 1992 ) have remarked, 
teachers who experienced fi eld research in college are likely to include it in their 
classes because they understand the importance of outdoor research. 7  Therefore, the 
author considers it necessary to establish a requirement for pre-service teachers to 
learn the signifi cance and methods of fi eld research, by participating in compulsory 
teacher training on the topic. 

 It is also necessary to build a system whereby relevant materials and infor-
mation about field research are shared among teachers. In particular, elemen-
tary and junior high school teachers spend much time preparing for field 
research (e.g., the development of teaching materials for local area study). 
With a way to share materials (such as maps and lesson plans) and best prac-
tices, teachers with little field research experience can more effectively intro-
duce it to their Social Studies classes. However, because of the lack of such a 
system, new teachers are left to design their lessons in isolation, with little 
support and relevant materials. 

 Since 1989, when Geography (and Japanese History) were combined to form the 
course “Geography and History,” it has become an elective subject. The number of 
students who study Geography has declined since World History became a compulsory 
subject in senior high school. Since then, it has become increasingly diffi cult to 
conduct fi eld research. It is especially challenging for fi eld research to be done in 
distant provinces, another contributor to the poor implementation of fi eld research 
in senior high school. It is critical now to consider how to restore geography to a 
compulsory status, as one way to increase fi eld research implementation.   

7.5     Conclusion 

 In fi eld research, geographic characteristics and tasks become clear to students 
through careful observation of the scenery and data collected. The goal of fi eld 
research cannot be replaced by classroom instruction. Knowledge gained from 

7   Nevertheless, according to a questionnaire survey of junior high school teachers in Miyagi 
Prefecture (Miyamoto  2009 ), 19 of 128 teachers (15 %) participated in fi eld research when they 
were college students, among which only 6 teachers (31 %) conducted outdoor fi eld research in 
junior high school. This shows that the experience of fi eld research in college does not necessarily 
lead to a high implementation rate in class. There are few teachers with college fi eld research 
experience, so it might be diffi cult to generalize this result. However, we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that it has become diffi cult to implement fi eld research in junior high schools owing to a 
tightening of conditions for its implementation. 
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such direct research serves as a reliable benchmark to measure the infl uence of 
geography education on students’ thinking in school and throughout their lives. 
Thus, geography teachers must introduce fi eld research as a way to highlight 
geography’s direct application and importance to students. 

 It is not realistic for teachers unfamiliar with the process and topic to follow mod-
els of fi eld research presented in the National Curriculum Standards and textbooks. 
Nevertheless, a lack of prior experience and training further increases teachers’ 
hesitation to include fi eld research in geography classes. The author suggest that 
they do not need to implement a high level of fi eld research from the beginning; 
rather, a variety of fi eld research should be conducted, depending on student devel-
opmental stage and teacher educational ability. As Sakurai ( 1999 ) and Toida ( 2007 ) 
report, simple research is appropriate at the elementary stage, such as investigating 
the distribution of elementary geographic phenomena and compiling new informa-
tion on a map to identify spatial relationships. The key is for teachers to introduce 
fi eld research and be confi dent that the quality of data, experience, and lesson plans 
will improve over time. 

 The best place to study geography is outside the classroom. If teachers under-
stand this through their own experience, students will also gradually recognize 
the value and attractiveness of fi eld research. The author hope for the reintroduc-
tion of fi eld research in geography classrooms in the very near future.   
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    Chapter 8   
 Maps, Globes, Cognitive Space 
and Geography Education in Japan 

             Kiyoshi     Teramoto    

    Abstract     Maps play an important role in the formation of children’s cognitive space. 
Students can extend their knowledge of place names together with their intellectual 
curiosity using skills of visual representation. Maps and globes represent various 
scales, from local to global, and they contribute greatly to the formation of our basic 
geographic world. However, the current geography curriculum in Japan provides 
inadequate support for students learning about geographical principles and the world.  

  Keywords     Childrens’ cognitive space   •   Geography education   •   Map learning  

8.1         Introduction 

 Maps are tools that support geography education from a scholastic point of view, 
or they can be considered the very content of geography education. To that extent, 
maps hold the key to the development of geography education. 

 Generally, maps used in geography education are fl at. They impart information 
with a high level of academic rigor, as represented by topographic and other types of 
thematic maps. However, when we think about the state of geography education and 
maps for individual children, it should be obvious that it is ineffective to teach geog-
raphy without addressing their cognitive space. For learners, understanding spatial 
phenomena is simultaneously related to formation of their cognitive space. The role 
of geography education is important in illustrating the practical and academic aspects of 
geography. However, it must be recognized that geography education has a role in 
developing spatial awareness in children, even before it cultivates their intellectual 
learning. Human awareness of unfamiliar spaces is an indispensable part of living on 
Earth; it contributes greatly to the formation of our world view, which affects how we 
make decisions. In that sense, the convergence of maps, globes, and cognitive space 
should be the window through which horizons of geography education expand. 

 The school education in Japan is an important part of a child’s development. 
Without exception, geography education primarily plays a role in Social Studies 
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classes and is strongly infl uenced by the National Curriculum Standards. Here, the 
author describes the current state of geography education and offer some thoughts 
toward improving it, using maps, globes, and cognitive space.  

8.2     Map and Globe Skills 

8.2.1     The Relationship Between Maps and Globes 

 In the visualization of space, maps and globes have a complementary relationship. 
Maps are usually fl at, whereas globes are three-dimensional (spherical). However, if 
we see the surface of a globe as two-dimensional, then it becomes a map representing 
the earth. The inability to acculately project globes is a limitation that cannot be 
ignored, but for the most part maps accurately depict the Earth’s surface. 

 Geography teachers cannot possess any real vision if there is no concern for how 
learners read, interpret, and make use of maps and globes to advance their studies 
and daily lives. Teachers who consider geography important have a wish to impart 
to students the ability to use maps and globes. In the United States, these are referred 
to as map and globe skills, which are recognized in both education and general 
society (Tabe  2009 ). 

 Contemporary society is fi lled with complex information that cannot be correctly 
deciphered without map and globe skills. For example, news of an earthquake disas-
ter in the Tibetan Autonomous Region of western China or reports of a mining 
accident in Chile are best understood by engaging map and globe skills to create a 
mental image of the space. Through these skills, one can visualize where the event 
occurred, climate of the location, vegetation in the region, or the kind of lives that 
victims led prior to the natural hazard. In particular, a globe is an effective tool for 
conceptualizing the seasons based on spatial information (e.g., location in the 
Northern or Southern hemisphere relative to the Equator). 

 Maps and globes have many uses in daily life. For example, when one is searching 
the location of a conference building in a city center, a detailed map of the city is invalu-
able. Use of maps is common for drivers with a Global Positioning System (GPS). 
In essence, we use and study geography every day. Although we may not use globes 
daily, their value is apparent when the need arises. Without a globe, it would be more 
diffi cult to understand what it is like on the other side of the world, to have a culturally 
sensitive conversation with Japanese-Brazilians, to examine the global impact of 
climate change or ocean pollution, or follow routes taken by famous explorers. 

 In other words, map and globe skills are tools for survival in contemporary society 
and a core form of knowledge.  

8.2.2     Maps and Globes as Skills 

 Next, the author discusses the relationship between spatial cognition, map, and 
globe skills. 
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 There are cases in which maps are fi ctional, but for the most part maps and aerial 
photos are depictions of actual spaces. Maps are expressions of spaces that depict 
things according to fi xed rules, the “language of maps,” which differs somewhat 
from human cognitive space. Stations, railway lines, and major arterial routes are 
represented with somewhat exaggerated sizes. Aside from pictorial maps and those 
made for a particular purpose (e.g., advertising fl yers for real estate), maps gener-
ally do not contain many exaggerations. 

 Conversely, human cognitive space is riddled with exaggeration and distortion 
of real space. We tend to exagerrate the size of a place we are familiar with, and 
we underestimate the distances between familiar locations while unfamiliar or 
alien places seem farther away. Applied to an international context, countries like 
North Korea, Iran, and Afghanistan are somehow more challenging to locate in 
one’s own world view. Cognitive space is imprecise and a product of a psycho-
logical phenomenon, which starkly reveals differences in one’s knowledge. Maps 
and globes take on the role of correcting inaccuracies in our cognitive space, 
bringing it closer to reality. To accurately picture a place in our mind means to 
have visited the place. If we can create a mental map of our immediate surroundings, 
we feel more secure. 

 If we can recognize a place from a certain characteristic or items that we perceive 
to be relevant to the surrounding places, then we can develop a more complete 
picture of that place (Teramoto and Ohnishi  2004 ). Human beings can probably 
preserve their inherent sense of stability by going further than simply viewing scenery 
and objects in their surroundings along their behavioral pathways from a fl at, 
sideways perspective. Nevertheless, people today tend to commute daily over the 
same fi xed route, by car or train. Humans can feel more secure in their surroundings 
when they can imagine their route and landmarks along the way. For example, a 
person’s awareness of multiple routes to their workplace and the ability to access an 
internal survey map that provides an aerial perspective is the essence of a map-like 
cognitive space. What is popularly called “hometown awareness” is also related to 
acquiring this kind of survey map. In this sense, cognitive space that includes maps 
and globes has a personal application. If one can make a map out of the cognitive 
space in one’s mind, it would probably have a different appearance than a fl at map 
or globe. Compared with these, a cognitive map has disparities in the amount of 
information perceived. A map represents the same level or volume of information 
across an areal extent, but a map of cognitive space is less complete. 

 People’s cognitive space evolves with time and our interaction with space. When 
Japanese people fi rst saw world maps and globes, they must have asked themselves 
questions like, “Is Japan really such a small island country?” or “Are we really a 
small country between big countries?” or “Do we have four seasons because we’re 
located at mid latitude?” 

 If we compare the extent of cognitive spaces of Japanese people from the Edo 
through Meiji periods with those of people today, the former would have an affi nity 
to maps and globes. If one looks at the globe and world map used in Kaichi 
Elementary School in the city of Matsumoto in Nagano Prefecture, one of the oldest 
elementary schools in Japan, we can see how much the Japanese people of earlier 
times would have wished to have an accuate view of the world.   
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8.3     Children’s Cognitive Space Formation and Maps 

8.3.1     The Anchor-Point Hypothesis 

 The late Professor R. Golledge, former president of the Association of American 
Geographers and faculty member at the University of California, Santa Barbara, 
explained the developmental process of human cognitive space and ongoing forma-
tion of mental maps based on the anchor-point hypothesis. This was modeled after 
the way that nautical charts are made from stationary points, such as the location 
where a ship’s anchor is lowered to the ocean fl oor, and how the behavioral paths 
between one’s home, workplace (or school), and recreation sites (or stores) show 
gradual divergence (Fig.  8.1 ). This hypothesis is intended to explain the process by 
which one comes to know unfamiliar spaces through experience, and aims to explain 
the development process of a mental map.

   When studying the unit “The Shape of Our City” in elementary Social Studies, 
students learn by confi rming the city location on a map, its landforms, the name of 
any river fl owing through it, and locations of major public facilities and supermar-
kets. From this process a mental map is formed. After studying the names of adjoin-
ing cities, tracing the lines of railroads and expressways, and learning place names 
outside the city, students eventually recognize that the city boundaries extend 
outwards. If students can remember experiencing places they have physically visited 
and associate them with places on the map, the anchor points are tied together and 

  Fig. 8.1    Model diagram of Golledge’s anchor-point hypothesis (adapted in part from Golledge  1978 )       
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their awareness develops in a more complex way, such as, “Ah, I see, that place and 
this place have this kind of locational relationship.” In other words, when students 
have visited a place and know about it, there is an associative process in the mind. 
Further, if it is a place they do not know, they make analogies from similar and 
already known areas; a so-called learning anchor point is formed that adds to mental 
map development (Teramoto and Ohnishi  2004 ). 

 In third grade Social Studies, learning key place names and identities of facilities 
provide anchor points, and surrounding second-order place names furnish supplemen-
tal information. For example, children who live in Tokyo’s Shinjuku Ward use rail 
lines connecting locations of the Asakusa district (a famous tourist site), Chiyoda 
and Minato wards (where the Diet and other government agencies are clustered), and 
arenas in Saitama and Yokohama (sites of sports events and concerts). Along their 
travel routes, students can verify locational relationships between these places on a 
map. In the fourth grade unit “Our Tokyo Prefecture”, student mental maps expand as 
they become aware of locational relationships while studying the silk weaving 
industrial zone of Hachioji or shapes of the seven islands of Izu. These examples are 
representative of how cognitive space is developed through geography education.  

8.3.2     Necessary Instruction in the Period of Expansion 
in Geographic Awareness 

 The third and fourth grades are a period of expanding children’s geographical 
awareness (Yamaguchi  2009 ). In the fourth grade, atlases are distributed and are 
important as engines to expand children’s anchor-point knowledge about Japan and 
other countries. 

 Maps are composed by three kinds of symbols: point symbols that indicate a 
place on the earth surface (i.e., city hall or landmarks), line symbols that represent 
continuous landforms or structures on that surface (such as rivers or railway lines), 
and area symbols of fi xed extent (such as land use or oceans). Printed on top of these 
are place names and lines of latitude and longitude. If these three map elements 
(points, lines, and areas) are included in the instructional methods then they contrib-
ute to students’ cognitive space awareness. 

 Using these three elements in instruction, using a pointer or fi nger to indicate a 
point, trace a line, or outline an area, will certainly affect student learning (Teramoto 
 2002 ). When reading a map of Nagoya and its vicinity, the teacher can say, “You can 
fi nd many point symbols for cars around Toyota City. Point out these symbols with 
your fi nger.” In this way, students become aware of point symbols. Then, introduc-
tion of the line element may begin with, “Around Toyota City you can see many 
roads, along which cars are shipped to factories all over Japan and to foreign coun-
tries. With your fi nger, trace the lines of the main expressways and toll roads, as well 
as roads extending to the harbor.” Students thereby become aware of line symbols. 
Next, “There are many factories not only in Toyota City, but all around Ise Bay. 
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Using your fi nger, outline this belt or area”. This helps students develop an 
awareness of area symbols. Then a suggestion can be made based on such 
 information, such as, “Imagine the extent of industries in the Chukyo Industrial 
Belt, home to the highest production in Japan.” Random reading of map symbols 
does not contribute to the formation of a mental map. Rather, by adopting gestures 
of pointing to, tracing, and outlining points, lines, and areas with their fi ngers per 
the teacher’s instruction, a coordinated feedback mechanism forms between the 
child’s own body and the map information. Such experiences form a mental map in 
the student’s mind and improve their level of understanding.   

8.4     Maps in a Supporting Role Within Geography Education 

 Maps are useful learning material outside of geography education. They can serve as a 
language for conveying the locations of events, and can be applied across academic 
fi elds in the natural and Social Sciences to all aspects of our daily life. Maps are also 
important in geography education. However, if maps are more widely recognized as key 
to developing children’s cognitive space, wouldn’t it be more appropriate to assign maps 
a supporting role in geography? Geography education divides its content between topics 
of landforms and climate, industrial locations, regional change, trade, leisure activities, 
relationships between humans and nature, and a geographical view and way of thinking. 
Each of these topics relies on maps as a way to record and represent information. A 
variety of thematic maps have been created, with many maps and atlases sold in book-
stores. It is necessary to recognize the supportive role of maps in geography education 
and to communicate their characteristics to the wider society. 

 The National Geographic Society (NGS) headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
showcases geography in a different light than in Japan. One reason for this is that the 
U.S. society is actively educating the public and schools about the value of geography 
in astronomy, biology, geology, history, and medicine. The NGS produces a variety of 
maps that engage people’s intellectual curiosity about geography. 

 In Japan, there is a strong image of geography as belonging to Social Studies as 
a school subject, and the view of maps is tied to a fi xed concept. Maps used in medi-
cine show body regions or disease symptoms, and maps can also show the habitat of 
wild animals. However, these types of maps do not appear in geography education 
in Japan. If society understood the extent to which maps are used in different profes-
sions, geography education would be a leader in map use. Thus, maps should be 
elevated from a supporting actor to a substantial role in geography education. 

 It is regrettable that globes are not used more in our everyday lives. It is a waste 
for them to be used as nothing more than decoration in a company reception room 
or the teacher prep room in a Social Studies department offi ce. If people devel-
oped the habit of looking at globes when thinking about world events, environ-
mental problems or international confl icts could be better understood. Then, 
Japanese people would be more active in dialog about world events. To imagine 
how people are living right now in Paris or New York is part of an international 
mindset. Exercises in measuring distances or areas on a globe, verifying place 
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names, and calculating time differences are all basic methods of globe reading. 
However, it is probably more important to make it a habit to simply gaze with 
curiosity at a globe.  

8.5      Conclusion: Actions to Heighten the Social Usefulness 
of Geography 

 Maps and globes not only improve people’s cognitive space, but they are also cata-
lysts for change in one’s image of the world and life. People who are adept at map 
reading are also competent in responding to spatial issues and can navigate with 
accuracy. For example, map reading heightens people’s abilities to evacuate quickly 
during emergencies, decide on optimal locations for a business or home, make 
smooth and effi cient journeys, quickly discover spatial relationships between mul-
tiple phenomena, and perform numerous other spatial activities. 

 There are three types of regions in geography: formal, homogeneous, and nodal. 
These are captured by by maps in different ways to communicate a theme. Some 
examples include: the gradient of rental cost change from city to suburbs; decipher-
ing economics through theories such as Thünen’s isolated state or Weber’s indus-
trial location; land-use analysis or criminal profi ling using GIS. In the business 
world or as a tool for solving issues, geography education offers a means to educate 
people about the usefulness of maps. 

 What is needed in geography education is a textbook that communicates the 
importance and relevance of maps to social decision making. Within the Japanese 
context, display of themes such as disaster prevention and tourism on maps are 
becoming necessary tools. In urban areas where fl ash fl oods from localized heavy 
rain are becoming more frequent, if every resident developed a mental map of the 
area (the ability to mentally picture a precise location, elevation, and sense of dis-
tance), it would be invaluable to approximate the time to evaluate and reach escape 
routes. In such life-and-death situations, a vague spatial awareness is not adequate. 
It is only when this level of socially useful knowledge is integrated with an accurate 
sense of space and map-like awareness does it accumulate and become living and 
working knowledge. In that sense, the more information can be used to form a men-
tal picture that is useful in society, the more valuable maps will be regarded. 

 Geography education is where the social usefulness of maps can be most enhanced, 
which is especially important because of the stereotypes people have about geography. 
The value of geography education is found in courses at the elementary, junior high and 
senior high school levels, as well as in general education. These subjects come under 
subject areas entitled Life Environment Studies, Social Studies, Geography and 
History, and Geography (including descriptive regional geography), plus Geography 
and History Education Methods. Maps are the principal tool of geography education 
and of its knowledge content. Maps are also the learning materials that connect set 
goals, methods, and learning content in teaching. Thus, the value of maps is not limited 
to learning about Social Studies and Geography (Shimura  2010 ).     
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    Chapter 9   
 Social Participation in the Community 
and Geography Education 

             Hirokazu     Takeuchi    

    Abstract     In this paper, the author considers the viewpoints of geography education 
practice and curriculum in the context of social participation within the community. 
Specifi cally, the author examines the signifi cance of social participation learning in 
geography education. The author proposes that the geography curriculum endeavors 
to develop children’s identity, which is complex and layered. The instruction mir-
rors the cognitive development by fi rst teaching about hamlet, town, city, region, 
state, nation, and fi nally the world. This approach is one of nested multilayered 
regions on different spatial scales and it starts by building on children’s direct expe-
rience in their local area.  

  Keywords     Community   •   Formation of multilayered regions   •   Geography curriculum   
•   Local area   •   Social participation learning  

9.1         Introduction 

 In recent years, learning through social participation in school education has 
attracted public attention. 1  This arose from an item inserted into the Revised Basic 
Law on Education of 2006, Section 2, entitled “The Goals of Education,” which 
reads: “Together by stressing justice and responsibility, equality of males and 
females, respect for oneself and others, and cooperation, to participate as actors in 
the formation of society based on public-spiritedness, and to nurture the attitudes 
that will contribute to that development.” Subsequently, the School Education Law 
was revised in 2007, followed by the Revised National Curriculum Standards 
(MEXT  2008a ), which also advocated fostering students’ abilities and skills so that 
they could participate in public affairs. Among these trends, social participation is 
one focus of a geography course in junior high school entitled “Survey of one’s 
local area”. This course introduces the foundation of geographical perspectives 

1   Children’s social participation can be at all spatial scales, but in this paper the main object for 
consideration is participation in the local area, which children can do through direct experience. 
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and thinking, through experiential and project-based learning in the local area 
and students’ living spaces. The curriculum simultaneously nurtures student abili-
ties, skills, and attitudes for proactively participating in the development of their 
community. 

 The need for practical exercises for children that incorporate social participation 
was suggested earlier by geography researchers and educators. For example, Ida ( 2005 , 
 2006 ) emphasized participation as a geographic skill within the learning process. 
Nishiwaki ( 2008 ) suggested a complete overhaul of the geography curriculum 
that consistently incorporates nurturing of student social participation abilities. The 
author also argued that to overcome the dwindling local area consciousness 2  that 
had arisen as a result of children’s inadequate personal experiences (of both society 
and nature) in their local area in recent years, there was a need for instruction that 
includes local social participation (Takeuchi  2006 ). 

 This paper is based on these accounts, providing evidence to support the view 
that practical activities in geography education should incorporate social participa-
tion in the local area and be a model for the geography curriculum. 3   

9.2     Social Participation in Social Studies and Geography 
Education 

9.2.1     The Formation of Awareness of Society and Fostering 
Citizenship 4  

 The discipline of Social Studies, which was established in 1947 to spearhead post-
war democratic education, states. “The mission of the newly established discipline 
of Social Studies from now on is to help our young people understand society and 

2   In an earlier paper (Takeuchi  2006 ), the author defi ned regional consciousness or awareness as a 
holistic mental response to children’s local area, which includes aspects of conscious recognition 
and an emotional or sentimental one. 
3   Regarding adoption of a social participation perspective by the education bureaucracy in cases 
such as the Revised Basic Law on Education, Satō ( 2002 ) has indicated problems of “contradiction 
between self-initiated activity and mobilization in the emphasis on ‘service’ and ‘love of home-
land,’ based on nationalistic views of public education and through linking together the school, the 
family, and the local area” (p. 201). In this paper, while giving due consideration to such problems, 
the author value the positive aspects of social participation learning that can foster active citizens 
through direct experience in the local area, and consider the value of such learning in instruction. 
4   In the National Curriculum Standards, the term “civic abilities” are used in the goals for the edu-
cational discipline. The National Curriculum Standards 1968 edition (Ministry of Education, 
Science and Culture  1969 ) is where civic abilities were fi rst clearly spelled out in the general goals. 
The word citizen “should be understood as including two meanings, that of a citizen who is a mem-
ber of civil society, and as a citizen who is a member of the nation” (p. 2). This generally supposes 
that civic abilities are those of individuals who are both local and national citizens. In this paper, 
to assume social participation in the local area and stress the attributes of the local citizen within 
“civic abilities”, the author use the term “citizenship”. 
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its livelihood and to foster the attitudes and abilities in them to contribute their 
energy to its development.” Thus, its purpose was stipulated to help young people 
understand society and foster attitudes and abilities for contributing to building 
society (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1947 ). The nature of Social 
Studies is to provide students with the knowledge and understanding of society 
necessary to become contributing citizens. It was defi ned as a discipline that “fosters 
citizenship through an awareness of society” (Itō  1971 ) and Social Studies contin-
ues to play this role. 

 Geography education, which is part of Social Studies, contributes equally to 
citizenship formation. For example, the study of one’s immediate local area or 
 Kyōdo  (native place) in junior high level geography, has two aspects: (1) learning 
about geographical knowledge, techniques, and geographical perspectives as well 
as ways of thinking; and (2) nurturing students’ interest in their local area ( Kyōdo ), 
which leads to a desire to contribute to its advancement (Kikuchi  1969 ). 

 Outcomes from these two aspects, as Shibusawa ( 1998 ) points out, have been 
included in the National Curriculum Standards since 1977. Thus, an arguably 
important part of fostering practical citizenship is learning from social participation, 
the central topic of this chapter.  

9.2.2     Social Participation in the Community 

 Within Social Studies and geography education, the relationship between the devel-
opment of social perspectives and citizenship has been changing over time. 

 In the early inception of Social Studies, a large part of the curriculum emphasized 
child participation in their local society. Social Studies in the mid-twentieth century, 
such as the Nishi-Tama Plan (Imai  1950 ), supported children’s identifi cation of 
problems in their community and the search for solutions. Together with adults, 
students were actively involved in improving the local area. 

 However, the approach to learning through problem solving in early Social 
Studies was criticized. From the mid-1950s onward, there was a shift toward system-
atic learning, and the social participation element in Social Studies and geography 
was gradually phased out. For example, the 1958 National Curriculum Standards 
(Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1958 ) included the idea of  Kyōdo  in 
junior high geography, which was a shift in pedagogy centering on methods and 
concepts (Kikuchi  1960 ). Specifi cally, in the  Kyōdo  lessons, the goals advocated the 
inclusion of uniform targets and methodological concepts. However, implementation 
into lessons was diffi cult. Instead, the curriculum focused on guiding geographic 
perspectives and thinking, as well as geographic techniques (e.g., map reading and 
construction) through local surveys and fi eld trips followed by methods of analysis. 
Thereafter, lessons about one’s local area or  Kyōdo  in Social Studies and geography 
focused on learning methodological concepts instead. 

 When Japan entered a period of rapid economic growth between 1954 and 1973, 
problems such as depopulation, overpopulation, and environmental pollution posed 
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serious concerns to society. In this period, lessons became focused on teaching 
about issues rooted in the local area, with community problems used as teaching 
materials. 5  For example, a teacher and students in a polluted area of Fukushima 
( 1981 ) used a number of data collection methods (i.e., questionnaire, interview sur-
vey, and chemical analysis) to research the extent of environmental damage in the 
community. They presented the results to local residents, creating important materi-
als to inform decisions about the future of local development. 

 In the early 1980s, as social problems like environmental pollution declined, 
lessons directly involving student participation in community problems were 
reduced. Given the advancement of globalization, lessons adapted to social prob-
lems at the global scale, including environmental and development issues. The slogan 
“Think globally, act locally” encouraged action in the local area where students 
resided, with a global perspective (Ministry of Education, Science and Culture  1991 ). 6  
In geography education, environmental and development issues were made into 
study materials, and classes comparing global with community problems were 
created. However, it was rare that such lessons produced any kind of social participa-
tion. Recently, attempts have been made to include social participation in the local 
area (Sudō  2006 ) in the “Period for Integrated Studies”. However, in school class-
rooms today, where class hours have been reduced and schedules are crowded with 
competing demands, social participation in the class is an exception to the norm.   

9.3     Need for Social Participation Learning 

9.3.1     Signifi cance of Social Participation Learning 

    Hart ( 2000 ) stated that along with developing their own awareness of society and 
socialization through all types of direct experiences, children learn about the prin-
ciples of democracy, its realization as well inadequacies. Armed with this process 
of participation, children can grow into autonomous citizens within their commu-
nity, with the knowledge to exercise their rights and responsibilities. 

 If Hart’s assertions are applied to geography education, the signifi cance of social 
participation learning in the community can be expressed by four points:

•    Participation learning is a way for students to become aware of society (local 
area awareness). The study of geographic knowledge, developing geographic 
perspectives and thinking, and gaining profi ciency in geographic techniques are 
effective through concrete and personal experiences in the local area.  

5   In this paper, the term “community problems” refers to environmental, development, poverty, income 
inequality, and human rights problems within the local area (assuming a spatial scale of the school 
district, where it is possible to directly experience things at the levels of city, town, or rural township). 
6   In this book, the Belgrade Charter (1975, p. 3) is introduced, which sets out six conditions for 
solving environmental problems, namely, concerns, knowledge, attitude, technology, evaluative 
ability, and participation. The book points out the importance of motivating behavior. 
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•   Participation learning offers a venue for children to learn about citizenship. 
In the process of using community problems as the object of study, student inter-
action with adults and different exchanges will foster their abilities and skills to 
reach self-realization as autonomous citizens.  

•   By investigating the local area surrounding the school, students gain direct per-
sonal experience to their surrounding region. A lack of exposure to authentic 
learning is an obstacle for children’s development, leading to adverse effects on 
their interpersonal relationships and social skills (Sumida  2001 ). Participation 
learning provides abundant experiences for students to learn about nature and 
society in their local area.  

•   Children’s social participation learning may become a catalyst for local area 
improvement. This type of learning is supported by many different actors in the 
local area. As study becomes more advanced, a social network is naturally 
formed between students and adults who support their work.     

9.3.2     Creation of Social Participation Learning in Schools 

 When creating social participation learning courses, educators should be mindful 
that while actions are public, value judgments and decision-making processes are 
personal (Takeuchi  2010 ). Teachers should recognize that social participation is 
voluntary. With voluntary participation being fundamental to participation learning, 
the following perspectives underpin the creation of materials and curriculum:

    1.    It is necessary to organize high-quality and meaningful experiences in the local 
area, such as survey activities and exchanges with different stakeholders in 
society.   

   2.    Ultimately, educators must respect children’s personal autonomy and indepen-
dence, and create classes with a free atmosphere. Social participation should be 
self-motivated and that students voluntarily participate in their community.   

   3.    Students should be encouraged to focus on deep personal refl ection as they 
advance through the learning process. In a research study, the author analyzed 
the process of voluntary social participation activities of senior high school stu-
dents. It became clear that when students encountered diffi cult situations, they 
overcame problems through a dialogue with themselves (Takeuchi and Sakuma 
 1996 ). In the context of social participation, deep personal refl ection is important 
to problem solving, thus the value of time dedicated to this activity.   

   4.    Comparison of community issues across different areas sheds light on similar 
problems in Japan and in the world. In other words, local issues should not be nar-
rowly associated with a particular area, rather, there should be opportunities for 
students to discover that local problems have implications in the broader society.   

   5.    Social participation is not simply an end point in geography education. Social 
participation engages students, who are encouraged to investigate solutions to 
societal problems and foster an ongoing dialog with oneself and with society.    
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9.4        Perspective of Social Participation Learning 
in Geography Education 

9.4.1     Establishing Children’s Identity in the Formation 
of Multilayered Regions 

 In exploring the concept of self-governing community-building by citizens from a 
sociology standpoint, Matsuno ( 2004 ) argues that the goal should be a citizen- 
initiated form of regional social operations. This idea positions the fundamental 
values as coming from a new “citizen-based communality” instead of the traditional 
top-down administrative communality, thus Matsuno coining activities such as 
“local area societal formation” (pp. 1–5). From another perspective, if Social Studies 
can fulfi ll the role of fostering students’ ability to form a civil society, then the lack 
of critical thinking skills and value judgments in the current curriculum will be 
resolved (Ikeno  2001 ). This refers to a set of abilities and skills for creating a society 
based on democratic principles. The assumption is that self-suffi cient citizens who 
make up a democratic society are those described in the National Curriculum 
Standards as “shapers of a peaceful and democratic nation and society who live 
within an international society” (MEXT  2008b ). 

 Social participation learning aims to nurture children to become actors within a 
local society, with rights and responsibilities, i.e., citizens involved in “local area 
societal formation” (Matsuno  2004 ). The elements of social participation learning 
in geography education include abilities and skills that do not end at the limits of 
local area societal formation. Thus, such learning fosters Ikeno’s aforementioned 
ability to form civil society. Geography is well positioned, because it imparts stu-
dents with knowledge of geographic phenomena and social problems that occur on 
different spatial scales (local area, national scale, international and global society). 
The abilities and skills that students cultivate through social participation learning 
are at times learned from residents and citizens in their immediate local area, and 
at times from citizens nationwide or worldwide. The following section discusses 
children as stakeholders in shaping multilayered regions at varying spatial scales, 
aligning with a principle proposed in the national curriculum of “identity in the 
formation of multilayered regions.” 

 The movement to establish this identity in children has attracted attention in 
the fi eld of development education, which has aimed to cultivate practical global 
citizens. Yamanishi ( 2008 ) observed that practical development education has 
until now emphasized problematic situations in developing countries with a global 
perspective. Thus, the perspective of having learners connect the immediate com-
munity problems to the global issues and imagine a model for a new society has 
not been suffi ciently recognized. Nor has it been actively put into practice, and 
consequently perhaps at the level of rationale, practice is going around in circles. 
Yamanishi ( 2008 ) appealed to the importance of developing mutually reinforcing 
approaches that move “from global to local” and “from local to global.” 
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Development education has been searching for a long time for ways that learners 
can participate on a global scale. Its attention is now focused on the immediate 
local areas, with the notion that it is critical to nurture children’s identity in the 
formation of multilayered regions within social participation learning. If this per-
spective is applied to the introduction of social participation learning in geogra-
phy education, it may be necessary to defi ne that identity as the fundamental core 
of geography education.  

9.4.2     Makeup of Children’s Identity in the Formation 
of Multilayered Regions 

 The abilities and skills that make up children’s identity in the formation of multilayered 
regions contribute to societal change in the following ways:

•    The foundation includes abilities and skills developed through direct experiences 
in the immediate local area. Participation in social activities that support the 
development of local society is grounded in values and rationales of the 
citizens.  

•   In a contemporary society where globalization is increasing, students need 
abilities and skills that allow them to be stakeholders who make decisions on 
issues across a range of spatial scales, from local to global.  

•   Students develop abilities and skills to understand issues from a broad perspec-
tive through investigating how issues across spatial scales are intertwined in the 
search for optimal solutions. Through this learning process, children should realize 
that they are citizens of the local, national, and global society, and that they need 
to be engaged in decision making and societal contribution.    

 Despite these educational efforts, is it possible for children to relate personally to 
issues at different spatial scales, thereby teaching them that they should participate as 
actors? Delanty ( 2006 ), who elucidated the plight of communities in the contempo-
rary world, argues that communities are not systematic structures, shapes, or forms 
with symbolic meaning, but rather a community is constructed from a dialog- like 
process. An attribute of today’s world is that communication is more important than 
anything else, and communities can take part in various means of communication. 
For example, the expansion of social interaction through social media and the Internet 
translates to building new social bonds at a global scale. As a result, “the citizens of 
today can participate not only within the social framework of the nation state, but 
also in the global society and the local society” (Delanty  2004 , p. 254). Although 
children’s current relationships are primarily founded on face-to-face interaction in 
their immediate local area, it has become possible through the various forms of 
communication for their identity to emerge in the face of formation of multilayered 
regions, at many different spatial scales.   
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9.5     A Geography Curriculum That Adopts Social 
Participation 

9.5.1     Thematic Learning of Social Issues 

 Within the considerations described above, let us imagine what a geography curricu-
lum that incorporates social participation would look like. Here, the author consider 
the framework of learning guidelines across Social Studies (third to sixth grade), 
the geographical fi elds in junior high school, and Geography A and Geography B 
in senior high school. 

 To weave local social participation learning into the curriculum, one must begin 
to leverage community problems that require solutions as teaching materials. 
However, the circumstances in which such problems manifest vary by region; there 
may be multiple issues, and the means for solving them may differ. Curriculum 
developers should recognize that the translation of real issues into curricular mate-
rials may only provide a simplifi ed representation of reality. Also, the integration 
of social participation learning into geography should consider that geography 
attempts to make students aware of the contemporary world while shaping their 
world image. 

 Until now, organizing principles of the geography curriculum have been 
regional and systematic geography instruction. As a result, the recently revised 
National Curriculum Standards combine regional and systematic geography edu-
cation at each stage of student development. If we assume that the study of com-
munity problems is indispensable for social participation learning, then it is 
essential to address current issues that require solutions. This is what is called 
thematic learning. This approach goes beyond the established regional divisions 
and type classifi cations of geographic phenomena, on which regional and sys-
tematic geography education are based. An exemplar is the “Geographic Inquiry 
into Global Issues (GIGI)” course, developed at the University of Colorado 
(Kusahara  2001 ). In Japan, the Research Group for a Consistent Curriculum in 
Elementary School, Junior High School, and Senior High School of the 
Geographic Education Society of Japan ( 2006 ) suggested an original Geography 
Alpha course in senior high school that deals with global issues. These thematic 
learning courses were designed to encourage students to explore social issues 
arising in contemporary society, as a way to learn the contents of systematic and 
regional geography. 

 All community problems are isolated and unique to a local area, but expanded to 
a larger scale, commonalities provide a rich perspective of such issues (e.g., the 
environment, poverty, economic inequality, and human rights) across regions. Thus, 
thinking about an issue can be understood at a deeper level when examining them at 
local and larger scales.  
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9.5.2     Four Spatial Scales for Fostering Children’s Identity 

 The forms in which social issues manifest themselves vary with spatial scale. The 
author propose that four spatial scales be included in a curriculum: (1) local area; 
(2) Japan (the nation); (3) international (including cultural regions, economic 
regions, and others); and (4) global. The most appropriate scale best represents 
the issues; however, there is no guideline for its selection. Flexible establishment of 
an appropriate study space for the understanding and solution of social issues is 
referred to hereafter as the “multiple focus method” (Takeuchi and Ōno  2002 ). 

 A geography curriculum with the multiple focus method contributes to supporting 
children’s identity in the formation of multilayered regions, a goal of social participa-
tion learning in the local area. Advances in thinking about social participation learning 
are based on events in the immediate local area, in which students search for possible 
solutions. In this context, students think comparatively about similar problems in other 
areas of Japan and, by recasting these within the nation, they acquire abilities and skills 
while shifting scales. Depending on the community topic selected, consideration from 
an international or global perspective may be useful. Students will deepen their abilities 
and skills as they form understanding of regions across spatial scales. 7  

 Figure  9.1  presents a geography curriculum that incorporates social participation within 
the context of the National Curriculum Standards. The central core focuses on community 

7   Research conducted with the same awareness goals presented in this paper is found in Hihara’s 
theory of geography learning at multiple scales (Hihara  2005 ). 

  Fig. 9.1    Composition of a proposed Geography curriculum that incorporates social participation       
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problems, which provide students with direct experience in their local area. To include 
social issues at all education levels, even though content is on national, multinational, and 
international scales, community problems must be actively adopted in teaching materials 
as illustrative examples of societal issues, or as objects for comparison. 8 

   Not all geographic learning can be subsumed within social participation. 
For example, there are restrictions on the number of instruction hours, and opportu-
nities are limited for children to fully engage in social participation learning.   

9.6    Conclusion: Strategies for Instructional Design 

 To implement social participation learning in practice, improvements to the learning 
environment are indispensable (e.g., ensuring suffi cient instructional hours, creat-
ing receptivity and networking in the local area, building a relationship of trust 
between the school and local community, and others). However, the reality of 
Japanese education makes success diffi cult to predict. Social participation learning 
is necessary for students to grow into self-suffi cient citizens as they face societal 
problems. In conclusion, the author outline two important points from the perspec-
tive of instructional design for putting social participation learning into practice in 
the school system. 

 The fi rst point is that children’s awareness of society and development of their 
abilities as citizens are shaped by interaction with adults and people with various 
perspectives. Because of changes in society, such as the trend towards nuclear 
families, changes of industrial structure, and the loss of communal bonds, children 
grow into adults without awareness of a variety of values. As a result, children’s 
views and thinking about society tend to be narrow and one-dimensional. Social 
participation learning provides children with a collaborative experience, in which 
they learn together and with adults from the local area. Those adults are citizens 
with varying occupations and values. An authentic learning experience may be 
critical for shaping students’ awareness of society and nurturing their abilities as 
citizens (Hiroishi  2003 ). 

 The second point is to establish learning opportunities that are not fl eeting 
involvements, but grounded in established and continuing committed partnerships. 
Current teaching practices of social participation learning involve one-time episodic 
events. However, community problems require solutions developed over time with 
committed dialog among members and related stakeholders. Thus, it is necessary to 
establish an exchange between people in the local community for extended periods, 
for example by linking to the course Period for Integrated Study.     

8   Because of space limitations, it is not possible to present details of the curriculum. The author 
hope to present specifi c proposals in another paper. Related to the proposals for the composition of 
a geography curriculum based on thematic learning, research fi ndings of the Geography Education 
Creative Research Association have been made public (Ōno  2009 ). 
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    Chapter 10   
 Geography Education as Education 
for Sustainable Development (ESD) in Japan 

             Shuichi     Nakayama     ,     Fumio     Wada    , and     Jun’ichiro     Takata   

    Abstract     Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in Japan has been taught 
in classrooms from elementary to senior high school since the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) introduced it as a compulsory study 
area in the revised National Curriculum Standards of 2008 and 2009. This chapter 
examines three driving forces of ESD and highlights exemplary practices that might be 
useful to teachers at every grade level. The fi rst discussion presents characteristics 
and evolution of ESD in Japan and around the world. Second, international efforts 
to promote ESD are summarized from the Lucerne Declaration on Geographical 
Education for Sustainable Development (2007) by the International Geographical 
Union Commission on Geographical Education (IGU-CGE). Third, the theme and 
practice of the Associated Schools Project, initiated by UNESCO in 1956, are 
extracted to highlight the evolution of ESD. This reexamination of ESD formation 
to current instruction presents a roadmap for advancing geography education within 
ESD in Japan.  
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10.1         Introduction 

 Current issues among Japanese geography educators are threefold: (1) implementation 
of the revised National Curriculum Standards in 2008 and 2009 by the Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT), (2) a declaration that 
promotes Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) made by the International 
Geographical Union Commission on Geographical Education (IGU- CGE), and (3) 
UNESCO’s development of a roadmap for geography education that promotes 
ESD in Japan. 

 Geography education is facing a new era, not only in Japan but internationally. 
The challenge that the new geography education faces is one of fostering student 
talents that can contribute to the building of a sustainable society within the new 
framework of ESD, under the United Nations Decade of ESD from 2005 to 2014. 

 The purpose of this paper is to fi rst examine the direction of reform that sustainable 
development instruction demands from geography education, as well as the move-
ment of IGU-CGE in response to the needs for education based on that development. 
Third we discuss the infl uence that UNESCO education, which has proposed the basic 
principles of education for sustainable development, has had on geography education. 
The discussion is aimed at clarifying optimal ways to reform ESD within geography 
education in Japan.  

10.2     ESD: Driving Reform of Geography Education 

10.2.1     Origins and Goals of ESD 

 The conceptual origins of ESD can be traced to the UN Conference on the Humanity 
and the Environment, held in Stockholm during 1972. However, the offi cial beginning 
of ESD was at the UN World Summit for Sustainable Development (WSSD) in 
Johannesburg in 2002. That is where the Japanese government, together with NGOs, 
proposed that the period 2005 to 2014 be recognized as the United Nations Decade 
of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD). That same year, the proposal 
was approved unanimously by the UN General Assembly. This led to creation of the 
concept “building a sustainable society,” which was introduced into the revised 
Japanese National Curriculum Standards. This was the beginning of a worldwide 
education reform movement proposed by Japan. When the UNDESD was approved 
by the UN General Assembly, UNESCO was designated as the lead agency. UNESCO 
drew up the International Implementation Scheme for the UN Decade of ESD, called 
“UNESCO IIS for UNDESD 2005,” and obtained approval from the United Nations. 
This implementation scheme requested that each UN member state introduce ESD 
into their national curricula. 

 In Japan, the Liaison Council of Ministries and Agencies (hereafter referred to as the 
liaison council), which was concerned with the UN Decade of ESD, was established 
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in the Cabinet Offi ce in 2005. In 2006, the liaison council composed the “UN Decade 
of ESD Implementation Plan for Japan” (referred to hereafter as the Japan ESD 
implementation plan). In accepting this plan, the government referred to ESD as 
“education for sustainable development.” The government designated it as one of 
the important priority measures for the next 5 years in the Basic Plan for Promotion 
of Education, published by MEXT ( 2008 ), based on provisions of Article 17 of the 
Basic Law on Education. Following this, the Education Ministry’s Curriculum 
Council defi ned ESD as “learning that fosters the abilities to contribute to the build-
ing of a sustainable society,” and added its implementation to the goals and content 
of related subjects in the revised National Curriculum Standards. 

 According to the liaison council in 2006, the goals of ESD were “to provide high 
quality education to all the world’s people with a vision that the principles, values, 
and behavior needed for sustainable development are incorporated in all education 
and places of learning, and to bring about a change in behavior so that a sustainable 
future can be realized in the areas of the environment, the economy, and society” 
(Liaison Council of Ministries and Agencies  2006 , p. 3).  

10.2.2     ESD Introduced into Revised National 
Curriculum Standards 

 After some debate by the MEXT Curriculum Council, ESD was introduced into many 
related courses and subjects as learning to build a sustainable society. A number 
of subjects had parallel goals and content, including Social Studies and natural 
science in junior high school, and in senior high school, the courses Geography A 
and World History A and B. Science, Home Economics, Physical Education, 
Engineering, Science, Math, and others shared common learning outcomes as 
ESD goals. 

 Overlap between ESD and “geographic fi elds” as defi ned in the National 
Curriculum Standards at the junior high school level was found under the heading 
“Consideration that is centered on environmental problems and environmental pro-
tection.” This standard focuses on “thinking about how it is important to deal with 
environmental problems and protection in the local area in order to build a sustain-
able society.” The importance of learning ESD is described in Civics standards, and 
we argue that understanding about the building of a sustainable society has a place in 
Social Studies, in general. This includes related subjects such as Geography and 
History, which should be considered alongside junior high school Civics subjects. 

 In the revised National Curriculum Standards for senior high school, courses that 
include the idea of a sustainable society include the Geography and History subject 
area (World History A, World History B, Geography A), Civics (Contemporary 
Society, Politics and Economy), Science (all subjects), Health and Physical Education, 
Home Economics (Introduction to Home Economics, General Home Economics, 
Living Design, Consumer Life), and vocational training fi elds in Engineering 
(Introduction to Environmental Engineering), Science and Math, and others.  
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10.2.3     Abilities That ESD Attempts to Foster 

 The liaison council sought to impart the following abilities to students: (1) under-
standing of the background of problems and phenomena, and a system of thinking 
that emphasizes a comprehensive and multifaceted way of looking at the world; (2) 
development of critical thinking and an ability to consider alternatives; (3) analysis 
of data and information; (4) communication skills; and (5) values related to sustain-
able development that include respect for people, diversity, the environment, and 
equality of opportunity (Liaison Council of Ministries and Agencies  2006 , pp. 7–8). 
Among these skills, the fi rst four were clearly indicated in the former National 
Curriculum Standards as necessary “life skills,” and they are practiced in classes. 
However, the fi fth one is an important perspective that is necessary in ESD. 

 To implement ESD in the classroom, the most important objective is to cultivate 
students’ thinking and behavior that will foster a sustainable environment, the 
economy, and society for the future. This teaches all that the norms of thinking and 
behavior are connected in the ability to build a sustainable society.   

10.3     IGU-CGE and ESD 

10.3.1     The Lucerne Declaration on Geography Education 
for Sustainable Development 1  

 The leading organization for international promotion of geography education is the 
IGU-CGE. We refer here to the Lucerne Declaration on Geography Education 
for Sustainable Development (referred to hereafter as the Lucerne Declaration), 
published by the IGU-CGE in 2007 (Haubrich et al.  2007 ). The learned community 
uses the international trend in geography education as leverage to promote ESD, 
arguing that its principles and those of geography education are similar. 

 The essential policies of ESD were established in the UNESCO IIS for UNDESD, 
the leading committee of the UN Decade of ESD (UNESCO  2005 ). This document 
explains the aims for the UN Decade of ESD to succeed, whereas the Lucerne 
Declaration states in its preamble that the UN Decade of ESD is an opportunity 
to confi rm CGE involvement in ESD. The declaration identifi es the principles of 
geography education as being ESD, and explains sustainable development in the 
following ways: (1) It points toward the future; (2) it is a concept of harmony 
between humans and nature; (3) it is a concept of fairness and equity between 
generations, nations, cultures, and regions; (4) in addition to social, environmental, and 
economic problems, ESD extends to global responsibility and political participation. 

1   Translation of the declaration into Japanese was by Ohnishi ( 2008 ). 
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The Lucerne Declaration insists that this paradigm of sustainable development 
should be introduced into geography education at every level in every region of the 
world and, in the fi nal “declaration,” the CGE strongly recommends these principles 
be the foundation for geography education. The Lucerne Declaration is composed of 
three sections, which discuss: (1) the contribution of geography to ESD; (2) standards 
for developing geography education curricula toward the goal of sustainable devel-
opment; and (3) the importance of information and communications technology 
(ICT) in ESD within geography curricula. Additionally, it is important to understand 
that the IGU-CGE in 1992 promulgated the International Charter on Geography 
Education, 2  and within this it was made clear that sustainable development is an 
important concept in geography education. This was a pioneering foresight.  

10.3.2     Key Points of the Lucerne Declaration 

10.3.2.1     Contribution of Geography to ESD 

 The Lucerne Declaration and UNESCO IIS for UNDESD shares the same vision 
for the future, which is “a world where everyone has the opportunity to benefi t from 
education and learn the values, behaviour and lifestyles required for a sustainable 
future and for positive societal transformation” (UNESCO  2005 , p. 6). It is clear 
that most of the “behavioral themes” from the UNESCO IIS are geographical. 
These are closely tied to the context of the environment, water resources, agricul-
tural development, sustainable consumption, sustainable tourism, understanding of 
other cultures, cultural diversity, climate change, disaster prevention, biological 
diversity, and the market economy. 

 The close tie between ESD and geography is illustrated by geography’s examination 
of the “Human-Earth” ecosystem (Haubrich et al.  2007 ) as a concept for sustainable 
development. The meaning is “from the viewpoint of humanity’s survival, the earth 
is a household, and we should consume no more than we can obtain from it” 
(Haubrich et al.  2007 , p. 2). Geography ties together the natural sciences and social 
sciences while studying the entirety of the Human-Earth ecosystem; it analyzes the 
amount of resources and living space that the Earth provides for humanity and how 
much impact society has on the Earth’s ecosystem. 

 As a strategy to support sustainable development, the Lucerne Declaration 
proposed a new set of values. Sustainable development is a combination of eco-
logical, economic, and social balance through novel living styles, new industries, 
and improvements in patterns of consumption. The report also states that to create 
a new value system for individuals, life-long learning that includes geography 
education is necessary. 

2   Translation of the charter into Japanese was by Nakayama ( 1993 ). 
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 The research potential of geography in sustainable development is its offer of 
geographic knowledge (i.e., an understanding of the shared existence of nature and 
humanity), geographic skills, and cumulative values and attitudes aimed at solving 
various regional issues. For the sake of sustainable development, the cooperative 
engagement of geography with other academic disciplines is certainly required.  

10.3.2.2     Standards for the Development of Geography Education 
Curriculum for ESD 

 The Lucerne Declaration advised that the development of the ESD curriculum 
should be led by each nation. Thus, each country will create their own national 
curriculum, related to regional themes, regions, and study methods, rather than the 
organization of a global standard curriculum. 

 During curriculum development, it is important to pay attention to the major issues 
of the contemporary world. This includes problems of humans and nature that exhibit 
spatial and sustainable behaviors. Also, topics such as global warming, energy deple-
tion, misappropriation of non-renewable resources, population trends, and problems of 
worldwide inequality should be the focus. In particular, the Lucerne Declaration states 
that students should be encouraged to take up and consider confl icting and contradic-
tory themes related to environmental, economic, and social sustainability. 

 As curriculum developers, attention should be given to four considerations, in 
which students: (1) follow an approach to functions, systems, predictions, behavior, 
structure, and processes that use a geographic way of looking at spatial organization; 
(2) choose learning content that can be models of structure and process, in relation to 
topics that can convey the essence of problems; (3) understand that importance of 
the problems depends on whether they are personal, public, political, specialized, or 
economic; (4) are aware that their interests and viewpoints vary from those of their 
peers, and select societal issues that are diverse, contrasting, and multidimensional. 

 The following three criteria outline regions useful to study as these: (1) are models 
of structures and processes; (2) are useful for fostering insight and penetration; and 
(3) provide a balance of variety and contrast in regard to location, type, and scale. 
In making the choice of study region, the following should be considered: knowl-
edge, experience, interests, and concerns will vary with student age; the political, 
economic, and spatial position of the region and importance of its ecology and envi-
ronment; a diversity of scale from the local, regional and national to the multina-
tional and global. 

 Study and instruction methods for ESD are captured by the following four criteria: 
(1) Study should begin with simple example cases and gradually become more 
complex in content and method; (2) related facts should be arranged so that they 
build on each other; (3) a structural approach should be used to frame the concepts, 
processes, theories, and social structure that cause spatial changes; (4) exemplary 
case studies should be used to link common themes across regions. Students’ varying 
interests, concerns, and learning at different grade levels should be considered.  
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10.3.2.3     Importance of Information and Communications Technology 
to ESD in Geography 

 The Lucerne Declaration recognizes the contribution of ICT to teaching and learn-
ing goals of geography education in ESD. Active use of ICT in ESD gives learners 
direct insight to people who are most affected by sustainability issues (e.g., environ-
mental problems), as well as fostering students’ conceptualization and deeper 
understanding of the attitudes of people in different cultures who are facing similar 
problems. ICT also supports a multifaceted perspective that is necessary for foster-
ing sustainable attitudes and that promotes a high level of thinking, comprehensive 
and critical. Moreover, the declaration concludes that use of ICT expands research 
in geography education when incorporated within ESD. There is also potential for 
online cooperation that promotes students’ learning about problems across a global 
scale and different cultures.   

10.3.3     Signifi cance of Lucerne Declaration 

 The Lucerne Declaration is signifi cant in the geography education community 
because it clearly articulates the contribution of geography to ESD. The fact that the 
behavioral themes of the UNESCO IIS are mostly geographical indicates the impor-
tance that geography holds in ESD. To further buttress the value of geography, 
the latest geographic information and research results should be incorporated into 
the educational program and curriculum. 

 The concept of the Human-Earth ecosystem (Haubrich et al.  2007 ), advocated as 
a research method, is a framework based on geographic principles to examine global 
issues core to ESD. Such similarities and overlap make a case for introducing this 
concept into geography education as well. ESD is praised for its interdisciplinarity; 
however, even before the views of Jones et al. ( 2010 ), geography was essentially a 
comprehensive discipline characterized by cross-disciplinary research. This further 
supports geography education as a most suitable core subject to include in and pro-
mote ESD curriculum development. 

 The Lucerne Declaration envisions that each country will tailor a national curricu-
lum, refl ective of regional issues. This approach differs from the International Charter 
on Geographical Education, which aimed for international guidelines that would 
serve as a global standard, although it is in line with the UNESCO IIS for UNDESD 
(2005) policy. The Lucerne Declaration sets the ultimate goals for geography educa-
tion to be included in ESD for educating citizens. As such, these citizens who develop 
sustainability values, are aware of the need to work toward a sustainable society, and 
have the skills to make this a reality. These goals are precisely what are necessary to 
inform people’s decision-making and the codifi cation of laws in each country 
(UNESCO  2005 ). 
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 Geography education in ESD can be viewed as connected to social change. 
Education and learning can include actions that show students the need to always 
respect individuality. 

 The Lucerne Declaration clearly lays out the principles of geography education 
as ESD, and we agree that it is very important to direct these efforts in Japan.   

10.4     Development of UNESCO Education in Japan and ESD 

10.4.1     UNESCO Education and ESD 

 The Basic Plan for Promotion of Education (MEXT  2008 ) recommends that 
ESD courses be modeled through the UNESCO Associated Schools Project (ASP). 
The UNESCO schools began with ASP in 1956, 5 years after Japan joined 
UNESCO. It is possible to characterize the ASP, which was aimed at international 
understanding and international cooperation under UNESCO leadership, as the fi rst 
phase of UNESCO education. While ESD was the second phase, aimed at building 
a sustainable society. 

 Similarities between the basic idea of ASP and ESD are found in their highly 
specialized coursework and methods involving a participatory approach. These 
modules are both very comprehensive and interdisciplinary in its learning contents. 
In addition to lectures, learning methods emphasized group activities, investigation, 
and information sharing through reports and presentations (Nakayama  2007 ). The 
parallels have prompted a comparison that identifi es ASP of the postwar period as a 
milestone that served as a forerunner of ESD. 

 When UNESCO education was introduced into Japanese schools, domestic edu-
cation experienced a decline in student scholastic abilities, which became a major 
social problem. Internationally, the fi rst phase of UNESCO education was related 
largely to Japan’s return to the international community of nations, whereas the 
second phase was realted to obligations and contributions to the international com-
munity. Table  10.1  (Takata  2011 ) summarizes education activities and efforts within 
Japan and UNESCO education.

10.4.2        First Phase of UNESCO Education and Content 
of Research Subjects 

 The authors reconsider the signifi cance of achievements in UNESCO education 
through educational experiments of the Associated Schools in Japan. In contrast to 
previous evaluations held from the mid 1970s onwards, practice in the Associated 
Schools “rapidly declined” and placed the evaluations for UNESCO education in 
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the context of development education or global education. 3  Here, the authors rethink 
the meaning of the Associated Schools’ activities in relation to coursework regu-
lated by the National Curriculum Standards, especially in relation to geography 
education. 

3   Sato ( 2007 , p. 216) stated that “At the same time that implementation in the Associated Schools was 
ideological, because its scope was restricted, it did not suffi ciently spread. Moreover, because it was 
preceded by a lofty rationale, there was a great deal of disparity between the implementations in 
different schools.” Evaluations of the Associated Schools Program have not all been positive. 

   Table 10.1    UNESCO education and trends of education in Japan and internationally   

 Period 
 Position of UNESCO 
Education in Japan 

 Developments in domestic 
education in Japan 

 Developments related to 
UNESCO education 

 1950s to 
1970s 

 First phase of 
UNESCO Education 

 • Decline of scholastic 
abilities 

 Return to International 
Society 

 • Associated 
Schools Program 
(ASP) aimed at 
international 
understanding 
and cooperation 

 • Systematization of 
Learning content (from 
unifi ed Social Studies to 
differentiated Social 
Studies areas) 

 • As part of the citizen’s 
UNESCO movement, 
Sendai UNESCO Support 
Association becomes fi rst 
established in the world 

 • ASP schools served 
experimental and 
research purposes 

 1970s to 
1990s 

 • Stagnation of 
UNESCO 
Education 

 • Education for returnee 
children led by MOE 

 • International Education 
Recommendation by 
UNESCO, 1974 

 • Development education, 
global education, 
multicultural education 
(education rationales and 
theories of practice 
introduced domestically) 

 • Politicization of 
UNESCO : U.S. 
withdrawal in 1984 
(return in 2003); UK 
withdrawal in 1985 
(return in 1997) 

 • Peace education and 
anti-discrimination 
education (given by the 
teachers’ union, etc.) 

 From the 
1990s 
onward 

 Second phase of 
UNESCO education 

 • Decline of scholastic 
abilities 

 Responsibility to 
International Society 
(contribution) 

 • ESD aimed at 
building a 
sustainable 
society 

 • Increase of classroom 
hours (reduction of the 
Period for Integrated 
Studies and strengthening 
of education in various 
subjects) 

 • Development making 
UNESCO ASP schools, 
etc. into model schools 
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 The Ninth UNESCO Plenary Session in Paris during 1956 clearly set out an 
experimental plan for the ASP. Based on this decision, education for international 
understanding and international cooperation was carried out in the worldwide 
expanding network of the Associated Schools participating in UNESCO’s educa-
tional experiment. This occurred under the study of human rights, other countries 
(e.g., understanding other countries, ethnic groups, and regions), and the UN 
(e.g., study of world problems and the role of the United Nations in solving them). 
Additional modules were added to Understanding between Countries with Different 
Levels of Economic Development in 1962, and to Development and Environment in 
1973. In 1984, these were distilled into four subjects: World Problems and the Role 
of the United Nations in Solving Them, Human Rights, Other Countries and Other 
Cultures, and Humans and the Environment (Nagai  1985 ). Development and 
Environment, which formed a common denominator with ESD, were already study 
subjects in the 1970s. 

 The educational experiment of the Associated Schools in Japan, under the leader-
ship of the Japanese National Commission for UNESCO and Ministry of Education 
(MOE) at the time, was only put into effect in six designated schools. This effort had 
a major role as forerunner to the implementation of education for international under-
standing. The Hiroshima University Attached Senior High School was one of the 
designated schools. In particular, the implementation of education in subjects like 
“Study of Other Countries” overlapped with the content of geography education. 
At senior high schools that were Associated Schools, this was developed as “Geography 
Education for International Understanding” in Geography B classes. Also, in the 
UNESCO East–west Cultural Exchange Project developed in the 10-year plan begin-
ning in 1957, the aim was to foster mutual cultural understanding between East and 
West, and interest in the Southeast Asian region was heightened. 

 However, in the 1970s, with international movements seeking development and 
independence for developing countries and UNESCO beset by issues facing all of 
humanity (e.g., population and food supply, resources, energy, and the global envi-
ronment), there was a major change in direction from emphasis on international 
understanding to international cooperation focused on problem solving. 

 It is notable that with Japan’s adoption of the “Recommendation Concerning 
Education for International Understanding, Cooperation and International Peace 
and Education Relating to Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms” (abbreviated 
as the “International Education Recommendation”), there was a specifi cation of 
major problems common at the global scale and an appeal to foster student interest 
in solving those problems.  

10.4.3     Relationship Between Associated Schools Practice 
and Coursework 

 Between 1954 and 1969, the Hiroshima University Attached Senior High took part 
in 17th educational experiments (thereafter, this was carried out as educational 
implementation from 1970 through 1982) (Nagai  1985 ). 
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 The subject “Study of the World’s Nation Groups,” which was implemented in 
the 1963–1964 school year as the Study of Other Countries, had content that cor-
responded to “Nations and Nation Groups” of Geography B. Under the condition 
that Study of the World’s Nation Groups would “be an experiment positioned as 
much as possible within the regular curriculum centered around Social Studies 
Geography B,” (Hiroshima University Attached Senior High School Research 
Section  1966 , p. 3), classes for Geography B were developed. Senior high school 
Geography B is based on regional geography offered in junior high school, a “system-
atic learning” course. As Nations and Nation Groups appeared as a new important 
topic in the revised National Curriculum Standards (Hiroshima University Attached 
Senior High School Research Section  1966 ), the topic of nations was introduced in the 
Geography B curriculum at this school (Takata  2005 ). 

 In 1956, in addition to the six existing ASP schools, 13 schools were designated 
as research schools. At these institutions, studies were focused on topics that 
“spotlighted as its goal education for the sake of international understanding and 
international cooperation, centered on Social Studies and based on the National 
Curriculum Standards, while giving due consideration to the character of the area 
where the school is located and, moreover, based on the local and age characteristics 
of the students” (Nagai  1985 , p. 71). 

 From the beginning, the educational experiment of the Associated Schools was 
closely tied to the National Curriculum Standards, borrowing from it the framework 
and course outlines. In particular, the policy was to stress its role within Social 
Studies. Afterwards, the National Curriculum Standards were the framework for the 
learning content in which the Associated Schools were involved. 

 In 1961, there were 28 UNESCO Associated Schools in Japan: 17 junior high 
schools, 9 senior high schools, and 2 universities. Most newly participating Associated 
Schools emphasized education in practice, and carried out coursework based on either 
or both the National Curriculum Standards or extracurricular activities (Nagai  1985 ). 

 The Associated Schools were a pioneering attempt to put international education 
into practice. Module content refl ected both the study topics designated by UNESCO 
and coursework designated under the National Curriculum Standards. In particular, 
Social Studies played a major role in the educational experiments, because its 
contents overlapped with the study topics proposed by UNESCO.  

10.4.4     Development Towards Geography in the Second 
Phase of UNESCO Education 

 In the revised National Curriculum Standards, learning content related to ESD is 
designated as coursework. The education for international understanding and 
international cooperation that the Associated Schools undertook in the immediate 
postwar era was conducted within subject coursework in accord with the National 
Curriculum Standards. Since there are many parallels between National Curriculum 
Standards with the UNESCO education, the latter being an important education 
program, can be included in schools via the national standards. 
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 In the Study of the World’s Nation Groups, results suggest a tendency toward 
unifying the differentiated learning contents within Social Studies. In ESD’s devel-
opment towards geography knowledge, in response to the question of how to unify 
that differentiated content, once again a reconsideration of geography education is 
called for. 

 ESD is extremely comprehensive and interdisciplinary, and it serves as a practical 
education for the future since it is based on critical thinking and problem solving- 
oriented thinking. Urabe et al. ( 2007 ) stated that as a discipline that builds the society of 
the future, it is necessary to revisit the discussion of geography education in Japan.   

10.5    Conclusion 

 The Basic Plan for Promotion of Education (MEXT  2008 ) established the 
advancement of sustainable development education as one of the important policy 
measures for the subsequent 5 years. The revised National Curriculum Standards 
also incorporated it as new learning related to the building of a sustainable society, 
demanding a serious response from the geography education community. 

 ESD is a worldwide educational reform movement that began with the Japanese 
government’s proposal to the UN in 2002 at the World Summit for Sustainable 
Development in Johannesburg. Acceptance of the challenge to develop exemplary 
modules that include global phenomena is a major responsibility for those who fi rst 
made the proposal. The fi eld of geography education responded to sustainable devel-
opment by becoming part of the International Charter on Geographical Education in 
1992. Enactment of this charter was in the same year as the United Nations Conference 
on Environment and Development, where there was international agreement on 
the concept of sustainable development. In 2007, the IGU-CGE adopted the Lucerne 
Declaration of ESD and proposed the importance of worldwide implementation. 
Japanese educational policy in the postwar period has consistently accepted the 
rationale of the educational reform movement urged by UNESCO, and has woven it 
into national education policy. In essence, the ESD proposal to the UN was founded 
on the fruits of UNESCO education, particularly through the Associated Schools 
Project in Japan. 

 The promotion of sustainable development instruction within geography educa-
tion in Japan is necessary. Japanese leaders suffi ciently understand the proposals of 
the IGU-CGE and the thrust of UNESCO education in its entirety, together with the 
Japanese government’s goals. Nevertheless, their involvement is necessary so that 
the results of the country’s past efforts can become an approved and accepted model 
for the world. In the midst of international change brought about by political, 
economic, and social globalization, a golden opportunity to create and globally 
promote high-quality geography education through ESD promotion in Japan can 
contribute to building a sustainable society. This reality lies right before our eyes.     
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    Chapter 11   
 Institutional Issues in Disaster Prevention 
and Geography Education in Elementary 
and Secondary Education in Japan 

             Koji     Ishizuka    

    Abstract     This paper examines how disaster prevention is treated in elementary and 
secondary education, as well as in geography education. Disaster countermeasures 
should be taught in a comprehensive way, with other subjects, such as health and 
physical education, and natural science associated with disaster education. 
Countermeasure fundamentals should be instilled as solid scholastic skills within 
related subjects, as outlined in the National Curriculum Standards. The greatest 
contribution of geography education to disaster prevention is to encourage school-
children to explore their local area through fi eld surveys. Teacher training courses 
can foster fi eldwork in classes, but it is important to expand learning opportunities 
so that geography teachers can easily lead fi eld activities.  

  Keywords     Disaster prevention   •   Field survey   •   National Curriculum Standards   • 
  School safety  

11.1         Introduction 

 The Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami of March 11, 2011, which shook the 
Japanese archipelago and caused an unprecedented amount of damage, marked a 
change in Japanese lifestyles. The event was a clear indication that disaster educa-
tion is needed in schools. This idea has been presented to the government from 
experts in the fi eld and the government is supporting efforts to improve disaster 
countermeasures in schools. However, school resources are stretched because they 
are confronted with many other problems such as violent behavior, bullying, and 
absenteeism. Furthermore, although schools are places for education, they also 
double as emergency evacuation shelters for the local community. 

 Disaster education in Japanese schools dates back more than half a century 
(   Shiroshita and Kawata  2007 ). In 1947, the National Curriculum Standards for 
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junior high school Social Studies, addressed the question, “What can we do to 
reduce as much as possible the damage from natural disasters?” as one of the units 
for second grade students. A learning goal was to help students understand that 
there are many dangers suffered from natural disasters in Japan. For example, 
Chapter 1 of the New Geography Course Series Volume 8 textbook entitled “Current 
Geography,” published by Asakura Shoten Press in 1956, is about natural disasters. 
The structure of occurrences, impacts, and countermeasures related to climate 
disasters, earthquakes, and other disasters is covered. Additionally, the monthly 
journal  Chiri  has dedicated special editions to natural disasters for many years and, 
more recently, a special edition on disaster education. Likewise, content on disasters 
is included in the new National Curriculum Standards. 

 In response to the frequency of natural disasters in Japan, the government and 
schools have made various efforts to protect children and to promote disaster educa-
tion. The purpose of this chapter is to identify elements that make up safety and 
disaster education, how geography education examines natural disasters, and what 
considerations are needed before recommendations from research are implemented.  

11.2     The Positioning of Disaster Education in Japan 

11.2.1     An Outline of Japan’s Disaster Countermeasures 

 The Japanese archipelago is long and narrow, stretching approximately 3,000 km 
from north to south. The climate is not uniform but most of the country is in the 
temperate zone, possessing an abundance of nature and striking changes through the 
course of the four seasons. The archipelago lies on the boundaries of four tectonic 
plates, including the Eurasian and Pacifi c, and is along the Pacifi c Rim’s mountainous 
Ring of Fire where earthquakes and volcanic activity are frequent. 

 Table  11.1  documents natural disasters in Japan between 1891 and 2011 where 
more than 1,000 people have died. During the 1950s, there was frequent damage 
from major typhoons and large-scale earthquakes, but the number of victims found 
dead or missing greatly declined with time. This is attributed to the advancement of 
national land conservation, improvements in weather forecasting, upgrades in the 
means of disseminating disaster information, and strengthening of the disaster man-
agement system. Despite such alerts, Japan is always under the threat of disasters 
such as major earthquakes, violent winds, and heavy rain (Cabinet Offi ce  2002a ).

   The Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act was enacted in 1961 in the wake of the 
Ise Bay typhoon of 1959. Before passage of this act, legislation was passed to pro-
vide emergency measures in response to large-scale disasters (e.g., Disaster Relief 
Act of 1947), on an ad hoc basis. The Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act system-
atized all these disaster responses toward promoting a comprehensive and planned 
disaster prevention government framework. The act codifi ed the organization, planning, 
prevention, emergency response, restoration and recovery, and fi scal and fi nancial 
measures related to disasters. This same law stipulated cooperation between the 
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various branches of government and that each establish their own disaster management 
councils and headquarters to implement disaster countermeasures. Moreover, the 
legislation mandated that various public organizations develop management opera-
tion plans (e.g., the Central Disaster Management Council, public corporations, 
prefectural and municipal governments). At present, disaster countermeasures are 
being developed in response to more than 50 separate but related pieces of legisla-
tion (Cabinet Offi ce  2002a ). 

 The lessons of the 1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji earthquake taught the nation that 
it is extremely diffi cult to prevent disasters in advance (Cabinet  2002b ). The White 
Paper on Disaster Management notes that combined with the efforts of public insti-
tutions, we are now encouraging self-assistance, based on the principle that each 
and every person should protect themselves by themselves. In this fashion, people 
prepare in their normal daily lives for the possibility of disaster, undertaking the 
durability of their homes to withstand shaking, fastening furniture so it does not fall 
over, preparing in advance the things they will need to take in an emergency, and 
participating in drills. Along with protection by the policies and assistance of public 
institutions, the report points out the importance of self-assistance, and cooperative 
‘community assistance’ in which people in the local community aid each other. 

   Table 11.1    Major natural disasters in Japan since 1891   

 Date  Disaster (Earthquake magnitude)  Number of dead and missing 

 1891.10  Nobi Earthquake (M7.9)  7,273 
 1896.06  Meiji Sanriku Earthquake Tsunami (M7.1)  21,959 
 1923.09  Great Kanto Earthquake (M7.9)  142,807 
 1927.03  Kita-tango Earthquake (M7.5)  2,925 
 1933.03  Showa Sanriku Earthquake Tsunami (M8.3)  3,064 
 1934.09  Typhoon Muroto  3,036 
 1943.09  Tottori Earthquake (M7.2)  1,083 
 1944.12  Tohnankai Earthquake (M7.9)  1,223 
 1945.01  Mikawa Earthquake (M6.8)  2,306 
 1945.09  Typhoon Makurazaki  3,756 
 1946.12  Nankai Earthquake (M8.0)  1,443 
 1947.09  Typhoon hits Kanto, etc.  1,930 
 1948.06  Fukui Earthquake (M7.1)  3,769 
 1953.06  Torrential Rains in Kyushu, etc.  1,013 
 1953.07  Torrential Rains in Wakayama  1,124 
 1954.09  Typhoon Toyamaru  1,761 
 1958.09  Typhoon Kanogawa  1,269 
 1959.09  Typhoon Ise-wan  5,098 
 1995.01  Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake (M7.3)  6,435 
 2011.03  Great East Japan Earthquake (M9.0)  18,880 

   Note : The number of dead recorded in the Great East Japan Earthquake is based on the White Paper 
on Disaster Management, Cabinet Offi ce ( 2002b ) 
  Source : Cabinet ( 2002a )  
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 Disaster response is in principle the responsibility of public institutions, but in 
cases where the disaster affects a wide area, there is a limit to the capabilities of 
public assistance. There is also a limit to what individuals can do through their own 
efforts. In such circumstances, what is needed is cooperative ‘community assistance,’ 
or disaster response at the local community level.  

11.2.2     School Safety and Safety Education 

 In Japan, the modern school education system began with the School System Decree 
in 1872. To ensure the safety of schoolchildren, efforts were centered on health and 
hygiene regulation. 

 At present, schools are confronted with a diversity of problems, but the emer-
gence of ‘school safety’ at center stage dates to the School Health Assurance Act that 
came into effect in April 1958. This law, aimed at protecting and improving the 
health of students and staff (elementary through university levels), developed a health 
supervision system in the schools. In December of the following year, the Japan 
School Safety Association Law was enacted, which mandated, “Together with plan-
ning to spread and strengthen school safety, necessary allowances are provided for 
the injuries, illnesses, disabilities, and deaths of elementary and secondary school-
children under the supervision of the various schools in the compulsory education 
system.” Thus, both supervision and funding allowances were systematized. 

 Thereafter, both laws were revised in accord with demands of the times. The Japan 
School Safety Association Law was superseded in December 2002 by the National 
Agency for the Advancement of Sports and Health, Independent Administrative 
Agency Act. Then, the School Health Assurance Law was revised in June 2008 as 
the School Health and Safety Act, which stipulated “school health assurance” 
related to standards for school environmental hygiene, and that school safety be part 
of a comprehensive safety plan. This law remains in effect. 

 Concerning school safety, in March 1998 the Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) distributed a pamphlet nationwide enti-
tled The Development of Disaster Education for the Cultivation of Zest of Life as a 
reference document. In November 2001, the government distributed another 
national document, “School Safety Education for the Cultivation of ‘Zest of Life’” 
as a reference to school safety for use in kindergarten through high school. According 
to these materials, the goals of safety education are to foster in students the qualities 
and abilities to: (1) Take appropriate conscious decisions and behavioral choices, 
based on accurate thinking and judgment; (2) predict dangers and improve danger-
ous environments independently; (3) be able to contribute to the safety of their 
schools, families, and local communities, all in accord with the schoolchildren’s 
level of development. Safety education consists of ‘safety instruction’ within school 
subjects such as Science, Social Studies, and Health and Physical education; as well 
as ‘safety guidance’ in class activities, student association activities, and school 
observances (MEXT  2010 ).  
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11.2.3     Large-Scale Disasters and Disaster Education 

 In Japan, natural disasters are frequent. When large-scale disasters occurred, the 
government immediately formed a committee of experts to operationalize efforts 
aimed at strengthening disaster countermeasures in the schools. For example, the 
Central Disaster Management Council, held in July 1995 after the Great Hanshin- 
Awaji earthquake, established the Expert Survey Association for Promoting a 
Citizens’ Movement to Reduce Disaster Damage, and published the ‘Basic Principles 
for Promoting a Citizens’ Movement to Reduce Disaster Damage’ in April 1996. To 
foster school safety, in June 1995 MEXT established the Survey Research 
Collaborators’ Conference on Strengthening the Disaster Management System of 
Schools, and issued an interim report on “Strengthening the Disaster Management 
System of Schools” in November that same year. A plan for school disaster preven-
tion and a response manual for teaching staff were published, while guidelines were 
released on how to strengthen the school disaster management system in a follow-up 
report in September the following year. Additionally, in July 2011 MEXT established 
the Expert Conference on Disaster Education and Disaster Management in the Wake 
of the Great East Japan Earthquake, which carried out an interim assessment in 
September of that year. In July 2012, based on the ‘Plan for the Promotion of School 
Safety’ the ministry released results of the ‘Research Survey on the Responses of 
Schools in the Great East Japan Earthquake’. A fi nal report was published on 
ensuring instructional guidance time for disaster education, systematic allocation, 
organized training for teaching staff, maintaining a preparedness, collaboration 
with the local community, and a disaster prevention manual (Expert Conference on 
Disaster Education and Disaster Management in the Wake of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake  2012 ). 

 Coming out of these expert conferences were a variety of suggested measures 
for strengthening disaster education, administration, and organized activities in the 
schools. In these meetings, disaster education meant the cultivation of students’ abili-
ties to respond to disasters, and the aims stated in the “Strengthening the Disaster 
Management System of Schools Follow-up Report”, released in September 1996. 
Those aims were integrated into various documents, for example, the “Disaster 
Prevention Learning Handbook” (February 2007) assembled by the Kuroshio 
Education Summit ( 2007 ) including four prefectures (Chiba, Shizuoka, Wakayama, 
and Kochi). This handbook states the goals of disaster education as follows: (1) students 
can make precise judgments and act to ensure their own safety, in accord with their 
development level; (2) to position disaster education as a subject that values life, and 
is useful during times of disaster to ensure the safety of other people, groups, and the 
local community; (3) using the local community as teaching material and holding 
disaster prevention drills in collaboration with that community, to help students 
understand the mechanisms by which disasters occur and their history, the local 
community’s natural environment, and its disaster management system. 

 To achieve these goals, the basic questions are how to learn about and respond to 
disasters. In particular, in 2006, the Basic Law on Education was revised and a new 
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stipulation was added to include ‘mutual collaboration and cooperation between 
schools, families, and local area citizens.’ Since 2008, MEXT has been considering the 
creation of a system in which the entire local area assists school education through 
the ‘local area headquarters project for aiding schools.’ However, there are many 
issues given the different school characteristics, such as who will lead the tasks.   

11.3     Improving Instructional Implementation and Guidance 
in Disaster Prevention 

11.3.1     How Disasters Are Dealt with in the National 
Curriculum 

 The national Curriculum Standards explains how each subject should deal with 
disasters (MEXT  2012 ). Following is a summary of those related to geographic 
education.

    1.    Elementary school/Social Studies: In the third and fourth grades, the prevention 
of accidents in the community should be addressed, along with examples of 
disasters selected from among fi res, wind, water, and earthquakes. Examine how 
related institutions can cooperate with local residents to prevent disasters and 
accidents. By fi fth grade, students should learn about “an outline of the nation’s 
landforms and climate, the lives of people in characteristic regions seen from the 
viewpoint of natural conditions, and the work on forestry resources and natural 
disaster prevention for the sake of conserving the nation’s land.”   

   2.    Junior high school/Social Studies: Along with helping students understand the 
characteristics of Japan’s national land area surrounded by oceans, geography 
instruction should also consider the characteristics of domestic landforms and 
climate, natural disasters, and address prevention measures. Also, preventive 
measures in response to local natural disasters should be examined in the context 
of the natural environment and the regional characteristics of Japan in compari-
son to the world. At the same time, lessons in the survey of nearby surroundings 
should focus on phenomena and facts that are characteristic of the local area. 
These should be related organically to other phenomena, and the character of the 
local area should be examined. In relation to disasters, understanding can be 
deepened through fi eld surveys.   

   3.    Senior high school/Geography A and Geography B: Geography A is a subject 
that examines world issues as well as those in the local area. Within the standard 
geographical consideration of various local issues, students are expected to 
develop understanding of the relationship between the natural environment and 
natural disasters, as outlined in the newly established unit focusing on “the natu-
ral environment and disaster prevention”. Together with instilling geographical 
skills that are connected to everyday life such as reading topographic and hazard 
maps, learning should be tailored to raising the awareness of disaster prevention. 
Geography B teaches geographical skills through the reading and construction 
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of many different types of maps and examination of various issues in the modern 
world, from systematic geography to regional geography approaches. 
Additionally, the use of maps and fi eld surveys should refl ect features of the 
school community.    

  The National Curriculum Standards include content about disasters that should 
be imparted through various means in classroom instruction of Social Studies and 
Geography. Besides these, there are explanations on how disasters should be dealt 
with in moral education, Health and Physical education, Science, Basic earth 
science, the Integrated Studies, and special activities. It is important that every class 
subject provide guidance on disasters.  

11.3.2     Implementing Geography Classes on Disaster 
Prevention 

 The fundamentals on how geography treats disaster education do not differ from 
how other phenomena and facts are taught. The basis of the geographical way of 
seeing and thinking about the world includes the inquiry process with questions 
“Where is it? What is it? How can it be seen? Why is that? Is that true?” Field survey 
offers students indispensable opportunities to practice these geographical tech-
niques. Simply working at a desk does not help students attain a geographic mind-
set. However, when students are carrying out a local survey, it is possible that 
awareness of their community increases, prompting them to take on local problems 
as their own. 

 The 1960 special edition entitled “The Sanriku Tsunami,” published in the 
monthly journal  Chiri , mentioned ties between geography and disasters. Since then, 
this journal has often featured disasters in special editions, recently in issues devoted 
to disaster education (August 2007), “geographic education standing up against 
earthquake disaster” (February 2009), “the Great East Japan earthquake” (June 2011), 
and “thinking about disasters and children” (May 2012). These issues have reported 
on topics such as the signifi cance and status of geographic education and disaster 
prevention, as well as classroom implementation. 

 In the example below, I report on the classroom implementation experience of a 
teacher at Higashi Katsushika Prefectural High School in Chiba. Yuji Koseki 
undertakes instruction with enthusiasm and does progressive work. The following 
synopsis is based on an interview with him. 

  Instructional Goals     At Koseki’s former teaching post at Chiba Nishi High School, 
his goal in the Geography B class was to link the natural environment and a fi eld 
survey. Through learning about regional characteristics of natural disasters, his aim 
was to instill in students the means of coping with such disasters.  

  Lesson Plan Elements (Spread Over Six Classroom Hours)     (1) In the classroom, 
understanding regional characteristics of natural disasters; (2) Students survey their 
routes to school; (3) Learning about the local area using disaster prevention maps; 
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(4) Survey of damage in historically fl ooded areas; (5) Students conduct fi eld 
surveys at a time of heavy rain and fl ooding; (6) Combining and collating survey 
reports, and identifying dangerous places; (7) Creating a fl ood hazard map; (8) 
Performing a safety assessment of the school.  

  Class Evaluation and Development     The strong relationship between natural disasters 
and landforms and climate characteristics in the local area become a context for 
the project. In the project planning phase, students consider such questions as, 
“What kinds of natural disasters should we be worried about at Chiba Nishi High 
School?” By having students research their immediate surroundings, their desire for 
learning is increased. To raise students’ awareness of dangers and to foster their 
ability to adapt to hazards, GIS and other means of three-dimensional expression 
are effectively used to simulate disasters. Koseki ( 2007 ) found that students’ explo-
ration of their local area and map construction based on data collection could be 
linked with disaster education.  

  Developing Activities     Teachers at the school held a disaster prevention meeting that 
had 26 attendees, including educators from the school (the principal, vice principal, 
leading teaching staff, representatives from the students’ association, and others), 
the community (parents’ association, alumni association, local assembly, and others), 
and government (city offi ce, local police, and others). As a result, Koseki is confi dent 
that they have realized several improvements, including the necessity for sharing 
awareness of disaster prevention, reexamination of the disaster prevention manual 
and evacuation drills, confi rmation of actors’ roles, identifi cation of inadequate disas-
ter prevention facilities, issues over the use of maps, and the importance of having all 
related actors and groups meet regularly to confer.   

11.3.3      Classroom Realities and Ways to Improve Instruction 

 The National Institute for Educational Policy Research ( 2003 ) carried out a survey 
entitled “Research on the Curriculum,” regarding the implementation status of 
the educational process, asking questions about how the goals and content of each 
subject specifi ed in the National Curriculum Standards were being implemented in 
classrooms. The objective of the survey was to understand the actual learning situation 
to improve the educational process and means of future instruction. 

 In 2003, a written questionnaire was administered to both students and teachers 
about Social Studies and Geography learning in the fi fth grade of elementary school, 
the fi rst and second grades of junior high school, and the third grade of senior high 
school. Many r students in the lower grade answered that they liked Social Studies 
and Geography and believed them to be important. However, this trend declined 
with grade level increase (Table  11.2 ). If we look at types of classes, more than half 
of elementary school classes required schoolchildren to present information that 
they looked up at the library, and to incorporate observations and survey fi ndings. 
In junior high school, the proportion of students taking geography declined by 
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half, and teachers in senior high school did not incorporate practices of geography 
at all (Table  11.3 ).

    With the reality of classrooms as context, the following suggestions are given to 
improve instruction: 

 Elementary school, fi fth year:

•    Learning names and locations of islands and prefectures that make up the national 
land area  

•   Learning that the use of multiple resources can be related (e.g., statistical materi-
als and distribution maps)    

 Junior high school, geography subject area:

•    Learning locations and distributions of geographic phenomena, using maps and 
globes  

•   Learning geographic knowledge that forms the basis of geography learning    

 Senior high school Geography A:

•    Learning that relates facts and phenomena to specifi c places  
•   Learning the use of maps and globes  
•   Learning to compare the local area to other regions and multiple types of data 

resources    

   Table 11.2    Questions to schoolchildren (percentage of “yes” responses)   

 School category 
 Grade level 
(year) 

 I like to study Social 
Studies and geography 

 Studying Social Studies and 
Geography are important 

 Elementary School  5th  54.7  84.6 
 Junior high school  1st  53.5  70.4 

 2nd  53.5  66.9 
 Senior high school  3rd  32.0  58.0 
 Geography A 
 Senior high school  3rd  43.6  63.6 
 Geography B 

   Source : National Institute for Educational Policy Research ( 2003 )  

   Table 11.3    Questions to teachers (percentage of “yes” responses)   

 School category 

 Grade 
level 
(year) 

 I teach 
classes 
involving 
library use 

 I teach classes 
involving experiences 
such as observations 
and surveys 

 I teach classes 
where students 
report on things 
they have looked up 

 Elementary School  5th  66.7  56.8  81.1 
 Junior high school  1st  28.6  19.2  45.6 

 2nd  25.0  17.7  41.6 
 High school Geography A  3rd   8.3  10.8   8.6 
 High school Geography B  3rd  11.2  13.4  12.8 

   Source : National Institute for Educational Policy Research ( 2003 )  
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 Senior high school Geography B:

•    Learning how to construct maps and graphs of geographical phenomena  
•   Learning that examines location and spatial extent of map elements  
•   Learning that relates different geographical phenomena and seeks cause-and- effect 

relationships    

 The survey fi ndings about student and teacher reactions to learning and teaching 
can inform improvement of the fundamentals in geography education. The excep-
tional classroom implementation of Koseki was introduced above. Nevertheless, 
looking at the data, one may wonder if those responsible for teaching geography are 
knowledgeable about the ways of looking at and thinking about geographical phe-
nomena or are adequately trained in geographical techniques. What is the situation 
of teachers on the “front line”? 

 The discussion below is based on the “Basic Survey of Scholastic Instruction” 
(Benesse Educational Research and Development Institute  2010 ), and explores the 
realities of learning and teaching at all school levels and teacher awareness. 

 The school condition in elementary schools is often marked by teachers who 
leave for work early and return home late. Teachers are at school an average of 11 h 
and 29 min/day. Only 33.8 % have both Saturday and Sunday completely off. Junior 
high school is similarly demanding, and teachers are at school an average of 12 h 
and 3 min/day, with only 8.2 % enjoying the weekend off. In the case of senior high 
schools, teachers leave for work at 7:43 a.m. and leave the school at 6:59 p.m., being 
at school for 11 h and 16 min every day. Only 7.6 % of these teachers say that they 
almost never go to work on Saturdays and Sundays. With increasing grade level, 
teachers spend more time at school, and work outside of normal hours increases. 

 Teachers in elementary, junior high, and senior high school all shared the feeling 
summarized by the statement, “There is a lot of school-business paperwork that has 
to be written up, and I can’t fi nd enough time to prepare teaching materials (Hyogo 
Prefectural Maiko High School  2012 ).” In senior high schools, teachers agree that 
“the educational administration has no grasp of the actual situation on the ground in 
the school”. This is the number one complaint (Table  11.4 ). Teachers’ work in the 

   Table 11.4    Teacher concerns, by school category   

 School category  Concerns (percentage in agreement) 

 Elementary 
School 

 Do not have enough time to prepare teaching materials (91.3 %) 
 There is a lot of paperwork that must be done (84.2 %) 
 The administration does not grasp conditions on the ground (76.9 %) 

 Junior high 
school 

 Do not have enough time to prepare teaching materials (81.3 %) 
 Many students have not mastered the learning content of elementary school (80.9 %) 
 There is a lot of paperwork that must be done (76.9 %) 

 Senior high 
school 

 The administration does not grasp conditions on the ground (78.7 %) 
 There is a lot of paperwork that must be done (72.0 %) 
 Do not have enough time to prepare teaching materials (65.1 %) 

   Note : Percentages that “strongly agree” or “agree somewhat” 
  Source : Benesse Education Research and Development Institute ( 2010 )  
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schools does not end with teaching class, as they are involved in all kinds of activities 
like special education and students’ clubs. As evidenced by the hours they work, 
their days off are almost nonexistent.

11.4         Issues in Disaster Prevention and Geography Education 

11.4.1     Direction of Disaster Education 

 What form should disaster education take in schools? If school education is learning 
from textbooks, how can disaster prevention be systematized to cope with a wide 
range of disasters? A limitation of disaster prevention education is that its imple-
mentation in schools is very broad, from natural science to the humanities and 
Social Studies. What is needed is a comprehensive approach to disaster education. 
Furthermore, there are underlying problems that require solutions, such as how 
disaster education in the schools can be related to social education. 

 Society makes demands on school education. In response to the advent of an 
information-based society and the building of a sustainable society, there are many 
voices calling for information literacy and a responsibility to the environment. As a 
result, the course named Information, are now being introduced in senior high 
schools and the Integrated Studies has been established as a compulsory subject. 
Frontline educators are overwhelmed with these new learning movements, however, 
initiatives on disaster education are being taken. For example, Hyogo Prefectural 
Maiko Senior High School ( 2012 ) started the fi rst department in Japan on environ-
ment and disaster prevention. Their website states, “There were no precedents 
 anywhere in the country for a department specializing in disaster prevention, and 
in putting together the educational process, there were repeated trials and errors. 
The teachers responsible for leading this study repeatedly visited universities and 
attended disaster prevention conferences and seminars, read books and articles, and 
sought the advice of government disaster prevention sections, and amassing all this 
together somehow or other worked it up into the shape of a curriculum.” 

 A variety of demands are being placed on school education. There is not enough 
time in the school day for teachers to devote to students. Moreover, the teachers are 
burdened with administrative tasks, summarized by “There is a lot of school- business 
paper work that has to be written up, and I can’t fi nd enough time to prepare teaching 
materials (Hyogo Prefectural Maiko High School  2012 ).” There is a real need for 
those involved in school administration to listen much more to the voices of teachers 
who are in the classroom. 

 The national curriculum explains how to include disaster-related topics within 
each subject, such that students are taught with suffi cient rigor to develop solid 
disaster preparedness skills. Geography education, in which students learn about 
their communities and local areas, is capable of introducing disaster prevention in 
such a manner that problems become relevant to students. Geography provides a 
great way to contribute to disaster education.  
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11.4.2     Issues in Geography Education 

 Even if disaster education is taught across subjects, there are issues remaining. 
This section focuses on challenges within geography education. The Research on 
the Curriculum report (Sect.  11.3.3 ) indicated the need for improvement of basic 
instruction in geography education, similar to warning bells sounded by other 
experts. Niibori ( 2006 ) discussed the crisis in senior high school geography, 
pointing out the importance of making geography classes easy to understand so 
that teachers of other subjects can teach them. Similarly, Takizawa ( 2009 ) was 
concerned about the problem of training teachers and the vicious cycle in education. 
One of the issues in geography education is teacher training, Takizawa states this is 
especially the case when college students who have no actual experience in fi eld 
surveys and other geographic activities that require geographic skills, when students 
who are not instilled with a geographical way of looking at and thinking about 
things, then go on to graduate and become teachers of Social Studies and Geography. 
In such cases it is diffi cult for them to teach geographic skills, and one can imagine 
that it is hard for them to communicate to their students the fascination of studying 
the local area, and hard for their classes to generate interest in and concern for the 
local area. Moreover, Ida et al. ( 2012 ) identifi ed existing problems throughout 
elementary, junior high school and senior high school geography education, which 
are the needs to set out learning content that includes value judgments, deliberate 
decision- making, and social participation in the learning process, and to build up a 
continuity with the use of maps and other skills. 

 Thus, there are many issues in geography education, but to make disaster educa-
tion effective, the question is, what can we do to help students think of disasters as 
their own problems? Along with teaching about the characteristics of disasters and 
the behaviors for avoiding them, as specifi ed in the National Curriculum Standards, 
geography education is asked to provide classes in which students explore their own 
local area through activities such as fi eld surveys of the immediate surroundings. It is 
necessary to train and support geography teachers who can stimulate students’ interest 
in the subject. In order to do that, it is necessary to strengthen learning opportunities 
so that Social Studies and Geography teachers in the classroom can more easily 
carry out fi eld surveys and other projects.   

11.5     Conclusion 

 This chapter considers strategies to improve disaster prevention in elementary and 
secondary education, as well as issues in geography education. Japan is situated 
along the Pacifi c Rim’s Ring of Fire, and the country is frequently threatened by 
natural disasters such as volcanic eruptions and earthquakes. The Great East Japan 
Earthquake and the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, dramatically demonstrated 
the importance of disaster education. 
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 Assuring the safety of children in school is mandated by the School Health and 
Safety Act. School safety began with hygiene supervision, and was then extended to 
health education and extended further to safety education. Each time a large-scale 
disaster struck, the government made efforts to strengthen disaster countermeasures 
in the schools. However, schools are confronted with a wide range of problems. 
Because disaster countermeasures must be tackled comprehensively, it is essential 
for not only the schools but also for families and the community to collaborate. 
For effective disaster education, class content should be aligned with the instruc-
tional content specifi ed in the National Curriculum Standards. As a result, the 
knowledge and skills acquired in each subject can be used when students are faced 
with a disaster. 

 The greatest contribution that geography can make to disaster education is to 
provide learning opportunities where students explore their own living environment 
with such tools as surveys. However, teachers face many other problems such as 
chronic absenteeism and, as substantial overtime work increases, they have no time 
to prepare teaching materials. However, the National Institute for Educational Policy 
Research showed that there are signs of improvement in the core content of geogra-
phy education, based on results of the Research on the Curriculum. To improve these 
circumstances, the design of teacher training courses is also relevant, but it is also 
important to expand in-service opportunities so that teachers involved in geography 
education can easily conduct activities such as fi eld surveys. 

 Disaster education should be promoted. One hopes that school administrations 
promote this despite the realities of the education system, to maintain a fi rm grasp 
of what is most important for students and frontline educators.     
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    Chapter 12   
 University Geography Departments 
and the Teaching License in Japanese 
Geography Education 

             Koji     Ohnishi    

    Abstract     This paper provides a historical background for the current state of geog-
raphy education in Japan, focusing primarily on the role of Japanese universities in 
the teacher training process. There are several problems in the teacher licensure 
process in Japan. For elementary school teacher training, candidates are not required 
to have taken a geography class. Prior fi eld research and map use training is not 
required for teachers licensed to teach secondary school Social Studies and the 
Geography and History subject areas. Many of these university programs fail to 
provide suffi cient geography education to pre-service teachers. As a result, newly 
licensed educators are unable to competently teach the subject.  

  Keywords     Geography class   •   Geography department   •   Teaching license   •   University  

12.1         Geography Departments in Universities 

 The geography departments in Japanese universities are usually within one of three 
faculties: Literature, Science, or Education. Recently, the department of geography 
may also be within other faculties, such as the faculty of Environment. In the past, 
there were regional differences in the location of university geography departments. 
In 1907, geography was within the Faculty of Literature at Kyoto University, 
whereas it was within the Faculty of Science at The University of Tokyo. Following 
this trend, national universities in western Japan normally included geography 
departments within the faculty of Literature, whereas the faculty of Science housed 
them in the eastern part of the country (Ukita et al.  2001 ). Currently, geography 
departments are not set up according to regional jurisdictions. 

 It is important to have geography classes at universities that students obtain 
teaching licenses for elementary school education, Social Studies education in 
junior high school, and Geography and History education in senior high school. 
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There are geography departments in all faculties of education and universities of 
education, where  training of teaching candidates is provided. 

 Within private universities, geography departments were established before 
World War II as part of the junior high school teacher training course (Ukita et al. 
 2001 ). The number of students in these geography departments is larger than that of 
national universities. Students who study geography in these private universities 
raise the quality of geography education in Japanese society. 

 The Association of Japanese Geographers lists 246 universities with geography 
teachers and researchers. There are 778 universities in Japan, although only 31.6 % 
have geography faculties. Therefore, geography researchers and educators are a 
minority in Japanese universities.  

12.2     The University of Education and Faculty of Education: 
Teachers’ Training University 

 Japan has 47 prefectures, each with a University of Education or Faculty of 
Education that is part of the teachers’ training program. To teach elementary school 
in the country, teacher candidates study at one of these institutions in order to qual-
ify for a teaching license. Teachers of junior and senior high schools take courses in 
their subject of instruction (e.g., geography) and in education-related topics offered 
by the department of education and other relevant departments. Each university 
must provide specialized geography training to support pre-service teachers develop 
their knowledge and understanding so they can impart to their students the manners 
in which geography applies to our current society and its future development.  

12.3     System of Teaching License 

 Teaching licenses are classifi ed in accord with subjects and schools. The following 
detailed descriptions refer to university geography classes that fulfi ll licensure 
requirements. 

12.3.1     Elementary School Teaching License 

 Elementary school teachers are responsible for instructing all main subjects, includ-
ing geography; however, these teachers are not required to have taken geography 
classes in their university education. Approximately 21 % of pre-service teachers in 
the department of education had not taken a geography class, but were still success-
ful in obtaining their elementary school teaching licenses (Shirai  1998 ). Some can-
didates who become elementary school teachers have few opportunities to learn 
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geography skills and knowledge while at university. The problem is that some 
teachers have poor map skills and spatial thinking skills, which are important to 
teach geography in Social Studies at the elementary school level.  

12.3.2     Junior High School Teaching License 

 License types are defi ned by subject area. Geography is included within Social Studies 
at the junior high school level. The teaching license at this level requires only two 
classes in geography at the university level, geography and regional geography. Both 
courses, optional for university students but mandatory for teacher candidates, are 
given in a didactic manner, which is not a practical way to impart map use or the fi eld 
survey experience. Only 10 % of Social Studies teachers major in geography at uni-
versity (Shirai  1998 ). As a result, there are few teachers in Social Studies who have 
rich set of geography skills within the junior high school education system.  

12.3.3     Senior High School Teaching License 

 The teacher license for geography instruction, within the Geography and History 
subject area in high school, permits educators to teach World history, Japanese his-
tory, and Geography. World history is a compulsory subject in senior high school, 
whereas Geography and Japanese History are elective subjects. Therefore, some 
high schools do not offer geography classes at all. The Association of Japanese 
Geographers Commission on Geographic Education (AJG-CGE) reported that 
26 % of high schools did not have any geography classes, and thus there was no 
opportunity for students to learn the subject (Usui  2008 ). 

 The Geography and History teaching license requires three courses total, one 
course each in human geography, physical geography, and regional geography at the 
university level. However, practical training classes for map use and fi eld research 
skills are not required. The number of Geography and History teachers with a major 
in history is larger than those with a major in geography. Thus, teachers have many 
diffi culties when attempting to effectively teach geography in high school.   

12.4     Diffi culties in Managing Senior High School 
Geography Course 

 It is diffi cult for teachers who have not majored in university level geography to 
teach it in senior high school. Musha ( 2000 ) made a unique investigation related to 
this topic. He analyzed how teachers prepared their lesson content, which aspects 
of geography they had diffi culties with, and how they resolved the obstacles. 
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The fi ndings indicate that teachers confessed diffi culties in teaching such topics as 
climate, topographic maps, map projection, and fi eld research. Teachers have few 
opportunities to study the mechanisms of climatology and require more technical 
instruction in this area. 

 Regarding topographic maps, teachers had insuffi cient instruction and experience 
to effectively read and interpret the maps. A map projection has mathematical aspects 
that require more in-depth formal instruction for educators to have confi dence teach-
ing the subject. Finally, there is a need for more fi eld research training. 

 Textbooks in schools are authorized by the government. Their content covers 
various topics in geography, although the depth of coverage is limited by the fi xed 
number of pages mandated by the government. Thus, the textbooks only provide a 
shallow introduction to the material. There is a need for textbooks or guidebooks 
tailored to non-geography majors in the teaching profession.  

12.5     Geography in Universities and K-12 Geography 
Education 

 Teacher candidates can receive a license to teach geography having only taken a few 
geography classes at university. Once they become qualifi ed teachers, they may 
have diffi culty imparting geographic knowledge and skills to their students. Without a 
formal education background in geography, teachers lack understanding of regional 
phenomena and implications at local and global levels. As a result, their students 
receive an incomplete understanding of geography and are unable to effectively 
communicate Japan’s role in world affairs. 

 Teacher training programs should create content for geography classes that meet 
the needs of teacher candidates as they prepare for the classroom. Universities have 
a responsibility to better educate teacher candidates by updating teaching materials 
and pedagogical strategies. For example, pre-service teachers should be required to 
learn basic geography skills like map reading and fi eld research. The important role 
of geography in our global society cannot be overlooked. This positions educators 
as important vehicles for conveying the importance of geography in education, and 
for administrators to make effect changes in the education system.     
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    Chapter 13   
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    Abstract     The Association of Japanese Geographers (AJG) sponsors and supports 
activities for members as well as non-members. In this article, activities for non- 
members are referred to as the “social action program”. It comprises two categories: 
(1) activities for the general public and (2) geography education for school teachers, 
and students. The former, which typically takes the form of public symposia, are 
designed to promote the value of geography in society and the public arena, whereas 
the latter category includes public fora for teachers, Geography Olympiad for high 
school students, and Children’s Environmental Map Contest for elementary and junior 
high school students. Together, these outreach efforts aim to revitalize geography edu-
cation in Japan. The AJG Commission on Geographical Education (AJG- CGE), 
established in 1998, plans many of these social action programs in collaboration with 
other academic societies and research groups.  
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13.1         The Context in Which the Association of Japanese 
Geographer’s Social Action Program Is Needed 

 This chapter begins by explaining efforts undertaken by the Association of Japanese 
Geographers (AJG) to engage non-members, from the 1980s to the present. This is 
followed by a focused discussion of educational activities provided for school 
teachers, children, and students. Recent examples include the “Science and 
Geography Olympiad Japan Championship”. This is a competition for high school 
students, jointly sponsored by the AJG, Japan International Geography Olympiad 
Committee, Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST), and other organizations. 
In another partnership, the AJG is working with the Society for Environmental Map 
Education (SEME) and other organizations to host the “Exhibition of Environment 
Maps of Our Immediate Surroundings,” a project for all students. In-service training 
for teachers is provided by the AJG-CGE. A description of project implementation, 
results, and issues will provide further information on these projects. 

 The AJG directs and organizes social action program activities for non- members. 
In recent years, it has become customary to plan free public events for non- members. 
For example, at the general conferences, the association planned activities with a 
strong awareness of making a social contribution. This is not only true of the AJG, 
but also applies to the Human Geographical Society of Japan (HGSJ) and other 
geographic associations. Efforts to include the public in the social action program have 
been driven by two major issues. The fi rst is that geography has become increas-
ingly valued in society. Students who complete an undergraduate and graduate 
geography program in college are employed in diverse fi elds throughout society. 
Geography graduates demonstrate the usefulness of geography within their workplace 
and profession. Until recently, there has been little recognition, in an offi cial or 
national way, for the skills and qualifi cations directly related to the study of geogra-
phy. In essence, the application and value of geography is neither well known nor 
respected. To improve understanding of geography’s contribution to society, the 
geographic associations should develop strategies to institutionalize qualifi cations 
related to geography to inform the general public. 

 The second issue is that geography enrollments in high schools are dwindling; a 
revitalization of geography education is badly needed. Enrollment levels began to 
drop in 1978 when the National Curriculum Standards for senior high schools chose 
Contemporary Society to be a compulsory subject and Geography was relegated to 
an elective course. In the 1989 revision of the National Curriculum Standards for 
senior high schools, the Social Studies curriculum was divided; a Geography and 
History curriculum was newly established, and World History A and B were made 
compulsory subjects. This had a major impact, causing high school enrollment lev-
els in Geography to drop even further than before. This trend has continued to the 
present (Kohno  1996 ). 

 The AJG is active in lobbying the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, 
and Technology (MEXT) to support geography education. In the past, the AJG made 
frequent requests that the previous Ministry of Education address the decline in geog-
raphy enrollment. Efforts to make educational content more attractive are needed to 
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revitalize geography education. Thus, support for geography teachers and direct 
impacts on students in the education system are equally important to improve the 
image of the geography fi eld.  

13.2     The Beginning of the AJG’s Social Action Program 
and Its Course Up To the Present 

13.2.1     Public Events 

 We describe here the background of how AJG’s social action program began and its 
evolution to the present. Information was gathered from records of the board of 
directors and news articles published in the journal  Geographical Review of Japan . 

 At a board of directors meeting during the autumn AJG general conference in 
November 1989, board members deliberated on holding an open public lecture at 
the 1990 general conference. The holding of open public lectures was approved and 
added to the association’s bylaws. Since then, AJG’s social action programs have 
often been held at the general conference. Table  13.1  summarizes AJG’s public 
events during the 1990s.

   The series of events in the 1990s laid the groundwork for AJG’s involvement and 
plans to engage the public through its social action program. The social action pro-
gram is the impetus to the implementation of geography education open public 
lecture series that began in 2001. 

 Thereafter, the open public lectures were presented during the general conferences 
in 2004 and 2005. Lectures were replaced with symposia from 2006 to 2012. Support 
for public engagement was seen at the autumn general conference at Nagoya University 
in 2010; as many as ten different symposia were advertised as “open to the public”. 
Today, open public events are fi rmly established at AJG general conferences. However, 
the number of non-members who have participated in these symposia is unclear. 

 In addition to efforts by the AJG, other academic associations have provided free 
lectures to the public. For example, in November 1998, the Human Geographical 
Society of Japan HGSJ held a 50th anniversary commemorative celebration, and an open 
public lecture series was held at the Kyoto Conference Hall as part of the events. 

   Table 13.1    AJG’s public events during the 1990s   

 Date  Theme  Location  Lecturer 

 September 
1990 

 Geography Education: Looking 
Back and Looking Ahead—Based 
on practical examples 

 Joetsu University of 
Education’s attached 
junior high school 

 Asakura Ryutaro 

 October 1991  The Problems of the Aging of 
Society and Depopulation, and 
Permanent Residency Measures: 
From the Standpoint of Geography 

 General Welfare 
Center, Matsue City 

 Fujita Yoshihisa, 
Shinohara 
Shigenori, and 
others 

 March 1997  Open Public Invitational Lecture  Tokyo Metropolitan 
University 
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The general theme was “Internationalizing Social Space and Local Livelihood,” and 
featured speakers Narita Kozo, Takeuchi Keiichi, and Sasaki Komei. This event initi-
ated substantial consideration for including open public events such as seminars. 
In December 2001, in an event separate from the society’s general conference, HGSJ 
held their fi rst open public seminar, using the Osaka Prefectural Labor Center in 
Osaka’s Chuo Ward. The theme was “Frontiers of Human Geography”. Records of 
meeting announcements, printed in the  Japanese Journal of Human Geography , show 
that the HGSJ has since held annual open public seminars separately from their general 
conferences, rotating venues through each of the prefectures of the Kinki District. 

 The series of open public events put on by the AJG and HGSJ have broadly 
targeted citizens. A preliminary conclusion is that the implementation of these 
events has encouraged investment in social action programs within the fi eld of 
geography education.  

13.2.2     Undertakings of the AJG-CGE 

 Since the AJG-CGE was established in 1998, it has actively implemented public 
events for school teachers and citizens. The AJG-CGE’s goal is to enlighten people 
about the value of geography and to revitalize geography education. 

 One of the pillars of the AJG-CGE’s social action program is the open public 
lecture series, held concurrently with the association’s general conferences. The 
spring general conference in 2013 marked the 23rd public lecture series, which has 
been held without interruption since the autumn general conference in 2001. 

 At the 2001 autumn conference, the public lecture theme was “A Professional Talk 
about His Fieldwork—Knowing about the world through geography, No. 1: Turkey”. 
These presentations were designed to be engaging for non-geographers and a general 
audience. Additionally, it was the intention to include an international aspect as a way 
to widely publicize the latest research fi ndings in geography education. Lectures have 
been recorded for the following countries or regions, in order of presentation: Turkey, 
the United States, China, New Zealand, India, and South Korea. Not all themes were 
geographically focused. In the autumn conference in 2008, the theme was “Education 
for Sustainable Development and Geography Education”. Since then, themes have 
had a regional or non-geographic focus, but the goal of the open public lectures 
remains committed to the revitalization of geography education (Shimura  2007 ).   

13.3     Examples of Outstanding Recent Social Action 
Programs: Events for Children and Students 

13.3.1     Geography Olympiad Japanese Championship 

 The Geography Olympiad Japanese Championship (referred to below as ‘the cham-
pionship’) is divided into a preliminary selection stage and a fi nal selection stage. 
The preliminary competition is held every year in mid-January, and the second 
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stage is held annually in mid-March. As of 2013, the championship has been held 
seven times, and it has become fi rmly established as a geography education event 
every spring (Izumi  2013 ). 

 The Geography Olympiad Championship serves as a selection process for 
Japanese contestants to enter the International Geography Olympiad that is spon-
sored by the International Geographical Union’s Task Force. Its purpose is intended 
to promote geography education in Japan by attracting high school students to com-
pete in multiple geography skills and abilities, including areas of knowledge and 
concepts, thinking and judgment, and skills and expression. Simultaneously, stu-
dents demonstrate their geographical knowledge while competing at an interna-
tional scale, thereby highlighting the social value of geography. This is in contrast 
to the rote learning in Japan. 

 When Japan competed in its fi rst international competition in 2007, there were 
only twelve Japanese participants. Thereafter, the number gradually rose to 867 in 
2013, and those who actually took the exams reached 782. This increase may be 
attributed to numerous factors, including efforts at advertising the competition by 
the executive committee. With the cooperation of other sponsors and support orga-
nizations, the competition was designated by the JST as a Science Olympiad, simi-
lar to those for biology or earth sciences. It was also supported by MEXT, which 
together with JST support has dramatically increased the level of awareness about 
the Geography Olympiad. This has led people involved in geography and geogra-
phy education from across the country to become members of the executive com-
mittee. They help set up exam centers and request local teachers to publicize the 
competition, as well as encourage their own students to take the exams. 

 Exam takers come from across Japan, from Hokkaido to Okinawa. The national 
attention given to the Geography Olympiad has contributed greatly to strengthening 
ties between geography education supporters across the country. 

 The exams used in the championship selection process consist of two parts, a 
multimedia test in the fi rst round and written response test in the second round. 
Table  13.2  summarizes characteristics of the two parts.

   After the championship competition, both parts are scored, data are aggregated, 
and a total score calculated. Prize winners are decided from the top scores for gold, 
silver, and bronze medals. From the gold medal winners, those with the highest total 
scores and within the top four places in the English part of the exam are chosen to 
represent Japan at the International Geography Olympiad. The awards ceremony is 
in late March at the spring AJG general conference, with many association members 
in attendance. Contestants are offi cially recognized as the representatives for Japan 
after award certifi cates and supplementary prizes have been presented by the director 
of the association. 

 The international competition comprises of the two exams mentioned earlier 
and a fi eldwork exam. In the latter, teams of four students with mixed nationali-
ties perform a fi eld survey, then compile the results and present them orally. To 
prepare Japanese contestants for the fi eldwork portion, geography education 
leaders gather the student representatives in mid-June for a 2-day workshop. 
There they receive practical guidance in fi eld survey methods that include fi eld 
observation and interviewing, collecting materials, and methods of analyzing results. 
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Also, experts and exchange students from the host country provide information 
on local geographic conditions, giving Japanese students deeper insight into the 
characteristics they will encounter. 

 Since 2011, the JST has taken on the role to administer the call for contestants in 
the Geography Olympiad, along with the other Science Olympiads in order to 
attract more exam takers for the Japanese championship. To ensure that administra-
tive work proceeds effi ciently, the Executive Committee was formed in 2012 to 
strengthen its business offi ce system. Information about the competition is dissemi-
nated to all high schools in the country and teachers responsible for geography in 
their schools are notifi ed, with attention paid to the Super Science High Schools 
(SSH) designated by MEXT. These strategies have resulted in a rapid increase in the 
number of exam takers, a contributing factor to the revitalization of geography 
education. 

 The exams are written at a high level of diffi culty, and English ability is nec-
essary for participation in the international competition. This restricts contes-
tants in advanced schools (e.g., Super Science High Schools), as a way to prevent 
a concentration of competitors with elite geography opportunities. To broaden 
the pool of potential contestants and to foster equal opportunity for students in all 
schools settings, the Executive Committee has changed the questions so that 80 % 
are in Japanese. Additional mechanisms are needed to attract more contestants. 
Promotion of the Geography Olympiad is one way to revitalize geography educa-
tion in Japan, and is an opportunity for the exam takers to signifi cantly upgrade their 
geography skills.  

   Table 13.2    Characteristics of the two exam parts   

 Type 

 First part  Second part 

 Multimedia test  Written response test 

 Form  Fifty problems in a 50-minute 
timespan. Ten of the questions 
are in English. 

 Five major question problems during 120 min, 
and one of these appears in English. 

 Methods  Students are required to interpret 
geographical knowledge and 
concepts from photographs and 
charts that are projected onto a 
screen for a duration of 1 min. 

 Students are required to answer both the Japanese 
and English questions in written essay form. 

 Students are required to match 
the given information against 
four possible answers for each 
question. 

 Students are required to use a variety of materials, 
such as maps and statistics, for a broad 
perspective of their abilities in thinking, making 
judgments, and expression, based on such 
knowledge and concepts as exploring the 
background context and causal factors, 
identifying social issues, and proposing solutions. 
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13.3.2     Exhibition of Children’s Environmental Maps 

 The Exhibition of Children’s Environmental Maps (“Maps of Our Surrounding 
Environment”) is an event put on by the SEME, and is based in Hokkaido. Many 
geography-related research organizations (e.g., AJG), research institutes (e.g., the 
Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) and National Institute for 
Environmental Studies (NIES), local governments and education committees, and 
map-based enterprises (e.g., publishers and mass media) support or encourage this 
event. The children’s maps are submitted from all over the country and even from 
overseas, reaching about 1,500 submissions annually. Similar exhibitions are also 
held in other areas of the country (Masuda  2008 ). However, in those cases, map entries 
are limited to the local area. There is no other exhibition that receives submissions 
from both all of Japan and abroad equally. The Children’s Environmental Map Contest 
is the largest map exhibition of any kind in the country (Himiyama  2012 ). 

 Since it was fi rst held in 1991, the Children’s Environmental Map Contest has 
been held annually in late October, and will have been held for the 23rd time in 
2013. The objective of the exhibition is to foster children’s interest and concern for 
community problems through map making. At the same time, children have the 
chance to develop talents that can contribute to improving environmental harmony 
in the local region. 

 Submissions come primarily from individual schools, most of which include the 
map creation process as part of study units on the local area or study units on maps. 
All maps from both Japan and other countries are judged rigorously by the Executive 
Committee. The maps are to depict children’s observations of their environment. 
The theme of 2013 was “Hazard prevention” but children could also choose to map 
a theme of their choice. Generally, many maps depict skillful creations that display 
geographical patterns and contemporary issues. 

 The competition rules stipulate to “Make a map of the environment close to you 
that shows the things you surveyed, observed, and thought about”. Children’s 
creativity is valued and left up to the map makers. Maps that do not fi t a traditional 
map type but rather show a high degree of originality are usually highly evaluated. 

 The process of map making includes the following steps: (1) Decide on the 
map theme and the limits of the area to be surveyed; (2) conduct diligent surveys 
and observations in the fi eld; (3) organize and map the survey data; (4) analyze 
and interpret patterns in the fi nished maps; and (5) communicate the conclusions. 
The goal of the Children’s Environmental Map Exhibition is to nurture geography 
skills in area surveys. 

 The new National Curriculum Standards fi rmly implements the fundamentals 
of exploratory and language activities and emphasizes these as pillars of learning. 
This supports geography education’s position to provide students with opportunities 
to learn mapping and area survey skills, which are practices related to problem-
solving abilities. In the same way as the Geography Olympiad, the Exhibition 
Children’s Environmental Map Contest reinforces scholastic abilities called for in 
the new National Curriculum Standards.   
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13.4     Examples of Recent Outstanding Social Action 
Programs: In-service Training of Teachers 

13.4.1     Efforts by AJG-CGE 

 Although not regularly scheduled, the AJG-CGE has been holding training sessions 
for elementary and junior high school teachers since 2007. These in-service training 
sessions are organized along themes that use geography skills such as “Methods for 
Using Atlases with Literary Works” and “Constructing Thematic Maps and 
Distribution Maps with Mapping Software.” This service is necessary because many 
teachers licensed to teach geography lack these disciplinary skills (Akimoto et al. 
 2010 ). For example, teachers in elementary and junior high schools are not required 
to major in geography at university. Particularly in the case of elementary school 
teachers who instruct all subjects, there are many for whom Social Studies is outside 
their area of expertise, let alone Geography. 

 Students in third and fourth year elementary school are expected, in their Social 
Studies class, to about their region at the level of cities, towns, villages, and prefec-
tures, and geography skills of map reading and map making. Junior high school 
students take a geography class that includes mandatory activities such as surveying 
nearby surroundings, an exercise that applies skills unique to geography (e.g., fi eld 
observation, reading topographic maps, making thematic maps, and writing survey 
reports). However, as mentioned, most elementary and junior high school teachers 
have not majored in geography and have not necessarily systematically learned 
geography skills. For this reason, there are many cases in which instructors are 
unable to lead effective geographic lessons and fi eld research of the local area. 

 In Japan, there is a tendency for curricula to emphasize knowledge of facts 
over knowledge of methods. As evidence, course content in geography skills is 
not systematically specifi ed and, although the cognitive development of students 
is discussed at academic conferences and research meetings, it is rarely examined 
in the schools. 

 If during teachers’ training they learn about geography curricula that systemati-
cally outline how to instill geography skills, this could substitute for their gaps in 
geography knowledge. However, this is insuffi cient given the realities of students 
need to succeed in society. Teacher candidates are so poorly prepared in geography 
that it further complicates the situation. For example, elementary pre-service teachers 
need only take two required credits in “instruction methods for subjects that are 
related to Social Studies” to qualify as a teacher. For junior high school teachers 
specializing in Social Studies, credits in general geography and regional geography, 
which are considered “courses related to the subject,” are required. But the content 
of these is broad, covering everything from history and civics to geography educa-
tion. Since Geography has become an elective subject at the senior high school 
level, most of the teachers did not themselves take Geography when they were in 
senior high school, thus many of them are standing at the teacher’s podium with 
only the knowledge of a junior high school level of knowledge (Iwamoto  2006 ). 
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 In that light, teachers’ acquisition of geography skills is important and the 
in- service training sessions implemented by AJG-CGE are thus extremely signifi cant. 
Participating teachers are very appreciative and provide feedback such as “I can use 
this in tomorrow’s class.” Plans for the future to tie together these training sessions 
with the teacher’s license renewal courses offered at universities and prefectural 
education committees would help revitalize geography instruction in the classroom, 
and create opportunities for many teachers to participate in the training.  

13.4.2     In-service Training of Teachers Implemented 
by Other Associations 

 The HGSJ established a Geography Education Research Sub-group in 2005, and 
somewhat belatedly has become involved organizationally in the revitalization of 
geography education. Their Geography Education Summer Training Sessions have 
become one of the major cornerstones of the sub-group’s activities. These have been 
held every year since 2005 during the schools’ summer vacation and are designed 
for non-members of the association, such as elementary, junior high and senior high 
school teachers and university students who are planning to become teachers. The 
fi rst training session was held in August 2005 in Kyoto’s Tanabe City Community 
Hall and the surrounding area, with an overall theme of “Turning the Example of the 
Local Area into Teaching Material.” During the morning, fi eld trips were held, and 
in the afternoons lectures and reports on examples of practice in geography educa-
tion were given (Kobashi  2007 ). Until 2011, the sessions were held at different 
venues across the prefectures but primarily in the Kinki District. The sessions each 
attracted about 50 participants annually (75 at maximum).   

13.5    Conclusion and Remaining Issues 

 In this chapter, on the authors have described a range of formal and informal geography 
education outreach activities. These include the education activities of the AJG, 
along with an overview of their social action programs since the 1980s, described 
synopsis of the Geography Olympiad Japan Championship, the Children’s 
Environmental Map Contest, and in-service training sessions for teachers. These are 
outstanding recent examples of social action programs related to geography educa-
tion, and their implementation process, results, and issues that have been discussed. 
A brief overview of geography education efforts from other academic associations 
such as the HGSJ is also presented for comparison purposes. 

 Some have considered geography education at the senior high school level to be 
in a precarious state. The reduction in geography enrollments, geography as an 
elective rather than compulsory course in senior high school, and the fact that it is 
no longer one of the university entrance examination subjects, have all contributed 
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to the decline of geography education. This situation has also been affected by political 
debates in the education committees of Kanagawa Prefecture, Yokohama City, and 
Tokyo Metropolitan district, who have pushed for a policy making Japanese History 
a compulsory subject in high school, to foster Japanese who can live as major actors 
within international society. As a result, high school students in these cities and 
prefectures have been robbed of the opportunity to take geography as an elective, 
owing to a lack of class hours. This results in student populations who will not have 
a balanced education, one that focuses more on history than geography. 

 Globalization makes geography an indispensable subject, especially the skills 
and perspectives to evaluate the past, focus on the present, and to envision the future. 
In order to instill these abilities, students need to be aware of the world in both its 
temporal and spatial dimensions (Terao  2008 ), the raison d’être of senior high 
school geography and history subjects. We believe that Geography is in a perilous 
position because it is equated with simply learning place names, and the fi eld does 
not do more to educate the public of geography’s connection to society. As long as 
geography education’s social contributions are visible, the future of geography 
education seems slim. 

 From the viewpoint of forming an image of the world, responding to various 
contemporary issues, and contributing to active participation in society, the role of 
geography education in the new National Curriculum Standards clearly defi nes 
these goals. That is to say, as the various contemporary issues (e.g., of the environ-
ment and development, disasters and disaster prevention, ethnicity and religion, 
resources and energy, population and food supply, and others) continue to intensify 
across wide areas of the world from local to global scales, the educational world 
collectively demands policies of response and social contribution from geography 
education. 

 In what ways will students apply their geography skills and abilities to solve 
local, national, and global issues? How should they create a better society for the 
future, given the increasing complex world? What is now being asked of geography 
education is that it nurtures citizens who will have the competencies to participate 
in society as major actors.      
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    Chapter 14   
 GIS and Geography Education in Japan 

             Tomoaki     Ito    

    Abstract     Geographic Information System (GIS) has been included for the fi rst 
time in Japan’s revised National Curriculum Standards. What is required to implement 
GIS in Japanese geography education? How do teachers use GIS to meet the aims 
set out in the National Curriculum Standards? The National Curriculum Standards 
place great importance on GIS in senior high school geography classes, requiring 
that students use this technology throughout their geography education to develop 
relevant skills in geography. GIS is actively included in the new National Curriculum 
Standards for senior high schools, more so than in other subjects (such as Information 
classes in senior high school, Social Studies in junior high school, and others). 
However, the teaching of GIS is not fully implemented because many problems exist. 
For example, teachers need to recognize the value of GIS in imparting geographic 
skills and they need to be part of a community that shares best teaching methods and 
lesson plans. An environment that enriches geography teaching through GIS use is 
of great importance.  

  Keywords     GIS   •   New National Curriculum Standards   •   Senior high school   • 
  Sharing   •   Teaching materials  

14.1         Introduction 

 The discussion to include geographic information systems (GIS) in geography 
education has been ongoing since the late 1990s. The new national curriculum of 
2009, implemented beginning in 2013, stipulates that GIS is to be taught in senior 
high school geography. This represents a turning point in Japan. GIS has transitioned 
from being in an exploratory phase to a point where best implementation practices 
are being discussed. However, teacher interest in adapting GIS to the classroom is 
low, and it is diffi cult to determine whether GIS has been suffi ciently integrated into 
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geography education. In addition to GIS knowledge, it is important to discuss the 
impact of GIS on geography education and why it is to be promoted as a tool. 

 Within this context, the author discusses the position of GIS in Japanese geography 
education, focusing in particular on senior high school. First, an overview of the 
ongoing discussion concerning implementation of GIS is presented. Second, the 
role of GIS as laid out in the new national curriculum is examined. This is followed by 
a comparison of GIS education across senior high school Geography A, Geography 
B, and other subjects in which GIS is taught. Finally, the barriers to implementing 
GIS in the senior high school education curriculum are clarifi ed, and by suggesting 
resolutions to these problems, this chapter delineates the ongoing role of GIS in 
geography education.  

14.2     Diffusion Process of GIS in Japanese Geography 
Education 

 Deliberation on the integration of GIS in geography education has been ongoing 
since the 1990s. University researchers were the fi rst to suggest introducing GIS 
into school geography classes. This discussion began by examining GIS education 
in the United States as a model. The history of GIS development and its spread 
across the U.S. has resulted in its role in geography education (e.g., Usui  1993 ). 
Discussion in Japan led Akimoto ( 1996 ) to suggest the idea of including GIS in 
Japanese senior high school education. The importance of having a curriculum and 
standards for this educational tool was also established (e.g., Itoh et al.  1997 ). 
Other scholars noted the advantages of GIS for the selection and comparison of 
data, leading to changes to pedagogy in the seventh to twelfth grades that moved 
away from a lecture-style teaching method to a process focused on individual stu-
dents making personal choices using technology (Ida  1999 ; Sugimori  1999 ; 
Akimoto  2003a ). 

 Since the 2000s, university researchers and school teachers have developed GIS 
teaching materials that are fi t for problem solving in a computer lab setting. GIS is 
currently viewed simply as class work where instructors teach students how to use 
GIS software, and they use the software to solve specifi c problems (Ito  2005 ). It is 
uncommon that GIS education is seen as a supplementary tool in the regular 
classroom environment. 

 Teachers face a number of obstacles to integrate GIS in the classroom. For one, 
the cost of computer equipment and software poses affordability issues (Minamino 
 2003 ; Koseki  2008 ). The fi nancial burden delayed the mention of GIS in the national 
curriculum until the most recent version, to take effect beginning in 2013 (Neda 
et al.  2008 ). A study on junior and senior high schools in Hyogo Prefecture found a 
paucity of available GIS-related teaching materials and methods published in academic 
literature or by teacher associations (Kobashi  2007 ), making it more challenging for 
teachers to fi nd GIS resources. 
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 Inclusion of GIS in the new National Curriculum Standards has been a turning 
point for both GIS research and geography education. For this curriculum reform to 
sustain GIS in the education system, issues regarding hardware, data availability, 
and teaching resources as well as best practices and educational research are needed.  

14.3     The Position of GIS in the New National Curriculum 
Standards 

 This section discusses the position of GIS in geography education as mandated in 
the new national curriculum, as well as its impacts. Here the focuses on how GIS 
can be implemented in the senior high school subjects Geography A and Geography 
B. By contrasting this with GIS in junior high school Social Studies and related 
subjects in senior high school, the content of geography taught using GIS will be 
clarifi ed. 

14.3.1     The Position of GIS in Senior High School Geography 
Education 

 According to the new National Curriculum Standards for senior high school geog-
raphy, the use of GIS is to be considered for all applicable content of the subject. 
However, there are different expectations between Social Studies in junior high 
school and related senior high school subjects. For Geography A and Geography B 
in senior high school, the curriculum maintains that in order for students to obtain a 
geographic way of thinking, to look at phenomena, develop the ability to read and 
construct maps, as well as to interpret satellite maps and aerial photos, students 
should be instructed in a planned and systematic manner. In that regard, as well as 
being able to use teaching materials (maps) effectively, it is desirable that “students 
are able to use information and telecommunication networks and geographic infor-
mation systems (GIS) in order to effectively collect and analyze geographic data 
like maps and statistics” (MEXT  2009 , p. 27). 

 MEXT ( 2010 ) notes that acquiring geographic skills is not just the ability to read 
and draw maps. It includes the ability to read geographic data from maps as well as 
to take geographic data and express it in map form. This goal can be achieved by 
using digitized geographic data and analysis with GIS. In addition to deepening 
geographic knowledge and skills, GIS can be effective in supporting student infor-
mation use acquisition. 

 According to the latest National Curriculum Standards, “geographic skills” 
equates to acquiring geographic data from maps, and using geographic data to con-
struct maps. GIS is well positioned to support effective acquisition of those skills. 
The development of geographic skills is the fundamental purpose of geography 
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education as taught in Social Studies and Geography at the junior high to senior high 
levels, respectively. For example, the new National Curriculum Standards mandate 
that junior high level Social Studies must encourage the application of geographic 
information to develop basic geographic skills. “Geographic skills” are defi ned as 
“skills necessary to apply geographic information” and “skills in using maps,” and 
these are the basis of GIS use (Tatsuoka  2002 ). GIS education is built on the 
principle that GIS and geographic information sciences can effectively teach 
research-based activities, especially in Social Studies education (Sawamura and 
Nagase  2005 ). Given these arguments, GIS should not be limited to geography in 
senior high school, where it is currently stipulated, but it should also be systemati-
cally and progressively included within related subjects to further develop students’ 
geographic skills. 

 According to the Geography Annex of the National Curriculum Guidelines, it is 
imperative that GIS lessons are designed in conjunction with geography and related 
subjects, particularly Information courses, for the most effective use of GIS equip-
ment and hardware (MEXT  2010 ). Thus, appropriate facilities and equipment as well 
as teacher training are important for implementing GIS-based education.  

14.3.2     GIS-Related Subjects in High School 
Other Than Geography 

 In addition to Geography A and B, GIS is taught in other closely related subjects, 
such as the compulsory high school subject Information. As previously mentioned, 
the new national curriculum envisions GIS as a means to foster strong links between 
Geography A and B with Information. Synergy between these two subjects can be 
easily seen within the software and hardware elements of GIS, in addition to its 
analytical capabilities (Akimoto  2003b ). 

 In most senior high schools, Information is a compulsory subject in the fi rst year 
whereas Geography A and B are offered as elective courses from the second year 
onward. It is possible that students who take information studies classes and learn 
GIS will go on to choose geography the following year. Thus, including GIS within 
Information is a possible way to increase the number of students who take geogra-
phy as an elective subject. 

 GIS is mandated in various courses at vocational schools, such as the technology 
school subject of “Surveying”, the agricultural school subject “Management of 
agricultural information”, and in marketing courses in commercial schools. In these 
cases, students learn to apply GIS to their profession. In contrast to the academic 
stream of senior high school, students learn GIS theory and technological functions. 
GIS is not recommended to be taught throughout Geography A and B courses. 

 Although GIS instruction should be actively encouraged in these courses, only 
one teaching unit is credited to include the principles and methods of these core 
subject, unlike Geography A and B courses that introduce GIS education.   
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14.4     Strategies for Dissemination of GIS in Geography 
Education 

 The new national curriculum dictates active implementation of GIS, especially in 
senior high school geography education. 

 The value of GIS lies in its contribution to society. GIS has transitioned from a 
geography information “system” to a “science,” and it is predicted that this will 
move toward a focus on “service” (Yano  2001 ). Geographic information has become 
a part of our everyday lives and through a variety of media, its use has changed the 
manner in which business is conducted. The inclusion of GIS in the National 
Curriculum Standards, with a focus on senior high school geography, refl ects recent 
changes in society. 

 However, the diffusion of GIS in education is confronted by barriers. One obstacle 
is that geography teachers do not have equal access to computers. Instead, subjects 
like Information have fi rst priority for computer use. The second issue is that teach-
ers inexperienced in GIS have diffi culty developing resources and materials for lec-
tures and interactive exercises. Teachers need standardized knowledge of information 
and communication technologies (ICT) as well as concepts unique to GIS (e.g., how 
to save data and the fi le formats). 

 The following section provides possible solutions and policies that may help to 
promote GIS in senior high school geography education. 

14.4.1     Lesson Plans Using Textbook-Based 50-Minute Lessons 

 Ito ( 2010 ) introduced the concept of virtually free, textbook-based 50-minute lesson plans 
to be used as GIS teaching materials. Developed with a modest budget, these resources 
encourage use of free GIS software and statistical data within a 50-minute period. These 
lessons move students from constructing maps to the activities of comparison, analysis, 
and observation, to acquire the knowledge and skills required in geography studies. 

 Data are cleaned and ready for immediate use, so that students do not need to 
gather nor spend many hours processing data, which are time-intensive tasks. With 
endless application opportunities that is tied back to the teaching unit, students 
become interested in manipulating data with GIS software and look forward to their 
next opportunity for such practical work. Through active visual recreation or data 
manipulation, such as classifying data based on a set of specifi c conditions (e.g., the 
top ten countries or countries below an average value in a category), students begin 
to create individual maps and interpret the mapped data. Through these exercises, 
they become profi cient at summarize and communicate their results. Each successive 
class builds on knowledge and skills learned from previous activities in a single unit 
of a 50-minute period lesson. In contrast to Information courses that involve multiple 
teachers or teaching assistants, practical work for GIS generally requires only one 
teacher who can lead up to 40 students in a class. Generally, the teacher demonstrates 
steps and ideas for the activity, which students observe before doing the hands-on 
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lesson themselves. The author suggests teaching GIS in 50-minute blocks completed 
by student reading of textbook lessons as a way to focus GIS learning.  

14.4.2     Development and Provision of Frequently 
Used Teaching Materials 

 In practice, even for teachers who are able to effectively use ICT, it takes time to 
become well acquainted with GIS software. In 2006, the author received a research 
grant from the government technical skills promotion research association to study 
and develop versatile teaching materials using free or low cost GIS software. The 
research website (  www.itochiri.jp    ) and blogs have been accessed more than 200,000 
times within a 1-year period. Teaching resources and data fi les are free to download. 
These are compatible with “MANDARA,” the most widely used free software in 
Japan (.mdr format), or with Google Earth (.kml and .kmz formats). If the materials 
were organized and disseminated via teaching association or textbook company 
websites, more rapid integration of GIS into geography education would be likely. 

 To buttress GIS instruction and to make it a commonly taught element of geog-
raphy, teachers have an important role to play. Examples of teacher activities that 
can help promote GIS include sharing resources with fellow teachers on a local or 
broader scale, and organizing working groups to develop novel instructional materials, 
with advice from GIS experts.  

14.4.3     Necessary Equipment and Effective 
Use of Teaching Aids 

 Like other subjects, GIS instruction is affected by limited resources, which has a direct 
impact on facilities and equipment that are necessary to teach GIS within geography. 

 School teachers usually have little experience setting up technical equipment, 
in addition to time limitations. It is therefore necessary to approach experienced 
university researchers and administrators for support. Cooperation between such 
interested stakeholders would be valuable for promoting GIS in senior high school 
geography education.   

14.5     Conclusion 

 This chapter began by discussing the current use of GIS in geography education, 
with a particular focus on its place in senior high schools. The new National 
Curriculum Standards mandates active GIS implementation in senior high school 
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geography classes. Through synergistic activities with Information and other 
geography- related subjects, it is possible to create appropriate GIS teaching materials 
and methods. 

 According to the National Curriculum Standards, the ability to effectively use 
geographic information and the maps are to be a focus of geography at the junior 
high through senior high school levels (Shimura  2010 ). However, it should be 
emphasized that the ability to effectively use geography information is not limited 
to GIS. For students to acquire these skills, maps and geography textbooks are 
useful teaching materials as well. 

 GIS effectively demonstrates data manipulation and management of large datasets 
to foster an understanding of geographic information that would not have been 
possible without technology. In addition, students’ independent use of computers to 
learn concepts and to solve problems is an important educational experience. GIS 
knowledge and skills are applicable across subjects. While developing synergy with 
related subjects, it is helpful to illustrate how different skills (e.g., using geographic 
data, using the inquiry process) are transferable to these subjects. 

 Geography learning can be enriched through developing GIS resources, supporting 
leaders in GIS education, and building capacity within the geography community. 
Equally important is the need to support and work closely with the community of 
educators and researchers who are actively involved in strengthening GIS instruction 
in classrooms.     
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    Chapter 15   
 GIS Specialists’ Support for Geography 
Education 

             Hideki     Oshima    

    Abstract     Senior high school teachers in Japan are obliged to develop practical 
applications of geographic information systems (GIS) to meet the new National 
Curriculum Standards, although they have little formal education in GIS during their 
undergraduate and in-service training. Therefore, GIS specialists have supported the 
schools in choosing suitable GIS for their facilities and budgets, in training teachers 
to manage GIS, and in the development of GIS teaching materials. These experi-
ences revealed that: (1) Reading GIS maps is a higher priority than editing them; (2) 
delivering datasets via web GIS is the easiest method, as long as the school internet 
can support the bandwidth; and (3) GIS training videos are required to demonstrate 
how to create GIS maps in a classroom without the internet.  

  Keywords     Geography education   •   GIS   •   GIS movies   •   Senior high school   • 
  Web GIS  

15.1         Introduction 

 Senior high school geography teachers in Japan must develop practical geographic 
information system (GIS) use to meet the new National Curriculum Standards. 
However, they have little formal education in GIS during their undergraduate and 
in-service training, because many of their professors also had little GIS knowledge. 
Although some teachers have learned GIS through other means, they continue to 
face diffi culties such as slow internet speed at their schools, which affects web GIS 
use. Another issue is the compatibility of saved maps when shared across comput-
ers. Given these limitations, GIS specialists have been hired to support schools to 
resolve these problems. This chapter reviews the roles of these specialists and how 
this effort is supporting the spread of GIS use in schools.  
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15.2     Support Menus by GIS Specialists 

 A survey was conducted with senior high school teachers regarding barriers to 
implementing GIS in class lessons (Fukuda and Tani  2003 ). Teachers noted a lack 
of computer facilities, budgets to buy GIS software, in-service teacher training, and 
textbooks. Ito ( 2012 ) suggested that GIS could be taught across multiple subjects. 
If teaching resources and lessons were shared between teachers, support would be 
more accessible. For optimal GIS instruction, Itoh ( 2004 ) described a list of 
 must- haves: GIS software and websites, and in-service training for GIS learning.  

15.3     Choosing and Developing Suitable GIS 

 Teaching styles, available facilities, and budgets are requirements for determining a 
suitable GIS at each school. Table  15.1  summarizes GIS software and functions 
already in use in Japanese schools.

15.3.1       Requirements for Suitable GIS 

 In a linguistics context, the ability to read sentences is a requirement to write them. 
The parallel in geography education is that the ability to read maps is the foundation 
to edit them. Various types of GIS can be used with map data for visualization and 

   Table 15.1    Functions, facilities and budgets for each GIS   

 Software 

 W
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oogle M
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arth 

 Picasa 

 C
hizutaro 

 M
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 Q
uantum

 G
IS 

 A
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reen M
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ister 

 Functions 
  Reading GIS map  
 Topographical map  —  —  — 
 Town map  —  —  —  —  —  —  — 
 Aerial photo  —  —  —  —  —  — 
  Editing GIS map  
 Editing GIS data  —  —  —  —  —  — 
 Editing photo  —  —  — 
 Statistic map  —  —  —  —  —  — 
 Elevation map  —  —  —  —  — 
 Facilities 
 Offl ine use  —  —  —  —  — 
 Budgets 
 Free  —  —  —  —  —  — 
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editing. Some GIS maps are easily read but cannot be edited, whereas others can be 
easy to edit but diffi cult to interpret without advanced skills. Determinants of GIS 
selection depend on teaching facilities and budget. 

 The author currently operates the website “Easy Digital Maps 1 ” to introduce 
“easy” GIS for beginners. The materials are categorized in the following groups: (1) 
“Looking at GIS Maps”, (2) “Looking at Old GIS Maps”, (3) “Looking at Satellite 
Data”, (4) “Looking at Maps in an Atlas in GIS”, (5) “Looking at Statistics for Each 
Street Number of Districts in a Town”, (6) “Looking at Local Disaster Risks”, (7) 
“Looking at Distribution of Stores”, and (8) “Editing GIS Maps”. A record of web-
page visitor logs was analyzed for one full year in 2010. The fi ndings indicate that 
only 20 % of all visitors viewed “Editing GIS Maps”. Thus, most GIS beginners 
simply want to look at GIS maps rather than edit them. This trend applies to both 
teachers and student users. 

 The author found that in addition to perusing and editing maps, teachers mark on 
printed GIS maps. They select visible items (e.g., roads or buildings), adjust the 
scale and zoom the map with GIS, and then print the outline map. Students also 
mark symbols or other features on the printed map. Used in this way, GIS is a plat-
form for looking at maps, loosely coined “analog GIS”. 

 GIS functions can be used for all geographic instruction. For example, reading 
GIS maps can be satisfi ed by displaying topographic, large-scale, and satellite maps, 
as well as aerial photographs. In case students are expected to make GIS maps, they 
can manipulate data to create thematic maps. 

 The other requirements for implementing GIS in schools are facilities and 
budget. Money is needed to set up the facility, which includes but is not limited to 
personal computers, software, and internet access in the classrooms. Fujisawa City 
( 2007 ) reported that a GIS specialist advised teachers in the city to use the desktop 
GIS software Chizutaro. As a result, it was installed on all personal computers for 
teachers in every primary and junior high school in the city. Other sources of sugges-
tions include the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT), 2  
which introduces GIS and selection requirements in their teacher manuals.  

15.3.2     Selected and Developed GIS 

15.3.2.1      Web GIS 

 Web GIS uses a web platform by storing data in the cloud to support GIS activities 
and only requires access to the Internet and a web browser. Web GIS has the capa-
bility to debug issues quickly and revise online programs, because the application is 
on the provider’s server(s). Datasets are also stored on that server, allowing the user 
immediate access and use. Ugawa et al. ( 2003 ) saw web GIS as a solution to current 
budget cuts, simplifying operation menus, and free sharing of maps without a need 

1   https://sites.google.com/site/dejichizu/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
2   http://www.mlit.go.jp/kokudoseisaku/gis/gis/kyoiku/index.html  Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
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to download or purchase software. Datasets served on web GIS are the easiest 
means of school access, given that internet speeds exceed 30 mbps. 

 Many schools in Japan are facing budget defi cits and do not have funds for inter-
net connection. A classroom internet (LAN) for all schools in the same city is con-
nected to the city education center. At least one internet circuit is connected to that 
center. To prevent students from browsing non-educational sites, software is used to 
block search engines such as Google and Yahoo. This fi lter makes it diffi cult to 
access web GIS sites, because Google Maps 3  is one mapping platform used in class-
rooms. Its use during instruction is for the display of elements on town maps, as 
well as satellite and aerial photos. With a login account, students can have editing 
capability with the “My Places” menu. 

 Web GIS sites for geography education are developed by GIS specialists. For 
example, Murayama ( 2002 ) developed “Web GIS for Geography Education, 4 ” 
which stores census statistics on population, industry, and cultural information for 
cities, prefectures, and nations. Users can create and edit maps, produce scatter 
plots, and do multivariate analysis. Another platform was designed by Ugawa et al. 
( 2003 ) called “Let’s inspect it—The frog map”. 5  This website stores base maps and 
allows users to browse and edit. There is an element of citizen science, in which 
students can input frog habitats on a public web map. The last example is led by 
Oshima et al. ( 2011 ), who operates “Teaching materials for ‘geographic and earth 
scientifi c experiments’ in junior and senior high schools with satellite data”. 6  This 
site uses a web GIS management software (ArcGIS Server 7 ) and stores satellite 
images (visible and infrared), population density maps, green coverage maps, and 
heat island maps for browsing.  

15.3.2.2     Desktop GIS Software 

 Desktop GIS software allows users to display and edit spatial data stored in personal 
computers or on servers. Data can be accessed and manipulated online or offl ine. 
However, there is a fi nancial cost to purchase the software and robust computer 
hardware is needed. Fortunately, there are some free desktop GIS software that have 
a low-demand computer specifi cation. Generally, proprietary desktop GIS software 
has advanced and additional functions relative to web GIS. Some desktop GIS soft-
ware has been revised for geography education. A summary of these and associated 
software are provided below. 

3   https://maps.google.com/maps . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
4   http://giswin.geo.tsukuba.ac.jp/teacher/murayama/edugis/index.html . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
5   http://map.edb.miyakyo-u.ac.jp/kaeru/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
6   http://earthgis1.isc.chubu.ac.jp/Jikken/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
7   http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisserver . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
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  MANDARA 8      Tani et al. ( 2002 ) revised this free software for junior high school 
 student use, from the original that was aimed at university students. MANDARA 
can display topographic maps, town maps, and aerial photos, and support color clas-
sifi cation of statistical maps with Excel data. Tani et al. ( 2002 ) added a “Start Menu” 
and a form for students to input property data.  

  Chizutaro 9      This software has been revised to accommodate minor requests from 
primary and junior high school teachers in Fujisawa City ( 2007 ). The original 
Chizutaro was a desktop GIS software for local government use. It displays topo-
graphic maps and town maps, has an edit function for data and photos, plus a color 
classifi cation option for statistical maps. Its cost is attractive for school implementa-
tion, only 3,500 yen (approximately 35.00 USD).  

  Google Earth 10      This is a free digital globe software that can display large-scale 
maps, satellite and aerial photos, and has an edit feature.  

  Picasa 11      This is a free photo software that displays photos in Google Maps.  

  Kashmir 3D 12      This is a free GIS software that displays topographic maps.  

  Quantum GIS (QGIS) 13      This is an open-source GIS that can display topographic 
maps, town maps, satellite and aerial photos, and allows editing of GIS data and 
color classifi cation of statistical maps.  

  ArcGIS Desktop 14      This is an international commercial GIS software. Schools in 
Japan have a 2-year license with free support for primary, junior, and senior high 
school education. Since ArcGIS is a specialized and complex system, trained per-
sonnel are needed to manage and install it on computers. It has the same functions 
as QGIS.  

  Textbook Publishers     School textbook publishers provide software that displays 
maps from atlases and supports color classifi cation of statistical maps, such as “Hi 
Map Mister 15 ” and “Green Map”. 16  Diercke ( 2010 ) is a world atlas written in 
English, published in Germany. A license key is provided in the textbook to access 
the digital globe software “Diercke Globe”. 17    

8   http://ktgis.net/mandara/index.php . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
9   http://www.tcgmap.jp/product/chizutaro/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
10   http://www.google.com/intl/en/earth/index.html . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
11   http://picasa.google.com/intl/en/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
12   http://www.kashmir3d.com/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
13   http://qgis.org/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
14   http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
15   http://www.teikokushoin.co.jp/products/pc_soft/index01.html . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
16   http://www.tcgmap.jp/product/greenmap_world/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
17   http://www.diercke.com/dierckeglobe_download.xtp . Accessed 31 July 2012. 
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15.3.2.3     Datasets for Desktop GIS Software 

 Data are needed for GIS use. These may be provided by the software developer, 
government agencies, GIS specialists, or developed by teachers. The following 
sources provide data compatible with most GIS systems. 

  Our World GIS Education     This is a series of geography textbooks that include 
U.S.-based datasets. The textbook includes a free ArcGIS desktop version for 1 
year, with data in the appendix DVD. Four textbooks complete the series: Napoleon 
and Brook ( 2008 ) for primary schools, Palmer et al. ( 2008a ,  2008b ) for junior and 
senior high schools, and Keranen and Kolvoord ( 2008 ) for universities.  

  Itochiri and Geo Link     Datasets are available on the websites “Itochiri 18 ” and “Geo 
link, 19 ” providing data compatible with MANDARA or Google Earth to senior high 
school teachers. Teaching materials for geographic and Earth scientifi c experiments 
in junior and senior high schools with satellite data (mentioned in Sect.  15.3.2.1 ) 
provides population density maps, green coverage maps, heat island maps, and 
some basemap data such as roads or rivers. These can be used in Chizutaro, Google 
Earth, and QGIS.  

  The GIS Forum for Education 20      Datasets for Google Earth are provided in the 
“Google Earth data Bar 21 ” web page. They also operate the web page “Data for 
class 22 ” linked on Google Earth data Bar.  

  Government Datasets     The urban planning department in the Fujisawa City govern-
ment provides GIS data (e.g., roads, rivers, and aerial photos) for schools in the city 
(Fujisawa City  2007 ).   

15.3.2.4     Training Videos GIS Operations 

 Data served over web GIS is the easiest technology for classroom use, given that 
schools have broad-bandwidth internet connections. Without web GIS, teachers 
would need to use more complex GIS software with prepared datasets. In the 
absence of internet access and teacher GIS skills, one potential solution is to dem-
onstrate GIS functions with videos. Examples are already posted on the website, 
YouTube. For example, “Itochiri channel 23 ” and “Google Earth geography 24 ” 

18   http://itochiriback.seesaa.net/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
19   http://itcz.web.fc2.com/geolink.html . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
20   https://sites.google.com/site/egisforum/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
21   https://sites.google.com/site/egisforum/home/detabar . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
22   https://sites.google.com/site/egisforum/home/data4class . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
23   http://www.youtube.com/user/itochiri001?feature=watch . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
24   http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLE20B0B2857CCA840&feature=view_all . Accessed 
31 July 2012. (J) 
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 provide videos on the function and steps of operations in Google Earth and 
Chizutaro. Another is eDesign, 25  where a group of students majoring in GIS at 
 universities have developed “tour” fi les that operate within Google Earth.    

15.4     In-service Teacher Training for GIS 

 Teachers can learn GIS independently using practice texts written by GIS special-
ists. Moreover, they can attend training courses taught by GIS specialists, using a 
manual and datasets. 

15.4.1     Practice Texts 

 Practice texts include GIS exercises, including analysis and mapping skills. Goto 
et al. ( 2004 ) supplied these exercises for use within MANDARA, which address 
topics such as mapping convenience store distributions and analyzing heat islands. 
ArcGIS Desktop exercises were furnished by Sadohara et al. ( 2005 ) for freshmen to 
search suitable housing locations within a given distance from railway stations, con-
venience stores, parking, and highway interchanges. Ito ( 2010 ) developed exercises 
compatible with Chizutaro, MANDARA, and Google Earth, on topics of agricul-
tural trade, plant distribution, and changes of store distribution.  

15.4.2     Training with Manual and Datasets 

 Itoh ( 2003 ) delivered in-service MANDARA training for senior high school teach-
ers in 2002. Teachers came from two prefectural research societies for geography 
education. There were ten teachers, two teaching assistants, and one lecturer in 
attendance. The training took place over fi ve consecutive weekday nights in the 
computer room at a university. Since 2002, the Fujisawa City education and culture 
center has operated in-service Chizutaro training for primary and junior high school 
teachers twice annually. The exercises focus on developing a disaster prevention 
map of the school surroundings. The author serves as a lecturer, and other lecturers 
are teachers who have previously attended the training. 

25   https://sites.google.com/site/edesignt/ . Accessed 31 July 2012. (J) 
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 MLIT provides in-service teacher training to promote the educational use of 
national geographic information, such as National Land Numerical Information, 26  
Digital Japan, 27  and Base Map Information. 28  These have been implemented in four 
prefectures, using Chizutaro, MANDARA, Google Earth, and QGIS to fi t the teaching 
style, facilities, and budget of each prefecture. The exercises are based on mapping 
disaster prevention around the school. The author and other GIS specialists participated 
as lecturers, manual writers, and dataset developers. These manuals are available 
online at “The GIS training program for primary, junior and high school teachers” 
on the MLIT website. 

 A number of lessons were learned from these training workshops. First, a 
majority of teacher questions, approximately 80 %, were attributable to their 
lack of computer skills. For example, queries included how to double click, 
where downloaded fi les can be saved, and how to unzip fi les. Second, only 10 % 
of trained teachers used GIS in the classroom, and they required a tremendous 
effort to prepare the datasets. Therefore, simpler ways to demonstrate and use 
GIS are essential.   

15.5    Conclusions 

 This chapter described the role of GIS specialists in supporting GIS use in schools. 
These specialists assist schools in GIS selection that fi ts teaching styles, available 
facilities, and budgets. They also provide training workshops. 

 The experiences point to some commonalities across regions in the teaching of 
GIS: (1) Reading GIS maps is a higher priority than editing them; (2) delivering 
datasets via web GIS is the easiest method, as long as the school internet can sup-
port the bandwidth; and (3) GIS training videos are an alternative to demonstrate 
how to create GIS maps in a classroom without the internet.     
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    Chapter 16   
 Trends in Japanese Geography Education 
Research in Recent Years 

             Hiroya     Yoshimizu    

    Abstract     The aim of this chapter is to examine research trends in Japanese geography 
education, published in academic journals and books from the 1980s to the present. 
Geography education refers here to school education, namely, elementary, junior 
high, and senior high school. Attention is paid to several types of research areas in 
the country, including cognitive, historical, overseas, and practical research such as 
curriculum or lesson plan development. Recent research on geography education 
has been infl uenced by the new national curriculum in Japan and other countries. 
However, there is a paucity of work in the area of lesson and evaluation studies, 
which focuses on curriculum evaluation and instruction lessons developed from 
educational standpoints. Therefore, increased accumulation of research results is 
expected in the future.  

  Keywords     Geography curriculum   •   History of geography education   •   Japanese 
geography education research  

16.1         1970s and 1980s 

 Japanese scholars are active in geography education research. This section describes 
the types of research and their contributions to capacity building and strengthening 
of the fi eld in Japan. 

16.1.1     Cognitive Research 

 Human geography became prominent and infl uenced geography education during 
the 1970s. Experimental geography education research focused on spatial and 
locational awareness. Researchers aimed to experimentally measure changes in 
children’s experiences, perceptions, and awareness (Iwamoto et al.  1985 ). 
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 Iwamoto ( 1981 ) studied the imaginary environment of children and structure 
of their local environments while referencing Hart’s ( 1979 ) theories. Iwamoto suc-
cessfully measured the spatial domains of children living in cities. This research is 
a valuable resource, rich in experimental results that are foundational to geography 
curriculum development and the selection of appropriate instructional content. 
Other Japanese researchers continued this line of research, for example, Teramoto 
( 1984 ) analyzed hand-drawn maps to understand the activity domains of children 
doing fi eldwork.    Ohnishi ( 1999 ) extended Teramoto’s work to investigate children’s 
understanding of the environment.  

16.1.2     Research on History of the Theory 
of Geography Education 

 Research on the history of geography education covers a range of topics, such as on the 
underpinning theories of geography education and historical practices of geography 
theory in education. 

 Taro Tsujimura and Kumataro Yamamoto, two geographers in the early twentieth 
century, contributed to the idea of Landscape Theory in Japan, a concept that is part 
of geography education. Thus, observation was considered an important means for 
collecting information and learning about surrounding areas. Gaps in their work 
were pointed out by Iwata ( 1985a ), who criticized Tsujimura for not including the 
core idea of Schulter’s Landscape Theory. Iwata ( 1985b ) analyzed practices of 
geography education using Yamamoto’s philosophy that combines the natural and 
cultural landscape, grounded in the Landscape Theory. Iwata noted the contribution 
of Yamamoto’s practices, because they used quantitative analysis that differed from 
his philosophy.  

16.1.3     Research on Geography Lesson Theory 

 Iwata ( 1986 ) argued that teachers should use geography textbooks in conjunction 
with clear lectures developed on the components of knowledge and geographical 
perspectives and way of thinking. He presented a lecture structure that allows stu-
dents to search for concepts in geography, enabling them to differentiate between 
“understanding” and “knowing.” His work was based on social science research 
studies. Given the recent infl uence of the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) test, there is a trend toward promoting explanations and descrip-
tions. However, this type of explanation-based learning was already suggested by 
scholars (e.g., Iwata  1991 ). Iwata was a visionary for geography, with progressive 
ideas. For example, he saw that Social Studies could help students develop good 
citizenship and that rational decision making was at its foundation. He conducted a 
value analysis and proposed Social Studies classes as a way for students to develop 
general inquiry and analysis values. Explanation and decision-making learning 
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techniques were agreeable to teachers and fi t course content. Thus, these proposed 
teaching styles became an impetus to the development of new geography educa-
tion content and promoted further research on Social Studies education.  

16.1.4     Geographical Simulation Teaching Materials 

 In the 1970s teaching community, there was a shift from a real knowledge towards 
a constructionist approach to building knowledge. This shift led to a decrease in 
traditional regional geography studies and an increase of simulation teaching mate-
rials developed in England. In Japan, these materials attracted attention from the 
education community, which saw entertainment as a learning method. Simulation 
teaching was introduced in the school systems in the 1980s, and a report on interna-
tional implementation was published. For example, Watanabe ( 1984 ) introduced a 
simulation game in geography textbooks in England and Nishiwaki ( 1989 ) reported 
the practice with original simulation resources. Research on simulation teaching 
and materials in Japan was treated in a book (Yamaguchi et al.  1993 ).   

16.2     The 1990s 

 In the 1990s, a geography curriculum analysis of the U.S. revealed notable 
approaches, which spawned interest in the fi eld of geography education. 

16.2.1     Curriculum Analysis 

 The National Curriculum Standards in Japan was created after World War II, under 
the supervision of the General Headquarters (GHQ). The provisional guidelines 
were initially created in 1947 and since, they have been periodically revised and 
serve as a legally binding document. Therefore, the motivation for elementary and 
junior high school teachers to individually develop their own curricula did not arise. 
Schools only needed to teach according to authorized textbooks. A byproduct of this 
education system was that teachers lost interest in the mandated curriculum. 
However, Ito ( 1994 ) argued that the greatest mistake and crime of Social Studies is 
that history and geography were included within the same subject. The delicate 
balance between geography and history within the mandated Social Studies class 
has sparked countless debates. Social Studies and geography education researchers 
studied the curriculum within the courses offered and focused on foreign curriculum 
theories, in hopes of gaining insight from foreign practices. 

 Nakayama ( 1991 ) reported on the geography education movement in the U.S. 
from 1987 to 1988. In particular, the state of Minnesota’s “Elementary and Junior 
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High School Geography Education Guidelines” were translated into Japanese as a 
model. Nakayama’s research received strong interest because it reported efforts in 
the U.S. to reorganize geography education, at a time when Social Studies in senior 
high school was being deconstructed in Japan. Ando ( 1993 ) studied the Social 
Studies curriculum in the U.S. and proposed a curriculum theory that extended 
Hanna’s ( 1956 ) theory “expanding communities of men,” from an article entitled 
“Society-Child-Curriculum”. Hanna’s theory has since been modifi ed and incor-
porated into Japan’s Social Studies curriculum. The expanding environments 
theory developed by Ando is a foundation of Japan’s elementary school Social 
Studies curriculum. Another model U.S. project is the High School Geography 
Project (HSGP). Its curriculum structure, although unpopular among U.S. geog-
raphers and geography education researchers, had a well-balanced design for 
teaching Social Studies in Japan. Kusahara’s ( 1996 ) study was groundbreaking 
and changed attitudes toward the HSGP curriculum structure. That study serves as 
a foundational reference when discussing geography education within the subject 
of Social Studies.  

16.2.2     International Understanding 

 Knowledge about international countries has been incorporated in the study of for-
eign countries at the high school level since the 1970s. The aims of such study are 
to promote better understanding of other countries and to teach students about for-
eign lifestyles and cultures. For example, Nishiwaki ( 1993 ) discussed the aim of 
developing world citizenship through geography education. He argued that educa-
tion about international issues should not be just simple memorization or even 
understanding facts, but that it should promote student abilities to participate in a 
global society. Nishioka ( 1996 ) was the fi rst geography education specialist to write 
a systematic development studies book. His aim was to understand causality 
between poverty in developing countries and class differences between the northern 
and southern hemispheres. He also discussed how people can change their attitudes 
to overcome these issues.  

16.2.3     Geographical Perspectives and Way of Thinking 

 The concept of “geographical perspectives and way of thinking” has its roots in the 
mid 1950s. This concept holds that there are conceptual theories and academic 
skills unique to the subject of geography. This perspectives and way of thinking is 
the academic skill set that many geography education theorists believe should be 
developed in students, and its offi cial inclusion into education was announced in 
1969. However, the meaning of this concept is not unanimously applied as a skill set 
to student learning in high school geography guidelines (Toida  1999 ).   
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16.3     The 2000s 

 In the 2000s, a curriculum was developed to support geographic decision-making 
and social participation, including Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) 
as contextual background. Regional geography education is emphasized in the 
National Curriculum Standards that was introduced in 2008/2009. This section 
summarizes infl uential Japanese research that has shaped geography education. 

16.3.1     Curriculum Development 

 Yamaguchi ( 2002 ) published novel research fi ndings on student development of geog-
raphy awareness. He believed that children’s geography awareness progresses in three 
stages: (1) A preparation period, (2) development period, and (3) deepening period. 
The latter period is also known as the “explosive growth period,” which is crucial to 
understand in order to create a successful curriculum for geography education. 
Yamaguchi’s views are persuasive because of the large amount of data presented. 

 Saito ( 2003 ) was infl uenced by Piaget’s research on childhood cognitive develop-
ment, and proposed the developmental theory of geography education. This theory 
strives to match “spatial experiences,” “knowledge acquisition” of the world, and 
“skill acquisition” with a child’s developmental progression as a foundation. The aim 
is to teach international understanding, international politics, and environmental 
problems for connecting the child with modern society. This perspective has led to 
new curriculum theories and experimental research on children’s spatial cognition. 

 Kusahara ( 2004 ) believed that geography education is a purposeful tool and cen-
tral subject that can develop the next generation of leaders in the nation and society. 
He developed a new framework described as education to develop leaders of a 
democratic nation and society, to rethink theories governing geography education. 
He borrowed geography education research in the U.S. as reference in framework 
formation. Kusahara concluded that the contribution of geography education to the 
development of its citizens is desirable for the development of scientifi c social 
awareness. His research is broadly accepted and found in curricula and book 
chapters, and he is recommended as a speaker in lecture schedules. His work also 
communicates the importance of geography in Social Studies education. 

 Yoshimizu’s ( 2002a ,  b ) research focus was on learning content in Social Studies. 
His work suggests that the structure of teaching materials would be effective if orga-
nized around ideas of location and distribution (e.g., industry locations in Japan).  

16.3.2     Geography Education History 

 The history of geography education and its structure has been investigated by some 
researchers over time. Gion ( 2009 ) examined the history of geography education in 
Fukuoka Prefecture, before and after World War II. This work clarifi ed that Social 
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Studies education during the Meiji and Taisho periods contained early forms of a 
developing social scientifi c awareness. 

 Nagata ( 2006 ) studied liberal education reform in Social Studies during the Taisho 
era. He investigated “lifestyle studies” taught in Asakusa elementary schools in the 
early Showa period, and analyzed the geography curriculum during this period. 
He described the history of national education curricula and showed their contrasting 
structure to world/country spatial formations, from the perspective of “production of 
space” by H. Lefebvre (Nagata  2009 ).  

16.3.3     Overseas Research 

 Japanese researchers look to international methods of promoting geography learn-
ing. Murayama ( 2005 ) discussed the Swedish textbook “The Wonderful Adventures 
of Nils,” a novel used in upper-level Swedish elementary schools. She used the 
textbook to provide insight into the joy of learning geography from a child’s per-
spective. From there, rich geographic contents were spun into the story, for example, 
the importance of using different scales to learn about phenomena. Through this 
literature, geography education promotes awareness and respect of regional diversity 
and love for the Earth as the supporter of life. Murayama suggested that this may be 
what is lacking in Japan’s geography education. 

 Tabe ( 2008 ) focused on textbooks written by Morse and Goodrich, both literary 
fi gures. The former is recognized as the “father of American geography” and the latter 
known for Parley’s Universal History. Tabe explained the process and current struc-
ture of modern geography education in the U.S. and Europe. Other researchers 
have published about western countries, with Ida ( 1995 ) reporting in detail about 
the popularity of geography education in New Zealand. Arai ( 2011 ) discussed the 
content of citizenship development education in junior high schools in that country. 

 Shimura ( 2010 ) described the state of geography education in England through 
 Geography :  The National Curriculum for England . This study provided a big pic-
ture of the English education system by interviewing researchers there and visiting 
local elementary and secondary schools. What emerged were perspectives on strong 
topics in environmental geography, including sustainable changes, studies on text-
books, teaching materials (e.g., maps) and work schemes, geography education 
revival in the country, graphicacy, sample studies, and case studies. This research 
was comprehensive and detailed. It is thus a valuable reference, since geography 
education in England is frequently used as a model in Japanese discussions.  

16.3.4     Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

 The role of GIS in Japan’s schools is important, although obstacles are slowing its 
adoption in schools. Murayama ( 2004 ) compiled GIS theories related to geography 
research, and Ito ( 2010 ) developed a low-budget GIS program that can be easily 
used in the classroom. For a more thorough discussion on GIS education in Japan, 
please read Chap.   14    .   

H. Yoshimizu
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16.4     Geography Education After 2011 

 In recent years, researchers have suggested curricula and lesson development to propel 
geographical decision-making and social participation as a background to Geography 
education as ESD. Studies on regional geography have been conducted because they 
were valued in the 2008 and 2009 National Curriculum Standards. In addition, the topic 
of citizenship construction is increasingly represented in those curricula. 

 Ito ( 2012 ) reported a trend in modern geography education in the UK, with 
comparison to the theoretical claims and curriculum of Standish and Lambert. That 
article is valuable because it details the national curriculum revision trend in the UK, 
in conjunction with their outlook on knowledge and regional geography study. 

 Nakayama et al. ( 2011 ) introduced concrete examples for incorporating the per-
spective of the UN report entitled “Decade of ESD”. They also suggested examples 
for the development of geography education. In addition, Izumi et al. ( 2012 ) sug-
gested making “social participation” a keyword in ESD. Ohnishi ( 2008 ) translated 
the Lucerne Declaration, which is a valuable resource that touches on the sustainable 
development of geography education 

 Yoshimizu ( 2011 ) used the concept of geographic scale to design curricula with 
a multi-scale approach. Using this as a model, Takeuchi ( 2012 ) proposed geography 
education based on various scales that includes a multi-layered citizenship resource.  

16.5    Conclusion 

 A review of Japanese research on geography education demonstrates the broad and 
detailed nature of this fi eld. It also indicates a scarcity of research on topics such as 
geographic theories, student knowledge acquisition, and the use of teaching evalua-
tions to improve geography learning. These are some of the topics in need of further 
research. To build cumulative capacity, geography education research should col-
laborate with other fi elds such as philosophy, educational studies, and cultural 
humanities among other subjects.     
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    Chapter 17   
 Trends of School Geography in Asia 

             Hyunjin     Kim    

    Abstract     To understand current trends of school geography in Asia, this chapter 
compares and contrasts Geography curricula in Singapore, Hong Kong, South 
Korea, and Japan. It also identifi es similarities and differences between knowledge, 
skills, and values in the junior high school Geography curriculum. The current 
curriculum in these countries is designed by merging several approaches, and pro-
motes inquiry-based learning for students to develop a wide range of skills. 
Furthermore, school geography provides students with an understanding of human 
and environmental relationships, as an especially important subject in education for 
sustainable development.  

  Keywords     Asia   •   Current trends   •   Junior high school curriculum   •   School 
Geography  

17.1         Introduction 

 Historically in Asia, school geography is offered to students in two ways, either as 
a separate subject or as a part of an integrated subject (Lam et al.  2006 ). Geography 
in Singapore and Hong Kong are strongly infl uenced by British tradition. South 
Korea and Japan, however, follow the U.S. and geography is embedded in social 
studies. These countries have undergone curriculum reform in the past 10 years. 
Although the geography curriculum contains objectives and contents that relate to 
regional and national needs, there is also a need to address globalization. 

 This chapter is presented in three parts. It begins with a brief description of 
geography’s place in the school curriculum. Next, it analyzes curriculum struc-
ture, focusing on the junior high school level. In the third part, the importance of 
geography knowledge, skills, and values in the junior high school curriculum is 
described.  
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17.2     Placement of Geography in the School Curriculum 

 Geography is treated differently among school levels in Singapore, Hong Kong, South 
Korea, and Japan (Table  17.1 ). In the elementary school curriculum, geography 
does not exist as a separate subject. Instead, geographic contents are taught through 
integrated subjects that are compulsory, for example, in General Studies in Hong 
Kong or Social Studies in Singapore, South Korea, and Japan. Such integrated 
subjects in elementary school are based on the expanding environments approach, 
so geographic content is very prominent within the subjects.

   Nevertheless, a recent trend is for integrated subjects to replace geography, 
which has traditionally been a separate subject in junior high school in many 
countries. In senior high school, Geography remains a separate subject, but an 
elective one. 

 At junior high schools in Singapore, geography is a compulsory subject for the 
Special, Express and Normal (academic) Courses, but Social Studies replaces it in 
the Normal (technical) Course. In senior high school, Combined Humanities is a 
compulsory subject, whereas geography is elective for the Special, Express and 
Normal courses. In Hong Kong, geography is a separate subject in junior and senior 
high school, but an elective subject within the Key Learning Area of Personal, 
Social and Humanities Education (PSHE). As with Social Studies, life and society, 
and integrated humanities, some integrated subjects in the PSHE include geographi-
cal contents. 

 In South Korea, geography is one component of “Intelligent Life” in fi rst and 
second grades and of Social Studies from third through tenth grades. In eleventh 
through twelfth grades, it is taught through two separate subjects, Korean Geography 
and World Geography. Like South Korea, Japan adopts Life Environmental Studies 
in fi rst and second grades and Social Studies from third through ninth grades. 
In Social Studies, geography is one component in elementary school, but a separate 
subject in junior high school. In senior high school, World History is a compulsory 
subject; Geography and Japanese History are elective subjects in Geography and 
History.  

   Table 17.1    Placement of Geography in the School Curriculum   

 Singapore  Hong Kong  South Korea  Japan 

 Elementary 
School 

 Integrated  Integrated  Integrated  Integrated 
 Compulsory  Compulsory  Compulsory  Compulsory 

 Junior High 
School 

 Integrated/Separate  Integrated/Separate  Integrated  Separate 
 Compulsory  Elective  Compulsory  Compulsory 

 Senior High 
School 

 Integrated/Separate  Integrated/Separate  Integrated/Separate  Separate 
 Compulsory/Elective  Elective  Elective  Elective 

H. Kim
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17.3     Structure of Junior High School Curriculum 
for Geography 

 The Geography curriculum is commonly structured via two main approaches, 
regional or thematic. The thematic approach is further classifi ed into systematic, 
issues-based, and systems (IGU-CGE  1992 ). Some western countries made curricu-
lum compromises by merging these approaches (Haubrich  2006 ). Recently, this 
trend has been found in Asia. 

17.3.1     Systematic and Issues-Based Approaches in Singapore 

 The junior high school geography curriculum was implemented in 2006. Table  17.2  
summarizes curriculum contents. There are a total of fi ve themes, three to be cov-
ered in the seventh grade and two in the eighth grade. The curriculum adopts the 
systematic approach “to show how relationships between people and environment 
have given rise to the distinctive character of places” (MOE  2005 , p. 2). Hence, the 
themes primarily include scientifi c content related to physical and human geogra-
phy. Case studies are used to explain physical-human relationships in some regions. 
For example, in the case study “Living with Volcanoes” in Indonesia, pupils evalu-
ate benefi ts and risks of living in volcanic areas (MOE  2005 ). The curriculum also 
supports the issues-based learning approach, as “current issues and events should be 
incorporated into the lessons to ensure that the subject remains relevant and interesting” 
(MOE  2005 , p. 2).

   Table 17.2    Contents of Junior High School Curriculum for Geography in Singapore   

 Seventh 
Grade 

 Theme I: Introduction to Geography  1 Overview of Geography 
 2 Earth as Home—Solar System 

 Theme II: Understanding the Environment  3 Physical and Human Environments 
 4 Environments Through Maps 
 5 Environments Through Photographs 

 Theme III: The Physical Environment  6 Landforms and Rocks 
 7 Rivers 
 8 Weather and Climate 
 9 Natural Vegetation 

 Eighth 
Grade 

 Theme IV: The Human Environment  10 Population and Settlements 
 11 Agriculture 
 12 Transport and Communications 

 Theme V: Managing the Changing 
Environment 

 13 Land Supply 
 14 Water Resources 
 15 Pollution 
 16 Global Warming and Ozone Depletion 

   Source : MOE  2005   
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17.3.2        Issues-Based and Regional Approaches in Hong Kong 

 In 2011, the new junior high school curriculum for geography was completed. 
Table  17.3  shows that the curriculum consists of three sections, with twelve modules 
(four modules in each section). Students study nine modules (six core and three 
elective modules) from seventh through ninth grades. Each module focuses on 
issues at scales from local to global. For example, Section A, “From Hong Kong to 
the World,” is designed to explore issues (e.g., urban environment, natural hazards, 
tourism, and changing climate) in a local context, and then extends to the national, 
regional, and fi nally global scale. Issues-based and regional approaches “aim to 
provide students with a contemporary world view and foster their ability to look at 
regions with the perspective of change and development” (CDC  2011 , p. 14).

17.3.3        Systematic and Issues-Based Approaches 
in South Korea  

 Until the curriculum reform launched in 2007, junior high school geography had 
been focused on Korean and world geography. Under the regional approach, 
students memorized large quantities of geographical facts. Hence, the new junior high 
school curriculum changed to the thematic approach, mixing systematic and issues- 
based approaches. Table  17.4  presents geographic contents in the social studies 
curriculum. There are 11 units with geographic content, six units to be covered in 
the seventh grade and fi ve in the ninth grade. The units are designed for students 
to learn physical and human patterns through regional case studies (MEST  2007 ). 

   Table 17.3    Contents of Junior High School Curriculum for Geography in Hong Kong   

 A: From Hong 
Kong to the 
World 

 Using Urban Space Wisely—Can we maintain a sustainable urban 
environment? 
 Living with Natural Hazards—Are we better equipped than the others? 
 Tourists—Friends or foes?  Either One 
 Changing Climate, Changing Environments 

 B: From China 
to the World 

 Food Problems—Can we feed ourselves? 
 The Trouble of Water—Too much and too little 
 Population Problems—Just about numbers?  Either One 
 Taming the Sand—A long-lasting combat against desertifi cation 
and sandstorms 

 C: Challenges 
for our world 

 Global Shift of Manufacturing Industry—Opportunities and threats 
 Scramble for Energy 
 The Geography of Disease—Facing a spreading risk  Either One 
 Oceans in Trouble 

   Source : CDC  2011   
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For example, in the unit “Various Climate Regions and Life of People,” students 
begin by showing global climate patterns, and then exploring characteristics of the 
climate in Korea before comparing it with that in other countries.

17.3.4        Topical and Dynamic Regional Approaches in Japan 

 The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) 
revised the junior high school geography curriculum in 2008. It consists of eight 
units taught over 2 years (seventh and eighth grades). Table  17.5  shows that the 
regional approach plays a strong role in the curriculum, which consists of two 
sections, Japan and the world. A danger of this approach is that there is too much 
factual knowledge to learn, such as place names. However, adoption of a regional 
approach in the new curriculum is not a “cape and bay” method. The curriculum 
requires students to learn through topical and dynamic regional studies taught in the 
unit “Regions in the World,” with particular geographic topics selected to represent 
continental characteristics.

  Table 17.4    Geographic 
Contents of Junior High 
School Curriculum in South 
Korea  

 Seventh Grade  The world we live in 
 Various climate regions and life of people 
 Various types of landforms and life of people 
 Different cultures by region 
 Population change and population problems 
 Urban growth and urban problems 

 Ninth Grade  Use and management of resources 
 Industrial activity and change of region 
 Different environmental problems by region 
 My country in the world 
 The future of united Korea 

   Source : MEST  2009   

   Table 17.5    Contents of Geographical Field in Junior High School Curriculum in Japan   

 Seventh and 
eighth Grade 

 (1) Various regions in 
the world 

 A. Regional structure of the world 
 B. Different lifestyles and environments in the world 
 C. Regions in the world (6 Continents) 
 D. Geographical survey of various regions in the world 

 (2) Various regions in 
Japan 

 A. Regional structure of Japan 
 B. Outlook of Japan compared to the world 
 C. Japanese regions (7 regions) 
 D. Geographical survey of surrounding area 

   Source : MEXT  2008   
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   Dynamic regional studies are taught in the unit “Japanese Regions.” Japan is 
divided into seven regions: Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Chubu, Kinnki, Chugoku 
and Shikoku, and Kyushu and Okinawa. These correspond to seven themes in the 
curriculum: physical environment, historical background, industry, environmental 
issues/preservation, population and urban/rural settlements, lifestyles/cultures, and 
connections with other regions. Students should learn one region by focusing on 
one main theme and related sub-themes. 

 In summary, the curriculum for geography has shifted from a descriptive, regional 
approach to a positivist, systematic one and now an issue-based one. Through a 
regional perspective, geography enables students to understand and construct 
knowledge about the world. Therefore, criteria for selecting regions in the curriculum 
may include “major issues in the contemporary world,” “geographical perception of 
space, place and environment,” “geographical ways of looking at spatial organiza-
tion,” “illustrative examples,” “student experiences, interests and preconceptions,” 
“signifi cance for the individual, people, culture and the environment,” and “balance” 
(IGU-CGE  2007 ).   

17.4     Knowledge, Skills and Values in Geography Education 

 In this part, three classes of objectives; knowledge, skills and values are discussed 
in the context of teaching and learning. 

17.4.1     Factual and Conceptual Knowledge 

 In a survey conducted by Gerber ( 2003 ), knowledge was regarded as including fact 
and concept. Concept is essential for understanding fact, so many people have 
emphasized it in geography education. There are two geography learning trends in 
each region and country. One is the conceptualization of geography in Singapore 
and Hong Kong, whereas the acquisition of solid and broad knowledge is empha-
sized in South Korea and Japan. 

 As a separate subject in junior high school in Singapore and Hong Kong, geogra-
phy has a more conceptual curriculum than that in integrated subjects. In Singapore, 
understanding of humans and their relationship with the environment is one of the 
aims of the junior high school geography curriculum (MOE  2005 ). Hence, students 
learn geographic concepts about human-environment relationships. For example, 
in Theme II, “Understanding the Environment,” students differentiate between 
physical and human environments, and contrast various human- environment rela-
tionships. According to Chang ( 2011 ), such conceptual understanding of those rela-
tionships has been key in the past 30 years in Singapore education. 

 Like Singapore, an aim in Hong Kong’s junior high school geography curriculum 
is “to enable students to develop knowledge and understanding of space, place and 
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environment, in particular the spatial arrangement of places and the interaction 
between humans and the environment” (CDC  2011 , p. 9). The curriculum is 
designed to facilitate student understanding and application of key geographical 
concepts, including space, place, region, human-environment interaction, global 
interdependence, and sustainable development (CDC  2011 ). 

 In South Korea, junior high school geography is subsumed under Social Studies. 
Although students acquire some geographic concepts, they are limited. Since learn-
ing about concepts requires a deeper understanding beyond facts, it is diffi cult to 
provide a comprehensive curriculum of geographic concepts within Social Studies. 
This diffi culty is compounded by the fact that Social Studies teachers may not have 
majored in geography. Kim and Ryu ( 2006 ) argued that the integration of Geography, 
World History, and Civics in Social Studies textbooks actually narrows student 
understanding of geography. Conversely, geography in Social Studies can provide 
students with a spatial perspective of various social problems and issues. 

 In Japan, the current junior high school geography curriculum emphasizes the 
acquisition of basic knowledge and concepts, and is a separate subject that is part 
of Social Studies. Although there is a conceptual curriculum for geography as in 
South Korea, it is taught by Social Studies teachers who may not have majored in 
geography.  

17.4.2     Geographic Skills and Inquiry-Based Learning 

 Geographic skills include fi nding, analyzing, processing, evaluating, presenting, and 
using geographical information (Haubrich  2006 ). The junior high school geography 
curriculum in Singapore stresses the teaching of geographic skills such as atlas and 
map reading, as well as photo interpretation. Generic skills in data collection, analysis, 
communication and application of geographic knowledge have also been integrated 
into the curriculum (MOE  2005 ). There are a variety of activities (e.g., group dis-
cussions, cooperative learning, simulation exercises, role playing, debates, and fi eld 
studies) that furnish students with a range of meaningful learning experiences 
(MOE  2005 ). In particular, fi eld studies can give students skills that they need to 
connect to the world. 

 In Hong Kong, skills are divided into three parts, geographical inquiry skills, 
geographical skills, and competencies. Geographical inquiry skills are abilities to 
ask geographic questions, to locate and collect information and data relevant to the 
inquiry from a variety of sources, to organize and present information and data in 
appropriate formats, and to analyze and interpret information and data for drawing 
conclusions. Geographical skills include atlas and map reading, photo interpreta-
tion, fi eldwork methods and IT techniques. Competencies include communication 
skills, critical thinking skills, and creativity (CDC  2011 ). 

 South Korea’s Social Studies curriculum states that students should “develop 
skills collecting, processing and using information and data to understand social 
phenomena and issues, skill of inquiry, decision making and social participation to 
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resolve various problems in society” (MEST  2009 , p. 4). In addition, the curriculum 
guideline explains that the “process of geography inquiry and problem solving 
consist of three steps: (1) observation, perception, defi nition and classifi cation; 
(2) application, analysis and synthesis, as well as explanation and prediction; 
value judgment, problem solving and evaluation, and decision making” (MEST 
 2007 , p. 281). 

 In Japan, the term “Geographical Way of Seeing and Thinking” is frequently 
used to describe the aim of geography education. This term was fi rst used in the 
junior high school curriculum revised in 1969 (Kim  2009 ). The current curriculum 
has adopted this term as geographic questioning (MEXT  2008 ). In addition, there 
are two types of geographic skills in the curriculum, one is the use of geographic 
information and the other is map use (MEXT  2008 ). The former includes fi nding, 
selecting, processing, and presenting geographic information, whereas the latter 
includes reading and interpreting different types of atlases, maps, and plans, as well 
as presenting geographic information though visual representation.  

17.4.3     Education for Sustainable Development 

 Geography is a major subject that contributes to education for sustainable develop-
ment (ESD). The Lucerne Declaration on Geographical Education for Sustainable 
Development states the following: 

 Geography Education can greatly contribute to achieving the goals of the United 
Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development by providing relevant 
knowledge, skills, values and attitudes crucial for a peaceful coexistence of indi-
viduals with nature on this planet (IGU-CGE  2007 ). 

 Many countries in Asia recognize the relationship between geography and sus-
tainable development in the school curriculum. According to Chang ( 2011 ), 
Geography and Social Studies in Singapore highlight ESD, but History and 
Literature show little evidence of it. The junior high school geography curriculum 
aims to “provide a holistic understanding of physical-human relationships, to 
develop an informed concern about the quality of the environment and the future of 
the human habitat; and thereby to enhance students’ sense of responsibility for the 
care of the Earth and its people” (MOE  2005 , p. 1). These aims make it clear that 
geography is important in ESD. 

 Lee ( 2006 ) indicated that Geography and Biology include ESD concepts at the 
junior high school level in Hong Kong. Kwan ( 2003 ) argued that Geography can play 
a signifi cant role in helping students develop competency in citizenship as they prac-
tice and care for the environment. This learning could foster students’ roles in envi-
ronmental stewardship in an era of educational and curriculum reform. This aligns 
with the aims of the new junior high school geography curriculum, which mentions 
“informed and responsible citizens who are willing to act for the betterment of their 
home city, home nation and the world and to contribute to the sustainable development 
of human societies and the natural environment” (CDC  2011 , p. 14). 
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 In South Korea, ESD is covered under ethics, science, technology and home 
economics, and Social Studies. According to Lee et al. ( 2007 ), for a truly integrated 
understanding of sustainable development, Geography and Social Studies teachers 
in South Korea should consider environmental, physical, economic, social, and 
cultural aspects, as well as relationships across these components. 

 In 2008, Japan’s elementary and junior high school curriculum was revised 
to provide specifi c measures to instill in students the “living skills” that they need. 
The current junior high school curriculum refers to the sustainability of nature, 
economy, and society. Hence, the ESD concept was enhanced within each subject, 
including Social Studies and Geography. An example of a suitable ESD topic is 
pollution (Nagata  2009 ), which has been integrated in Social Studies and Geography 
since the 1960s and incorporated into the national curriculum in 1969.   

17.5     Conclusion 

 This chapter presented current trends in school geography across four countries in 
Asia, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Japan. Trends were found via the 
following case studies.

•    The geography curriculum was designed by combining several teaching 
approaches. Although a descriptive regional approach is not central to this 
design, region is still a key concept in that curriculum.  

•   The geography curriculum promotes inquiry-based learning to induce skill 
development. Through the inquiry process, students develop a wide range of 
geographical and general skills.  

•   School geography is an especially important subject for ESD. Geography supports 
student understanding of human and environmental relationships, an important 
foundation for their contributions to a sustainable society and environment.        
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    Chapter 18   
 Geography Education as Part of Social Studies 
Education in Japan 

             Tomoko     Murayama    

    Abstract     This chapter discusses the future prospects of geography education in 
Japan by fi rst examining its current status and associated issues within Social 
Studies education. The structure of Social Studies is divided into multiple subjects 
areas (i.e. Geography and History, and Civics) with increasing grade levels. Whereas 
geographic content forms a large part of elementary school Social Studies, it is 
taught alongside History and Civics in junior school Social Studies. With the 1989 
revision of the National Curriculum Standards, Social Studies in senior high school 
was reorganized into two subjects “Geography and History and Civics”, as well as 
“World History” that became compulsory subjects. Since this amalgamation, the 
status of Geography in senior high school has rapidly declined. Geography taught 
within Social Studies instruction plays a crucial role in developing students’ social 
awareness, a premise of value judgments and decision making for thinking about how 
to make society better. Geography studies specifi c phenomena and the relationship 
between human and nature, making it a valuable contribution to ESD.  

  Keywords     ESD   •   Geography education   •   History education   •   Regional geography   
•   Social Studies  

18.1         Introduction 

 “Geography”, in the strict sense, has not existed as a single subject in Japan since 
the emergence of Social Studies after World War II. The structure of Social Studies 
changes from the integrated to the subdivided with increasing grade levels. Such 
that it is broken into different study areas and taught by subject area in junior high 
school and senior high school, respectively. 

 Because geography is not taught as an independent subject, any discussion of the 
ideal state of geography education must consider other disciplines within which it is 
taught. This chapter aims to shed light on the present situation and issues of Social 
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Studies in a broad sense. This includes geography taught as part of Social Studies 
in elementary and junior high schools, as well as geography taught within the 
Geography and History subject in senior high schools. Finally, a discussion of the 
future role and ideal state of geography education is presented.  

18.2     Teachers’ and Students’ Attitudes Towards Geography 

18.2.1     Social Studies in Elementary and Junior High School 

 According to a survey targeting elementary-school teachers (Benesse Educational 
Research & Development Institute  2010 ), the proportion of those who expressed 
“confi dence” in their teaching (i.e., those who rated themselves as “confi dent” or 
“somewhat confi dent”) was highest in mathematics, whereas the percentage in 
Social Studies was very low. The proportion of those who answered “unconfi dent or 
somewhat unconfi dent” for Social Studies was almost half. Even if the number of 
teaching years is taken into account, the proportion of teachers who had confi dence 
in their teaching of Social Studies never rose above 50.0 % (Table  18.1 ). These data 
suggest that the quality of Social Studies classes is dependent upon the teacher.

   Unlike elementary schools where teachers are responsible for instruction in all 
subjects, junior high school teachers instruct specifi c subjects. Social Studies teach-
ers have varying backgrounds in the arts and humanities, including literature, law, 
and economics. 

 A similar survey as above was conducted for junior high school teachers through-
out Japan (Iwamoto et al.  2010 ). The national survey revealed that, of the three 
subjects of Social Studies, namely, Geography, History, and Civics, teachers had the 
most confi dence teaching History (43.2 %), followed by Civics (29.3 %). Only 
14.9 % of teachers had confi dence teaching Geography, however, it received the 
highest proportion of “lack confi dence” (30.1 %). 

 The data makes sense when compared against respondents’ university major. 
The largest proportion of respondents had majored in History (25.1 %); only 11.8 % 
had studied Geography. Teachers did not lack confi dence in their teaching of 
History, irrespective of their major, but they questioned their ability in Geography. 
Together, these surveys suggest that teachers’ lack of confi dence in teaching certain 

 Years in teaching  Mathematics  Japanese  Social Studies 

 Less than 5 years  60.7  32.3  29.0 
 6–10 years  77.3  34.4  43.1 
 11–20 years  82.9  48.5  43.6 
 21–30 years  87.8  62.6  46.9 
 More than 31 years  92.5  76.7  44.8 

   Source : Benesse Educational Research & Development Institute 
( 2010 )  

   Table 18.1    Results of 
survey—percentage of 
“confi dent” in teacher 
responses   
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topics stems from their training experience and evolution of course content and 
instruction methods. For example, Geography focuses largely on current social 
phenomena, which is constantly changing. On the other hand, Civics also handles 
current phenomena as case studies, but the basic knowledge is relatively clear-cut 
and constant. This contrasts with Geography where there is no clear standards to 
guide what constitutes basic knowledge and the extent to which it should be taught. 
Moreover, the teaching content and methods often change with each revision to the 
National Curriculum Standards. The 1997 revision is viewed as having placed a 
considerable burden on teachers because it shifted the emphasis from knowledge 
and comprehension to skills and methods. It was no longer possible to teach from 
the contents of a textbook. Since many of the younger teachers had not studied 
Geography in when they were students in senior high school, as it was an elective 
rather than a mandatory subject then, major instructional differences were observed 
between those who had and those who had not taken secondary geography. 

 Another element of geography education is students’ perception of geography. 
A cohort of junior high school students were surveyed about their interest in learning 
Geography (Arai  2010 ). More than 80 % of fi rst grade junior high school students 
responded that they were interested in the subject, particularly in the lives of people 
around the world. Their desire was to take a fresh look at Japan from a wider per-
spective, so as to “become friends with people around the world and to make the 
world a better place. The same student cohort was surveyed again a few years later 
and the fi ndings showed a rise in the students’ interest in people around the world. 
Evidence of such global-minded attitudes is captured in students’ quotes such as 
“This [subject] needs to be known” and “because we all live on the same planet.” 
The results indicate students’ awareness of broadening their perspective and consid-
ering world issues in relation to Japan. The quotes “to understand the similarities 
and differences with Japan,” “to review my own activities and way of living,” and 
“to understand what needs to be done” are further examples of an international 
mindset. These answers point to students’ budding desire for global citizenship. 

 Although many teachers report a lack of confi dence in teaching Geography, 
students have an interest in Geography. Arai ( 2010 ) stated that these healthy desires 
of students must be me”. However, something must be done to address teachers’ 
lack of confi dence.  

18.2.2     Senior High School Geography and History 

 Geography and History teachers in senior high school give instruction in specifi c 
subjects—Geography, Japanese History, and World History. Most teachers majored 
in their instructional topics in university. 

 In 2005, a nationwide survey was conducted on attitudes towards courses, targeting 
senior high school students and their teachers (National Institute for Educational 
Policy Research  2007 ). This survey examined the current teaching and learning 
landscape across subjects under the National Curriculum Standards in an effort to 
improve future curriculum. 
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 Geography and History teachers were asked whether they were conducting 
“ lessons that incorporated problem-solving learning,” “lessons that incorporated 
developmental issues,” and “lessons that made use of computers.” The highest num-
ber of affi rmative answers for all questions was for Geography. The results indicate 
that Geography teachers apply their expertise and use the largest variety of instruc-
tional methods to transmit knowledge. 

 Students’ value of geography is also revealed in the survey. Senior high school 
students were asked to rank their attitudes towards studying by selecting one of the 
following responses: “agree”, “somewhat agree”, “somewhat disagree”, “disagree”, 
and “not sure” (Table  18.2 ). The results indicate that students who study Geography have 
a sense of its usefulness and refl ect teachers’ demonstration of geography expertise.

   Although students do not rate the study of History very highly in terms of useful-
ness in their everyday life and their life in society, they do feel that history is impor-
tant to help them improve society. In contrast, students believe that studying 
Geography is more useful in their own daily life and in society than it is in helping 
them improve society. Although Geography is recognized as offering knowledge and 
skills that are useful in daily life, it is diffi cult to persuade students to translate these 
into fostering citizenship, which is one objective of Social Studies education. 

 This survey affi rms that geography education supports the development of 
responsible citizenship in students. Once students graduate from junior high school, 
they should recognize this as a goal of Geography. However, not all students under-
stand the importance of citizenship. Therefore, fi nding a solution to this from the 
objective of Social Studies education is one of the greatest challenges facing geog-
raphy education.  

18.2.3     The Relationship Between Geography Education 
and History Education 

 For a long time, senior high school teachers taught geography under the Social 
Studies umbrella, without focusing on any one subject in particular. However, with 
the 1978 revision of the National Curriculum Standards, contemporary Social 

   Table 18.2    Survey on students and teachers’ attitudes across three subjects (percent)   

 Studying this subject is 
important. 

 Studying this subject 
will be useful in my 
everyday life and my 
life in society. 

 If I study this 
subject, I will be 
able to think of 
ways to make 
society better as one 
of its members. 

 agree  disagree  agree  disagree  agree  disagree 

 World History  53.0  40.1  35.1  56.1  40.9  48.2 
 Japanese History  60.3  33.7  38.4  53.4  44.8  44.1 
 Geography  68.8  26.0  65.1  29.0  50.8  29.4 

   Source : National Institute for Educational Policy Research ( 2007 )  
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Studies was mandated as a compulsory subject, changing the way Social Studies- 
related subjects were taught. Although not as large a reduction was observed with 
Ethics, there was a drastic decline in the number of students taking Geography, 
which had enjoyed the highest student enrollment until the change. Moreover, this 
low student number became defi nite with the 1989 revision of the National 
Curriculum Standards, which divided Social Studies into the two elective subject 
areas entitled Civics, and Geography and History, while making World History a 
compulsory subject. 

 While World History became compulsory, the vast majority of university appli-
cants selected Japanese History, giving it a secure place within Social Studies. In 
2006, there was a public outcry when it was announced that students were not tak-
ing World History course. The way that it was covered by the media pitted World 
History against Japanese History, but it never really addressed the dramatic changes 
that had taken place in Social Studies reform. Thus, the question of whether it was 
acceptable for students to not study World History until senior high school was 
never discussed. 

 World History became a compulsory subject because decision-makers believed 
it could play a role in fostering internationally minded qualities in the face of glo-
balization. However, Geography was left out as a compulsory subject with potential 
to contribute to this student development. 

 When World History became compulsory in senior high school, teachers reacted 
by focusing on the history of Japan in junior high school. In essence, the history 
curriculum of Social Studies at this level informally became that of Japanese his-
tory. With this change, the topics taught in Geography shifted to focus on awareness 
about Japan’s territory, and emphasis was placed on this knowledge at the junior 
high school level. In senior high school, the focus of geography shifted to global 
awareness. As a result of the compulsory subject change, junior high school stu-
dents no longer learn about World History and they therefore receive a fragmented 
knowledge and understanding of world geography. Students will have encountered 
formal instruction of World History for the fi rst time in senior high school and will 
not be able to depict a geographical image of the world. 

 Due to numerous factors, including global fi nancial issues and unstable political 
situations, fewer young people desire to study abroad or be transferred abroad by 
their company. It is unoffi cially recognized that the young people of Japan today are 
inward-looking. The fostering of international-minded qualities may also have been 
negatively affected by the division of senior high school Social Studies into subcat-
egories, as well as by the curriculum changes in junior high school Social Studies 
since World History was made a compulsory subject. 

 Revisions to the Fundamental Law of Education and the School Education Act 
strengthened the fostering of students’ identity as Japanese citizens who love their 
country and hometown. However, such identity is relative. For example, within 
Japan, one may identify their roots by prefecture and city name. When the same 
individual travels abroad, their identity takes on a different scale and they are more 
likely to say that their roots are from Japan rather than to go into locational details. 

 World History remained a compulsory subject for senior high school students after 
the 2009 revision of the National Curriculum Standards. However, the importance 
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of the relationship between different subjects was a fundamental idea that came out of 
the revision. Crosscutting concepts and topics that can be reinforced by a geographic 
and historical perspective should be supported, because both subjects benefi t from 
an active effort to build a cooperative and complementary relationship. 

 Since the emergence of Social Studies as a discipline in 1947, it has undergone 
organizational changes at the senior high school level due to revisions in the National 
Curriculum Standards. The 1960 revision made each of the following subjects com-
pulsory in senior high school Social Studies: Ethics and Contemporary Society, 
Politics and Economy, and Japanese History. For Geography and History, two sub-
jects (Geography A and B) were set up, and students were required to select either 
A or B. In effect, every subject in Social Studies was compulsory. Leaving aside this 
period, the requirement to select one or two subjects from among those related to 
Geography and History was based on regulations governing compulsory subjects 
before 1989, the year that World History became compulsory. Over time, Geography- 
and History-related subjects have been offered in high school as elective subjects 
but are no longer compulsory. The decision to make World History a compulsory 
subject area was an unusual measure, even from a historical point of view. For 
example, Contemporary Society was fi rst introduced as a compulsory subject 
although it has become an elective course under the Civics umbrella. With History, 
too, it makes sense to adopt an optional system for all subjects, from a historical 
viewpoint and in view of the deregulation of the National Curriculum Standards that 
is presently underway.   

18.3     The Role of Geography Education 

18.3.1     Geographical Thinking and Sustainable Society 

 What is geographical thinking? First, it is spatial thinking, namely, learning to posi-
tion phenomena spatially and to understand them by freely using global, regional, 
and local perspectives. Second, it is to think in line with the facts of a specifi c 
region. Third, it is to understand the relationship between nature and humans. If we 
understand geography as a discipline that teaches students to consider how to make 
society better using such geographical ways of thinking, exactly what role should 
geography shoulder in today’s society? 

 It is essential to learn from the past and to make judgments and undertake 
actions based on this. However, in the twenty-fi rst century, we are faced with an 
entirely different set of circumstances compared with earlier times. If we follow 
the traditional road to growth, in which economic development is synonymous 
with social development, there is a pervasive lack of concern for matters such as 
maintaining a sustainable environment and society. We are facing a grave crisis. 
Pressing questions, such as how to sustain the earth’s limited resources in our capi-
talist society and how to build a renewable-based society, form the essential themes 
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of a future- oriented Social Studies education. To this end, Geography, as a part of 
Social Studies education, must strongly emphasize the relationship between nature 
and human society. 

 More than 10 years have passed since the dawn of the twenty-fi rst century, which 
was dubbed “the century of the environment”. The current international education 
trend is focused on fostering citizenship that includes global vision, with the aim of 
creating a sustainable society. Since 2005, the United Nations has developed a range 
of educational activities as part of the Education for Sustainable Development 
(ESD) initiative. 

 The National Curriculum Standards Revision report released in 2008 contained 
the phrase “aiming for the realization of a sustainable society” (   Central Council for 
Education 2008, p. 79). In the 2008 National Curriculum Standards, Social Studies 
education in junior high school included content that encouraged students to 
consider actions and philosophies from “the perspective of forming a sustainable 
society” (MEXT 2008). This content is part of Civics standards, namely, aiming for 
a better society, and is positioned as a summary of Social Studies that includes the 
areas of Geography and History. This same perspective is featured throughout junior 
high school Social Studies. In fact, in Geography, Environmental issues and envi-
ronmental conservation raises these issues as core ideas that are included together 
with content about the regions of Japan. In this topic, students are required to con-
sider the importance of efforts towards environmental conservation for the purpose 
of building a sustainable society. Environmental issues and environmental conser-
vation are core issues and [these efforts] should be tied back to the attitudes of 
industry, regional development, and people’s livelihoods. 

 Senior high school Geography A includes a study unit on global issues in which 
students learn about the environment, resources, energy, population, food, housing, 
and urban issues from global and regional perspectives. This course makes clear the 
necessity for national initiatives and international cooperation to build a sustainable 
society that fi nds solutions to such issues (MEXT 2009). These objectives will form 
the central theme of future geography education. 

 Although the ultimate goal of Social Studies education is to foster citizenship 
through social awareness, Geography will remain a knowledge-based subject that 
contributes to student learning through phenomena and facts, which in turn leads to 
social awareness that directly contributes to the goal of Social Studies. Thus, 
Geography plays a critical role in developing scientifi c social awareness that forms 
the premise of value judgments and decision making for thinking about how to 
improve society. 

 The formation of a sustainable society requires a balance among environmental, 
economic, and social dimensions. Geography, which contains the elements of nature 
and humans, can develop convincing explanations about environmental dimensions 
based on the results of scientifi c inquiry. There is little doubt that geography can be a 
driving force of Social Studies because it includes ESD viewpoints such as the rela-
tionship between human activities and natural elements (e.g., topographic features, 
hydrologic features, climate, and terrain), developed by investigating case studies.  
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18.3.2     Reevaluation of Regional Geography Education 
in Social Studies Education: Focus on World 
Geography 

 As mentioned previously, geography plays an important part in developing scientifi c 
social awareness that forms the foundation of value judgments and decision making 
needed to improve society. For this purpose, regional geography, which studies 
specifi c phenomena and facts from an ESD perspective, has much to contribute. 
The following presents an ideal state of world geography. 

 The 2008 revision of the National Curriculum Standards introduced a regional 
study of Japan and the world to the geography portion of junior high school Social 
Studies. Regional geography education should not merely explore separately the 
characteristics, natural environment, industries, and culture of a region. Instead, the 
author believes it is essential to explore and construct, from an ESD perspective, 
specifi c case studies that reveal the lifestyles and ideas of people living in specifi c 
regions. In particular, a role of geography within Social Studies education is to pro-
vide an enriched world-level knowledge base. International content is well entrenched 
in geography instruction; however, it is less representative in the area of history, since 
Japanese History is the subject taken by most students. Given this, world-level 
regional geography education becomes essential to raising global awareness. 

 It is diffi cult to radically change the views of senior high school students, which 
have become somewhat entrenched by the time they reach high school. Thus, dem-
onstrating the value of geography education in junior high school is especially criti-
cal to provide students with suffi cient knowledge and perspective to form their own 
view of the world, such as understanding that the world has diverse cultures and 
environments that differ from those of Japan. 

 What is the best time to introduce international learning content? From the lower 
grades to middle grades of elementary school, there is a sense of accomplishment 
gained by simply remembering facts. Therefore, at this level, it would be effective 
to teach the names and locations of countries around the world, for instance, by 
linking them with national fl ags. What is essential in this practice is for students to: 
(1) regularly use maps and globes; (2) become familiar with maps from the lower 
grades; (3) focus on the distributions of continents, oceans, and the locations of 
countries; and (4) develop a spatial perspective. 

 For some time, the National Curriculum Standards has designated “The ways of 
life of people in Japan and people in countries that are deeply connected economi-
cally and culturally to Japan” as the fi nal study topic for the sixth grade. It has been 
argued that world geography should also be taught from the middle grades onward. 
According to Iwamoto et al. ( 2010 ), this argument is based on the grounds that bud-
ding interest in and concern about foreign countries is seen in middle grade-level 
students. Children’s sense of belonging (i.e., “I am Japanese”) begins to develop 
from this period; once they reach higher grades in school, their ideas about specifi c 
foreign countries typically become fi xed. 

 For a long time, the predominant view in geography education was that since 
children’s spatial interests begin at a small scale (i.e., their local community), it is 
best for instruction to align with their cognitive development and start from the local 
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community, moving to prefectures, to a discussion about the country of Japan, and 
then on to the world. However, there is no clear evidence that children’s interests 
expand from local to international scales. Children’s interests may actually be more 
indicative of having isolated knowledge of a place and that they have not learned 
about distant countries. 

 The literature does suggest that children are more interested in the outside world 
if they have some personal connection to it. Assuming that the scope of children’s 
interests and enthusiasm expand beyond their immediate space, it should prove use-
ful to introduce the study of a different community. In other words, in tandem with 
the study of the children’s own local community, the curriculum can guide the 
exploration of a different community of a similar scale and to focus specifi cally on 
the community’s phenomena that are familiar to the children, such as social activi-
ties and daily necessities (e.g., food, clothing, shelter and so forth). It is also desir-
able to provoke children’s interest in the natural environment, which is the basis for 
people’s livelihoods. This should be accomplished through studying regions where 
the environment is completely different from their own, without actually bringing 
up ideas of nations, but only by referring to regions as, for example, “southerly” or 
“cold”. Students can follow up by considering the similarities and differences 
between the communities. Such teaching should also help children realize that they 
share things in common even with the people of faraway regions who are consider-
ably different. If such an approach is taken, the best time to introduce regional 
geography is midway through elementary school, which sets the stage for children 
to learn about the world from this period onward. 

 The academic subject of Social Studies should not be held exclusively responsible 
for teaching international understanding. Instead, each subject under this umbrella 
should be capable of making a contribution through a cross-curricular approach. 
In this context, Social Studies would benefi t from taking a regional geography 
approach. In other words, Social Studies can provide the groundwork required to 
study about people, culture, and place as an integral regional unit within a geo-
graphic context.  

18.3.3     Building a Consistent School Curriculum with Regional 
Geography as the Core 

 In Japan, geography education is conducted as part of Social Studies in the broad 
sense. As this is unlikely to change in the near future, geography will continue to 
provide the foundation of Social Studies and play an integral role in the subject. 
As the basis for Social Studies, regional geography should be taught in elementary 
schools, which would facilitate an understanding of the lives of people in various 
regions and impact knowledge about the relationship between nature and society. 

 Specifi cally, in the middle grades of elementary school, comparative study 
should be made that examines the familiar phenomena (e.g., daily necessities, 
school life, and others) of a region similar in scale to children’s local community. 
Through the comparative process, students will learn about the world beyond Japan. 
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I suggest that two case studies of such regional comparison be included in the 
curriculum. In the higher grades, it is important to continue a regional geography 
curriculum that focuses on the relationship between nature and human activities by 
studying about people, culture, and nature. Three case studies selected from among 
regions of Asia, Africa, and Oceania should be examined. 

 At the junior high school level, geography should reinforce world geography. 
I suggest a combined Geography and History type of regional geography approach 
that is rich in content about the natural environments, cultures, and historical 
backgrounds of each region. This should form the nucleus for global awareness 
instruction. In senior high schools, there should be instruction of a “combined 
Geography and Civics type” approach that is weighted towards Civics content 
(e.g., Politics and Economy), together with systematic geography that builds on 
what students have learned thus far. 

 Rather than repeatedly studying geographical descriptions, it is essential to 
develop an integrated approach that emphasizes different regions while introducing 
new perspectives as they arise.   

18.4     Conclusion 

 If geography education pays little regard to natural elements and topography in favor 
of emphasizing the economic aspects of perceived phenomena, the subject will likely 
continue to be more focused on civics. However, such a trend would not be in line 
with the contemporary context of geography as part of Social Studies education. 

 As part of Social Studies at the elementary and junior high school levels, geog-
raphy’s prime objective should surely be to shift the outlook from economic to 
environmental aspects and to foster citizenship based on scientifi c awareness of the 
relationship between nature and human society. Based on the outcomes of physical 
geography and an accurate scientifi c understanding of the crises faced by today’s 
global society, it is desirable to propose a clear vision of a “sustainable society” and 
to discuss what must be done to achieve it. In this respect, ways are needed to better 
understand how human, cultural, and regional aspects fi t into Social Studies. This is 
accomplished by understanding the regional diversity in the world through the 
step-by- step teaching of world geography from elementary school onward, as well 
as by cultivating comparative thinking that combines the environment and society. 

 If geography education is to provide the groundwork for sustainable, future- 
oriented thinking and value judgments based on geographical knowledge and skills, 
teachers can be sure of the signifi cance of geography and conduct their lessons with 
confi dence. As for students, they will be able to engage in their study of geography 
with enthusiasm because the subject will give them the tools with which to build their 
sustainable “better society” of the future.     
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    Chapter 19   
 The Current State and Prospects of Senior 
High School Geography Curriculum 

             Katsuki     Toida    

    Abstract     This chapter discusses geography education primarily at the senior high 
school level, which continues to be an elective subject even in the current version 
of the National Curriculum Standards. Since the 1989 version, geography has been 
relegated to the status of an elective subject which contributed to the enrollment 
decline. It seems that this trend will continue and it is inevitable that geography edu-
cation in Japan will weaken further. A review of the issues confronting the Geography 
and History curriculum is presented. Further, the author proposes a history subject 
that is an amalgam of World and Japanese History, different from the current idea of 
reorganizing subjects. The envisioned four-subject curriculum structure includes the 
following: History of Humankind (four credits) and Modern History (two credits) 
which is a reorganization of traditional Japanese History and World history, General 
geography (four credits) and Basic geography (two credits), which are based on 
traditional Geography A and B.  

  Keywords     Curriculum   •   Geography and History   •   Senior high school geography   • 
  The National Curriculum Standards  

19.1         Introduction 

 The new National Curriculum Standards was announced in March 2008 for 
elementary and junior high schools, and in March 2009 for senior high school. 
These National Curriculum Standards have been implemented since April 
2011 in elementary schools, April 2012 in junior high schools, and April 2013 in 
senior high schools. The goal of the chapter is to discuss issues surrounding the 
geography curriculum in senior high school and to propose prospective future 
directions. 

        K.   Toida      (*) 
  Kinki University ,   3-4-1 Kowakae, Higashiosaka ,  Osaka   577-8502 ,  Japan   
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 A report of the Central Council for Education (January 2008), which included 
criteria for the new National Curriculum Standards, suggested the following seven 
points for its improvement (Central Council for Education  2008 ):

    (1)    Revising the National Curriculum Standards based on the revised Fundamentals 
of Education Law;   

   (2)    Sharing the idea of “abilities in living”;   
   (3)    Acquiring basic and fundamental knowledge and skills;   
   (4)    Developing abilities to think, judge, and express;   
   (5)    Securing the number of class hours that is required to establish academic 

abilities;   
   (6)    Increasing learning motivation and establishing study habits; and   
   (7)    Enhancing instructions to nurture spiritual richness and physical health.    

  These criteria address fundamental principles in general education as applied to 
elementary, junior and senior high schools. In considering the content of geogra-
phy curriculum, items (3) and (4) are especially important. Item (3) has imple-
mented a shift from traditional case studies to systematic topographical studies in 
geography instruction. This is in addition to the traditional instruction to stress 
geographical perspectives, ways of thinking, and nurture application abilities. Item 
(4) is implemented by accentuating students’ linguistic abilities, which includes 
the core abilities to think, judge, express opinions (e.g., written and oral), and 
facilitate voluntary “social participation”. Social participation is emphasized by 
the new provisions of the revised Fundamentals of Education Law (December 
2006), which is referred to in Item (1), and the revised School Education Law (June 
2007). The idea can be interpreted as recognizing the essential roles of Social 
Studies. In summary, the revisions steered signifi cantly away from “knowing how” 
to emphasizing “knowing what.”  

19.2     State of Senior High School Geography Curriculum 

 Today, geography education in senior high school is in critical condition. The initiation 
of the Geography and History subject in 1989 accompanied by the reorganization of 
Social Studies. As a result, World History became the only subject under the 
Geography and History umbrella to become a compulsory subject. The other three 
subjects, Geography, Japanese History, and World History became elective courses. 
This policy change has partly triggered a signifi cant drop in Geography enrollment. 
The elective status of geography remains unchanged in the curriculum revision of 1999 
and in the new curriculum of 2009. Geography enrollment has steadily declined, 
and in the author’s experience, for example, only 10–20 % of college students today 
have studied Geography in senior high school. For nearly three decades, equivalent 
to an entire generation of young people, they will very likely reach adulthood without 
the necessary knowledge and understanding of geography. 
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 This is a serious problem not only for learners but also for teachers. In junior 
high schools, Geography is required, and there is a need for many geography 
instructors, however, Social Studies instructors report that Geography is not their 
strength. According to a survey conducted by the author, who has been involved in 
teacher training courses, the number of subjects that students take for college 
entrance exam within specialty areas in Social Studies was higher than that taken by 
majors in college. In “Geography and History, Civics, and Math,” which is one of 
the entrance exam subjects at the author’s university, Japanese History is the most 
selected exam, accounting for nearly half the students. The remaining half of exams 
is shared by World History and Politics and Economy, with a small proportion 
shared by Geography and Math. In fact, the majority of the students who are enrolled 
in the teacher training course taught by the author wish to teach Japanese History 
despite the fact that they are enrolled in departments of law, economics, and man-
agement. However, it is foreseeable that these students will be assigned to work in 
junior high schools and teach Geography, without any university training in this 
subject area. 

 One of the chief factors that contribute to enrollment decline in senior high 
school geography is that geography is not an option for many college entrance 
exams, especially private colleges. 1  A document edited by the AJG-CGE 
(Association of Japanese Geographers-Commission of Geographical Education) 2  
reveals that out of 860 departments/programs and 273 private universities, 848 
(98.6 %) of departments and programs offer World history as an option, and 810 
(94.2 %) offer Japanese history, while only 380 (44.2 %) offer Geography. Private 
institutions are public education organizations that receive subsidies, so they are 
they not socially responsible to accept entrance exams from subjects’ organization 
in the National Curriculum. Since Geography and History consists of three areas, 
World History, Japanese History, and Geography, from a macroscopic point of view, 
an acceptance structure of entrance exams that unjustly neglects one of these areas 
can be considered to be against the national educational policy. 

 World History was made into a compulsory subject based on rationale not 
extended to other Geography and History subjects. This change along with the insuf-
fi cient number of geography teachers in junior high schools, and the selective accep-
tance of Geography for college entrance exams are all interrelated and have weakened 
senior high school Geography. This negative spiral that is happening may ruin the 
geographical culture within the Japanese society.  

1   Out of 773 4-year colleges in Japan, 86 are national universities (about 620,000 students), 92 are 
public universities (about 140,000 students), and 595 are private universities (about 2,090,000 
students). The number of private universities and their students account for an overwhelmingly 
high percentage of the total (MEXT  2010 ). 
2   Report by the committee members, Shigeru Sugiki and Masami Komiya as of December 2010. 
Incidentally, because combinations of possible subjects differ depending on colleges, detailed sta-
tistics need further investigation. 
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19.3     Overview of the New Geography Curriculum 

 The following section provides an overview of the new senior high school geography 
curriculum. In recent years, the National Curriculum Standards has been composed 
of “objectives,” “contents of learning,” and “how to deal with the contents of 
learning.” Objectives represent the fundamental idea of geography, the contents are 
in-tended to embody the idea in the objectives, while the section on how to deal with 
the contents is what teachers need to consider when instructing the topics. 

19.3.1     Objectives 

 New objectives were progressively developed by revising previously published 
materials, which refl ect social change and scholarly trends since the last National 
Curriculum Standards. A list of the objectives from the new Geography curriculum 
is presented below, with the new revisions underlined.

•    [Geography A] Objectives: Consider geographical issues in the modern world in 
 relationship with  regional perspective,  historical background, and daily living ; 
develop geographical knowledge on the modern world; cultivate geographical 
perspectives and ways of thinking; and foster awareness and characteristics as 
 Japanese citizens  who live in the global society in independent-minded manners.  

•   [Geography B] Objectives: Consider geographical events of the modern world in 
a systematic geographical way and  regions in the modern world  topographically 
 accounting for historical background ; develop geographical knowledge on the 
modern world; cultivate geographical perspectives and ways of thinking; and 
foster awareness and qualities as  Japanese citizens  who live in the global society 
in independent-minded manners (   MEXT  2009 ).    

 While following closely to the previous version, the current revisions are distinc-
tively characterized by their emphasis on historical background as a dimension of 
thinking about the world. The term ‘historical background’ was formerly included 
in the contents section, but it has been included in the objectives for the fi rst time 
emphasize its signifi cance. Questions have been raised about the lack of historical 
considerations in geography, which dealt primarily with the modern world, and 
whether students should have a more dynamic perspective to understand evolving 
geographic issues across regions. Key terms changed in the course of revision which 
are elaborated on below. 

 The term “Japanese citizens” in the revised curriculum replaced the word 
“Japanese” in the former version. This change is parallel to the revision made in the 
Fundamentals of Education Law (December 2006), a turning point for the National 
Curriculum Standards. The term “daily living” is used only in Geography A to 
refl ect the nature of an “A” subject. Common to World History, Japanese History, 
and Geography, “B” subjects are assigned four credits and comprehensively covers 
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contents in the traditional way. In contrast, A subjects are assigned two credits and 
are considered a condensed version of version B subjects. World History and 
Japanese History A courses have accomplished this by stressing on modern times, 
while Geography emphasizes on geographical issues to accentuate the differences 
with Geography B. The emphasis on daily living is in line with these trends. In the 
contents section, the concept of “disaster prevention” was introduced in this version 
for the fi rst time, stressing more on area surveys than before. As a result, the new 
learning content, “disaster prevention”, was mentioned clearly in Geography A, 3  
instead of Geography B.  

19.3.2     Contents and Treatments of Contents 

 The following are characteristics of the new Geography curriculum content:

    (1)    Learning that is connected with the real life (especially Geography A);   
   (2)    Enhanced learning of world topography (especially Geography B);   
   (3)    Introduction of inquiry learning;   
   (4)    Emphasis on abilities in resource application and expression; and   
   (5)    Application of atlas.     

 Items (2) and (5) are examined further here. Item (2) signifi es in a practical sense 
the abolition of case studies, which was a measure adopted when the National 
Curriculum Standards was announced in 1989. Formerly, instruction on topography 
was not valued, and instead, teachers focused intensely on two to three countries or 
regions, using them as representative case studies. The rationale was that intensive 
learning about particular countries and regions would help students develop the 
academic abilities to independently generalize about other countries and regions. 
This was part of the curriculum that focused more on “knowing-how” rather than 
“knowing-what”. In response to students’ declining basic academic abilities, the 
policy was changed to emphasize “knowing-what”. In principle, the acquisition of 
geographical knowledge, perspectives, and ways of thinking should be accom-
plished by inductive information processing, that is to fi nd general commonalities 
through multiple examples. Therefore, it is natural that the acquisition of geographi-
cal knowledge tends to be a comprehensive study. On the other hand, the deductive 
learning method, based on two to three representative countries or regions, is not 
consistent with current models of geography learning. 

 Item (5) reaffi rms the role and status of the atlas as a textbook. The atlas used in 
senior high schools is titled “Atlas for senior high school Geography and History: 
Authorized textbook by MEXT”. It has the status of a textbook and is used in 
Geography and History. Fundamental changes have made this an atlas for Geography 
and History, both in name and reality, rather than solely in Geography instruction. 

3   The National Curriculum Standards commentary suggests that “disaster and measures” may be 
addressed as a part of survey content in regional survey in Geography B. 
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The use of the atlas in Geography and History is specifi ed in the National Curriculum 
Standards, the result of efforts by many stakeholders in geography education and 
the AJG-CGE who are concerned about the critical state of geography. Geography 
instructors should be more appealing as the atlas is a useful textbook relevant to 
the entire subject of Geography and History, as well as World History, and 
Japanese History.   

19.4     Necessity for Senior High School Geography 

 The immense undervalue of Geography is unprecedented in the history of geography 
education in modern Japan and in other foreign countries (e.g., European countries, 
Korea, and China) in the recent years. The state of geography education is critical and 
a lack of action is a sign that the Japanese society agrees that senior high school geog-
raphy is not needed. Is geography really obsolete in senior high school? Needless to 
say, the answer is no. To the contrary, geography is going to be even more critical in 
the future, and this is discussed from two perspectives in the next section. 

19.4.1     The Importance of Geography Education 
from the Perspective of the Curriculum 
of Geography and History 

 The curriculum of the senior high school Geography includes history concepts 
while history education also encompasses geography. This is evident in the new 
History curriculum. Objectives of World History A and Japanese History A from 
the new National Curriculum Standards are quoted in the following, with new revi-
sions underlined:

•    [World History A] Objectives: Based on resources, help students to understand 
world history focusing on modern times in relationship with  geographical con-
ditions  and Japanese history; cultivate abilities to think historically  by helping 
students to consider modern issues from historical perspectives ; foster aware-
ness and qualities as Japanese citizens who live in the global society in 
independent- minded manners.  

•   [Japanese History A] Objectives: Based on resources, help students to under-
stand the history of modern Japan in relationship with  geographical conditions  
and world history; cultivate abilities to think historically  by helping students to 
focus and consider modern issues ; foster awareness and qualities as Japanese 
citizens who live in the global society in independent-minded manners.    

 First, the term, geographical conditions, was used in the contents section, as was 
the term, historical background, in geography. Moving it to the objectives section 
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represents a greater emphasis on it. The underlying emphasis of geographical conditions 
in history courses suggests a focus on the regional natural environment or spatial 
relationships in understanding history with the intent to teach viewpoints and methods 
of history with an atlas. 

 The notable term modern issues underlines the effort in history curriculum to dis-
cuss important current topics as they arise. According to the National Curriculum 
Standards, the ultimate objective of World History and Japanese History is to foster 
Japanese citizens who live independently in the global society. This goal is common 
in both A and B subjects of World History, Japanese History, and Geography. 
Cultivation of historical thinking abilities is a necessity and the integration of mod-
ern issues is one method to support this development. The inclusion of modern 
issues into history is implemented into A and B subjects. A modern issue is a loss of 
self-suffi ciency in food production, owing to desolate agriculture, changing fi shing 
villages, and a loss of traditional culture. In World History, these current world issues 
are couched in the discussion of north–south problems that include intense ethnic 
confl ict and a loss of biodiversity. Both examples have been studied or are likely to be 
studied in Geography. By itself, how would history education address these issues? 
It is time that Geography and History work in unity to the degree necessary to grow. 
A geographical perspective and ways of thinking (e.g., concepts of region and space, 
natural environment unique to the region), will provide useful perspectives in the 
investigation of modern issues as well as in other elements of history, such as examin-
ing causality and rationality in ancient and medieval history   . 4   

19.4.2     From the Perspective Geography Education Goals 

 Geography has unique perspectives and characteristics that can easily be transferre-
dable to related subjects. Three examples are provided. First, as a science of space, 
geography is concerned with the scale of the region being discussed. In particular, 
region and space have various scales, such as the local scale where people live, to 
the national scale, and the space outside Earth. These topics are taught in context of 
location and space in geography whereas the course Contemporary Society in Civics 
provides only a cursory discussion of scale. Thus, the slogan “Think globally, act 
locally,” is a fi tting argument for geography, where scale matters. 

 Second, Geography is able to provide multiple perspectives on phenomenon at 
interlocking scales. For example, the self-suffi ciency issue on food is often dis-
cussed from the standpoint of food security and securing safety in food. The views 
from Politics and Economy are important in consider. However, from a geographical 

4   The senior high school National Curriculum Standards of 1960 and 1970 mandated that four 
subjects or more including Ethics and Civics as well as Politics and Economy were required out of 
the following fi ve: Ethics and Civics, Politics and Economy, Japanese History, World History, and 
Geography. In reality, all fi ve subjects were made compulsory in the majority of general senior 
high schools. 
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perspective, the essence of the problem emerges from multiple and diverse factors 
that are different at various scales. At the hometown scale, a breakdown of agricul-
ture and fi shing villages and the accumulation of organic waste are examples while 
human-made reservoir dams are at the national level. This is compounded by issues 
at the international level where developing countries lack steady food supplies and 
a spike is in carbon dioxide due to increased food mileage from transportation. 
These issues are interrelated across hometown, nation, and worldwide scales, mak-
ing the essence of the problem even more complicated. Geography can provide 
multi-faceted and diverse ways of thinking about these complex issues. 

 Third, it is important to examine issues from the standpoint of “interaction 
between nature and human” at all scales. Considering the recent circumstances of 
the world, the questions such as how humans should face nature and what are 
sustainable developments for society are increasingly important. Nonetheless, the 
standpoint of “interaction between nature and human” is still decidedly absent in 
not only Civics but also in Japanese History, and World History courses. This 
perspective is not limited to development and environmental preservation. In the 
world, there are ethnic groups whose social styles, values, and life cultures are 
diverse, a refl ection ofthe natural environment that is their home. Even in the 
twenty-fi rst century, there is discord among ethnic groups, and quarrels are not 
resolved. Harmony and integration should be approached from temporal, histori-
cal, and conceptual standpoints as well as from a natural, special-compositional, 
and existential views. 

 These views and ways of thinking are the same as those in geography as pre-
sented in the National Curriculum Standards. The integration of humanities and 
science is going to be in demand in the world of the twenty-fi rst century, and geog-
raphy education can respond appropriately.   

19.5     Curriculum Strategies for Regeneration of Geography 
Education 

 It is imperative to return senior high school Geography to the state prior to 1989 
when there was balance between Geography and History education. Policy-related 
prospects for that vision are presented below. 

 Presently, basic research on how to best integrate Geography and History is 
commissioned by MEXT and conducted in some research development schools. 
The research has only just begun but it is possible that the fi ndings may be refl ected 
in the next version of the National Curriculum Standards. The idea of reorganiz-
ing Geography into a new integrated study, such as environment, international 
understanding, and area studies, has been replaced by a new movement to merge 
geography and history subjects into an integrated course. Tentatively, the sug-
gested course title for the merged course is Integrated Geography and History. 
Alternatively the current course may be restructured to Basic Geography and 
Basic History. 
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19.5.1     Double-Feature Programming of Basic Geography 
and Basic History 

 There has been an idea to establish a subject that integrates geography and history, to 
be called Integrated Geography and History (tentative title). This initiative is similar 
to the action chosen in early Social Studies. For example, the second National 
Curriculum Standards announced after World War II that in addition to General 
Society (fi ve credits) as a compulsory course in the fi rst years of senior high school, 
students would take at least one from the following four subjects: Japanese History, 
World History, Human geography, and Current Issues (fi ve credits each). Moreover, 
by liberally incorporating historical components in Geography and geographical 
components in History, students still learned history, thus beginning a complementary 
relationship between Geography and History. In Human Geography, the following 
terms were purposefully integrated: exploration of Africa by Livingston and Stanley, 
the travel journal of Marco Polo, times when Mongolians have fl ourished, history of 
contact between Mongolian and Han people, industrial revolution, land reform, 
Malthus’ Essay on the Principle of Population, castle towns, development of cities in 
medieval Europe,  Kojiki , Columbus, Magellan,  Gishi Wajin - den , Roman roads, 
and the Silk Road. This provides a frame of reference in the new curriculum that 
emphasizes historical understanding. 

 However, under the current curriculum, it is diffi cult to carry out a radical change 
as in the past because the number of existing geography instructors is incomparably 
smaller than that of 20 years ago. If compulsory Integrated Geography and History is 
established under these circumstances, it is inevitable that instructors who specialize 
in History will be more likely to teach the subject. The classes will likely be far from 
what Integrated Geography and History should be, that is to say, one that weaves the 
human world with warp (history) and weft (geography). If this plan is accepted as an 
Integrated Geography and History subject, problems with the content remain. 

 Thus, he National Curriculum Standards’ strategies to regenerate senior high 
school Geography must feature Basic Geography and Basic History (tentative titles). 
Furthermore, they must be made compulsory, even if assigned fewer credits to put 
Geography and History on equal footing.  

19.5.2     From World History and Japanese History to History 
of Humankind and Modern History 

 The Geography and History course is divided into World history, Japanese History, 
and Geography. The issue with this is that geography only makes up a third of this 
division, with history dominating more teaching time. This is confounded by the illogi-
cal division of history into distinct topics of world and Japanese history. The current 
division of the Geography and History course into one part geography and two parts 
history (World and Japanese) is an imbalance that favors history. Another example 
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of a bias towards history courses is rooted in the teacher training system. For example, 
the Teaching License Law stipulates that students take the same number of geog-
raphy and history credits regardless of their chosen teaching subject. Since the 
course Geography and History is divided into Geography, Japanese History and 
World History topics, it means that two third of instruction time are dedicated to 
history-related lessons. The author argues that if teacher candidates must study 
equal credits for geography and history, then more time for geography is needed 
in senior high schools. 

 The fi rst National Curriculum Standards introduced after the war in 1947 divided 
world history into Eastern History and Western History. The second version in 
1951, integrated these two topics into World History. Conversely, history depart-
ments at universities continue to make a distinction between eastern and western 
histories. This framework that separates the teaching of Japan’s history from the rest 
of the world isolates events in Japan and it is thus taught in a vacuum, separate from 
the world context. In the U.K. as well, History is a concept that combines world 
history and British history. In addition History and Geography have been treated 
equally. In France too, history is a concept that combines history of the country and 
the world, and by positioning it alongside Geography, the axis of time and space are 
maintained. 5  

 Here the author would like to propose a personal idea: the current World History 
and Japanese History be dismantled in favor of reorganizing History of Humanity 
(four credits) and Modern History (two credits). By moving between Japanese 
History and world History, both subjects will ideally highlight the past and chal-
lenges of humans. The author wonders whether the latter subject could be content- 
structured to trace the historical process in the discussion, while stressing challenges. 
However, could geography be incorporated into General geography (four credits) 
based on the current Geography B and Basic Geography (two credits) based on 
Geography A (all titles tentative)? Moreover, a strategy is needed to makes two 
credits or more in Geography and two credits or more in History compulsory from 
the above four subjects. Table  19.1  presents an early idea of the proposed course 
reorganization.

   In the current Geography and History curriculum, which was launched in 1989, 
it has been divided into World History, Japanese History, and Geography. As a result of 
World History becoming compulsory, while Geography became elective, geography 
enrollment drastically declined. Consequently, geographical knowledge among 

5   National Institute for Educational Policy Research ( 2000 ,  2004 ) reports systematic research on 
curricula of subjects in Social Studies in foreign countries. 

   Table 19.1    High school Geography and History curriculum (Tentative plan)   

 Geography  History 

 Basic geography (two credits)  Modern history (two credits) 
 General geography (four credits)  History of humankind (four credits) 
 Requiring more than two credits  Requiring more than two credits 
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the young generation is considerably lacking, and balanced knowledge and culture 
between geography and history have signifi cantly deteriorated. Fundamental 
reform in senior high school history subjects is necessary for the advancement of 
geography education.      
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    Chapter 20   
 The Great East Japan Disaster and Geography 
Education: School Damage, Associations’ 
Support Project, and Trends in Geography 
Teaching Practices 

             Takashi     Shimura      and     Kotaro     Yamagata   

    Abstract     The Great East Japan Disaster that struck on 11 March 2011 had a massive 
and wide-ranging impact on all aspects of life. It directly affected schools in the area 
and indirectly impacted geography associations, education policy, and geography 
education. This chapter provides a brief explanation of the multifaceted disaster and 
its aftermath, including earthquakes, tsunamis and the nuclear power plant accident. 
The authors’ visits to and investigations of affected schools found that needs to support 
geography teaching post-disaster were dependent on the disaster(s) that struck, 
school locations, and level of destruction. To respond to these needs, the Association 
of Japanese Geographers in conjunction with other associations conducted emer-
gency fundraising. At the government level, the disaster prompted discussions on 
natural hazards prevention education, as demanded by policy makers at the national 
level. Geography education is considered one of the main subjects of the disaster 
prevention curriculum. As a result of public demand, disaster prevention practices 
have notably improved since the event. For example, in the immediate days after the 
disaster, many lessons were given about its occurrence and processes, along with 
preventative education to foster students’ knowledge and skills for surviving future 
natural hazards. Recently, thanks to interest generated by these lessons, geography 
classes have been increasingly concerned with best methods to restore devastated 
areas and to create a Japanese society resistant to disasters.  

  Keywords     Affected schools   •   Disaster prevention education   •   Education for 
Sustainable Development   •   Fundraising for geography teaching resources   •   Nuclear 
disaster  
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20.1         Purpose 

 A massive earthquake occurred offshore of the East Japan Pacifi c Coast on 11 
March 2011. It caused a tsunami that in turn infl icted damage on East Japan and the 
surrounding area. This natural hazard is referred to as the Great East Japan Disaster. 
The areas affected were struck by at least one of three phenomena, earthquake, tsu-
nami and/or nuclear power plant accident. Current restoration efforts to rebuild 
infrastructure and to create a new society are pressing challenges in Japan, one to 
which geography education can contribute. 

 This chapter addresses the impacts of the Great East Japan Disaster, addressing 
severely damaged schools in Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima. This is followed by an 
examination of emergency support to the damaged schools by academic geography 
associations and related organizations. Finally, current and post-disaster Japanese 
education policy and research trends in geography education are reported.  

20.2     Characteristics of the Great East Japan Disaster 

20.2.1     Overview of the Disaster 

 On 11 March 2011 at 14:46 JST (05:46 UTC), the plate boundary fault along the 
Japan Trench slipped over a length of approximately 500 km off the coast of Miyako 
City, Iwate Prefecture, extending to Chousi City, Chiba Prefecture. This generated 
a 9.0 magnitude (MW) earthquake, which was the most powerful known earthquake 
ever to have struck Japan. The number of deaths is estimated at 15,879, with a further 
2,700 people still missing (National Police Agency Publicity 2013). The cost from 
direct damage was estimated to be 17 trillion JPY, which is approximately 20 % of 
the national budget of Japan (Tanaka  2012 ). 

 The disaster was characterized by a large-scale earthquake, which generated a 
large tsunami that brought about the majority of the damage. The distribution of 
dead and missing people was concentrated along coastal municipalities, suggesting 
that most of the damage was due to the tsunami (Fig.  20.1 ). The earthquake impacted 
a wide area including Tohoku and Kanto regions and its dangerous impact multi-
plied when the earthquake and tsunami caused the nuclear power plant disaster.

   In response to the earthquake disaster, the word “unexpected” is often used. For 
example, Taro district in Miyako City, Iwate, was known for its most advanced 
structural countermeasures against tsunami. Double 10 m high tsunami seawalls 
extending over 2.4 km length were laid out throughout the district. Despite the 
structural protection, the tsunami fl owed over the double levees and devastated Taro 
district. The seawall was constructed to protect against tsunamis of this exact size 
that struck this area during the Meiji and Showa eras. However, the seawall did not 
stand in the face of this “unexpected” tsunami, which was larger than those historically 
experienced in the area.  
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20.2.2     Earthquake and Tsunami Hazard 

 Plate boundary earthquakes of about M7–8 have repeatedly occurred off the coast 
of the Tohoku region (Obara  2012 ). Focal regions of these earthquakes are sepa-
rated into eight zones. It was previously believed that each zone experienced such 
earthquakes at an interval of a dozen to several hundred years (the asperity model). 
However, in the case of the 2011 earthquake, six of the eight zones slipped together, 
a phenomenon that had not been expected in this region. The plate boundary 
displaced more than 50 m, resulting in the seafl oor being vertically uplifted by 5 m. 
On land, it was also confi rmed from GPS data that the Oshika Peninsula moved 

  Fig. 20.1    Number of missing and dead within each municipality (National Police Agency 
Publicity  2011 )       
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about 5 m in an east-southeast direction. This movement spread to eastern Japan, 
 including all areas south of the Tohoku region. 

 The large vertical seafl oor uplift generated a giant tsunami that was larger than 
expected by scientists. A tsunami damage mapping team of the Association of 
Japanese Geographers (AJG) developed a map of the devastated area from aerial 
photos, which showed the distribution of the inundation height (Fig.  20.2 ). The mag-
nitudes of height fl uctuations were large in the Sanriku coastal area, with a maximum 
inundated height of 30 m, attributable to the effect of a deeply indented coastline. 
In the regional plains between Sendai and Ishinomaki, inundation height and magnitude 
of fl uctuations were small, owing to the effect of fl at terrain. However, the inundation 
distance extended several kilometers inland, resulting in a wide area of fl ooding. 
Further south in Fukushima Prefecture, the inundation height was large because of 
the effect of coastal terraces.

   The largest damage from the tsunami was not in the Sanriku coastal area but on 
the Ishinomaki and Sendai plains. A large population in this area meant that more 
people were at risk. Moreover, the tsunami inundation area greatly exceeded the 
assumed tsunami danger zone outlined in hazard maps created before the earthquake. 
The importance of these maps was highlighted after the disaster. 

  Fig. 20.2    Inundation height distribution of the tsunami (modifi ed after Tsunami Damage Mapping 
Team, Association of Japanese Geographers  2011 )       
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 Susceptibility of the Ishinomaki and Sendai Plains was found in a recent 
 geological survey that revealed a historical tsunami 1,000 years ago caused inunda-
tion as far as several km inland (Sawai et al.  2007 ). The Jokan earthquake tsunami 
of 869  AD  caused similar damage to the inundation area of the 2011 tsunami. 
Unfortunately, these discoveries were not previously included in disaster-prevention 
measures before the March 2011 disaster.  

20.2.3     Nuclear Power Plant Disaster 

 A nuclear power plant accident at Tokyo Electric Power’s Fukushima Dai-ichi 
Nuclear Power Plant happened as a direct cause by the earthquake and tsunami. 
Large amounts of radioactive material were released into the environment, forcing 
residents who lived near the plants to evacuate, and many have not been able to 
return. Radioactive pollution in the environment spread across a wide area and 
industries in the affected areas have suffered from detrimental effects of fear and 
harmful rumors. For example, customers refuse to buy agricultural products from 
Fukushima Prefecture, even though crops are grown in low radioactivity areas or are 
produced in indoor vegetable factories. The name Fukushima raises alarm bells for 
buyers although only a small part of the prefecture is contaminated. 

 Investigations into the cause of the nuclear accident are ongoing. Current reports 
state that a tsunami of 14–15 m struck the nuclear plant, causing loss of external 
power supply. As a result, the emergency backup diesel generator was soaked in 
seawater and broke down, producing a blackout at the plant. It was impossible to 
cool the nuclear reactor, so it was assumed that nuclear fuel was melting. Hydrogen 
generated for energy became fuel for explosions, which dispersed a large quantity 
of radioactive material. This quantity was estimated at 1.5 × 1,017 Bq of I-131 and 
1.2 × 1,017 Bq of Cs-137, dispersed between 11 March and 5 April 2011 (Great East 
Japan Earthquake Taskforce  2011 ).   

20.3      School Damage in Three Affected Prefectures 

20.3.1     School Damage Investigation 

 Many schools suffered damage in the earthquake disaster. As of 26 January 2013, 
the total number of deaths associated at schools was 641 and the total missing was 
92, including students and teachers. Most were in Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima 
prefectures, with the largest number in Miyagi. A total of 6,284 school buildings 
were damaged (Kurokawa  2012 ). 

 In response to this grave disaster, the AJG decided to provide assistance to 
schools in the affected areas. This support included the provision of teaching mate-
rials and tools related to geography instruction at elementary, junior high, and senior 
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high schools. To furnish relevant support, it is necessary to understand needs in the 
affected areas. The authors received a budget for emergent research programs on the 
Great East Japan Disaster, under the theme “The Clinical Approach for Developing 
Support Measures for Geography Classes During the Rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction Process after the Great East Japan Disaster 1 ” given by the Tokyo 
Geographical Society (TGS). The research was led by the authors, who began by 
collecting information about affected schools with assistance from teachers in these 
areas. Field surveys were conducted whereby the authors visited the affected sites 
in May, June, and September 2011. Observations at the schools showed that each 
area learned from previous tsunami disaster and they had protective defences 
already in place. For example, regular practice drills at schools to construction of 
tall wall around villages are common. For example, many schools in the Sanriku 
coastal area are on hills. Given the physical geography, many students and teachers 
were able to escape the tsunami by going to higher elevation; however, schools in 
lowlands were the most affected.  

20.3.2     Damage to Schools 

 Schools impacted by the tsunami were identifi ed using the tsunami inundation area 
map developed by the tsunami damage mapping team. Figure  20.3  maps the tsunami- 
affected schools and the nuclear power plant accident in Fukushima Prefecture. 
The total number of affected schools was 101 in 34 municipalities (65 elementary, 25 
junior high, and 11 senior high schools). Damage by geography comes to 30 schools 
in Iwate Prefecture (20 elementary, 7 junior high, and 3 senior high schools), 64 in 
Miyagi Prefecture (41 elementary, 16 junior high, and 7 senior high schools), and 7 in 
Fukushima Prefecture (4 elementary, 2 junior high, and 1 senior high school). 
Damages were especially severe in the plain areas, such as Ishinomaki and Sendai 
City (Fig.  20.3 ). Of the estimated 617 students who perished across Iwate, Miyagi, 
and Fukushima prefectures in the Tohoku region, Miyagi lost 430, or 70 % of the total 
student population. It was confi rmed that many municipalities and schools were to be 
supported in these three prefectures. Schools in Iwate and Miyagi prefectures have 
reopened despite a loss of teaching materials. Restoration of schools is progressing, 
but those within the evacuation zone in Fukushima Prefecture remain closed. Satellite 
schools temporarily replaced the evacuated high schools. However, most elementary 
and junior high schools could not continue and function normally, because residents 
and students had voluntarily left the region. Almost 2 years after the earthquake disaster, 
the low student population has not changed.

   Huge seawalls had been constructed at great fi nancial expense in the Sanriku 
coastal area before the disaster. Those seawalls were supposed to protect schools in 

1   The program team includes K. Yamagata (head), T. Shimura, Y. Umetsu (Miyagi Prefecture 
Sendai Minami High School), T. Hanzawa (Iwate Prefectural Board of Education), H. Nagaike 
(Fukushima Prefectural Futaba High School). 
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lowland areas, but they collapsed. Thus, there is a limit to the protection that artifi cial 
structures can provide against natural disasters. 

 At the time of the earthquake, students at some junior and senior high schools 
began evacuating by moving to higher ground and narrowly escaped the disaster. 
Unfortunately, other schools suffered countless casualties because it took too long 
for the evacuation decision to be made. These cases demonstrate a real need for 
students to have the ability to save themselves and act autonomously, instead of 
waiting for instructions at the time of a disaster.   

  Fig. 20.3    Number of schools affected by tsunami and the nuclear power plant accident       
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20.4     Emergency Responses by Geography Education- 
Related Associations and Organizations 

 Considerable support came from many people and organizations immediately 
after the earthquake. Japanese geographers belonging to the AJG, geography 
education- related associations and organizations and academic societies quickly 
organized various support activities. 

 On 14 March 2011, the Disaster Response Headquarters was led by the chairper-
son of the AJG. This headquarters coordinated rapid dissemination of information, 
including publicity with geographical disaster information to other academic societ-
ies and mass media. For example, instead of canceling the general AJG conference 
planned for 29–31 March in Tokyo, the head offi ce held an emergency opening 
conference “Restoration from the Great East Japan Disaster and Geography” on 28 
May. This initiated many disaster related plans for the AJG. 2  

 During this time, news of a shortage of geography teaching resources in devastated 
schools reached members of the AJG Commission of Geographical Education (CGE). 
In response, authorized textbooks and atlases were sent to all elementary and junior 
high school students for free as they are vital learning resources for students. This 
relief effort was aided by the government, who supplied textbooks via local editorial 
boards and schools. Since the school atlas is used only from the fourth through sev-
enth grade, this caused confusion at some local educational boards and schools regard-
ing the allocation of free atlases. Other shortages included damaged geography 
teaching materials such as world globes, wall maps and photographic collections. 

 In response, the CGE put forward an “Emergency Proposal for Equipment of 
Geography Resources in Order to Reopen Geography/Social Studies School 
Lessons”. This proposal, in two parts, was published by the AJG executive commit-
tee on 11 April 2011. The fi rst component was a request to the government, local 
educational boards and schools that atlases should be re-supplied to all affected 
students, in the same manner as other types of textbooks. The second component 
proposed that key geography teaching materials be supplied to all. For the latter 
request, the AJG started a fundraising campaign called “Fundraising for Geography 
Education Restoration after the Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster: Geography 
Teaching Resources for Affected Schools” in cooperation with the Geographic 
Education Society of Japan (GESJ) and Japan Association of Geographical Space 
(JAGS). This fundraising was supported not only by members of these organiza-
tions, but also from overseas through the Commission on Geographical Education 
(CGE) of the International Geographical Union (IGU). The donations allowed the 
AJG to grant 5,000,000 JPY (approximately $50,000 USD) to 45 affected schools 
for geography education support. 3  Furthermore, the Japan Map Center (JMS)  visited 
affected schools and supplied maps for instruction.  

2   The Disaster Response Headquarters was closed at the end of March 2012, but the outcomes are 
shown on the AJG website:  http://www.ajg.or.jp/disaster/201103_Tohoku-eq.html . 
3   As stated in Sect.  20.3 , outcomes from our program granted by TGS were used to select these 
schools. 
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20.5     Current State of Japanese and Geography Education 

20.5.1     Government Education Policy After the Disaster: 
A National Dimension 

 According to Japanese education policy, disaster prevention education has a place 
in the school security education sphere. That policy states that disaster prevention 
education, belonging to Health and Physical Education subject as well as in a spe-
cial school activity, should be practiced in close cooperation with other subjects. 
The disaster prevention education consists of three fi elds, life safety, traffi c safety, 
and disaster prevention. Geography and Social Studies have contributed a great deal 
to this fi eld of education, along with Health and Physical Education, Home 
Economics and Science. For example, the National Curriculum Standards pre-
scribes the following units of a disaster prevention education. 

  Elementary School (Social Studies)  
     Third–fourth grade: disaster and accident prevention in the local area  
  Fifth grade: land preservation and natural disaster prevention     

  Junior High School (Geography Curriculum in Social Studies)  
     First–second grade: characteristics of the natural environment in Japan and disas-

ters/disaster prevention     

  Senior High School (Geography)  
     First–third grade: natural environment and disaster prevention     

 This shows that geography education has carried out the disaster prevention edu-
cation from the natural/human/social relationship viewpoint. 

 The Great East Japan Disaster demands reexamination of disaster prevention edu-
cation policy in the government. The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 
and Technology (MEXT) established the “Committee of Well-Informed Persons for 
Disaster Prevention Education After the Great East Japan Disaster Age” in July 2011. 
This committee produced a fi nal report in July 2012 that recommended enrichment of 
disaster prevention education, especially fostering student’s skills and attitudes about 
survival during hazards. The Cabinet of the government passed the “Plan of School 
Security Education Promotion” in April 2012. The promotion of disaster prevention 
education has been demanded at a national policy level. Geography and Social Studies 
are regarded as the main subjects to lead and achieve this aim.  

20.5.2     Practices in Geography Education: A School Lesson 
Perspective 

 In school geography lessons, disaster prevention practices have certainly increased 
since the disaster. An examination of trends reported in academic association 
presentations and journals are detailed below. 
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20.5.2.1     Presentations at Academic Conferences 

 GESJ held their annual conference in August 2011, at Akita in northeast Japan. 
The deadline for the call for presentations was very soon after the disaster, so there 
was only one geography lesson plan presentation that addressed it. The presenter 
was a secondary school geography teacher in Sendai City, who suffered from the 
aftermath of the disaster alongside her students. In the conference, she fi rst reported 
on damage to schools and students, and said geography education should confront 
this pressing situation with special care to affected students. She then proposed her 
geography lesson plan for third year of senior high school. This lesson effectively 
incorporated students’ own disaster survival experiences into the Japanese high 
school geography curriculum. 

 In the subsequent GESJ annual conference in July 2012, there were three presenta-
tions that examined disaster prevention education. The themes were: (1) A theoretical 
framework for disaster prevention education in geography; (2) an analysis of lessons 
learned from the controversial issue of “radioactive contamination and region” to foster 
consensus building and social skills; and (3) a challenge to create a disaster-resilient city 
through fi eldwork and map use. Disaster-related geography education presentations 
have also been increasing at AJG and Social Studies educators’ conferences.  

20.5.2.2     Publications in Journals 

 GESJ’s academic journal  Shin Chiri  (The New Geography) published their 60th anni-
versary special issue on the “New Offi cial Guideline for School Teaching and Strategy 
for Geography Education” in April 2012. This issue consists of various ideas for 
implementing the new National Curriculum Standards, with many references to disas-
ter prevention education. 

 Kiyoshi Yoshikai, who was involved in this curriculum revision procedure at 
MEXT, stated that substantial disaster prevention education is an urgent issue for 
the government. He supports that geography be the core subject for promoting this, 
partly due togeography education’s earlier achievements (GESJ  2012 ). In response, 
many researchers and educators discussed how geography contents and strategies 
contribute to disaster prevention education. 

 The monthly journal  Chiri  (Geography), published by the Kokon Shoin 
Corporation for geography readers such as school teachers, quickly released a spe-
cial emergency issue in June 2011. The journal has since produced many articles and 
information concerning the disaster and affected areas. For example, a special issue 
titled “Japanese Society after the Disaster of 3.11” was published in January 2012. 
In this issue, a geography professor from an affected area described signifi cant roles 
of geography education in disaster prevention education, through practices such as 
hazard map learning, awareness of local geography for survival, and workshops for 
raising disaster prevention consciousness (Murayama  2011 ). A group of high school 
geography teachers published the article “Geography Education Confronts Disasters” 
after the January 2012 issue, regarding their view that a disaster is a comprehensive 
social phenomenon that involves restoration.  
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20.5.2.3     Disaster Prevention, Education, and Geographical ESD Lessons 

 A review of events immediately following the Great East Japan Disaster presents 
many lessons regarding disasters and their processes that can foster student knowl-
edge and skills for surviving similar events in the future. In 2005, the United Nations 
Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (UNDESD) had already stated 
that disaster prevention education was one of the ESD themes, making it clear that 
disaster prevention education is an important fi eld in ESD. 

 Recently, geography lessons are increasingly concerned with ideal methods to 
restore devastated areas or ways to rebuild Japanese society resistant to disasters. These 
lessons are frequently discussed in Education for Sustainable Development (ESD). 

 ESD has recently been in demand in Japanese school education. It borrows from 
the theory and practice of geography, making geography a central and contributing 
subject. Productive examples of this synergy include the development of a book 
called  Jizoku kanou - na syakai to chiri kyouiku jissen  (Sustainable Society and 
Geography Education Practices) (Nakayama et al.  2011 ). It consists of ESD expla-
nations, theoretical discussions about relationships between ESD and geography 
education, and proposals of Geography-ESD lesson plans from kindergarten 
through university. This publication is also considered a compilation of Japanese 
Geography-ESD research and practical achievements from the recent past to 2010; 
however, there are no lessons dealing with disasters. 

 One year after the disaster, the same editors published a guidebook for Geography- 
ESD lesson-making (Nakayama et al.  2012 ) that includes 15 recommended Geography-
ESD lesson plans. Three of these are on disaster prevention, spanning kindergarten 
through university. For example, a lesson plan titled  Tunami - de shinsui shinakatta 
rekishi - kaido  (The Ancient Road Where Tsunami Never Reaches) considers tsunami 
damage in the Sendai plain from the 2011 disaster. If an ancient road map is overlaid 
on the inundated area map, it clearly shows that tsunamis never reach the ancient road. 
This suggests that ancient people applied their knowledge about the geographical 
environment and its associated hazards and risks to construct the road where it was safe 
from tsunamis. The plan proposes a Geography-ESD  lesson in the hope that this 
discovery will inspire students to learn to apply disaster prevention practices. 

 More recently, in August 2012, a geography teacher group published a practical 
book on Geography and Social Studies related ESD lessons that reference the 2011 
disaster. This publication is forward looking and attaches much importance to social 
participation. In particular, in a practice called  Nihon - no enerugii - mondai - wo kan-
gaeru  (Thinking about the Energy Issue in Japan) (Izumi et al.  2012 , pp. 41–49), stu-
dents refl ect on Japanese energy policy through mock national voting about nuclear 
power issues and then they evaluate the results. In the days before the 2011 disaster, 
few teachers would take up issues about nuclear disasters in Japan. However, there are 
real risks associated with nuclear power plants because they are located in tectonic 
zones like Japan, posing serious global issues (Crowley and Elliott  2012 ). Therefore, 
it is important to include the younger generation, who will one day be decision makers 
in the discussion of energy policy. The aforementioned lesson practice encourages 
geographically informed citizens to participate in creating a sustainable society, 
through discussion of key controversial issues.    
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20.6     Conclusions 

 The impact of the Great East Japan Disaster is not over. Approximately 316,000 
people have been evacuated from their home and are still displaced across Japan 
(Reconstruction Agency in Cabinet publicity, at of 25 January 2013). In particular, 
it is unknown when or whether people who lived within a 20-km radius of the 
Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant will ever be able to return home, because 
radioactive contamination continues to pose a danger. 

 Under these circumstances, the geography education community is actively 
engaged in disaster education. For example, original and challenging lessons are 
being developed for examination at various spatial scales. At a prefectural scale, the 
Miyagi Prefectural Senior High School Geography Teacher Association revised 
their original supplementary textbook after the disaster, publishing a new edition in 
spring 2012. The new book includes substantial disaster prevention content that 
references recent local damages. 

 On a global scale, a U.S.–Japan collaboration developed geography teaching 
resources and brought participants on a fi eldtrip to observe damage. The event 
was held in September 2012 and was sponsored by the Center for Global 
Geography Education of the Association of American Geographers, AJG and The 
University of Tokyo. Project members included Japanese and U.S. geography 
teachers and educators. The excursion to the affected areas provided inspiration 
and information for groups to collaboratively develop new resources, including 
the Great East Japan Disaster as a case study. These resources are available on the 
CGGE-AAG website. 4  

 On the fi rst anniversary of the Great East Japan Disaster, the AJG held a public 
symposium entitled “Think About Disasters and Education for the Young: the 
Present Situation of Devastated Schools and Future Geography”. 5  The aim of this 
symposium considered the future of education, and there were presentations from 
educators, administrators (e.g., school superintendents and teachers in the affected 
area), as well as geographers. The symposium outcome positioned education as the 
most important aspect of constructing disaster prevention programs and for restor-
ing a resilient society. The value of geography education was made clear, especially 
its key role in contributing to disaster education. Thus, geography education must 
have a vital role in the post Great East Japan Disaster era. 6      

4   http://www.aag.org/cs/cgge/modules . 
5   Chiri  published in May 2012 is the special issue for this symposium. 
6   After submission of this manuscript, Mitsuhashi ( 2013 ) was published. This paper summarizes 
the overall trend of Social Studies education in disaster prevention in Japan after the Great Japan 
Earthquake, and is therefore very helpful. 
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    Chapter 21   
 Basic Geography and the Future of Geography 
Education in Japan 

             Yoshiyasu     Ida      and     Yumiko     Takizawa   

    Abstract     In Japan, many senior high schools require students to take a course in 
either Japanese History or Geography; most students select Japanese History. 
Consequently, many students fail to master the minimum level of basic geographic 
knowledge. To resolve this knowledge gap, the Science Council of Japan introduced 
in 2011 a plan to make Basic Geography and Basic History compulsory subjects. 
Basic Geography is designed as a compulsory two-credit class with the content 
structured from two perspectives, global-scale and local-scale. The course is devel-
oped around knowledge and skills that could help students become interested in 
current international issues, and the course is expected to create solutions from their 
independent ways of understanding and thinking about the world.  

  Keywords     Basic Geography   •   Compulsory subject   •   Future   •   Teaching geography  

21.1         Introduction: Background of Basic Geography 

 At present, only World History at the senior high school level, from the subject areas 
of Geography and History, is designated as compulsory. Many senior high schools 
require that students take either Japanese History or Geography, and most students’ 
select Japanese History. However, a number of Japanese schools don’t teach geogra-
phy courses at all. Consequently, students fail to master basic geographic knowledge, 
made worse because few students learn Earth science. The growing trend is that 
increasingly more students graduate without learning about natural geography, the 
Earth, and the environment. The number of students who do not complete a geogra-
phy course is growing, which contributes to young peoples’ minimal understanding 
of and interest in maps and poor spatial perception, which are all skills needed to 
excel at World History and Japanese History. 
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 Currently, the number of students who study Geography is roughly half of all 
high school students. This wasn’t always the case until Contemporary Society was 
designated as a compulsory social science subject in 1978. Prior to this period, 
almost all fi rst-year senior high school students studied Geography, however, the 
enrollment numbers declined sharply after the policy change. Another education 
policy revision followed in 1989 in which Social Studies was divided into two 
categories: (1) Civics and (2) Geography and History. World History remained a 
compulsory subject, while Japanese History and Geography remained elective. 
Students could choose to study one of the two options, which further reduced the 
enrollment in Geography. Geography is again under threat as local governments, 
including that of the Tokyo Metropolis and the Kanagawa Prefecture, have recently 
proposed a plan to make Japanese History a compulsory subject in senior high schools. 
This is directly related to the low enrollment in geography. Despite the increasing 
importance of understanding international issues, global environmental issues, the 
mechanisms of natural disasters, and disaster education, geography is neglected in the 
Japanese school system. This is a problem that must be rectifi ed promptly. 

 In 2006, ‘the problem of students not studying World History’ was taken up by 
the mass media, and it became a big issue. The Science Council of Japan set up the 
Subcommittee on Geography and History Education Senior High School in May 
2007 to develop solutions. The committees for history, regional studies, geography 
and pedagogy were combined and governed by the membership and led by a chair-
person (world history specialist), a deputy committee chairperson (geography spe-
cialist), a secretary (Japanese history specialist), as well as committee members 
specializing in pedagogy and archaeology/anthropology. Each fi eld had an equal 
number of committee members represented. 

 To begin, the council recognized ‘education with the right balance of temporal 
awareness and spatial awareness’ as the guiding principal. World History has been a 
compulsory subject for over 20 years, and Geography has been relegated to elective 
status equally as long. The challenge at the moment is that a growing number of 
Japanese lack a minimum level of geographic knowledge. Many factors contribute to 
this, for example an increasing number of schools either do not teach geography or 
only teach it to students who aspire to study science. There is a disproportionate focus 
on passing university entrance examinations, and teachers spend little time teaching 
geography. To change this situation, the premise of education with the right balance of 
temporal and spatial awareness is especially important, and this has remained the 
focus throughout the subcommittee’s activities (Yui  2011 ). 

 Initially, there were strong opinions about the combination of geography and 
history into a single subject (Sakurai  2011 ). Over meetings at two symposia and 
several exploratory investigations, the committee decided to create a consolidated 
reform plan, whereby two subjects—Basic History and Basic Geography—would 
be established as compulsory courses. The plan was proposed to the Science Council 
of Japan in 2011. 

 The proposal of Basic History would resolve the fragmentation of World History 
and Japanese History as it currently exists in the senior high school history curricu-
lum. This change would also integrate Japanese History into World History, within 
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which Global History is taught. It was also decided that the Basic History  curriculum 
would reduce the traditional Eurocentric focus to include the origin and history of 
various world nations as well as their international activities. Instructional tech-
niques expanded to include theme-oriented learning, investigative learning, and the 
collection and interpretation of historical sources, as an effort to cultivate historical 
thinking abilities. After numerous planning meetings to design the Basic History 
content, three draft plans have been submitted for future examination. The general 
ideas for each plan are laid out as Plan A: A chronological sequence model plus 
a theme-oriented learning model; Plan B: A focus on modern history; and Plan C: 
A theme formation model, as mentioned by Takahashi ( 2011 ). 

 The Examinations of Basic Geography were led by the AJG-CGE before the 2007 
subcommittee was inaugurated. Similarly, examinations were also conducted by the 
School Education Subcommittee under the Joint Geography Education Subcommittee 
between the Area Studies Committee, the Science Council of Japan, and the Earth 
and Planetary Sciences Committee. There was also a plan to include more topogra-
phy content in the Basic Geography curriculum, but after further discussions, it was 
decided that all ideas should be integrated into one plan, detailed in the next 
paragraph. Compared to the fi eld of history, the geography community feels a strong 
sense of crisis on the state of geography education.  

21.2     The Concept of Basic Geography 

 Geography as a subject in education has been criticized for being “the geography of 
place names and produce.” This is because there had been a focus on understanding 
phenomena by rote learning, while the real essence of geography, namely, consider-
ation of the relationships between nature and human beings were lacking in school 
education. However, in order to consider these interlocking ties, one must fi rst have 
knowledge. Without knowledge, one will lack the resources for such consideration. 
What degree of geographic knowledge is required to consider the real essence of 
geography? Relentlessly pursuing such knowledge would lead to limitless investi-
gation, and school education would end up being focused only on acquiring infor-
mation. Applying the knowledge learned in school to resolve world issues can be 
done only after graduating and going out into the world itself. The foundation of 
geography is not simply to gain knowledge. How one applies knowledge, considers, 
and applies it is part of Basic Geography. 

 The Basic Geography plan has allotted time for students to study and refl ect on 
basic knowledge learned. Furthermore, skills such as how to read maps and geo-
graphical ways of seeing and thinking have also been included as fundamental ele-
ments. Appropriate content has thus been designed as compulsory subjects for high 
school geography. Moreover, rather than merely considering, it was decided that 
students would also need to ascertain the process through which knowledge and 
skills are learned and used as the basis for studying and refl ecting upon geography, 
to put their learning into practice. For example, following the Great East Japan 
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Earthquake, the testimonies of disaster victims provided indispensable information 
about disaster prevention against earthquakes and tsunamis. In Japan, which is very 
prone to earthquakes, such disaster prevention information can help not only to save 
one’s own life but also the lives of many others. In light of this, information con-
cerning disaster prevention is also included in Basic Geography, along with geogra-
phy skills such as the use of maps and GIS. To make it easier to apply such knowledge 
and skills in real life situations, this teaching method also places great importance 
on fi eld research. 

 As stated above, the concept of Basic Geography is not simply about facts. It also 
considers the relationships between nature and humans. It also includes the learning 
process, which begins with gaining geographic perspectives and knowledge, such as 
geographic ways of seeing and thinking, and ends with application in daily life. 
Furthermore, the integration of content such as disaster prevention, which is a major 
issue in Japan, and the use of modern tools such as GIS will help students survive 
and thrive in contemporary society. This skill set will also help them cultivate their 
capacity to build a peaceful and democratic society (Usui  2011 ). Thus, it may be 
appropriate to make Basic Geography a compulsory subject in the senior high 
school Geography and History curricula. This will support not only preparation for 
university entrance examinations, but also all courses to be taken after graduation.  

21.3     The Structure of Basic Geography 

 The structure of Basic Geography has been described by Ida ( 2011 ,  2012 ), and these 
form the basis of discussion about Basic Geography. The plan is to develop Basic 
Geography as a compulsory two-credit class. Its content is structured from two 
perspectives: global-scale and local-scale. A methodical geographic content is 
adopted to present content from a global perspective, to impart the principal knowl-
edge and skills necessary to foster student interest in international issues, and to 
develop solutions based on independent views and thinking process. The intention 
of this course is to cultivate students’ ability to fi nd solutions to current national and 
international issues by building on their topographical knowledge and views devel-
oped in geography classes up to junior high school. In terms of local perspectives, 
the content includes learning outcomes about the community, a topic taught in 
junior high school, and simultaneously introduces a wider perspective that tackles 
various regional geographical issues (e.g., environmental, disaster prevention, and 
industry) in a probing and problem-solving manner. These locally based lessons are 
intended to foster students’ knowledge and skills to help them become involved in 
society in a meaningful way. Instruction through these two perspectives make up the 
foundation of Basic Geography, complemented by content instruction that consid-
ers the interactive relationships between global and local perspectives. 

 Table  21.1  shows topics, subtopics, and the learning content of major topic I of 
the Basic Geography course. Tentatively, 70–80 % of class time will be allocated to 
major topic I, and 20–30 % to major topic II.
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   Major topic I contains three topics: (1) a global perspective; (2) diverse natural 
environments and cultures of different regions; and (3) the global economy and 
society and various issues. In studying the modern world from a global perspective, 
students are presented with a general view of the world by studying the different 
ways that people are connected through globalization. By way of learning about the 
diverse natural environments and cultures of different regions, students will be able 
to look at the world from the three perspectives: (1) the natural environment, (2) 
lifestyles and cultures, and (3) the relationships between nature and culture. Case 
studies that examine regions from a range of perspectives are used to demonstrate 
the continuum of issues in the global economy and society. 

   Table 21.1    Major topic I: Features and issues in the modern world   

 Topics  Subtopics  Keywords 

 1. Modern World 
from a Global 
Perspective 

 (1) Structure of the Earth  Earth, general circulation of atmosphere/
oceans and weather/vegetation zones, 
plate tectonics and global-scale disasters, 
global environmental changes 

 (2) Connected world  Global population movement, global 
fl ow of goods, information and funds, 
energy revolution and trade, international 
organisations, national territory and 
territorial waters, information and 
telecommunications and the digital Earth 

 2. Diverse Natural 
Environments 
and Cultures of 
Different 
Regions 

 (1) Diversity in the natural 
environment found in 
various regions 

 Mobile zones/stable zones, from tropics 
to polar regions, arid zones, monsoon 
regions, mountainous regions/plains/
islands 

 (2) Diversity in lifestyle/
culture found in various 
regions 

 People, religions, languages, clothing / 
diet / dwelling 

 (3) Diversity in the 
relationships between 
nature and lifestyle/culture 
found in various regions 

 Disasters/environmental pollution/
destruction and human activities 

 3. Global 
Economy/
Society and 
Various Issues 

 (1) Global economic system  Blocking and multinational industries, 
environment and economy, central 
regions and peripheral regions 

 (1) Population/agriculture/
food 

 The population rise and the declining 
birth rate and aging population, 
agriculture and agricultural regions, food 
systems and agribusiness 

 (2) Industrialization and 
regional disparity 

 Resources and location, industrialization 
and industrial regions, 
de-industrialization and industrial 
clusters, new international specialization 

 (3) Urban issues  Urban systems and mega cities (global 
cities), multiculturalism, poverty, cities 
and disasters, cities and the environment, 
transportation infrastructure 
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 Major topic II consists of two topics: (1) the features of communities and (2) 
various local geographic issues and local area development. Table  21.2  outlines 
major topic II which features community and local area content that enables stu-
dents to investigate their surrounding area by probing and using problem-solving 
strategies (e.g., inquiry, data collection). In the process, students discover diverse 
issues related to geographic features, the environment, disasters, and industries 
within the local region where they conduct fi eld research. Moreover, students begin 
to link these experiences with the learning outcomes of major topic I. Together, 
these major topics lead student development of knowledge and skills that are valu-
able if they participate in community building.

   Major topic II is designed to help students understand the features and issues of a 
community from a local scale and to be mindful about the connections with the learn-
ing outcomes of major topic I. In the fi rst topic, ‘features of communities’, materials 
such as traditional maps, as well as electronic maps and satellite images acquired 
from Web GIS, will be used as learning tools to discover the basic characteristics of 
the local community where students live. The second topic, ‘various local regional 
issues and local area development’ builds upon such regional characteristics, and, 
while conducting fi eld research, students are expected to learn about local geographi-
cal issues related to the natural environment, disasters, and industry. The next step to 
extend this learning so students can use the inquiry approach to more deeply under-
stand the problems and to suggest potential solutions. 

 If all senior high school students study and build on the learning outcomes of 
Basic Geography—and take elective courses (e.g., Geography B)—which comprise 

   Table 21.2    Major topic II: Features of communities and local area development   

 Topics  Learning Content 

 1. Features of 
communities 

 The natural environment and land use in regions, regional population, 
industry, and history 

 2. Various local 
geographic issues 
and local area 
development 

 A. Regional development that seeks preservation and use of natural 
resources in local area 

 B. Regional development that seeks to prepare against natural disasters 
and alleviate damage in local area 

 C. Regional development that seeks preservation and use of historical 
resources in local area 

 D. Regional development that seeks the improvement of the 
environment and water circulation in local area 

 E. Regional development that seeks the enhancement of production, 
employment, and sales service in local area 

 F. Regional development that seeks the enhancement of health and 
welfare measures in local area 

 G. Regional development that seeks effi cient use of energy in local area 
 H. Regional development that seeks to make transport in the region 

more comfortable in local area 
 I. Regional development that seeks environmental improvement to 

protect against accidents and crime in local area 
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detailed world topography or more in-depth physical geographic content, they will 
gain a deeper understanding of Japan and the world. Moreover, students will be able 
to understand the value of learning geography.  

21.4     Characteristics and Issues of Basic Geography 

 The characteristics of Basic Geography are foundation to the fi eld. These are sum-
marized in the four points below:

    (1)    Considering current and important geographic phenomena,   
   (2)    Giving close consideration to place, space, and time,   
   (3)    Presenting the natural environment and social/cultural issues in a comprehen-

sive and integrated manner by undertaking specifi c case studies,   
   (4)    Conducting examinations by employing maps and GIS.     

 Geography education plays a role in ESD, which fosters individuals who are 
conscious of their relationship with others, their relationship with society, their 
relationship with the natural environment, and who are able to highly value rela-
tions and connections. Basic Geography offers content that is relevant to these 
ESD concepts. 

 There are two issues worth mentioning about the implementation of Basic 
Geography. The fi rst point is that since Basic Geography is a two-credit course, the 
content that forms the “basics” is carefully selected. There is no consensus among 
geographers on the elements of geography; however, it is aligned to the geography 
curriculum taught throughout school grades. Geography education researchers in 
universities, geography teachers in senior high schools, and junior high school 
Social Science teachers who specialize in geography contributed to its formulation 
and reviewed the ensuing drafts. Geography researchers were also involved as read-
ers of the content and provided suggested revisions. 

 The second point is whether Basic Geography will be taught by all geography 
and history educators. It would be optimal for Basic Geography to be taught by 
teachers specializing in geography; however, owing to a shortage of trained geogra-
phy teachers, it is conceivable that teachers specializing in history will teach it. The 
obstacle for non-geography teachers is that the knowledge, skills, and ways of 
thinking in Basic Geography are not simple. This issue has to do with the way that 
the university teaching certifi cate and in-service training systems are organized. 
Social teachers have a license that allows them to teach geography and history. 
Unfortunately, many teachers did not major in geography at university and their last 
geography class was in junior high school. In contrast, many more teachers have 
studied history in senior high school. Even if teachers have no experience in geog-
raphy, they could be allocated the class. This causes geography education support-
ers to worry about the state of geography in schools. The lesson is that in-service 
training for teachers is important to implementing content rich courses.  
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21.5     Toward the Implementation of Basic Geography 

 The Science Council of Japan has established the aims and general framework of 
Basic Geography; however, other course elements, such as specifi c content items, are 
still in draft form. This chapter summarizes the specifi c learning content based on 
this draft plan and the challenges of implementing these plans are outlined below. 

 The fi rst challenge is to verify the impact of the Basic Geography curriculum. 
If a large number of schools implement this course in their capacity as designated 
development schools, there is a high possibility that Basic Geography will be taught 
as a compulsory subject in senior high schools. This is conditional upon the success 
of the fi rst implementation phase before it is included in the next National Curriculum 
Standards revision. 

 The next issue concerns school credits. The total credits for Basic Geography and 
Basic History courses are four. Under present regulations, the minimum number of 
credits to be taken is four, depending upon the school, students will only be able to 
take compulsory subjects. Many senior high schools will probably teach elective 
geography as well as compulsory subjects, but in schools where only four credits of 
Geography and History are taught, students will have no freedom to select subjects. 
The challenge is whether credit rules will change in the favor of Basic Geography. 

 The third concern is how to integrate technology into the classrooms. Basic 
Geography recognizes the importance of maps and GIS, but how the geography 
education community will impart GIS skills in schools is a real challenge. 

 Despite these challenges, Basic Geography promises a comprehensive course 
that fosters students’ basic knowledge of geographical phenomena, ways of viewing 
and thinking about the world, and geographical skills that are critical to making 
rational judgments and decision making for a peaceful and promising society.     
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                        Conclusion 

 The Japanese geography education systems has emphasized descriptive regional 
geography at the school level. However, efforts are made towards fostering stu-
dents’ skills, attitudes, and interest in GIS and map use, active fi eld research, social 
participation through geography integration in education for sustainable develop-
ment (ESD), and disaster preparedness. These changes parallel improvements made 
to the teacher training system for developing well-qualifi ed geography teachers. 
These actions are confronted by both institutional and societal challenges such as 
the general public’s impression that geography is not important. 

 Since geography’s change from a compulsory to elective status, negative impacts 
are seen in senior high schools. Thus, to demonstrate geography’s value to society, 
the current geography curriculum in senior high schools is being redeveloped and 
experimental courses piloted in the classrooms. This provides a model for making 
geography compulsory in senior high school. Compulsory geography at this level 
would contribute greatly to the development of geography education in Japan by 
demonstrating its value to society and that geography is an important part of a citi-
zen’s education. 

 International research fi ndings are currently being considered for the Japanese 
geography education system. The work ahead is to fi rmly establish that geography 
education and curricular designs meet world standards as well as to ensure that teacher 
training programs are apace with the research and developments in high performing 
countries worldwide. With collaborative and independent efforts, changes are emerg-
ing. For example, through participation in the International Geography Olympiad, 
students and many geography teachers’ views are changing and leading to novel expe-
riences and progress. While they are following Japan’s traditional geography educa-
tion system, exploration along a new path is underway. This change in geography 
education is unique to Japan but also incorporates world geography standards. We 
look forward to more developments in Japanese geography education that build on the 
aforementioned efforts, both planned and already in progress. 

 Yoshiyasu Ida        
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